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ABSTRACT
This study centres on the teachings of Baba Sawan Singh In the Gurwat 
Slddhant. Babà Sawan Singh is a Satguru of the Beas line of the 
Radhàsoàml > movement. The Râdhâsoâni tradition is a twentieth century 
manifestation of the medieval Sant tradition. The Gurroat Slddhant 
contains a modern day exposition of Sant Mat. The primary aim of this 
study is to explain and interprete the contents of the Gurmut 
SlddllOT^ « In so doing Baba Sawan Singh's brand of neo-Santlsm is 
systematically presented hnd the synthetic nature of his teachings 
revealed.
The study consists of a general introduction, eight chapters and a 
general conclusion. The general introduction outlines the early 
history of the southern and northern Sant traditions. It also 
characterizes the main features of the Sant belief system. The 
structure and content of the thesis is also outlined here. Chapter I 
examines the early development of the Radhasoaml movement 
from 1678 tO 1948. It analyzes the growth of the Agra and Beas camps 
and highlights Babà Sa%ian Singh's role at Dera Babà Jaimal Singh. 
Chapter II studies the except of God in the Gurmat Siddhant. It 
examines Baba Sawan Singh's concept of the divine creator and the 
doctrine of divine self-expression. Chapter III analyzes the cosmogony 
and cosmology of the Gurmat Slddhant. It provides an appraisal of Babà 
Sawan Singh's interpretation of the Radh'âsoâmi scheme of creation .
Chapter IV appraises what Is said about the status and role of the
Satguru. Chapter V looks at Surat Sabd Yoga as a spiritual discipline
and explains Its role as an Instrunent of spiritual salvation Chapter
VI defines the concept of bhaktl In the Gurnet Slddhant. It explains < »
how Babà Sawan Singh perceives bhakti as a devotional response to God. 
Chapter VII presents a studied appraisal of the ethics of the Gurmat 
It exanlnes the idea of the relationship between ethical 
values and self-transformation as perceived by Baba Sawan Singh. 
Chapter VIII discusses the "unity of religions" thesis as It appears 
6yr«ftgt Sid^hdn^» it highlights Bàba Sawan Singh's prlmordiallst 
approach to religion and examines what Is said about the nature of 
religion. The general conclusion, presents an outline of the main 
features of Baba Sawan Singh's thought as discussed In the main 
chapters. It also developes a perspective regarding Babà Sawan Singh's«. 
neo-Sant synthfetlclsm.
11
6EREKAL IRTKODUCTION 
THE SMIT T8ADITIOII ; AM OVEWIEII
Introduction
The devotional transformation of medieval Hinduism was largely 
influenced by the rise of the bhakti movement. It was ® prominent 
feature In the history of Indian religion. It began In the In the 
Tamil South (1) and gradually spread northward through Karnataka and 
Maharashtra. It also swept over North India and Bengal from the 
fifteenth century onward. This impulse toward a personal devotional 
faith profoundly changed both the quality and the structures of Indian 
religious life. The heart of religion became the cultivation of a 
loving relationship between the Individual and a personally conceived 
supreme God^  ^ Salvation was once considered unattainable except by men * 
of the three upper castes. It now came«to be seen as the prerogative 
of all. Spiritual leadership shifted from the Brahmin priest 
knowledgeable about ritual and Sanskrit scriptures to the figure of 
the popular poet-saint who communicated with the masses In the
4
vernacular. (2)
«
*
The bhakti movement was an expanding .movement vitalized by leaders 
who generated new Ideas. This movement reached Its zenith between the 
fifteenth and the sevenUnth century. The bhakti tradition Is an 
ongoing one. It is till very much alive today, permeating all facets 
Hindu religious life. The songs of the poet-saints, their 
adaptations of Sanskrit religious texts,their sayings and th# legends
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mof their lives re«il„ the -cleeeK;.- of the different vernaculer 
llteretures. H,... .1 .0  . serve .. the prlnclp.l eource of rellgou. 
inspiration for «oat ordinary «orshlppera. Many of the current 
practice, of popular Hlnduls« have their origin In the bhakti 
novement. In addition, aoet of the organized religious coBBunlties 
that evolved out of the followings of particular poet-saints or groups 
of poet-saints continue to exist In Independent traditions with their 
distinctive patterns of belief and practice. Above all. it le the 
Ideas and attitudes of the bhektl movement that live on. giving
present-day Hlnduls. It. eaotlonal texture, its spiritual and social 
values.and Its basic philosophical assuaptlons.
Soae scholara .have chosen to coapare the bhaktl „ove«nt to the 
Protestant Refor«rtlon of Christianity. <3> Both these »oveaents 
deaonstrate a slallar diversity. Though the ¿oet-salnts were kindred 
spirits aoved by slallar devotional fervour, the expression of their 
devotion took a variety of foras. Soa. poets were devoted to siva. 
others to Vlspu or one of his incarnations. Yet others worshipped i 
supreae God transcending all concrete aanlfestatlons. Besides 
differing m  the object of their devotion, the poet-saints artd the 
Bovements they Inspired also espoused a ' wide range ol philosophical 
positions. These ranged fro« strict duallsa to the absolute aonls. of 
Advalta Vedanta. At th. level of doctrine and eoclal Ideology, there 
“•re varying degrees of opposition and accoaodatlon to the orthodox 
tradition-s Inalstenca on th. revealed statu, of th. Vadlc 
•crlpturas. th. priestly role of th. Brehaln.. and the observance of
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caste duties and restrictions. In natters of devotlcmal practice, the 
rejection of all external forns of worship Is often ^countered.
Indeed It Is custosiary to discuss the bhaktl novenent froB an overall
• •
perspective. One tends here to stess its underlying unity (4) and
also the role of the poet^salnts as religious and cultural
Intergrators. <5) It Is hovwver, nore appropriate to conceive of the
novenent as a cluster of Individual bhaktl groups, each with its
particular enphases. (6> These groups display a strong character.
They are distinguished not only by their doctrinal content but by
their separate histories. Thus, under the rubric of bhaktl, one finds a
variety of different traditions. There are .the orthodox Sri Valsnava• ♦✓ _
and the Salva Slddhanta schools of the Tamil South, the non-confornlst 
Vlra^lvas of Karnataka, the worship of the goddess Kail In Bengal and 
the widespread North Indian Rana cult. Besides these groups we also 
have the exclusively Krsnavalte sects of Vallabha In Western India and 
Qjaitanya In Bengal. ,Finally, we have the Sant tradition. This study 
focuses on .the teachings of a representative of the Radhasoanl 
tradition. This tradition is often viewed as a twentieth century 
expression of the Bedieval Sant tradition.
Pit  Sontt E tvolpglcel Consltleratlons
There are differences of opinion, both aaong Sant scholars and within 
the Indian tfhaktl tradition Itself, regarding the Sant tradition. The 
difficulty begins with the term Sant which has several overlapping
- 3 -
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«.nlng,.
Hindi It 1. u.,d ,. th. .ingular for. of th. Sono^nt „ t  (truth, 
renllty,. n .  ,oot «.nlng is -oo. uho ob..rv„ • iuddh. sstltv».. <«, 
pure way of being) «„d hee achieved a state of fplrltuei 
enllghtenaent by «Kp,rle„cl„g .ystlcal reality. By extension It Is
USGCl t o  Pof* ®r f f\ i ll  1 4 kb _e_those who sincerely seek enlightenment. <9)
Hithln the tradition Itself the tera Sent 1. ueed as a-synony« for
sndh or sadhu In the original sense of on. «ho controls the senseb .
opposed to th. coanon aodern ueage of sadhu aeanlng ,n 
Itinerant religious nedlcant. (lO)
An exa.ln.tlon of the PuSlSbl usage of the ter. Sant „ 1 1 1 i„svlt.bly
‘•K* US bach to th. writing, of the Slhh Ourffa. . a „  g.,iy g,,,
rnllglon already «„tlons „lied Santa. Por the Slhh Ourus. the
designates any seeker after, truth and salvation who pursues
«S Objective by of , particular rang, o, activities, as, The
- d  recur, frequently m  th. <13, «  ,, -------
- n s  th, only ter. used by th. Ouru. nor hei It proved to be the «..t 
-nrable. I„ sikh usage, the ,x.st popul.r of th. several synonyms ha. 
een th. w r d  which tends to be overlooked by reeson of its subsequent 
^onlnence . - the word Sikh. 1„ the «.k. 'of the Curu's. Sikh and Sant 
«aUy Interchageable. The meaning which they express Is also 
covered by several other ter«. The., include gur.ukh. sadh. sàdhù.
aechlara. brahm glèni and gureikh. In this assembly 
•^nt. Which modern co«»„t.tor. (u, h.u... to be aynony«u. with th.
•rme elreedy «ntlon«.. tek.s it. place ‘a. an Important word, but 
Cbrtainly not on. po.....tng , unique m..„i„g or Importance. <15,
- ♦ -
\Thl. contr«t. «o».«h.t with th. «.r. p u «  which tli. l,r.
Sant holds in Hlnduls«. It la also r.aeonabl. clwir that In tar« of 
SlKh organliatlonal Idaal. «mSlaS. psnth. aaigat). th. Hindu Sant Is 
incongruent with th. .ora tightly organic«! and self-consciously 
coronal nature of Sikh social and religious life. However, within 
the larger Sikh tradition, a nuaber of Sant-centred panths have 
arisen, the Nanak-panth being the central and »>st Important. <16.
Historically there has been a tendency among established Sent scholars 
to perceive the term as a designation given to poet-s.lnts belonging 
to two distinct though related devotional bhaktl groups. The first Is 
that of a particular group of non-sectarian Valsijava bhaktes devoted 
to vithoba or Vlthalla, the famous dalty of Pandhapur. Thl. group 1. 
known as the VarkarTs of Mahlirgshtra Cho flourlshad from the 
thirteenth to the elghteentn century. The second group spanned the 
HlndT-speaklng area, of PunjSb and Rajasthan. It was active fro. the 
fmeenth century onward. It was a loose fellowship of believers In 
the supre« God conceived as nlrgun. .beyond all qualifications), 
«ejecting all s.gun. .qualified, manifestations of the Divine, the 
North Indian Sants defy classification within the usual categories of 
Hindu bhaktl. It has become customary, however, to describe .......
proponents of nirguna bh.ktl - . „«Her unhappy appellation as 
Barthwal U7> and McLeod (ia> have argued.
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nn» Sanf «»d Mlr»uni.
The concept of nirguna bhaktl as a distinct devotional node 
contrasting with that of the Sants as a separate devotional 
tradition, is relatively new. The idea of Sant Mat (a coherent body of 
Sant teachings^ belonging to a Sant parampara <a comnon spiritual
line of descent) distinct fron that of sectarian Valsnavas did not 
become fully crystallized until the nld-nlneteenth century. It 
originated In certain late esoteric circles. These circles were more 
self-conscious about belonging to a tradition than were the earlier 
Sants. It has however, gained general acceptance among the members of 
Sant panths (Sant cosmunities of shared belief and practl.ce). In the 
past fifty yenrs, it has also been given currency in scholarly 
circles, <19) replacing the older understanding of Sants as «reformed* 
or «syncretlstlc* Valçnavas. This practice of classifying forms of 
popular devotion . based on distinctions between nlrgu^a and saguoa. 
Sants and Valsnavas is not without problems. The contrast is not
always as neat as the taxonomy would imply, for the following 
reasons.
use of the term sagu^a.bhaktl as a blanket concept often obscures 
the Important differences at the symbolic and affective level between 
the various poet-saints ot the southern group (20). The same holds 
true tor the Indiscriminate use of the tern nirguna bhaktl. This tern 
night be used to distinguish between the religious vision and 
utterances of the solitary Individuals who visre nedieval Sants and the
-  6 -
doctrln«» and othaf lliaraturas of tha various organlzad aacta or 
pantha devalopad by thalr followers.
Another .problen related to such absolute and rigid classifications 
becones clearly evident when discussing organization. One night 
logically predict^' for exanple, that Val^Qava religious novements 
would, have a nore distinct pattern of organization than their Sant 
counterparts, since the coammlty could be so directly shaped around a 
specifiable, sagu^a object of devotion like Ran or K|^ gna. The fact Is, 
however, that religious aovensnts representing the Sant persuasion 
bear* organizational patterns no less definite than their Valgijava
4
counterparts. Hawley* (21) for exanple, points out, the Dadu, KabTr,
«
and Nahak panths are as well articulated as the Vallabha, Gaudlya
-•
and'Radhlvallabha saapraydaya. Indeed, It can be said with sons degree
aof conviction that It Is the Ranalte conponent of nedleval bhaktl, not 
the Sant, "that has 'failed aiore than any other to spa«m clearly 
recognizable sectarian connunltles". (22)
Such difficulties of classification nay, however, be percleved as 
fortunate. They alert us to the likelihood that the religious %forld In 
which the nedleval bhaktas partlcl'patdd and which they so shaped was 
nuch nore fluid In Its organization than they are usually nade out to 
be. To divide the principal figure of nedleval India Into sagu^a 
bhaktas'on the one hand and Sants on the other Is to run the risk of 
obscuring Inportant connections that nay have related then to one 
another and probably nade then In nore ways than one part of the sane 
larger novenant.
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The Sants and Vdl^i^avlsm
The next question which Is not unrelated to the nlrguQa/saguQa
classification and which should be attended to is the Sant-Val§oavlsn
relationship. To what extent Is It Justifiable to speak of the Sant
parampar'5 as distinct from the Valsnava devotional tradition? There
are clear differences between the religious outlook of the Sants and
Valsnava poets. There are, however, also many points on which they
coincide. The northern Sants use Valsnava names for their nlrguna
deity, while the god Vlthoba of the Maharashtrian Sant tradition Is
considered to be a form of Vlsnu. Sants also share with the Valsnavas• • • •
a number of beliefs. These Include the belief In divine grace and the 
Idea tha» the relationship between the human soul and God Is that of 
lover and -Beloved. Then there Is also the emphasis on the pain of 
separation as leading to spiritual %nllghtennent. Further to this • 
there Is the view that salvation is attainable by all castes and both 
sexes.
The early northern Sants, however,- and especially KabTr - seen to 
have gone a step or two further than most others by actually breaking 
with the Brahmlnlcal tradition altogether. Kabir does not only reject 
idol-worship and ridicule the vain pretensions of the Brahmins and the 
hypocrisy of the swanls and the yogis. He and his followers do not 
look upon themselves as Hindus oi Muslims, but reject all religions 
based on revelation, advocating a purer, higher form of religion which 
actually does away with the concept of a personal God. Kabir. sometInes 
adopts a monotheistic stance. However, In many of his short rhymed
-  8 -
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\
\
N
verses celled sakhls or pads, he/ adopts a nihilistic t 
utterances cone nearer to the teachings of the ancient Slddhas and 
Naths, who were the propagators * of the TShtrlc yoga later taught by 
the Salva Nath yogis. And the fact Is that such utterances can hardly 
be reconciled with Valsnava bhaktl, for their conception of man’s 
relationship to God possesses a rellglo-splrltuai context of Its own.
\
The various elements which appear as characteristic of the Sant 
religious discipline can also be traced to the Valsnava tradition. The 
cult of the Name as an hypostasis of the supreme divinity, especially 
that of Ram. Is one example. It, however, probably owes much to the 
rantrlc tradition and is present In most forms of Valsnava bhaktl at 
least from the time of Jnanfesvar (23>. The extreme Importance, 
attributed to satserhg or the •’company of the saints" (241, with the 
Sants themselves taking the place of the Hindu tlrthas, is commonly 
held by all Valsnavas. On the other hand, the exaltation of the gurii 
as the Interlorlzed Satguru, whose powerful mantra is conceived as 
iibds 6r the mysterious Word Is clearly a yogTc concept. It Is not 
unfamiliar to the northern Sants who retain certain links with 
traditional Valsnava bhaktl. The Sant sadhana therefore may be viewed 
as ‘a subtle blending of two main traditions of Hindu mysticism, 
apparently antagonistic to each other, namely Valsnava bhaktl and an 
terlc Tantrlc tradition. The Sants also have some things In common 
with the Islamic Sutls* who were present in India from the twelth
century onward and Influenced the religious environment In which the 
Sant tradition evolved. ’
- 9 -
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Despite these Inportant areas of conmonality, however, there are 
slgnitleant differences as well. These differences are especially 
marked In the case of the northern Sants. While the Sants use Vaisnava« t
names of uod, they do not worship the Incarnations of Vlspu. Neither 
are they affiliated to any of the orthodox bhaktl schools They are, 
as earlier mentioned, also Indifferent to the authority of the 
Sants reject the priestly prerogatives of the Brahmins and oppose the 
outer forms of devotion associated with saguna bhaktl. Finally while 
the orthodox Vaisnava tradition has affirmed at the level of doctrine 
that salvation Is open to all, soclo-rellglous barriers between high 
and low castes have not really been challenged at the level of 
practice. The Sants by contrast, have been uncompromising In their 
opposition to caste hierarchy and exclusiveness. The great majority of 
the leading figure» In the tradition have been from the lower castes. 
As a non-conformist -counter-culture- the Sants are close in spirit 
to certain non-sectarian movements. One could cite as examples the 
Bauls of Bengal, the Tamil Slddhas, the Vlra^alvas of Karnataka.
The historical Sant movements of North India and spiritually kindred 
movements elsewhere continue to function as organised .religious 
communities In the present. Their Influence however, extends j a r  
beyond them and Is diffused throughout the contemporary culture of 
India. Their radical form of bhaktl has been especially attractive to 
modern Intellectuals and social reformers. For these individuals, an 
interior religion of the heart combined with ethical behavior and 
egalitarian social values Is more attractive than highly ritualized 
religious practices.
-  10 -
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Ihe Sant Fellowship
The view thet there Is a certain coherent group structure among the 
Sants Is still subject to controversy In certain scholarly circles. 
Daljeet Singh (25) lor example, argue» that there was, on the part of 
the Sants an Identifiable lock of organizational Interest of any kind. 
He argues that there Is little evidence, to suggest that the Sants 
themselves made any conscious attempt to form a distinct community. 
The Sants, he believes did not Institutionalize their faith. Their 
aim seems to have been Individual rather than social. Others like 
Vaudeville prefer to speak of a loose spiritual fellowship. (26) 
This fellowship was seen as consisting of mystical poet-saints, not 
easily classified either from structural, metaphysical or religious 
points of view. She sees the Sants as representing a type of religious 
attlfude that had become vocal In medieval India.
Most attempts to construct a defensible history of the early Sant 
movement focus on the blogrephles of medieval figures who presaged the 
beginning of a new direction In Indian spirituality. Notwithstanding 
the importance of .Maharashtrian and Kashmiri poets, the majority of 
early Sants belonged to that part of present-day India known as the 
PuSja-b and Uttar Pradesh. In Its barest outline the formative period 
of the Sant movement seems to have been shaped by two different 
fltteenth/slxteenth figures. Kablr and Curû Ninak. Both these 
individuals have assumed legendary status In the lltarary and 
ToUglous history of the So'uth Asian subcontinent.
- 11 -
\Yet despite Intensive scholarly efforts neither KabTr nor Guru Nanak
have had their status as historical figures ascertained beyond the
shadow of reasonable doubt. In the case of Kabîr we find that all
material used as primary evidence for reconstructing his life is set
In sakhls or dohas ^short rhymed poems», the authenticity of which
still remains challenged. '27; Unlike the ilte of Kabîr , that of
Guru Nânak may be gleaned from the lanam sâkhîs. prose accounts
composed In Punjab! and written In the GurmukhT script . The language
ianas gâkhî§ however, is both Inflated and opaque This ha«?
forced scholars like McLeod (28) to adopt a set of Internally
consistent criteria for separating true from false passages. Added to
this problem Is the fact that the Janam sakhis were ajl composed
(
within the Sikh community for the benefit of Gurü. Nânak loyalists.
This makes them highly unsatisfactory as. historical sources from the 
scientific point of view because tliey run the danger of being
“distorted by legendizlng propensities“. (29) Given such methodoglcal 
problems related to the reconstruction of quasl-hlstorlcai 
biographies, scholars like J.awrence be»K>an the fact that the Sants 
will never be knowable as a historical reconst ruetable body of
persons.“ (iO) .Nevertheless there Is still sufficient room for
presenting défendable arguments that support the contention that the 
Sants can be perceived as and grouped into loosely knit paramparS" or 
lineage structures (31) or sampradaya or traditions (32). These are 
based on the following observations relating to the group structure.
The concept of an organic relationship between guru and disciple Is a 
tenable one. In the Hindu tradition there is a belief that* spiritual
-  12 “
power Is continuous, flowing through established channels and 
specific mediating sources, the guru being one of these. Amongst the 
early Sants and their present>day counterparts the SatgurG-dlsclple 
relationship is one that enjoys the status oi Indestructable 
permenence. This identification of the disciple with his gurú and/or 
his lineage possesses an Important soclo-rellgious dimension and is 
^prominently reflected In the Sant doctrine of guru,^^hakt 1.
Most Sants sing of the Satguru In terms which seem very human. But 
which Sants normally did have a living person In mind when they so 
sang Is not always clear. Particularly problematic in this respect are 
the well-known early Sants, most' of whom are sources of significant 
lineages. Western scholars today usually see the Satguru referred.to 
by Kablr, Guru Ifanak and Dadu* as bearing little reference to any one*^  
living person. Indian scholars, generally tend to think otherwise. 
(33) The earliest Sants did not seem to have maintained extended 
contact with individual perceptora of their own. However, In singing 
as 'they did of the Lord as Satguru, they were, no doubt consciously 
offering themselves to be taken in place of traditional objects of 
worship they are often seen as rejecting.
The tradition takes a significantly different form with the first
several successors of well-known Sants. Aware of the Satguru as also a
unique Individual at hand, their references to him seem more patently
human. They sometimes sing of the paradoxes Involved In devotion to a 
#
living person. While retaining a significant awareness of a larger 
Sant clan, these figures, many Illustrious In their own right, also
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saw their own status as gurus deriving largely from the fact of their 
lineage. This development differs significantly from that seen in the 
relatively lineageless early Sants. This particular notion of lineage 
is best illustrated by presenting briefly the Rádhásoámi movement's 
own genealogy ci Sants.
The modern Radhaso^mi movement provides its own genealogy ot "perfect 
and true Saints". (34> The lineage Includes Kabir, Guru Nanak, Paltu, 
Dadu, Raidas, Tulsl Sahib, Jagjlwan Sahib, Gharlb. Das, Tulsl Das,
Nabha Jl, Swam! Hardas and Sur Das . Among the Muslims represented are 
Shams Tabriz, Maulana Rurol^  Hafiz and Muhaddld Allf Sanl. <35> One
therefore sees here that the Idea that there are a Sant tradition Is a
very real proposition. It Is a fact that It Is to the benefit of such 
movements as Radhasoaml, which postulate connections to the Sant 
tradition for their legitimacy, that such a tradition In tact existed. 
In fact there are claims that the term" Sant Mat" originated from 
Tulsi Sahib <.36>, a saintly figure who Immediately preceded the
origins of Radhasoami In the mid-nineteenth century.
And finally, the accepted fact that modern day Sants constantly draw 
upon the Sant b«ni (a collection ot short' spiritual verses by leading 
Sant figures), seems to point to the fact that there is a pool of 
writings from a common body of revered Sants. One could even propose 
the notion of a clan of Sants. The Idea here Is that ot a fellowship 
of Sants whose body of Independent verses were In the course of time 
gathered together as collections and revered as syntheses of Sant 
Ideas.
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\Both the Sl.hs and the DSdu-panthU have put together fro, the sayings 
ol a number of Sants, coigillations which have been given special 
canonical status. n,e for Instance, contains all verses of
the Sikh <vuru6 and selections of verses of other, poet-saints. <3 7> 
T-» Pakùïiçi collections of t.he Dadû-pan.hîs represent an attempt to
S.ther together all the so-called -genuine- verses of Oïda. Ha-md.v, 
Kabir. Har.da-s and Paid«. These have for whatever reasons, been 
singled out Within the tradition as being particularly their own. The 
S ™ â  .another OadO-panthl collectio,» on the other hand, 
represents an atte.pt by R.jab, an important disciple of DSd«'. to cull 
oxt Of the entire Sant tradition a number of verses he felt were
particularly Important for understanding specific topics.
«
There are also more contemporary collect Ions like SMt sanerah and 
SâaiSaJîLjanl <38> published by l ^  different Radhasoêmî groups. Sant 
Uàscaà was compiled In two volumes by P M  sillg p.-. the first SatgurO 
»T the Agra line of the Pâdhasoàmi movement and contain verse, from 
Shiv Oayal Singh, the founding Sstguru ol the RâdhasoâM movement. It 
•tso contains verses fro. Kablr. Guru Ra-nak. Pal,G and Tulsi SaTilb. 
S*«Ífa-JÚ-fe5ni ls published by the Bess Satsang o, the Pidh.sohmi 
movement and bears the na«e of Charan Singh, the present SatgurU at
author. This work presents verses by Kabîr. PaitG, Tulsf 
SShib and a great deal from the Sikh scriptures These yerses ore
taken as the basis for the Satguru's public discourses and are
P*^®®®oted as works that erK mthat shed great light on the teachings of the
Sants. '
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Addressing themselves to the common folk either in a rough form of 
archaic Hindi (39>, in the case ol the early northern Sants, or in 
archaic Harathl UO) In the case of their early southern 
counterparts, and some other languages including English in the case 
of the more contemppr-ry movements like Radhasoami, the Sants express 
themselves predominantly in the language of the people.
For the most part, the spread of the early Sant tradition corresponded
to the areas where Kharl boll <41> is understood by large portions of
the population <1. e. Hindustan and Maharashtra). (42) It Is a fact
that few early Sant texts show consistent Khari boll forms. Many do
seem to show a Sanfs own language oriented toward the widely
understood Khari boll norm. This make do idiom does not usually
provide smooth reading but it does Indicate something* about the early
Sants purpose of composition. The orientation of the languauge of many
early Sants toward a workaday idiom not only reflects their disregard
for literary polish but also their Intention of reaching a popular
audience. Their sayings took the form of ^hort utterances. In the
North, these were dohas (dlstichs) or pads (short rhymed poems with
a refrain). <43) The dohas of the. early North Indian Sants (44) are
almost always referred to as sakhls. (45) The Bani of the early Sant
is classified into sakhT and ^bda, terms that appear to have been
originally used as synonymns. By the late fourteenth century, when the
early Sants began to preach their form of nlrguna bhaktl, the.dohS was
already established in the literary tradition of the Hindi area. Not * \
only in ApabhraiMa (46) but also in medie(^al Hindi was the doha the 
most commonly used metre. As the bhaktl movement and Its various
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formations spread over North India, It might have been expected that
« /
all bhaktl poets would utilize the dohls as the vehicle of their 
teachings. This never happened, because It tended to remain the 
special province of the nlrguna Sants. It never became an Important 
genre of either Ramalte or Krsnavalte bhaktl. U7)
The Sant parampara is usually divided Into two main groups; that oi 
the South and that of the North. In the cose of the southern Sant 
tradition we have all the Marathl-speaklng poets of the Vlthoba C46> 
cult. Those following their teachings have been Integrated since the 
thirteenth century into a single panth, called the Varkorl. The 
Varkarls recognize a succession of some fifty poet-saints over a 
period of five hundred years. The lives of these Sants are’ recorded In 
a standard haglographlc work of the eighteenth century. Among them,, 
the four most Important ore Jnaheevar (Dyandeo> Noindev, Eknoth and 
Tukarara.
The Southern Sant Tradition
Jnanes^/ar U 2 75-1296) <49) who Is usually credited with founding the
*
panth IMS also the author of several works. <50) The most well-known
of these are the Git7govlnda which are allegorical descriptions of
Krsna's love for Radha. But It Is for the Jn&nesvarl (51) that he will « « •
always be remembered. This contribution, often hailed as the greatest 
mystical work in Marathi mystical philosophy Is essentially an 
expositlonal work laid down In its prototype, the BhagflYttd There
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18 no question that this highly popular religious text Is the basis of 
the bhaktl tradition In Maharashtra. This tradition, although it has 
no formal overall organization, could properly be called a bhaktl 
movement In its own right. (52)
Naradev (1270-1350) (53>, the details of whose life still remain a
mystery, (54) Is reputed to have travelled In North India, especially 
In the Punjab. He Is said to be the author of the hymns In old Hindi 
preserved In the Adi grantti under his name. It Is generally accepted 
that Naradev’s works roughly coincide with three eras of his life; 
youth, when he was an Idol worshipper, middle age when he was 
emancipating himself from popular religious notions and practices and 
old age when he began to exhibit Ideas compatible with those of the 
Sants. The primary emphasis of his mature years can t>e seen In the 
Insistence on the futility of idolatory, the significance and the 
efficacy of the divine name. There was also the emphasis on the 
Importance of the SatgurJ and the Idea of love as the appropriate 
response to. divine Initiative.
He Is said to have been responsible for the Idea of the company of 
Sants, q pantheon of Sants who knew each other and thè Sants of the 
past. Zelllot (55) records that Namdev is believed to have known a 
multitude of fellow Sants from all walks of lite and all castes who 
Joined In the worship of Vlthoba in his life time.
EknMh (1548-16(X)) was a Brahmin who hailed from the old capital of 
Palthan and lived during the time of the Ahmadnagar Sultanate. (56) He
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lived In a highly orthodox and closed Brahminlcal world. Despite this 
he managed to maintain contact with foreigners, the non-SanskritIc 
community, Indeea all manner of men. Eknâth exhibited a profound 
devotion for the lowly. His insistence on using Marathi instead of 
Sanskrit combined with his unorthodox behaviour of performing 
charitable acts for all meant that he often lived under persecolion 
and the threat of excommunication. (57^
Eknath Is one of the four major figures in the seven hundred year old 
bhaktl tradition ot Maharashtra and Is often considered a link figure 
In many ways. He is thought to have revitalized the bhaktl movement of 
the thirteenth century. He thus paved the way for one of the greatest 
ot Sant poets, Tukarara, in the seventeenth century. He Is also seen as 
having served as a link to bhaktl-in North India by including Kabir 
and Raidas in his listing of Sants as they were an Intrinsic part of 
his own tradition.
Eknath Bhâgavata. the Marathi commentary on the eleventh Skhanda 
Bhagavata Purana (58) Is considered to be Eknath* s most
Important work but a listing of his other translations and 
commentaries are necessary to establish his scholarly character. 
Eknath composed the Bhavirtha aramayana. a Marathi version of the 
V^lmlkl RSmSyana- He also wrote the Chatuslokl Bhagavata. a commentary 
on the second Skhanda of the Bhagavata Purina, a pliliosophlcal work 
called the Hastamalaka and a number ot other highly philosophical 
works. He Is also said to have written some tour thousand Marathi
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devotion«! abhenge cohort lyrics! which are traditional foras of 
Maharashtrian sant-kavl (59> songs.
Tukiria .,69b-1649> <6 0., was a Marath, by caste. He Is no. only the
aos. belovao Sant In the «rhari-panth bo. by tar'the aos. laportan. 
P 01 th. entire period In the alnds of aodern readers of Marathi 
.Iterature. cpD Por his poetic genius he has soaetlaes been colled 
the "Robert Burns ot India" and has to his credit soae four thousand 
tlve hundred poeas. Tliese not only contain spiritual wlsdoas for the 
everyday man but aore laportantly portray the various levels of 
spiritual experience. These range fro» the Initial, eleaentary piety
O. the staple Hindu to the subllae aystlcal experience o, the persona. 
God in union oi love and surrender. (62)
Central to any aeanlngful discussion of Tuia-ra-» Is an explanation ot 
the Often misunderstood and soaetlaes overslapllfled relationship 
between his Idol vtorshlp and his aystlclsa <63. The seemingly 
insoluble riddle presented by the various elements In Tuk-,r5»'s belle, 
ss regards Idols Is perhaps brought nearest to a solution by soae 
Tukaraa scholars. They discuss how Vllhoba had coae lo embody tor 
Tukäräa the conception of tjod ,s the aoth¿rly Divine Being. .64.
by his mystic vein, found In so many ot his poems that TukarSu 
»akes a religious contribution o, enduring value. Though his aystlclsa 
‘S Often in rough and uncouth phrases and often In a terminology 
ged with Idolatry, it was always religious passion ot the noblest 
kind. Tuk-aria taught his fellow-aen not chiefly by what he said, but
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by what he telt and experienced - moments oi aspiration, contltct and
communi on.
The Northern Sant Tradition
The Sant tradition ot the North presents a more fragmented picture. 
Instead ot a single panth there are many, each with its separate 
history going back to a particular figure In addition to this, there 
are a large number of Sants who were neither founders ot panths nor 
affiliated to any panth, but are still regarded as being part of the 
tradition. What binds the North Indian Sants together is neither a 
historical connection nor an lnst.ltutlonal focus, but the similarity 
In their teachings. The fact that* they themselves perceived this 
commonality is clear from the numerous references In their poetry to 
both the Sants as a spiritual fellowship and to specific historical 
Sants. Not only this, but one of the major genres of North Indian Sant 
literature is anthologies compiled from the utterances of different 
Sants. The most important of these have achieved canonical status. 
Despite the Institutional fragmentation, there Is thus a strong sense 
of spiritual unity.
Valsnava hagiographical tradition is unanimous In making RamSnand the 
founder of the northern paramparS. This is done by trying to establish 
the connection through Kablr who. It is claimed, received the name of 
Ram from Raminand by way oi Initiation. <6t>) Recent scholarship 
however, has tended to doubt this whole interpretation of the origins
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of the northern Sants. It is rejected, first of all, on chronological 
grounds. It Is slnply not possible for Rimánand to have had all the 
disciples attributed to him. t66> Secondly, it is pointed out, 
nowhere in the preserved utterances ot the early Sants is there any 
inentlon cl Rimánand or any other humar gurú. Instead the Sants appear 
as Indeper.dent figures whose spiritual awareness is based bn personal 
mystical experience alone.
t
Kabir, Guru Nának and Dadu are the major figures of the northern Sant 
tradition in its tormatlve years. (67> The panths they founded or 
inspired are also the oldest surviving Sant communities today. The 
Sikh community is by far the most important. It has a distinct 
religious way ot 1 ife,distinct not only from the Hindu, but also from 
its Sant origins. The Kabir-panth, is currently estimated to have 
around two and a half million followers. It is active in several 
areas, particularly Madhya Pradesh and eastern Uttar Pradesh, as a 
religious community ol the dispossessed. The Dádú-panth, numerically 
less strong than the other two panths, is nevertheless influential in 
Rajasthan.
As one of the principle figures in both Hindi literature and the Sant
movement, Kabir has been subject to considerable scholarship In India
as well as in the West. The background and structure of Kabir*s
«
thought has already been well analyzed by Vaudeyille. She demonstrates 
how Kabir borrows from the Hath, V/aisnava ant Sul 1 traditions. 
Besides outlining instanced where the strong Influence ot Nath 
terminology and thought structures are clearly discernable, we also
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learn from Vaudeville about Kablr's debt to the Valenava bhaktl. This. • •
is evident in his use o! narital imagery when talking of the seekers
yearning tor uod. We also learn of KabTr's renounclatlon, in true Sant
«
style ot all that is mechanical and external, at firming as valid only 
that which may be experienced Inwardly. Kabir teaches that within a 
man’s soul, <Jod may by his grace reveal himself to him who is prepared 
f or the revelation. The way ot preparation is the way of love, a love 
addressed directly to the supreme Lord who is both transcendent and 
Immanent. It is a love which will inevitably involve long periods in 
the anguish ot separation. Kabir warns that few will have the courage 
to undertake It and fewer still the persistence to follow it to the 
point of revelation.
There Is inevitably much that must remain obscure in Kablr's attempts 
to describe his mystical experiences, which Kablr Verainds us are 
ultimately inexpressible. In his efforts to impart some of his 
mystical experiences Kabir has frequent recourse to monistic 
terminology. But he uses it in a sense of his own. Monistic cocepts 
certainly feature in his works. It is clear however, from the nature 
of his relationship with God that his thought roust be recognized jas 
monotheistic, not roonlstlc. (69> Finally it is to be stressed that 
the works ot Kabir represent a highly personal record of an individual 
experience. They nevertheless place him within the framework of Sant 
beliefs.
Guru Nanak*s teachings revolve ultimately on the question concerning 
the ultimate purpose ot all life and religion. It Is set forth as a
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union with God through the indwelling Name, an Inward union which 
Imparts eternal bliss. He teaches that the seeker who recognizes 
this, who accepts the prottered means and so attains such union, 
transcends the karmic cycle. In so doing the seeeker is said to pass
into a condition oi beatitude, intlnlte, eternal and ultimately 
inexpressible
This perception, however, can have meaning only In the light of a 
developed understanding of what might be termed Guru NSnak’s theology. 
Theology seems the appropriate terra here, for the whole of Guru 
Nanak's thought revolves around his understanding of the nature of 
God. This theology is not, of course set out In any systematic form. 
Guru Nanak’s writings bear witness to his experience of God. Guru 
NSnak did not set out his beliefs tn an integrated pattern for his was 
essentially a religion of experience. The fact that his thoughf is not 
set out systematically does not mean that it Is Inconsistent. (/0>
On the contrary, one ol the great merits of Guru Nanak's thought is 
Its very consistency.
The only early reference to Dadu, outside the literature of the Dadu- 
panth (7l> Is found In a Persian work, (72) wiitten by an unknown 
Muslim writer about sixty years after the death of the great Akbar, In 
about A. D. 1665. For three centuries the collected hymns and poems of 
Dadu known as the — 8anl, C73> or Oracles, existed only in
manuscript form. Owing to Its sacrosant character the volunte was not 
readily accesible. Outside the iiunediate circle of Oadu's followers It 
was comparatively unknown. With the last half-century a change has
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taken place. A nunber of more or less reliable texts have been 
published i74) Today the gani comilands a considerable body of 
readers who have no toraal connection with, the Daduf>anth
The 6ânl deals with a nunber of theaes. These Include those pertaining 
to the role of the Satguril. the Importance ot the practice on Nan
slmran, the Idea ot Inward devotIon. love of God and antl-scrlptual
sentiments. The thirty seven chapters ot the Bâni present the
teachings of a North Indian Sant In the form of a mystical protest. 
From the eilli It appears that DadiJ condemned and rejected the exterior 
religious practices ot both Islam and Hinduism. He rejected the Quran 
and Vsdaa as revealed truths. He also bitterly attacked the corrupt 
and hypocritical Brahmin priesthood. He held that Siva . yipnu and 
Brahma were no more than men who had been canonized Like Kablr he 
declared that he was neither a Hindu nor a Muslim, but a lover of
God. He called God the "Divine Teacher" and the "Deliverer' < 75 >
The nineteenth century proved for all the religious traditions in 
India to be an age ot rationalistic reform. During this period 
attempts were undertaken to systematize beliefs and make beliefs 
consistent w U h  practices. It was during this period that we see the 
emergence of TuIsT SShlb ,ca. 1760-1843,. He Is considered by some to 
he the certain heir to modern Sant tradition and a precursor of the 
new spirit. He stressed the unity of Sants as a parampara and taught 
he believed to be the common core of doctrines Implicit In all 
ants (Sant Maf, .Heavily Indebted to him was Shiv Dayil Singh <1818- 
>978,. founder of the modern Ra-dh»so-a«i movement. This movement
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regards Itself as the main repository of the heritage of the Sants. It 
proclalns itself to be the twentieth century manifestation of Sant 
Mat. It is with the teachings of one of the Satgurus o1 this movement, 
namely Sawan Singh that we shall be dealing with later on In this 
study.
The Sant Belief System
When speaking of common Sant elements it is safer to speak of Sant 
ideas rather than a common Sant style. Though often presented as 
unrelated and unsystematic, Sant ideas, however, taken as a whole could 
be perceived as a distinct style of ‘religious expression. Being 
accutely aware of the complrexlty and vastness of the subject, our 
treatment of the Sant belief system will of necessity be selective. We 
will concentrate mainly on the beliefs of the early Sants. We hope 
to demonstrate that the Sants participated in a certain common kind 
of religious response to the sacred.
The early northern and southern Sants dlfter in metaphysical views. 
Kablr and DadiT exhibit strong traits of monotheism and some forms of 
pantheism.
The southern group represented by Namdev and his Maharashtrian 
counterparts cling to a purified form of Valsnavism which implies a 
permanent love relationship between the soul and God. Both groups 
however, agree on the method of achieving spiritual salvation. 
Whether Saivlte, Vaisnavlte or Muslin, all Sants stress the necessity
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of devotion to and practice of the divine Name. They also stress 
devotion to the Satguru and the significance of satsang. These are 
the pillars ot the Sant belief system.
Traditional Hinduism conceives (joú (or gods» as endowed with both name
and form (nama-rOpa' as objects of devotion. The Sants reject the form
aspect and cling to the sole Name as the hypostasis oi the supreme
Being. The form of prayer advocated is sumirán (smarana). (76) This
« •
is a practice common to all Hindu mystical traditions that attribute 
great potency to certain words. It is taken to mean "the remembrance 
cl the holy Name of Ood". It can be done verbally <,Jap) with the
tongue or by "unlettered prayer"(ajapajap) (77) - mental concentration 
beyond all cerebral representation.
By rejecting as they do the plurality of gods as well as" the Valsnava 
doctrine ot the avatars of the supreme Lord, the Sants appear as
seekers of the Absolute. He is thought of as the Godhead. This notion 
of the supreme Being tends to deny the distinction between the soul 
and God and urges man to recognize within himself his true divine
natute. This monistic view of salvation as a total merging of the
finite soul into God however, does not always represent the prevailing 
view of the Sants as a whole. Most of the Sant’s speak of a union with, 
rather than merging into, God.
The assertion of qualified monotheism which characterizes Sant Mat as 
a whole ought to be qualified in connection with the religious 
atttltudes of the southern Sants. They do not hesistate to worship
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the ’’body” of Vlthalla, which they recognize a manifestation of the 
éternal Godhead. Yet, as a whole, In spite of their ardent devotion 
for the visible Vlthoba, the southern Sants end their descendents tend 
towards monotheistic type ot bhak.tl, which is essentially the bhakti 
of love or prema bhakti. For the Sants of the southern group, prema 
bhakti is to be experienced as loving tender devotion for Lord 
Vlthoba, who is seen as the divine Mother and often addressed In the 
feminine form. The relationship between the Maharashtrian Sant and his 
Lord Is that of a child to his mother or father.
In the case of the northern Sants God Is symbolized as the Beloved, 
Master or husband, and the human soul pining for union with God, the 
Inaccessible, though ever-present spouse. The religious utilization of 
love symbolism. Implying an analogy between human and divine love, Is 
commonly viewed as a distinct feature of all Sant poetry. The 
proliferation of prema bhakti literature among all nothern 
Sants, especially from the fifteenth to the seventeenth centuries 
shows that the Sants clung to a particular form of love symbolism 
unknown either to the Tahtrlc or Buddhistic schools (76>. The Sants
saw the love tor uod as spiritual love In the Sufi sense of the term.
t79>
Along with the cult o.f the divine Name t6U), devotion to the perfect 
Satguru finds clear expression everywhere among the Sants of North 
India. Like many before them, «.81 > the Sants perceive the SatgurO 
as the seat of great religious mystery. He Is also seen to be the sole 
available source of spiritual power and wisdom. The Satguru need not
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assume a human form. He Is believed .also to have an interlorlzed form 
which appears within. The Sants tend to divinize the Satguru who Is 
held to be the personification of the Word.
The terra satsang can be translated to mean "the fellowship of the 
true" or "the company of the Sants". (82) Together with the Vai^nava 
practices of bhajan <83» and klrtan (84) It Is held by all Sants 
as a powerful means of purification . It Is also viewed as a way of 
salvation and is compared to pilgrimage to Hindu tlrthas; the Sants 
themselves being regarded as true "living" tlrthas. (85)
The early Sant understanding of the term satsaig was taken to mean a 
meeting of the faithful. This meaning however, seems to have changed 
with time. The modern use of the term by contemporary Sant communities 
seems to point towards a fellowship. In the’ Radhasoaml understanding 
the term, for Instance, a satsaAg Is defined as a fellowship with, 
on behalf, of the living Satguru. For this reason the modern day 
Radhaso&ml Satsahg, as It Is oflclally called, might not be easily 
recognized as a satsang by early Sant standards. (86)
Both medieval and modern day. Sant pietry is characterized by Its 
strong antl-Brahmlnlcal overtones. ' As Hindus, and even as Muslims, the 
Sams appear more or less heterodox. Insofar as orthodoxy In a Hindu 
context niay be defined In terms of acceptance of the authority of the 
Vedss. and the Brahmlnlcal tradition, as a whole the Sants appear as 
radicals. The Maharashtrian Sants however, appear to remain roo’ted 
within the Hindu told. They do not formally reject the great Vedantlc
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tradition, the authority of the VgáflS, and retain a strong link with
the non-sectarian Val?nava tradition, cat the other .-.and, the early
northern Sants led by Kabir and folloa^d by his contestporary
successors refect the Vsdas. aJtogether At the same time they ridicula
Vedlc teaching, rituals and knowledge. The Muslims among them reject
the authorltv o, the as .«ll. Actually it would not be correct
to say that It Is. the Vgd^ or the fiuun per se that is being rejected
hut rather the value and status of the -Book- which in Hinduism and In
Islam is perceived as the monopoly of a small group of religious 
clergy.
The northern Sants also deny the value o, Brahmlnlcal sacrifices and 
rites. They scoff at the performer of Hindu rites o, worship. a  
common practices- of popular Hinduism, and those Involving witchcraft- 
animal sacrifices or Immoral practices are condemned. Most Sants 
passionately proclaim that man has no need for scriptures or rituals 
.nd that these are obstacles In the spiritual path of the genuine 
seeker. All ekternal expressions of religious devotion are deemed 
Irielevant tor it is only the interior ol the soul which really 
«alters. This notion of Interior religion, though not exclusive to the 
Sants. <87. la certainly the outstanding feature o. their belief 
system. Bitual caste barriers are also dlsmlssewd as a r t m d a l  and 
irrelevant to the seeker o. spiritual,salvation. This is a stance not 
dissimilar to that adopted by some Buddhists. .88) Not all Sants 
however, display the same anti-caste sentiments as did either Eknath.
Guru M-anak or Kabir. l„ Tuk^rSm-s case for example, one must 
proceed with extreme caution. There Is nothing In his writings to
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auggest that he appeared as one who took any-strong line against caste 
prejudices. (90)
THE STUDY
Objectives of the Study
In the following paragraphs we outline the nature and scope of this 
study and the contributions it hopes to make.
Characteristic of the important contributions to Sant scholarship , 
(91) is the tendency to present profiles of the enviromental 
settings,heritage and doctrines of the Sants. The questions most 
frequently asked here are those pertaining to the soclo-cultural 
history, <92) dynamics of clan and lineage formation, <93)
linguistic styles, <94) social and philosophical attitudes* (95) of 
the various Sant movements. These complex stuctures are reviewed on 
the strength of the conviction that they undoubtedly function as a 
reflection of a particular spatial and temporal landscape.
Virtually all scholarly (96) and sectarian (97) literature on the 
R^dhlisoaml movementj . has in the past, either tended to concentrate on
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suggest that he appeared as one «ho took any-strong line against caste 
prejudices. <90)
THE STUDY
Ohlectlves of the Study
In the following paragraphs we outline the nature and scope of this 
study and the contributions It hopes to make.
Characteristic of the Important contributions to Sant scholarship 
(91) is the tendency to present profiles of the enviromental 
settings, heritage and doctrines of the Santa. The questions most 
frequently asked here are those pertaining to the soclo-cultural 
history, <92) dynamics of clan and lineage formation, (93)
linguistic styles, (94) social and philosophical attitudes' (95) of 
the various Sant movements. These complex stuctures are reviewed on 
the strength of the conviction that they undoubtedly function as a 
reflection of a particular spatial and temporal landscape.
virtually all scholarly (96) and sectarian (97) literature on the 
B~adh~aeo~at>T »ovament, has In the past, either tended to'concentrate on
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the history of the various branches oi the Râdhisoâml movements or on 
doctrines ot Shiv Dayâl Singh, the raov*?rient ' s founder (98) and 
the first two Satgurûs of the Agra line. <99'
A study involving Beas branch of the Râdhâsoâmî movement has been 
long overdue. This study will fill a gap created by the apparent lack 
ot scholarly efforts In this area. It will focus on the teachings of 
Babà 1 :>0 Sawan Singh with particular reference to the Gurmat 
SldtólL. The Gurjgfft gjdtfh^pt is considered by many to be the major 
statement on the mystic philosophy ot the Beas line.
Thè study will endeavour to:
 ^ throw some light on the early development of the
Radhasoiml movement trora 1878-1948. It highlights the 
evolution of the movement into a tradition during the 
Initial years after the death of Shiv Dayâl Singh.
present a detailed account of the life of Babà Sawan 
Singh and his relationship to Jalraal Singh. It also 
examines the crucial role .Baba Sawan Singh played 
in the development of the pera Bàbâ Jaimal Singh 
after 1911.
provide an exposition of the teachings of Baba Sawan 
Singh in the Gurmat SiddhSn^, u  examines his 
theology, cosmology and cosmogony, his doctrine
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of Satgurù, burat Sabd Yoga, bhakti and ethics.
locate and define the **unlty of religions'*. thesis In 
the Qurmat Slddhant. it focuses primarily on the 
essentlallst position that all religions possess the 
same mystical core and assesses the problems such a 
position poses from the phenomenological and 
philosophical point of view.
examine a particular brand of Sant revivalism as 
found in the Ourroat Slddhant. It will formulate 
arguments about the degree and patterns of coherence 
with which correspondences appear between*Sant 
teachings and those formulated by Babà Sawan Singh.
Structure and Content of the Study
«
The opening chapter deals primarily with events and circumstances 
governing the transformation of the Radhasoaml movement into a
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tradition and takes Into account the period between 1878-1946. It
«
focuses on the movement’s evolution during this period, characterized 
by Its expansion, subdivision, Institutionalization from the time of 
Shiv Dayal Singh’s death right up to that of Baba Sawan Singh. 
Incorporated In this chapter is a sketch of the life and’ work of Babà 
Sawan Singh. This life sketch Is chronologically divided Into three 
periods: 1858-1894, 1903-1911 and 1911-1948.
*
The first period relates to Babà Sawan Singh’s early life from the 
time of his birth In the Punjab until his meeting with his Satguru 
Jalmal Singh In the Nurree Hills in Northwestern Punjab. It provides 
insights into Babà Sawan Singh’s personality, educational background 
and religious inclinations. It also provides brief Information about 
his contacts with mystics and his Initiation by Jalmal Singh in 1894.
o
The second period covers the time of his initiation until Jalraal
Singh’s death In 1903. It was during this time that Babà Sawan Singh
was trained as Jalmal Singh’s leading disciple and successor.
«
The final period commences with Babà Sawan Singh’s early retirement In
1911 In order to devote his time to personal spiritual pursuits. It
«
was also during this period that Babà Sawan Singh found himself
Intensively Involved with the development of perà Babà Jalmal Singh
and the services associated with It. This period ends with his death 
In 1948.
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Chapter II is dedicated to a study of the concept of God In the Gurmat 
Slddhant. It attempts to examine Bâbâ Sawan Singh's theological 
beliefs. The analysis centres on his Ideas about God as supreme 
creator and His relationship to the universe and the finite self. 
Also Included Is a review of Bâbâ Sawan Singh's listing of God's 
divine attributes. The chapter closes with a discussion of his 
doctrine of divine self-expression and the divine will.
e
Chapter III examines the cosmogony and cosmology of the Gurroat
Slddhant. We enquire as to what Is meant by the state of the universe 
before creation and how It Is seen as relating to the act of creation 
by divine self-descent. Finally^ it attempts an appraisal of Baba Sawan 
Singh's version of the Râdh&soâmî scheme of creation.
•
Chapter IV provides the contend for an understanding of how Bâbâ Sawan 
Singh expresses the Idea of the absolute centrality of the Satguru. 
The concept of Satguru Is profiled and evaluated before It Is 
explained how divine status Is ascribed to the Satguru in the Gurmat
ft
Slddhant. The significance and role of the living Satguru will also 
be highlighted.
• • /Chapter V summarises Babà Sawan Singh* s teachings on Surat Sabd Yoga. 
It assesses the manner In which it Is presented as a vehicle for 
spiritual salvation and the highest form of yoga known to man. It also 
explains the manner In which Surat Sabd Yoga relates to the Sant 
philosophy of* Inner religion. Finally an analysis of the various 
yogic techniques Involved Is presented.
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Ch.pt«r VI studies the concept ot bhektl In the Ourmet SlddhJnt i, 
e«plelns how the tern Is defined end used by e5b¿ Sswen Singh. 
Included in this chapter Is an analysis of the concepts pertaining to 
love, longing, grace, devotion to the Satguri. conpany of the 
félthful. gaze . fixation, service to the SatgurG. surrender and 
detachnent. In general terns, this chapter alns to explain how Baba' 
Sawan Singh perceives bhaktl as a devotional response to God.
Chapter VII exanlnes B5b5 Sawan Singh's syste. of ethical values based 
on his understanding of the tern dharna. Attention Is focussed on what 
construed as dharmlc behaviour'. Also exanlned Is the concept of 
unregenerate nan In the context of a catalogue of personal and social 
values drawn up by BSba Sawan Singh In the Ournat S.ddhAnt
Chapter.VIII discusses the 'unity of religions' thesis as fornulated
Sldtlhnnt.. Examined here are B¡ba' Sawan Singh's beliefs 
•bout the nature of exoteric and esoteric religion, the mystical core 
of religion, mystical communion as the ultimate goal of religion and 
characteristics of the mystical experience of Cod. We study the 
such bellets pose for the phenomenologlst and philosopher of
'■ellglon.
g eral conclusion summarizes the main arguments that have defined 
•nd moulded the direction of thi study. Attempts are mad. to focus on 
«luestlons as to how spiritual truths and philosophical axioms are
fiucBttl— iilfldhSnt and how these might be seen as 
rslatlng to Sant doctrine. Also examined Is the question of
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N^ TES
1. It is now known that the Tanll Salvltes seened to have established 
thensel^es in India in the sixth century A. D. The great figures of 
Tamil Salvite literature Include Tlrunanaeambsndhar who lived In the 
seventh century A. D. There was also Appar who was from the same 
period and Tirumular of the eight century A. D. Nanlkkavachagar lived 
a century later.
Setting aside the impossible chronologies which are generally 
attributed to the Tamil Vaisnavltes, one cannot ^oubt that they were 
equally established in India along with their Saivlte counterparts. 
Famous figures here are Nammalvar, whqse date varies from the eight 
century A. D. to the tenth century A. D There was also his disciple 
Nathamunl who lived about 1000 A. D. His grandson was Yamunàcârya who 
lived about 1050 A. D. , whose descendant was the great Ramanuja.
2. A close relationship between bhakti saint-poets and the 
poetic literature in the vernacular holds true for all 
except those in Tamllnadu. There didactic and heroic poetry 
existed long before the seventh century bhakti poets wrote, 
either a founding saint-poet or his immediate disciples 
poetry which was among the first literature of its type In
growth of 
movement s 
in Tamil 
Elsewhere 
composed 
the area.
3. This comparison Is attributed to Mahadeo Govlnd Ranade. He was a 
member of the reformist group. Prarthana Sarnia j, and a leading 
nationalist of 1900 India. See E. Zelllot, "Chokmala and Eknath: two 
fthakti Models of Legitimacy for Modern Change”, in J. Lele, ced. ), 
Tradition and Modernity in Bhakti Movements (Leiden, 196U, pp. I3b-
157.
4. On such study Is H. H. Wilson* ^ Religious Sects of the Hindus 
(Calcutta, 19561 which shows that there is an unddlylng unity in the 
bhakti movement. Wilson affords the reader a chance to glean some 
history and linkages of‘northern bhakti groups as they appear to the 
eye as a sort of cohesive whole.
Ziellot's study of the bhakti movement as a historically relevant 
phenomenon, presents the reader with a highly Informative survey of 
the bhakti movement as a regionally oriented but cohesive whole. See 
E. Zlellot,”The Medieval Bhakti Movement' in History", In B. C. Smith 
(ed), Hinduism; New Essays In the History of Religion (Leiden,
1976), pp. 143-166.
See V. Raghavan. The Great Integrators.
(New Delhi, 1969). This is a somewhat haphazard summary of* the role of 
some prominent bhakti poets as cultural integrators.
6. Studies ot regional bhakti groupings appear in K. McNicoi, Indian 
Theism from the Vedlc to the Muhammadan Period (New Delhi, 1966) ),J.N. 
Farquhar. Modern Religious Movements (New fork 1916), R. 0.
Bhandakar, Valshnavlsm. Salvlsm and Minor__RaUgiOUi---Syttflffi. (New
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<Boii;yf?928r‘“ ''' «gng«rO.>h on th« R«ll.l»...
The National Book Trust th« Qb k-i«-... ■« .
•“  s n ; r ^ . r i r : ; :
01 monographs ot a number of bhaktl poets. These works ars not
perform the popular sunnarles. They do, however,
of some ieadlnV°Tgure7?n^ the selected translationsg figures In the various regional bhaktl movements.
pp. B harat KÏ son t naram parâ CAII aha bad, 1950 >
w! h'-  M cÏe 'o T U d s? ,' K- ^chômer and
In d ia  <New D elh i, 19Ô7 ), p 3.
s o v e r e ig n ity . See  ^ D C  S c o tt
R e lig io u s  Perr«>p^j^n^ ^nd rVnfir ^ f  MvAtlc.
d is s e r ta t io n  U n iv e r s ity  o f  Wls^coneln^  ^ InfUan S ain t <Ph. D
¿eih i.isea i.p .^ «““’ ------lanan and the sikh » .n . , . . .
Comiiunltles", in "^'schOTOr^'and ^Vi***^ '^ersaae Sikh
tlsvoU onni T r a d it io n  ... [n^|„ p. ^  ^ttnU S tu d l w  In a
P«rtlclpaUon"'ln'**the**8lnKiir o/^h °**'*'^  «'•''oteas <8ataang>, regular 
practice of the silent rs^.to<* *'>[!“ • 'klrtanf and the individual 
P-ir« living. repetition of the holy Name tNS. almr.n; and
¿u^charVn * * 9 7  K** ^  tfranth-ft uee^
«p'tuîrisruT:- «pp. 250-253.
 of the term are listed in 
aabad-anukramnikâ Vol 1
Overseas Sikh CoimunUles"^*in"%ch* J^adltlon In the Context of
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15. Twentieth century modern Sikh usage has seen a shift, in
preference t o r  the term Sikh at the cost of Sant. Reasons for such a 
shift are outlined in W. H. McLeod, "The Meaning of 'Sant* in Sikh
Usage", In Schomer and McLeod, The Sants Studies in a Devotional
Studies Qt India, pp. 255-263.
16. See W. H. McLeod The Evolution of the Sikh Community; Five Essays
(New Delhi, 1971) Here the author presents essays on major
theological and soclo-rellglous issues concerning the origins and 
historical develepmont of the Sikhs. He also outlines the cur-ent 
state ot research and suggests new questions and approaches.
17. The Sants not only waver between the nlrguna and saguija images 
of the deity. They also challenge the very distinction between these 
categories, barthwal recognizes that the appellation "nirguna bhakti" 
is an unhappy one. Unable, however, to come up with a suitable 
replacement, he settles for the term by virtue of its accepted 
traditional usage. See Barthwal. The Wlrgu^a School of Hindi Poetry. 
An ExPQgltlon of Medieval Indian Santa Mysticism.
18. McLeod's proposal that we subtltute "nlrguija bhakti" with 
"nirguija sampraday" is not without problems. He himself admits that it 
does not accurately describe the Sant understanding of the nature of 
God, except in so far as it expllcltely rejects the saguna concept of 
the divine avatar. See McLeod, GurU Nffnak and the Sikh Religion, p. 
245.
19. In the early 1930s Barthwal ‘successfully outlined the links
between "Vaisnavite" Sants, and the medieval Tantrlc cult of the Naths. 
This was followed by a number of pioneering studies in Hindi on the 
question of the "Vaisnavlsm"of the early Sants. These Include: H. P. 
Dvlvedl, Nath-sampradav (Varanasi, 1950;, P. Chaturvedi. Uttari BlTarat 
iii (Allahabad, 1951) and Sant sahltya ke parampara srot
(New Delhi, 19/5).
20. For an illustration , see K. Schomer, "Kablr in the Guru (iranth 
Sahib: An Exploratory Essay", in K  Juergensmeyer and N. G. Barrier,
SiKh Studies. Conparatlve Perspectives in a Changing Tradition 
(Berkeley, 1979), p. 75.
McLeod,21. See J.S. Hawley, "The Sants in Sur Das", In Schomer and 
Ihs Sants Studies In a  Devotional Tradition of India, p. 192
22. See note 21 above.
23. See S. V. Dandekar, Pnvanadeo (New Delhi, 1969).
24. The sat saAgat (1 e. satsang) has antecedents In the Indian 
religious tradition going as far back as the Buddha. See W. 0. Cole, 
SlKhlsa and the Indian Context 1469-1708 (London, 1984), p. 34.
25. See D. Singh, Sikhism: A Comparative Study of it» Theology and 
Mvsticiem (New Delhi, 1979), p. 166.
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26. C. Vaudeville sf^ake of "that great spiritual family of Sants In 
Northern India". (Kablr Vol I l Oxford, 1974J, p. llO).
27. The severity of the problem^ln analyzing the sakhls of Kablr has 
led^Vaudevllle to doubt that Kablr ever composed anything of his own.
Kab^r*6 followers however, tend to argue otherwise . See Vaudeville 
Kablr. Vol 1 p. 49.
2Ö. See McLeod, garu Nttnak and the Sikh Religion. ‘
29. B, B. Lawrence, "The Sant Movement and North Indian Sufis", In 
Indîr'^ p'*" Sants Stwdl«» in a Devotional Tradition o.
372-373^'^*"'^^’ Movement and the North Indian Sufis", pp.
31. Lineage Is defined here as a succession of spiritual authority 
through a line of gurus. This idea Is different from the broader 
concept Of cultural tradition which In Western scholarship is used
Identifiable community with a heritage which Isdistinctly Its own.
mnH.. tradition Is a reasonably accurate rendering of the
Hindu term. For a detailed analysis of the terms param%ra and 
sampradaya, see W. H. McLeod,'»On the word' panth: a problem of
U 9 ^ r  287 »«“ " V f ” *’’ to truJtan Sotlnlory 12
Earlv ’sikh. ***“>' '■•‘»blr, NSnak and thearly Sikh. Panth , In 0. Lorenzen, (ed.0. Relleloue Chanee and 
Cultural Doalnatlnn IMexico. 1981 >, p. 17«. VIHI189 and
anhni^'’® f S ““®"*«- froB ValçoavB authority sonetlnee cited by Indian
a o w i r r  . Kablr's relationship to RaaSnand do not always
necesIltT i"“" ®;. . “"‘''•'''»I Tintrlc Insistence on thenecessity of a living gurO sssw convincing. If the Sants' Inner
thar Ms‘t* r “t‘"'‘*K‘’ ,°J Tentrlc variety, then it follows
K u r L ^ e l  Sants should have had significant contacts with living 
gurus, bee McLeod, lairu Nanak and the Sikh Baiiglnn pp. 196-199.
34. See S. Singh (trns. Sar Bachan (Beae, 197«>, p. «6.
^  P- Mi"«“ «i«e O' th® list seeBS
trari.t. *D* .i" *'***' *M® popular conception of the Sant
R5dhia*°"; ff^iMwal for Instance. Includes the first seven of the
Bulle Shah and* Shî" iT^* **'*'*'' »«ding to them eleven mors including 
pöetrv !Ü The Nlrsuna School of Hindi
^ î i r o é  ¿ mT o Îher" hând'Tre^^^ a“  on^r‘‘l "Vddlng'’'MÎri‘bS?!
& t à l »  ! 1  " ‘^ Mlstl. See V. Möller. Per llârtKa.vs.î
m i ” en,'l9S6f^ * <P. Phil, thesis. University of
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36. Tulsl Sâhlb usee the tern In his Gha^ RanSvana. The notion that 
he doined It Is clained by J. R. Purl and V. K. ëethl, Tulsl Sahib. 
Saint of Hathras <Beas, 197»), p. 17.
37. A suBinarized description ot the contents and structure of the 
Adi granth can be found In W. H. McLeod, (ed. >, Textual Sources' for the 
Study of Slkhlsa Manchester, 1984>, pp. 4-5.
3Ô. R. S. Ral (Huzur MaharaJ>, Sent sangrah. Vol. I-ll ‘ (Agra. 1978). C. 
Singh. Santon kî bânî (Béas, 197Ô>.
39. From a literary standpoint the ter» Hindi covers the western BraJ 
Bhisa and Khârî boll and eastern Awadhl and Bundill dialects. It also 
Includes the literature of parts of Rajasthan In t*he west and of Bihar 
In the east. BraJ persisted as a medium of poetry until the late 
nineteenth century although Kharl bolï has displaced It, hence the 
anomaly that the language ot "modern” Hindf literature Is different 
from that ot the earlier perl<^s. For a detailed discussion on the 
history and development of Hindi refer to F. E. Keay, History ot Hindi 
Literature (New Delhi, 1982).
40. The Maharashtri language from which Marathi has sprung was a 
prakrlt, meaning a vernacular dialect and Is the direct descendent of 
the Apabhrai^a of Maharashtra. See G. A. Grierson, Linguistic Survey of 
IndlA Vol 2.’(New Delhi, 1973).
41. Amongst the early Sants there seems t'o have evolved a dialect 
which, with minor modifications, was used all over northern India. The 
basis of this dialect called SadhukharT was* Kharl boll, the dialect 
spoken around Delhi. This dialect aiso drew on elements of old 
Rajasthani BraJ and Mathura Panjabi or Purvl boll, the common tongue 
of what Is now Uttar Pradesh.
42. The spread of the Sant tradition diminishes In areas where pride 
in regional language Is strong-^ most notably Bengal, Gujarat and 
Kashmir.
43. The pad Is a short lyric set to a râga (musical mode) and is 
meant to be sung. Many pads composed by the Sants take the form of 
folk songs with a religlo-ethlcal message.
♦4. In the South, the Marathi abhangs, based on the ancient folk form 
known as ovl, appear as a close equivalent of the northern pad.
45. In the Sant^tradition there Is an Important exception to this use 
of the term sSkhI to designate utterances In the dohS form: the Sikh 
scriptures. In the ÂÏÏ1 Granth we find dohSs being termed saloks 
(Sanskrit sloka) Instead. The term sakhl Is used instead In connection 
with another scrlptual genre: the haglographlcal accounts of the life 
of Gur^ NBnak, known as fanam sakhl's. For details see K. Schomer, 
"TheDoha as a Vehlchle of Sant Teachings”, in Schomer and McLeod, The 
Sants Studies in a Devotional Tradition of India, p. 83.
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46. Apabhram^a Is the collective nane for the middle Indo-Aryan 
dialect which' evolved from the various forms of prakrlt between the 
sixth and the tenth centuries A. D.
47. It has been suggested that one of the reasons for such a 
development Is that the doha Is primarily associated with heterodox 
religious traditions. This makes It uneasy for orthodox sectarian 
bhaktas to associate with a literary form that evolved out of a 
religious tradition that they felt uncomfortable with. See Schomer, 
"The Doha as a Vehicle of Sant Teachings**, p. 73.
48. Vlthoba (Vltthal^ Is commonly understood to be a manifestation of 
Krsna but has been often called Siva of Pandwang.
49. For details of his life, see S. K. Belvadeo and R. D. Ranade,
History of Indian Philosophy. Vol 7 (Poona, 1973), pp. 33-35.
50. These Include the Abhangs. the Chaogadeva Pasahtl (though 
opinions differ as to the texts* authorship) and the Amrltanubhava.
51. A highly readable translation of the work one edited by H. M.
Lambert, Janaeshvar Vol l-II (London, 1967-1966).
52. See E. Zelllot, **Eknath* s Bharuds: The Sant As Link Between
Cultures**, In Schomer and McLeod, The Sants Studies In a Devotional 
Tradition of India, p. 92.
53. These traditional dates have been disputed by Bhandakar. He
insists that the marked differences In literary styles and Idlcxis In 
the works of /nanadev and Hamdev Indicate a period of one hundred 
years later for the latter. Hoirover, Scott Is of the opinion that 
recent research by Marathi scholars seems to favour the traditional 
dates. See Bhandakar. .__Salvlsm and Minor Religious
p. 92 and Scott, Kablr; Maverick and Mystic. The Religious 
gfirgepUpni and Doctrines of a Medieval Indian Saint, p. 126.
54. A fair aiMunt has been written in Marathi, Punjabi and Hindi on 
the life ot Namdev. These accounts tend to contradict one another. 
Besides P. Machwe, Namdev. 1.1 fe and Philosophy (Patiala, 1969), the 
only other biographical profile In English seems to be J. R. Puri and
V. K. Sethi. Sant__Namdev. His Life and Teachings (Baas, 1978). This
monograph not only discusses the main events of Na^ev* s llt^ In brief 
but also J.ncludes translations of his poems from the Sri Namdev 
izfllllfii-the Adi Granth and the Sat Namdev -kl— Hindi Padavall. This makes 
it a valuable collector* s item.
55. Zelllot, *'Eknath* s Bharuds: The Sant As Link Between Cultures", p.
93 ^
56. Information on Eknath* s life Is available from S. 
^New Delhi, 1966) and 0. D. Sardar, The Saint
Mab^rfl^htra and their Impact on Society. (Bombay, 1969).
Kulkarnl, 
Poets__^
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57. Mahlpati, the eighteenth* century Sant biographer documents many 
ot the legendary accounts of Eknath* s compassion. These have been 
reproduced in J. Abbott and N. R. Godbole, ttrns. Mahlpat bhakta 
vllaya; Stories of Indian Saints by Mahlpatl Vol 1 (Poona, 1934), pp. 
176-181.
58. Jnanesvar and Eknath are separated from each other by nearly 
three centuries. However, Jnane^var*s Influence upon Eknath Is so 
great that his Bhaigvata Is seen by some as being "merely an enlarged 
edition of the Jnanesvarl" (K. D. Ranade, Pathway to God in Marathi 
literature, iBombay. 19701). pp. '¿'¿6,
59. The term sant-kavi Is used by Maharashtrian literary historians 
to mark the entire period from the end ot the thirteenth to the middle 
years of the seventeenth centuries.
60. Controversy still reigns with regards to Tukàràm*s birth date. 
Some Marathi authorities see It as being 1598, others in 1588, while 
others prefer 1568 or 1577. For a discussion relating to problems 
encountered In reconstructing Tukàràm*s biographical profile, see J. N.
Fraser and J. F. Edwards, liifi UULfi aiul Teaching Qi Tukftran
(Madras, 1922), pp. 76-106. Another valuable reference Is J.E. Abbott, 
Poet Saints of Maharashtra. (Poona. 1927).
61. The Jyanesvarl of Jyandev, the Eknathl Bhagavata and Tukàràm* s 
Abhaiigs are said to be the three "Bibles** of contemporary 
Maharashtrian bhaktas.
62. Some of Tuk¥ram*s mo§t poignant observations concerning the 
neccesslty and value of personal spiritual experience in religion and 
the worthlesness of all else without It, are vividly potrayed In C. 
Raj wade, Tukaran. Saint of Maharashtra. CBeas. 1978), pp. 56 and 158.
63. An example of such an oversimplification of Tukaram* s theism Is
J.D. Edwards, "Tukaram", In Hastings, Encyclopedia of Religion and 
Ethics Vol 12 (Edinburgh, 1934), pp. 466-469. *
64. Fraser and Edwards, The Life and Teaching of Tukaram. pp. 152-
153. Similar views on Tukaram*s notion of the Indwelling God are 
expressed in M. Dhavamony, Love of God Recording to Salva Slddh^ta A 
Sludv In the Mysticism and Theolody of Salvlsm (Oxford, 1971), p. 159.
 ^ c
65. See W. J. Wilkins, Modern Hinduism. An Account of the Religion and 
Life of the Hindus in Northern India (London. 1975), p. 318. See also A.
Singh, (ed. ), Itia L^tan Qi Love.___The Anurag Sagar al Kabi^
(Sanborton, 1982), pp. xx-xxlll for a typically Radhasoaml 
interpretation of the Kablr-Ramanand relationship. Here the existence 
of such a relationship Is uncritically accepted as a matter of fact*
66. The conventional list of Ramanand twelve chief disciples and 
apostle Include the names of Anaotaananda, Sukhananda, Surasurananda, 
Narahlrayananda, PI pa, Kablr, Bhaavananda, Sena, Dhana, Ral DSb, 
Padaavatl, and Surasari. See Barthwal, The Nlrgupa School of Hindi
Eflttrvi An EwoBiUon of MBdit-Yfll iDdlan..Santa MyiticlBiii pp* 249-269
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67. Little Is known about the very .earliest nothern Sants and the
predecessors and contemporaries of Kabir like Sena, Pipa Dhanna. 
Though the period in which Kabir, Guru Nanak and Dâdû flourished was 
the most creative phase of the northern Sant parampara, the tradition 
began to expand during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It 
brought forth figures like Malukdas (1573-1671), Prannath (1617-1693), 
Jagjivan Das (1669-1760), Charan Das (1702-1781) and Paltu Sahib. Both 
of these groups of early Sants have yet to be studied in depth.
However, Barthwal and Macauliffe have contributed somewhat to 
overviewing their histories and interrelationships. See MA. 
Macauliffe, The Sikh Religion. Its Gurus.Sacred Wri tings »nd AvthfflTJS 
Vol 5 (New Delhi,1963), pp. 84-122, Barthwal, Thg Nlrgvno SçhOQl gf 
Hindi Poetry. An Exposition of Medieval Indian Santa MYStltiaa. PP- 
262-266. As far as Paltu Sahib is concerned, I.A. Ezekiel's Sfllilt
Paltu. His Life and Teaciiings (Beas, 1978) is a welcome contribution, 
considering the fact that English works on this Sant are rare.
68. There has been much produced on Kabir but the quality varies
highly. The most influential Hindi monograph on Kabir is H.P. Dvivedl, 
Hindi Sahltya ki-BhWika (Bombay,1963).There are a number of scholarly 
versions of Kabir's verses. P. Tivari, Kabir Granthavalï.(Allahabad,
1961) is authoritative but limited. S. Singh, Kabir--Bl Jflk
(Allahabad,1972) has too many printing errors to be considered a 
reliable critical edition. Vaudeville, Kabir Vol 1 presents extensive 
and important treatments _of the cultural-historical context, the
textucrl tradition, and Kabirian scholarship. L. Hess, Xhfi_BLiAk— OL
Kabir (Berkeley,1983) examines Kabir's poetry as religious rhetoric. 
Both offer eminently readable translations of his verses: Vaudeville 
from Tivari's text and Hess from Singh's text.
69. We disagree with K. Sharma, Early Indian Bhakti wlib—
reference to Kabir (Ph.D thesis, University of London,1964), who 
interprets Kabir's "theology" as being wholly nionistic.
70. Scholars like N. McNicol. Indian Theism from the Vedic to \h&  
Mnhwupn^ d^an Period seem to have misunderstood Guru Nanak's style when 
levelling accusations of inconsistency against him.
71. The main source of reference regarding the life of Dadu (1544- 
1603) is the DadC^ lamma ilia written by his disciple Janagopal soon 
after Dâdû's death. The first known account about the Dâdû-panth by a 
Western author is Wilson, Religious ^ects of the Hindus, pp. 57-58. 
For a critical appraisal Of the sources for the biography of Dadii and 
the history of the DadiPpanth, in which some revealing conclusions are 
arrived at refer to, W.M. Callewaert,"Dadu and the Dadu-Panth: The 
Sources", in Schomer and McLeod, The Sants Studies in a Devotlonfll 
Tradition of India, pp. 181-189.
72. The Dabistgn-i-Mazghib notes that:
Dadu was by birth a naddef 
(cotton-carder) and lived 
at Naralna, one of the towns 
at Marwar. He adopted the
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ascetic life in the nane ot 
the Enperor Akhbar and forbade 
the practice of Idolatory and 
prohibited the eating of flesh.
(Quoted In W. G. Orr, A Sixteenth 
£flnturv Indian Mvstlc.
[ London, 1947], p. 47)
73. The Ban! falls Into two broad divisions:
The Sakhl ("witness"> consists ol between two thousand to three 
thousand rhymed couplets divided Into thirty seven angas
(chapters), varying in length from ten or fifteen to nearly two 
hundred verses.
11) The Sabda ("word"), consisting of nearly four hundred and fifty 
hymns and short poems composed In a variety of well-known verses
and arranged according to the particular tune in which they are 
sung.
74. The first printed edition ol Dadd's work appeared In 1964
followed in 1906-1907 by the appearance of a complete text of the Banl 
in two volumes by S. Dvlvedl, published by Koshl Nagarl Pracharini 
Sabha, Varanasi. Since then a number of readable translations or part 
translations have appeared in English. The most popular of these are
T. D. Gairola, Elfljffig of (Benares, 1929), K. N. Upadhayaya, Dadu
las------------------- MysUt (Beas, 19/9). A comprehensive DadiT
Sant Kavl DidS aur U..kà- P»nth (NewDelhi, 1969), pp. 3-7.
75. See J. Traill, "DadüT, Dadupanthls", In The Encyclopedia m
flnd Elhlçg Vol 4 (Edinburgh, 1935), pp. 365-386.
76. So&rana^ f orjtts part ot the nine marks of bhaktl enuinarated in the
Pvrona (7.5 - 22.23). In the Vlsf}u Purana (7.6), it Is stated 
hat the repetition of the divine Name brings delivery from all sins.
77. According to Rajab (a disciple of Dadii) âjàjap Involves the 
P ysical body and the Internal sound. (SarvAngi Anga 19, Sâkhî 19) and 
ne who practices It has his "whole soul- lighted up". (SarVângî Sâkhî
Barthwal however. Is mistaken when he attributes n'âma slmran to 
the ajlpajap ot Gorakhnath which takes Into account breath control, 
tWgrokhSftPftddhOl 1 > pp» 22 -23). it is this Tantrlc practice of the 
a hs that Is Ignored by most Sants who pay no attention to the
Exnolii?® . techniques. See Barthwal, lût Hirguno SchOPi. An 
fc^ggUlpn Qt Medieval Indian Santa Mysticism. p. 295. *
7d. See C. Vaudeville, "Evolution of Love Symbolism in Bhagavatlsm", 
2 ’^ wrnai Ol the American Oriental Soclmty «2 (1967), pp. 31-40
where this Is clearly indicated.
367 *^7^*** Lawrence, "The Sant Movement and North Indian Sufis", pp. 
5 for an exposition of thematic and symbolic correspondences
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that exist between ^uii and Sant mystic love poetry. Lawrence 
highlights the equivalence between the Sanskrit word "vlraha" and the 
Arabic •ishq".
•
dO. For an elaboration of the many actual names by which the Sants 
address their supreme Lord, see C. Vaudeville, **Sant Nat: Santlsn as 
the Universal Path to Sanctity", In Schomer and McLeod, The Sants 
Studies In a Devotional Tradition of India, pp. 32-33.
81. Though guruvada or guru worship has been current in India from 
very ancient tines. The cult of the dlvlnlxed Satguru Is, however, 
more explicitly expressed by Oorakhnath and the Nath-panthls. See D. 
Miller, "The Guru as Center of Sacredness" In Studies in Religion 6 
(1976-1977), pp. 327-333.
82. See M. Juergensmeyer, "The Radhasoaml Revival of the Sant 
Tradition", In Schomer and McLeod, The Sants Studies In a Devotional 
Tradition of India, pp. 342-343.
83. 1. e. religious song.
84. The corporate singing of devotional hymns.
85. See Vaudeville, "Sant Nat: Santlsa as the Universal Path to 
Sanctity", p. 36.
86. . See 
Tradition",
Juergensmeye/, "The Radhasoaml 
pp. 343-344.
Revival of the Sant
87. Barthwal, citing R. 0. Ranade, • A___Constructive__SiiLVfiy fil
Phliggqphyt— B^lng A __introduction to Indian
Metaphysics (Poona,1926), traces the concept of Interior religion to 
the BrlhadBranva Upanlqaddll 5. 19 and 4. 12) and the Chandogya 
Upanlfadtlll ‘u. l and VI S.7>. see Barthwal, The Nlrgupa School; An
Expaaltlon of Medieval Santa Mysticism. p. 63. See also C.
Vaudeville, "Kablr and Interior Religion", in History of Religion 3 
(1964), pp. 191-201. It should be stressed, however, that these 
findings In no way suggest that the early Sants studied the Upanlsads. 
There remains however, the possibility that they may have been
acquainted with It through Ramanand.
88. Vajrayana Tantrlc Buddhists of. the■Madhyamlka school of Mahayana
Buddhism, for Instance, are well known .for their uncompromising
criticism of the samavarna doctrine. Vajracsucl for example. Is 
reported to have tried to prove on^ the basis of evidence found In 
Vedic literature and the Manu-samhlta that the Idea of caste
superiority can never be determined by the accidental fact of birth. 
See S. Das Gupta. Obscure Religious Cults (Calcutta, 1969), p. 72.
89. Sardar, Ihfi Poet-Saints of Maharashtra. Their Impact on Society, 
p. 17, however, seems to think that It was Tukar'am who campaigned 
vigorously tor the rights of the downtrodden. He views Eknath as being 
■tore subdued In his response to class society.
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90. See Pra&er and Edwards, The Lite and Teaching of Tukaram. p. 166.
91. In Nay 1976, a conference was held at Berkeley, California to 
explore aspects of the Sant tradition and its related noveaents. 
Jointly sponsored by the Qraduate Theological Union and then Centre 
for South and South East Aslan Studies at Berkeley University, the 
conference brought together scholars currently working on the Sant 
movement. The papers ot this conference have now been published in 
Schomer and McLeod, The Sants Studies in a Devotional Tradition of 
Indi-a^
92. For an overview of the soclo-religious environment to which the 
Sants were exposed and its Influence on their social attitudes and 
spiritual practices, see Vaudeville, "Sant Mat: Santism as the 
Universal Path to Sanctity”, pp. 21-41.
One should also refer to the earlier works of Barthwal, McLeod and . 
Vaudeville for instructive analyses of the Sant and his devotional
environment. See Barthwal, The Nirguna School^ An Exposition_gj_
Medieval Indian Santa Mysticism. McLeod,'_ NflnaK__ and Sikh
Religion . pp. 151-163 and Vaudeville, Kabir Vol. 1. pp. Ô0-119.
93. The most perceptive contribution to the study of the dynamics of 
clan and lineage formation among the Sants in general and the 
Radhasoami movement in particular is beyond doubt D. R. Gold,, The Lord 
as Guru in thé North Indian Tradition. The Hindu Saint Tradition and
' Universale of Religious Perception tOxford, 19Ö7>. This study of the 
prbcess of religious routlnlzation and codification in ..Sant clan and 
.lineage structures is to be welcomed as a vast Improvement on 
Möller* s chronological presentation of the Sant antecedents of the 
Râdhâsoâmî movement developed In Per RadhAsvAmi Sat sang und die 
Mystik der Gottestons . (see pp. 7-74>. In his latest study entitled
¿fluprshendlns__The Guru. Toward a of Religious Perception (Del
Mar, 19ÔÔ), (jk)ld examines the perplexing problem of a cohesive Sant 
tradition.
94. The beet known introduction to the subject is to our knowledge 
Schomer, "The Doha as a Vehicle of Sant Teachings", pp. 61-91.
ÇQffiparaUve95. See Juergensmeyer and Barrier, Sikh Studies.
£firspectives in a Changing Tradition.
96. Major contributions to Radhasoami scholarship in the West- have
come mainly from Mark Juergensmeyer, Daniel Gold, David ¿-Lane and
Lawrence Babb. Juergensmeyer's main contribution is his forthcoming 
RfldhasQami Reality, The Logic of a Modern Faith. Hie other 
contributions will receive mention throughout this study. Daniel Gold, 
whose' main publications were earlier cited,- remains the leading 
scholar on Sant clan and lineage formation. David^ane* s genealogical 
survey of the history of Radhaso^l guru lineages is no mean effort 
considering the otten_ contusing proliferation ot Sant sampradaya
within the RadhasoamT movement. See D. C. Lane,
Eflrflmparn in Definition and Classification. A Genealogical HigtQrY.jQl.
Uia Gaddi Nasheen Lineagee connected with Shiv Dayal Singh tN. A.
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thesis, Graduate Theological Union, 19bl). Lawrence Babb, a specialist 
on matters pertaining to the teachings of the Soami Bâgh Satgurüs of 
the Kadhasoami faith, has recently published kedamptlve Encounters.
Thrgg MPdgCQ ■ __in the Hindu Tradition (New Uelhl, l \ iQ/> to
supplement his earlier. articles, **Glanclng: visual Interaction In 
Hlnduism'Mn Journal of Anthropological Research 37 (I9bl>, pp. jÔ7- 
♦01. and "The Physiology of Redemption**, History of Religion ¿2 
(1983>, pp. ¿937312. These articles present socio-anthropological 
Interpretations of darsan and guru bhaktl In the Soaroi Bâgh community.
97. The best known sectarian interpretations of the history ot the 
Agra and Beas lines of Râdhâsoâmî Mat, from both the Agra and Beas 
perspectives, are P. Mathur, Radhasoaml Faith. A Historical Study (New 
Delhi, 1974), ' M. Sahib, Discourses on Radhasoaml Faith.
(Soamlbagh, 1934), L. R. Purl Radhasoaml Teachings (Beas, 1965; and J 
Johnson, Ttig— P.flth— ot • the Masters (Beas, 1982>. For a comprehensive 
bibliography of sectarian and non-sectarian writings on Kâdhâsoâml Mat 
see Lane, Rfldhasoaml Mat. Pararapara in Definition and Classification.A Hl&tory of tfaddl__Nasheen Lineages connected with Shiv
Daval Singh, p. 116-132.
98.^ Apart from a tew sectarian expositions ot the teachings of Shiv 
Dayai Singh in the Sar Bachan RadHâsdâml. the only noteworthy academic 
treatment of the subject stems from Mol 1er, Per Radhl^ svayii Sat sang 
and die Mvstlk der Gottestone.
99. See nqtes 95 and 96 above.
100. Sawan Singh or the Gi^at Master as he Is sometimes called, has 
two honorific titles. Baba and Hazur, bestowed upon him by his 
followers. We shall adopt the former title when referring to the 
Satguru throughout the study. The term Baba can mean father,
grandfather, and old man and Is a familiar appellation given to Indian 
holy men.
101. Two problems present themselves when using the term "Sant
revivalism": one historical and the other doctrinal. The first
involves the tracing of actual historical linkages, claimed or real, in 
the Radhasoaml movement back to the Sant tradition. The other Involves 
the task of identifying Sant elements In Radhasoaml literature.
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CHAPTER I
*
TM  iÛgHASOAlC HDVEIEMT 1876-1949
Introduction
This chapter deals primarily with the formative period in the history 
of the Râdhâsoâmi movement. It provides a historical backdrop without 
which an understanding of the general context in which the teachings 
of Babà Sawan Singh operate could be considered neither possible nor 
meaningful. It also aims at situating Baba Sawan Singh in the early 
history of the movement, accentuating his role as a principal 
spiritual leader of the Beas line.
It traces the growth of the RadhasoamT movement in the first seventy 
years or so of its evolution. This period was characterized by the 
expansion, subdivision, institutionalization and internationalization 
of the movement. Also highlighted is the split which led to the 
development of the Agra and Beas lines. The above mentioned division 
within the movement, was brought about by differing views on Shiv 
Dayal Singh's spiritual successorship. It will b.e explained how this 
split into two camps^ led to the formulation of the ."Agra doctlne" 
and the "Beas perspective", represented by Rai Sallg RAm and Brahm 
Shankar Mlsra on the one side and Jalmal Singh and Babà Sawan Singh on 
the other. Both these schools of thought have developed their own 
Interpretations of the teachings of the Sar Bachan RAdhâsoâmi. the 
canonical statement of the Râdhâsoâmi faith. We are referring here to
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the Incarnatlonal1st Interpretation, prevalent at Agra and the 
opposing neo-Sant view defended by the Beas camp. Central to our 
discussion will be a summarized treatment of the Issue pertaining to 
both parties' stances regarding the role and statue of the Satguru and 
the significance of the word Râdhasôàml, and why at Agra there Is 
talk cf Ridhasoaml Mat as opposed to Sant Mat at Beas.
While outlining the growth of Institutions within the movement in the 
years after the death of its founder, an attempt will be made to 
highlight the crucial role of Ral Sailg Râm and Brahm Shankar Misra at 
Agra and Jalmal Singh and Baba Sawan Singh at Beas.
The Beginning of the Râdhasoâiil Moveaent
Any study of the early history of the Radhasoami U> movement and Its 
subsequent development must commence with Shiv Day's! Singh (2) (Soamit
jI Maharaj), (3) regarded as the founder of Radhasoami Hat. Although
«
che terroRadhasoaml Mat (Path of Radhhsoaml) applies to the history
and teachings of those 'SatgurTls and their gaddls (4> which trace
their spiritual lineage to Shiv Dayal Singh, Its usage as a blanket
* . « 
term Is problematic. It tends to camourflage the differences that
exist within Radhasoami circles regarding Shiv Dayal Singh's successor
and the nature and content of his teachings. Upon Shiv Dayal Singh's
death, several disciples began to serve as Satgurus resulting in a
proliferation of congregations called Satsahgs. Today there exist at
least twenty different Radhasoami centres directly connected to Shiv
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Dayil Singh. c5) However, while acknowledging the inadequacies 
involved in using such a broad classification as Padhaso^i Mat to 
cover such a diverse nunber of Radhasoami branches,the following nust 
be acknowledged. The term does perforni a useful function in that it 
helps separate Shiv Dayal Singh's groups irom other Sant groups. (6)
Shiv Dayal Singh Is said to have been born at PannT Gall, Agra on the
*
25th. August, Ibid. His parents were intensively devout Sahejdari 
khatrl Sikhs (7> of noble descent. (b) Lala' Dllwall Singh, Shiv 
Dayal Singh's father was said to have been an ardent Nanak-panthl who 
devoted much of his time to the study of Sikh sacred literature. <9> 
Shiv Dayal Singh's younger brother, Ral Brlndaban Singh is also 
reported to have been a close disciple of one Baba Madhodas, a nahant 
at Oera Rano Pa^ ll in AJodhla. <10> There is also the theory that 
Dllvmli Singh and his family, which Included his mother, mothei— in­
law, sister, and his wife NahamiSTya were ardent disciples of Tulsl Sahib 
otherwise known as the Sage of Hathras. (ll> It is recorded that they 
often attended Tulsl Sahib's satsangs at Hathras. It is also reported 
that Tulsi Sahib would occasionally pay visits to Shiv Dayal Singh's 
family home. Tulsi Sahib is said to have predicted the birth of Shiv 
,Dayal Singh. He is quoted as having said that after the child was born 
there need not be any more visits to Hathras "for the Lord Almighty 
had come in their midst". (12)
Existing biographical accounts about Shiv Dayal Singh's early life, 
were often written by devotees who presented eulogies rather than 
historically verifiable accounts. <13) From then we learn that he
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was an unusual child. It Is recorded that at the early age of six began 
to expound on the nature ot true religion. It Is even said that as an 
adolescent, Shiv Dayal Singh delivered discourses on topics of a 
metaphysical nature, U4) besides engaging in deep meditation. U5) 
He Is also said to have possessed a linguistic bent and at a rather 
early age Is said to have been acquainteo with Persian, Hindi,
Sanskrit, Arabic and Gurmukhl. As regards the nature of his 
occupation, we are told that he held a variety ot positions. Amongst 
others he Is said to have sought employment at a judicial office in 
Banda. He also functioned as a private tutor to the Raja of Ballavgarh 
and also as a free-lance Persian language tutor. (17>
Shiv Dayal Singh's wife Narayan Del,. <18) also called "Radhajl" was 
reported to be a woman of kind disposition. (19) She married at an 
early age and was later Initiated by her husband. She later spent a® 
great deal of time in the services of her husband's mission. Both, 
during and after Shiv Dayal Singh's lifetime RadhajT was revered as a 
"Perfect Incarnation of the Highest Being". (20)
The biographies of Shiv Dayal Singh describe many touching stories of 
the affectionate relationship between • TulsI Sahib and him. However, 
uncertainty still persists over the question pertaining to the exact 
nature of this relationship. (21) This uncertainty has fired the 
controversy between the Agra and Beas lines as to the Identity of Shiv 
Dayal Singh's guru-lf any. (22) Controversy centres on the question 
of whether Shiv Dayal Singh actually ever had a guru and was actually 
initiated. With regards to the question about Tulsl Sahib's guru , or
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his need tor one, the argoraents that are drawn are largely based on 
theological (and not necessarily historical) grounds. (23>
Proponents ot what Lane (24) calls ”the Agra dcxrtrlne” such as Kal 
^llg Ram« (25) Maheshwarl (26) and Mathur (27) defend the 
Incarnatlonallst view. They claim that Shiv Oayal Singh was never 
Initiated by any gur*u, pointing out that Shiv Oayai Singh, was none 
other than the Incarnation ot Râdhâsoâml (the supreme Lord). As a 
Swateh Sant, (26) it Is argued, he did not require a spiritual guide 
from whom to receive his spiritual heritage. (29) Opposing this view 
are advocates of the so-called **Beas perspective**, the most vocal being 
Klrpal Singh who contends that the link between Tulsl Sahib and Shiv 
Dayal Singh has been "overlooked** and claims that:
the Hart has saint took a keen 
and lively interest in casting 
the life of Swaml J1 In his 
own mould (and) (sic) 
initiated the young child 
at a very early age. (30)
Whether or not Shiv Dayal Singh actually had a guru or did not have 
one depends, as we have stated largely on one's theological framework. 
Naheshwarl and Mathur are followers ot R^l Sallg Rais, who preached an 
unqualified incarnationalIsm. Klrpal Singh, on the other hand was a 
disciple in the line of Jalmal Singh, who believed in, and vehemently 
defended what he saw as the Indlspenslble need of initiation at the 
hands ot a living guru. These two opposing viewpoints continually 
surface through the history ot the RadhfSsoaml movement.
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Apart from their disagreements, both the Agra and Beas groups agree 
that there Is reason to believe that Shiv Dayal Singh did nurture a 
close relationship with Tulsl Sahib. Both groups substantiate this 
belief by drawing upon the account of Baba Suraln Singh in Je^ vfln 
fharltja So&ml JÎ Maharal. In this standard biography of Shiv Dayal 
Singh by Setn Pratap Singh the toliowing points concerning the 
relationship are highlighted:
1 . There is reference in the manuscript to Shiv Dayal Singh's 
parents being devotees ot Tulsi Sahib.
il. There are statements pertaining to Tulsi Sa^hlb's 
responslbllty for naming the sons of Dllwell Sirtgh - Shiv 
Dayai Singh and «fratap Singh respectively.
ill. The manuscript mentions Shiv Dayal Singh as having great 
respect for Tulsi Sahib, often recounting stories connected 
with his life and work. Also, there is mention of a close 
relationship between Shiv Dayal Singh and many ot Tulsi 
Sahib's devotees, including Qirdhari Lai whom he supported 
during his later years.
It is noted that Gharib Das, one of Tulsi Sahib's earliest 
disciples makes mention ot Tulsi Sahib passing on his 
spiritual mantle to Shiv Dayal Sing|i (then known as Munshi 
Jl) before his death.
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V. Shiv Dayál Singh Is reported to have visited Hathras, at ter 
the passing ot Tuisl Sahib to honour the nenory ot his 
preceptor.
vl. Suraln Singh notes that Shiv Dayal Singh held the writings of
TulsI Sahlt with great veneration and referred to Tulsl Sahib 
as "Sat Sahib" (True Lord) as did Shiv Dayal Singh's 
disciples. (.31)
Alter a prolonged period of Intense meditation, (by some accounts 
fifteen years), (32) Shiv Dayal Singh Is said to have begun giving 
regular discourses on Radhaso*aml Mat, from his home, where several
seekers and sadhus were reported to have been initiated. (33) On the
 ^ ", — . - ------------- —
15th. of February 1861  ^(Basant Panchmi Day) Shiv Dayal Singh
declared his ministry publicly. (34) Before his death on June I5th. 
1878 Shiv Oayal is said to have initiated about three thousand men 
and women. (35) He lies buried at Soâmï Bâgh, Agra. (36)
During his lifetime Shiv Dayal Singh authored a collection ot Hindi 
mystical hymns under the title Sar bachain Radhâsoàml Chhand band. 
<37) His other contribution, Sêr Bachan Râdhâsoâmï Bait Ik contains 
dlscoursès delivered to followers up to the time of his death. (38) 
Both ot these works, however, have been a source of debate and a 
volatile dispute .continues in Kâdhasoami circles over the "true" 
teachings of Shiv Dayal Singh.
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The Post Shiv Dayal Singh Years
The death ot Shiv Oayal Singh marked the start of a process by which 
the movement that had begun to form around him began to evolve into a 
tradition. During this period the movement expanded,subdivided and 
underwent s process ot institutionalization. Its Ideas becoming more 
systematic and theologically more complex. There is no conclusive 
evidence to suggest that the insider's perception of Shiv Dayal Singh 
and his teachings has changed over time. However, it can be said that 
by making his spiritual presence symbolic and Institutional, the 
tradition was able to preserve some form of his presence for future 
generations.
However, this transition, as^  Juergensmeyer notes, was far from being a 
smooth one. From the onset several problems had to be resolved. There 
was the sensitive Issue of agreeing upon who was to be the heir to the 
movement's founder. There was also an urgent need for the movement to 
sort out the differing Interpretations of Its past, and thus clearly 
define the boundaries of belief and membership. Each of these problem 
areas was worked out In historical contexts specific to It, and these 
In turn contributed to, and altered,• the shape of the emerging 
tradition. The process was not always even. There were critical 
moments in which. It seemed, the future of the fellowship was in the 
balance. These were difficult times, and the community did not always 
survive them without paying the price. t39)
— II
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During the hundr4d years following Shiv Dayil Singh's death, the 
movement moved through several stages. The exact dates ot these stages 
fluctuate from branch to branch. For the purposes of this study, we 
will concentrate on the period from 187d-1948. The years stretching 
from 1878 to roughly 1911. were marked by a need to build and 
stabilize the movement, and estaollsh the main lines ot its 
continuity. The period, from 1911-1948. could be seen as a time for the 
instltutlon.llzitlon of Ridhaeoimi conaunltles, especially as a 
response to the ondern Interests of their educated menbers.
These stages describe the novenenfs social dev^opment. Among then 
the easiest to detect are those that the transmission of
spiritual «utJ.orJty, since th^Jias _to do with visible changes In the 
lesdershlp. But even there difficulties remain.' Nci branch of the 
movement Is wllJltig to concede that It has altered or deviated from 
Its founder's orlglnsl teschlngs on these or ony other matters. To sn 
outside Observer, however. It Is evident that there have been 
variations from Urns to time end from branch to branch . UO) These 
Involve not only with questions regarding the Identity of the living 
Sstguru but also In how the c,ore of Radhasoami teachings have been 
interpreted. U l >  It Is these variations that have precipitated 
conflicts within the community and crises over Its Identity.
The Initial years Immediately after Shiv DoySl Singh* e . death were 
enveloped In an atmosphere marked by uncertainty and confusion. The 
Redhesoemi movement with what might be called "Its first crisis In 
nderstandlng . tig) Some present day accounts of the period
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tend to project e picture where the transfer of spiritual leadership 
fro« Shiv BaySl Singh to his successor appears to have occurred 
precise and siiooth manner. <«3) This, however, should not distract us 
iron the fact that some of the early documentations of the period tend 
to present quite a different picture altogether. (44,
At the time of Shiv Oayil Singh's death there existed two groups who 
could be considered to belong to the Inner circles of the movement as 
It existed at the time. The first of these consisted of a monastic 
order consisting of scores of celibate mendicant sadhus. They were 
encamped permanently In the fields a lew miles north of Agra close to 
the lumna River, at a place later called So-aml Ba'gh. The other group, 
somewhat larger, consisted of married and working devotees. Including 
a large number of women who attended satsangs at Shiv Oayil Singh's 
home at Pannl Gall. According to Pratap Singh, Shiv Dayal Singh's 
biographer. the only other branch of the fellowship was that 
established In Oudh In the IdbOs «.d led by Ral Brlnd.ban, Shiv Dayil 
blngh's younger brother. Klrpal Singh t45) notes that Ral Brlndaban 
was a close follower of one Baba Madhodas stationed at Mahant Dera' 
Keno Pall m  AJodhla. He Is believed to have founded the Brlndabanl 
eect..We have no concrete evidence that definitively confirms whether 
Rsl Brlndaban worked with his brother's consent and blessings or that 
hs had decided to undertake the task of spiritual leadership on his 
accord. The fellowship at Oudh was the only independent Satsang 
‘hat had ever developed opart from that of Shiv Dayal Singh. All other 
«tlvlfles were directly dependent on him. Juergensmeyer states that 
Ime of Shiv DaySl Singh's death "his spiritual reign was so
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secure and seemingly endless that he had neither a contender tor 
leadership nor an heir apparent".
All branches oi <he Radhasoaml movement remember- Shiv Oayal Singh as 
having a successor but there Is no consensus on the question ot his 
Identity. Historical documents on the succession question are either 
Inaccurate, scanty, biased or Inaccessible. <^ 47) Theretore, an 
accurate explanation of the circumstances surrounding the succession 
dispute will probably remain difficult, if not Impossible. A careful 
study of existing documents however, will reveal that Shiv Dayal Singh 
died without designating any single person to replace him. c48) 
Juergensmeyer suggests that It is probable that Shiv Dayal Singh did 
not conceive -of— hlJoselL^afi .having held an office t h ^  required a 
successor. 149> Instead a situation existed where there a|?peared to be 
a self propelling division of authority. The property rights were 
handed over to Shiv Dayal Singh's younger brother. 5^07 Radhajl.the 
founder's wife was to be accorded reverential statue on the orders of 
her late husband. (517 One Sanmukh Das was entrusted with the task of 
catering to the needs of the s'a'dhiu community camped nearby. Rai Sallg 
Ram was entrusted with seeing t.o it that questions pertaining to 
spiritual practices were attended to. * J.52 7 Thus we see that in his 
final instructions Shiv Oayal Singh did not address himself to the 
question of who would succeed him. After his death, we learn from 
Pratap Singh (53) that initiations were conducted by Sanmukh Das. 
There Is no indication, however, of any sort that Sanmukh Das was to 
be considered Shiv Day^ Singh's successor. The first event in the 
Radhasditml community after Shiv Dayal Singh's death of which there Is
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historical docunentatIon Is the compilation of Shiv Oayal Singh's
utterances entitled Sac—  Radhiasoaml. This compilation was
carried out by by Pratap Singh and Ral Sftllg Ram in 1864. Neither of 
these Individuals Is described in the frontplece ot the book as Shiv 
Dayal Singh's successor. Instead there Is mention ol them being 
"brother" and "chief disciple" respectively. (54>
So, tor a time, the memory ot Shiv Dayal Singh's dominating presence 
continued to persist. It furnished the congregation with the life 
force necessary for Its survival. For a while this appeared to 
suffice. There was a conservative tendency to Invest the leadership In 
the one who had been closest to the founder himself, namely his wife.
.silfi— difi^ d— in. U&94L»— aiLter having outlived her hu^and by sixteen 
years, Pratap Singh continued as head of the family* lir\e,  155) though 
the size of his f’ollowing dwindled steadily. c56r For a time the 
sadhus took care ot themselves, but later apparently because ot the 
lack of spiritual leadership, began to wander off to other places and 
other gurus. (57) The two most obvious lines of succession - Shiv 
Dayal Singh's own house and his ascetic following - were Inactive at 
best. There were however, two. potential new leaders In the wings 
namely Rai Salig R8m and Jalmal Singh. .•
Birth Qf the Agra and Beas Lines
Ral AJudhla Prasad ^56> reports that Ral Sallg Ram U626-1698>, also 
known as ^uzur Naharaj, was born Into a well respected tamlly at
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Peepalmandl, Agra on the 14th. oi March 1Ö2Ö and was the son oi a
/ _ _
lawyer, Sri Bahadur Singh. Salig Ram was said to have been well 
educated and is reported to have displayed a passion tor languages,
i59> besides possessing a highly pronounced sense lor the mystical. 
(6 0 .' It was while serving as a high otticial in the government service 
(bU that he is reported to have met Shiv Dayal Singh, a meeting 
arranged by Shiv Üayäi Singh's younger brother, Pratap Singh. It was 
at this meeting in 1Ö56 that Ral Sialig Räm is supposed to have been
initiated into the Rädhasoämi faith (62> and is proclaimed to have
served Shiv Dayal Singh for the next twenty years "in a manner 
unparalleled in the annals of bhaktl". (63)
Jalmal Slngh_ U83aTl50JJ__a££etLlonately called © b i  _Jl ^  ^  his
followers was born in the village of Ohuman in the Gurdaspor District
Of the Punjab to a pious Sikh family of 'cultivators. From an early age
it is recorded that he was an ardent seeker of truth. Kirpal Singh
notes that it was only after a long search for the true gurlj’ who could
explain the mystery of panch Nam so frequently mentioned in the Adi
Jalmal Singh meet an aged sadhu in Hardev from whom he
learnt of a great sage at Agra who had mastered the .secrets of Surat 
/
Sabd Yoga. (b4> Soon afterwards we learn that Jalmai Singh made his 
way to Pannl Gall, where he is supposed to hove met Shiv Dayal Singh 
‘or the first time and is said to have been initiated by the Sage of 
Panni (iall (65) before Joining the 24th. Sikh Regiment in 1856. (66)
11th. of February, 166/ saw Ral Sallg Ram retiring from the postal 
service and returning to Agra to take up an active role In the
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movement. Upon the death of Shiv Dayâl Singh, Jalnal Singh returned to 
his unit but retired on the 15th. of August 11Ô9, after thirty four 
years of active service, and shortly. afterwards embarked upon a life 
of contemplative meditation on the banks of the River Beas. (.67) 
Unlike Ral Sallg Rim however, Jalmal Singh did not remain In Agra, but 
decided to settle permanently in his native Punjab after returning 
from a short stay at Agra. <b8> It was on the banks of the Beas River 
that Jalmal Singh is reported to have established the nucleus of what 
was later to be known as the Beas branch of the Radh'asoamT tradition. 
In fact, it is the firm belief of followers of the Beas branch that 
Jalmal Singh was instructed by Shiv Dayâl Singh to establish his 
teachings in the Punjab (69> and to carry out initiations. (70) The 
-Agra-branch on the otb^r^haodj proclaims that it was Rai Salig Ram who 
brought about a revival, of Interest in Shiv Dayâl Singh's mission, 
carried out inltiatldns (71) and held the congregation together by 
providing it with the dynamic leadership it was thirsting tor.
Given these developments, it would have been possible as 
Juergensmeyer (72) suggests, to predict three possible directions In 
which the movement could move. There was the possibility of It 
undergoing a process of fragmentation leading to it being disbanded; 
it could confine Itself toa small group of followers living off the 
memory of Shiv Oayal Singh; or it had the choice ot expanding its 
social organization and developing Its conceptual apparatus to 
accomodate new emerging directions within the movement.
> i|
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The task ot consolidating and expanding the movement at Agra tell
primarily on the shoulders ot Ril Sallg Rim, who was. as it happens
very comtortable with organizational tasks. c73; The matter ct his
spiritual relationship to Shiv Dayal Singh, however remains
unresolved, even among h is  own followers. Was R il Sillg Ram truly th e
incarnation of Shiv DaySi Singh as cialmed'by his tollowing or simply
a loyal disciple who was persevering to keep the community intact
*
after his SatgurTi* s departure
The Agra school propounds the theory that Rai Sallg Ram represents the 
true spiritual successor to Shiv Dayal Singh, commissioned by him to 
carry on his spiritual ministry. After Shiv Oayal Singh's death there 
arose in-the minds pf some of Ral Sallg Ram's disciples that Shiv 
Dayil Singh had not realty left the temporal plane but was still 
present, his powers and presence Invested In another body, in this 
case, that of Ral Sallg Ram. This idea was to form the basis ot a 
theological doctrine on the incarnatlonal nature of gurushlp; the 
notion that although there may be many unmanifested Sants, there was 
only one manifested Satguru i74> In each generation. He was seen as 
being incarnated In the mortal frame of the Satguru who succeeds his 
predecessor at the time of his death. This notion ot the Satguru which 
focusses on a unique singular personality, the one Satguru of. the age 
also emerges In Beas, but In a somewhat different form. At Agra, the 
dhir (cosmic current! that tlrst descended from the heavens with Shiv 
Dayal Singh is understood to continue Its manifestation on earth 
through a Succession of spiritually prepared beings. Devotees at Beas, 
on the other hand, speak little of the unique current, the dhar and
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sometimes mock the Idea; Instead they understand succession to take 
place between distinct perfected Individuals. C75) The dllterent 
understanding ot the cosmic Identity of the Satguru at Agra and at 
Beas Is reflected In two Important aspects of the Radhâsoâml practice: 
contemplation of the Satguru's form and the remembrance and repetition 
ot the five holy Names, not usually disclosed to non-lnltlates.
Signs of such an incarnatlonal 1st theory are evident In the Agra 
edition of the Sar Bachan RadhlsoSml where mention is made of the 
present Satguru being the Incarnation of the departed SatgurXi <.76> 
and there Is also a criticism of those who refuse to “come under the 
allegiance of the succeeding Sat Guru”. t77) This verse ^7Q)) has 
been removed from the Beas edition of the Sar Bachan. since it Is 
considered by the Beas followers to be a rather transparent reference 
to Ral Sallg Ram whom the followers of Jalmal Singh refuse to 
acknowledge as Shiv Dayal Singh's equal. The Beas view Is that It 
would seem unlikely that Shiv Dayal Singh would have made such a claim 
about himself,and the general feeling Is that the verse was inserted 
Into the Soami Bàgh edition of the Sar Bachan Râdhhsoâml by none other 
than Its editor Râi Sallg Ram. K/9) FoMowers of Ral Salig Ram 
however, accept the Soiâmî Bâgh rendition of verse 250 of the Sar 
Kachan RSdhâsoâml as genuine and harbour no doubts that It Is a sign 
that Shiv DaySl Singh is ever present in the form of the succeeding 
Sat guru, (ÔU)
Apart from the controversy surrounding the Incarnatlonallst 
perspective ot Rai Sallg RSm there persists another debate at the
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heart ot which ie his use of the tern KadhasoBiil. The word is
*
Important net only because It is used to identity a novenent, but nore 
so because it is regarded as the name ot the divine creative force 
that sustains the universe - which is to say , the appellation ot the 
Supreme Lord. According to Radh'asoaml teachings there are certain 
words described as dhunyatmak (81> that have the ability to tunction 
as conduits tor the essence of the thing they describe. The word, or 
words, used tor the Divine are said to have that power. (82)
The potency ot divine Names eiake them important for R^dhasoamr 
spiritual practices. According to Radh&so&ml teachings, the most 
fundamental spiritual energy is in the form ot a "soundless sound" 
beyond the range of ordinary hearing. But the act of repeating the 
divine Name (or names.) enables the initiate to conjure up the presence
of the Supreme Being itself, and is seen by practitioners of Surat
/
Sabd Yoga as a very crucial stage in the initiate's spiritual 
evolution. Many devotees consider that name to be Radhasoaml. It is 
therefore not surprising that we find such avid Interest in Radhasoaml 
circles in the question of the origin of the name and the manner in 
which it originated. Was it Shiv Dayal Singh who first coined the name 
or was it Rai S^ig Ram ?
Ral Salig Ram used the term repeatedly in his writings, (bd) 
regarding Radhasoaml as the only acceptable and charged name for the 
ultimate source of universal energy (84) often aklnned to "primal 
wave" of an "endless ocean". (85) Close examination of the Sar
Bachan RadhSsoaml will reveal a frequent usage of the term Radhasoami
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by Shiv DayM Singh and one might be led to conclude that he used the 
term with similar frequency and attached to it the same importance as 
Ral Salig Ram. Yet it is Imperative that we remember that the 
teachings of Shiv Day^l Singh were compiled and edited in 1884 by Ral 
Salig Ram. (86) Today the centrality of the term Râdhâsoâml and its 
status in the Sor Bflvhftn— SfldhflSvâal has repeatedly been questioned in 
RâdhSsoâmî circles, especially by exponents of the Beas school. (87) 
They tend to view the frequent appearance of the term in the Sar 
Baçhgn Rftdhg§Ç>^ ml as proof of the hand of Rai Salig Rèm at work 
(88) Members of Ral Séllg R«m*s family fervently deny this and claim 
that they have in their possession the original manuscripts from Shiv 
Dayal Singh's pen. (89)
The^  often quoted, so-called "last utterances" of Shiv Dayal «Singh, 
which might have help settle the matter have in fact served or\ly to 
complicate matters. The statement which all Râdhâsoâmis accept as 
authentic,shows us a peculiar usage of the term. It reads as follows:
My Mat (ideal or teachings) were of 
Sat Mam, and Râdhâ Swâmi Mat has been 
started by Salig Ram. let this also 
go on. Satsang should continue,* and 
satsang will flourish mor'e than before. (90)
■ • «
Ral Salig Ram's supporters Insist that this statement refers to the
special revelation of the word Râdhâsoâml to Ral Sâlig Râm, who then
revealed the term to the world. It is further contended that since the
revelation came from Shiv Dayal Singh himself - "it was to be regarded
as a further elaboration of his revelation, not a departure from it".
(91)
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Maheshwari has ventured even further, with what night seen to
any Ral ballg Ram loyalist to be the ultimate argunent. He explains 
that Shiv Dayal Singh had In actual fact propounded two teachings; one 
higher and one lower. The lower path, so it is argued, was taught by 
Shiv Dayal Singh during the first part of hie ministry up to the
arrival of Hal Sàllg Ram. This teaching encompassed the Sant Mat of
Kablr and Guru Nànak and Tulsl Sihlb and was centred on the 
philosophy of Sat Nàm (the True Namef. On the arrival of Ral Sàllg 
Ram, however. It Is asserted that the higher path of Radhasoanl could 
be revealed. This revelation (Ridhasoiml as the Supreme Lord; Is 
hailed by the Agra fellowship as the greatest spiritual teaching ever 
expounded. All other so-called lower paths were therefore to be
r e ^ ^ d  as outdated and 9f United validity. The Satsangs which today 
adhere to Ra^hisoaml as the supreme teaching of Shiv Dayal Slpgh 
uphold two-fundamental dogmatic beliefs, l; that the name Ràdhàsoàmr 
represents the only true vehicle of salvation; and 1 1 ) that Shiv DaySl
Singh was the first absolute embodiment of the highest Lord,
l^dhascjaml. (93)
Members of the PunjSb branch of the Ridhasoaml faith and their related 
, Satsahgs tend to take the “last utterances“ and statements like those 
Of Maheshwari at their face value. They prefer to argue that the 
phrase “Sat Nam“ Is a frequent feature of the Adi Granth. They see the 
phrase as a natur.al part of the spiritual vocabulary of Shiv Dayal 
Singh given his Sikh background. They also point out that In one of 
few writings regarded as being authentically those of Shiv Dayal 
Singh, “Sat Nam" is accorded a very high rating. (94;
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The Agra leliowship does not pretend to contest the tact thët Shiv
«
Dayal Singh did indeed mention Sat Nam Instead ot Radhasoênï In his 
writings. They insist that since the latter term was the name ot Shiv 
Dayai Singh hlmseit v96> it would have proven akward tor him to have 
cited it in his teachings. They go on to argue that it was, 
however, the one that he really had a preterence tor, and tor that 
reason revealed it to Ral Sallg Rim. t96> The tollowers of Rii Salig 
Ram use the name RidhasdBml~ for initiation purposes, a practice not 
duplicated at Beas and its related New Delhi branches who use a 
sequence ot five Names, (97; none ot which is Ridhisoami. However, at
Beas the term is highly regarded and serves to date as a greeting and
sort ot blessing besides being used as the name of the fellowship.
(98) In practice, Be^s Satgurus inl^tlate devotees into panch Niro, "the
five Names" said to Invoked In Sikh scriptures. It should again be
stressed that Shiv üayâl Singh's family were Nanâk-pânthTs, - and all 
admit that at leaat at the beginning ot his ministry. Shiv Dayil Singh 
initiated seekers into the five names ot the Lord. As tor Baba Jalmal 
Singh these names were enough, as they were tor his successors in the 
predominantly Sikh Punjab. In the Beas fellowship, the Satgurus of 
Shiv Dayil Singh's lineage appear less as unique singular 
personalities or as propagators of a new religion than as gurus in an
extended Sant tradition ot which Guru Nanak and the early Sikh Gurus 
were a part.
It has also been suggested (99) that the leaders at Beas and Delhi 
n»ay have preferred to distance themselves from the terra "Radhisoaml" 
because of its implicit reference to Kjpçga (1ÜU). The phrase
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Radhlsoaml literally refers to Krsna as Lord tSwamU of his consort,
Radha. Ral Salig Kan's use of the term becones understandable in the
light of the lact that his family were devotees of Kr^na. There are
also documented reports that point to them being supporters of the
Bihari temple at the Krsna pilgrimage centre at Brindavan, near Agra.
It was here that Krsna is said to have sported with RadHa and the
gopls according to Hindu mythology. (lOli it should, however, be
0
pointed out at this Juncture, that contrary to what has been asserted 
by Farquhar (102) there is no evidence whatsoever to support the 
claim that Rai 5?alig Ran or anyone else in the movement has used the
• . a and hi 8 consort in their human forms.
WQyif'a . not exclude^ another possibility. This
involves Unking the tern Kâdâsoïmr to Râdhâ-and Krsna. This is done 
by takiftg a closer look at the Valsnava *concept of Râdhâ as ^aktl or 
pure spiritual energy of God. Given its vltalistlc connotât ions, "Swâm’i 
of Radha" could be given the interpretation "master of the force". Ral 
^allg Ram has been known to explain that "Râdhâ" denotes the cosmic 
energy flow to the individual, f rom its source , i. e. "Swâmî". There is 
also a school of thoyght that proposes the following. It Is argued 
that the peculiar spelling of the word ("RadhSsoaml" Instead of 
"Radha-Swâral") is an attempt to deflect attention from the 
usual denotation of the words Râdhâ and Swâml. and to emphasize the 
distinctive sounds "râ-dhâ-soâ-mî, " used in some. RâdhâsoânTl circles as 
^be gurmantra and thought to be charged with a spiritually 
significant cosmic force. Even those RâdhâsoâmT communities which do 
not hold to this interpretation of the term agree that the word has
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none of theassoclatlons that are usually attached to Krsna and Râdhâ
t • %
Instead they affirm that It has a more ethereal and philosophic 
meaning.
We have no concrete historical evidence to support eny claim stating 
that Rii Sail g Râm was responsible for coining the term or that Shiv 
Dayil Singh first employed it. What is clear however, is that R5i 
Sallg Ram's use of the term provides a link between Râdhasoâml ideas 
and those of a certain strain of Hinduism - a theologically absract 
Valsnavlsm. From the point of view of its organizional value the term 
also had a lot going for it. By virtue of its novelty, there is irttle 
doubt that it helped cement the ideas and community bonds of the 
movement, and to inject into its very fabric the sense of identity, 
central to its existence. . .
The question of whether R5l Salig RSm was responsible for Introducing
the term Ràdhasoàmi, is, as we have Just stated, one that is still
subject to dispute. But of one thing we are certain, that it was Rii
Sallg Ràm who championed it. It was he who contributed significantly
to the exposition of Shiv Dayal Singh's ideas. He systematized the
theology of the movement and made it accessible, undertook the
€
compilation of moral codes and introduced guidelines for meditation 
practices besides also establishing the criteria for initiation. 
(103) Given all of this there seems no reason to doubt that it was the 
Ral Sallg Ràm s efforts that the Radhasoami movement began 
to emerge with a distinctive character of its own at the dawn of the 
twentieth century.
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Returning now to the thorny issue of successorship, we saw that the 
actual succession ot a Satguru at the time of such a one's death, 
was never, as certain as the incarnatlonailsts would have us believe. 
At the time of Shiv Dayil Singh's passing, t o r  Instance, there were 
other contenders tor the spiritual leadership of the movement besides 
Ral Salig Ram. There was Râdhâjl U04) and Pratap Singh, clOt)> Shiv 
Dayal Singh's wife and younger brother respectively. Also there was 
Sanmukh Das (106) and Jainal Singh at Beas In the Punjab; and there 
were the disciples of Shiv Oayal Singh in Delhi, namely Oharib Das 
(107). ITtere was also Nlrmal Chandar Banerjee In Calcutta (108) and
Chanda Singh In the Punjab (109) - all of whom were working in their
1Sat gurus namq as well.
The three main camps that, clustered around Ral Sallg Ram, Shiv Dayal 
Singh and Jalmal Singh appeared to form an uneasy coaltlon, each party 
suspicious of the otherT^e relationship between Pratap Singh and Rai 
Salig Ram tied setiw ed .They called each other names. (110) Jalmal 
Singh, being Isolated in the Punjab was able to keep away from the 
squabbles between the leaders of the movement at Agra. He does not 
seem to have been regarded by them as a serious threat to their 
positions. Pratap Singh mantained a correspondence with Bens. (Ill) 
Ral Sallg Ram appears to have ignored Jalmal Singh and his camp in the 
Punjab. (112) However, the one person who commanded and received the 
respect of all three ot the elderly leaders was Shiv Dayal Singh's 
widow, Râdhâjl. She was revered by all concerned as a "Perfect
Incarnation from the highest spiritual plane". (113)
i l
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Upon the death ot Ral Sffllg Ran In laya ui4> there arose an 
uncomlortable leeling ot uncertainty In his camp. The Satguru had not 
Indicated with sutticlent clarity to whom he would pass on his mantle 
of gurGship. There was Pratap Singh, Shiv üayál Singh’s younger 
brother, who had begun to attract many ot Rai Sail« Ham’s t ormer
toiiowers. The Dhara Pratap Asrara In Gwalior traces its lineage tc 
Pratap Singh,but acknowledges that he did not establish a separate 
community or appoint a successor during his lltetiroe. He is said to 
have Initiated a number ot followers, Including Sham Lai Gupta (115> 
and K. S. Man Singh. i U S )  Pratap Singh’s son, however, denies that
his father ever functioned as a guriT (li;> There were branches In 
other areas as well, like the one In Delhi led by Gharlb Das (118) and 
his successor Ram Beharl qas U19>. There was also the Benares 
Satsang led by Shiv Bart l5i (120> besides those In Calcutta under.
Nlrmal Chandra Banerjee and In Uttar Pradesh under Ra"! Narain. There
were yet others who were convinced that AJudhla Prasad, (12U Ral 
i>allg Ram’s son was the successor. Others felt that the legitimate
successor to Rai Sallg Rim was one of his chief disciples, Brahm 
Shankar Mlsra.
Q1 thg Central Administrative Council
Brahm Shankar Mlsra was a Brahmin U22) with a strong Inte-llectual 
®nd religious background. (123> He was initially exposed to 
Ridhasoand Mat after reading a borrowed copy of Sir bachan Ridh^so’emT 
'Prose), which Is said to have left an Indelible mark upon him. U24>
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Hls first meeting with Ril Sâllg Rân took place In Benares In 1ÔÔ5
«
while the latter was on an official visit in hls capacity as Post
Master General. At this meeting he was initiated into the Râdhâsoiml 
faith. (12Ô) After Rii Sâllg Rim's death, Brahm Shankar Mlsra was
viewed by his supporters as having assumed the mantle of spiritual
leadership. U2b> He is reported to have shifted the activities of 
the Satsang from Agra to Allahabad. He was followed, apparently by a 
large gathering of supporters many of whom included initiates of Rai 
Sâllg Râm. U27> However, by 1902 while he was consolidating hls 
leadership at Allahabad, It became obvious that the movement was
gradually beginning to fragment. The presence of a number of competing 
satsang branches operating Independently of one another did not speak 
well for unity within the movement.
In a move to consolidate his position and unite the different factions 
within the movement U28), and probably also because he might have 
felt compelled to eramulate his predecessors decisiveness and sense of 
order tl29> Brahm Shankar, "In accordance with the Instructions and 
directions" of his Satguru mooted the Idea of a coalition of gurus and 
their communities, to be known as the Central Administrative Council.
Prior to its formation, a notice was circulated among the various 
satsang branches proposing the formation of such a council and calling 
for the election of office bearers. This was done in the names of 
Brahm Shankar Mlsra himself, AJudhla Prasad tthe late Rai Sallg Rim's 
son), Raj Naraln (the son-in-law of the late Rai Sallg Ram> and 
Sudarshan Singh Seth (nephew of the late Shiv Dayal Slnghi. (130) The
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notice stated that due to the unsatisfactory state of affairs 
prevailing In the Satsang as a whole. It was considered necessary to 
form a body that, would regulate the conduct of the Satsang and manage 
its properties. (lil>
The Louncll provided a single administrative umbrella ander which the 
various groups could exist simultaneously. A system of elections was 
Instituted In which the Council was to consist of ten members elected 
from a list of forty three contestants. The governing board of ten 
were to be those regarded by the majority as being the spiritually 
most respected and administratively most capable. In the first and 
only election, Nisra received the highest number of votes. Because 
his relationslvip to Shiv Dayal Singh seemed to have placed him above 
factional disputes, Pratap Singh .was appointed president of the board 
with Brahm Shankar as vice-president and AJudhia Prasad as secretary. 
(132) These three were acknowledged as having the authority to 
initiate new members. This privilege was later extended to include 
Nirmal Chandra Banerjee of Calcutta, Lâlâ Raj Naraln of Benares and 
Jalmal Singh in the Punjab. tljJ) However, applicants could also be 
Initiated by persons authorized for the purpose by any of the 
aforesaid individuals. Though the power of the Council was seen 
primarily as being administrative and spiritual, these were soon 
extended to include the financial. (134)
Though the desire behind the elected body was for unity, the eventual 
result was quite the opposite. To start with the Central 
Administrative Council was not a representative body In the real
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sense. The election system proved to be technically defective for only 
male voters were permitted to caste their votes, women voters being 
excluded from the process. Often, the much talked about majority 
appeared to be a discernable minority because the constitutional 
structure ot the Council was unrepresentative.
In practice the Council tended to Impose on matters thought to be the
*
purview of the Satguru, though in theory It claimed to recognize his 
supreme authority. In actual fact what was happennlng was that a group 
of Influential people began to assert Itself In matters pertaining to 
the congregation. This led to a mounting feeling of dissatisfaction 
among many members ot the faith who were very unhappy at seeing the 
powers and status ot the Satguru who had ^ e n  fountain-head of all 
authority, being slowly eroded. U35> Its establishment, , was, 
therefore seen by many as being a bureaucratic tool In the hamds of a 
few This minority was seen as being solely Interested In furthering
f
their vested interests and this led to schisms among the competing 
parties.
From Its very establishment the Council was plagued by problems which 
gnawed at Its very foundations and hindered it ^from ever functioning 
with any degree ' of efficiency. Jalmal Singh for one refused to 
acknowledge Brahm Shanka Mlsra's authority to Initiate. He refused to 
hand over his records (.136) to the Council, and questioned Its 
administrative and theological authority. (137) Like Ral Sallg Ram, 
Jalmal Singh was convinced of the legitimacy of »the continuation of 
Shiv Dayal Singh's legacy and his followers, like those of Ral Sallg
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Ri», «ccorded great Importance to the Idea o. a continuing gurJ 
euccesslon. This was an Idea that certainly was not alien to the 
PuijSbi, given his familiarity with the historical lineage of the ten 
Sikh Gur5s. The difference between the followers of both Ral Sallg Ram 
»nd Jalmal Singh lay. however. In specifying where that line of 
spiritual authority lay. For Jalmal Singh's supporters there was no 
question that Jalmal Singh was the right.ul successor to Shiv Üay3l 
Singh. tlJB> Given this situation, It was understandable that they 
cl.e. those in Jalmal Singh's comp) were not about to relinquish any 
o, the authority they believed was Implicit In his gurushlp. They were 
also unwilling to modlly their Punjab oriented approach to suit the 
tastes of their brethen In Agra. Besides. Jalmal Singh was thought to 
have been specially commissioned by Shiv Dayil Singh to establish his 
mission in the PuKjSb. U39) and could hardly alter his assignment at
any one else's urging.
While all these developments were taking place Jalmal Singh remained 
at Beas. It was now some years since he went Into early retirement and 
was preoccupied with his work ot continuing the spiritual mission of 
Shiv Dayil Singh,which he believed had been passed onto him. U40> 
After he began the task ot initiating new followers in 1Ô04, 041)
and established his hermitage on the west bank ot the Beas River, 
between Jullunder and Amritsar, Jaimal Singh's following began to 
grow. By the time of his disassociation from the central
Administrative council In 1902, his colony began to display a positive 
potential for future growth. It was eventually to form the nucleus of
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Deri Baba Jaimal Singh, the headquarters ot the Beas vicinage under 
his successor, Baba Sawan Singh.
Jaimal Singh died on the ¿9th. oi December 1903 alter a period ol 
extensive satsang work at the Beas colony where he initiated some 
three thousand seekers. (.1421 He lett behind a work entitled 
Parmathrl Patra and a collection ot letters published as Spiritual 
Letters by the Râdhâsoâml Satsang Beas. tl43>
baba Sawan Singh and the Early Developments at Beas
Baba Sawan Singh (144) was. born into a highly respected tamlly of 
Grewal Jat Sikhs in the village of Jatana, near Mehmanslnghwala in 
Ludhiana District, on the 19/20th. of July 1856. (145) He was the
only son of S. Kabal Singh, a Subedar Major in the Indian Army. This 
was the highest commissioned officer's rank to which an Indian could 
aspire in colonial India. (146) From early childhood it is reported, 
that he exhibited "signs ot great sagacity and a devotional bent ot 
mind", (147) and "was deeply interested in matters spiritual" and 
"kept up a continuous search tor a genuine and pertect Master". 
U4Ô) This religiosity is said to have continued into his early 
manhood. Baba Sawan Singh is said to have made many a visit to holy 
men who he thought .might be able to divulge to him the essence of 
Truth. (149)
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He matriculated from a school in Gurjawal, and taught at the Military 
bchool at Farrukhabad. Babà Sawan Singh then Joined the Thompson 
College of Engineering at Roorkl in 1ÖÖ4. On graduating from this 
InstItution,he enlisted with the Military Engineering Service at 
Nowsnera. Ht then served in Nathlagali, Cher-t. Abbotabad and Meerut, 
commissioned as a Sub-Divisional officer. (15U> While stationed at 
the Murree Hills in 1694, tlbl) he heard from a irlend and spiritual 
teacher, Baba Kahan Singh that Jaimal Singh had come to Murree. It 
seemed the opportune time tor him to confront the "true Master of the 
highest order" that he had so desperately been seeking all this while. 
(152; From the time of his initiation U5J; until Jaimal Singh's 
death in 19UJ, Babi Sawan Singh made regular visits to Jaimal Singh's 
hermitage at . Beas. These visits were occasionally reciprocated by 
Jaimal Singh.
o
Several months before Jalroal Singh died he is believed to have 
appointed Baba Sawan Singh as his successor. (.154; We have various 
accounts on record that confirm his nomination as the succeeding 
Satguru. Kirpal Singh, an early Iniatlate of Bibi Sawan Singh and 
considered by some to be his rightful successor, recounts one 
declaration truade by Jaimal Singh about this:
The construction of the Sat sang hall had 
by now been completed, and everyone 
pressed Baba J1 to deliver a discourse. 
He, however, remonstrated: "No no; the 
Will of God is otherwise. He who is to 
succeed me shall address you there. Bibi 
Riko was equally adament: "We shall of 
course hear him when his time comes, but 
now while you are here, let us have the 
benefit of your presence." But Baba Ji 
insisted: "I wish Babu Ji (Sawan Singh;
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to discourse to all present during my 
lifetime so that there shall be no dispute
later. (155)
Though IhltUlly reluctant to accept the guruship fro» Jaleal Singh 
(156), Baba Sawan Singh finally took over the duties of head of the 
gaddi nlshln at Beas whilst still serving as a military engineer. 
Soon, becoming bored with his service, he eventually opted for e a r ly  
retirement and left the service In 19 11-after repeatedly soliciting 
and finally receiving permission from Jalmal Singh to do so. (157)
He had served In the Indian Army for a total of twenty eight years.He 
„as now to remain at Jalmal Singh's sacred centre on the west banks of 
the Beas River, three miles from the town's railway station.
Babà Sawan-SI gh Is credited with the creation of a new colony In the
midst of a previously uninhabited wasteland alongside the Beas River
which was originally the camp site and refuge of Jalmal Singh. By the
time Babà Sawan Singh had received the spiritual mantle from his
predecessor, the site which was near Jalmal Singh's home village was
no longer a solitary place: The number of Jalmal Singh's followers had
grown rapidly, and many had Joined him as permanent residents at his
retreat. (158) BabS Sawan Singh had no Intention of leaving the
piace the haphazardly organized campsite he had first found. There
was literally only a mud hut occupied by Jalmal Singh and a small
shack with a thatched roof where Bibi Rukko prepared the meals. He
*
commenced with the construction of a spiritual colony dedicated to the
memory of his Satguru and named It pera Baba Jalmal Singh (Baba Jaimal 
»
Singh's camp), known today as Râdhâsoâmi Satsang Beas.
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The colony’s layout and the architectural design ol Its buildings, 
both ci which remain today essentially as EÎàbâ Sawan Singh envisioned 
them, are imposing achievements. The centrepiece ot his design is the 
satsang ghar, the worship hall tor the community This building, with 
a seating capacity ot ten thousand was completed in the mid-thirties 
under Baba Sawan Singh's supervision. It , is a sort oi brick fortress 
with turrets, it creates a distinct landmark on the Punjab plains. 
(159) Taking into consideration the fact that Baba Sawan Singh 
initiated some one hundred and twenty five thousand devotees UbO) in 
his lifetime, it is indeed not surprising that the Derâ served not 
only as a residential community but also as headquarters for a 
constantly expanding organization. Besides this, it also had a 
syraboil« as-well, as^  a- pcActlcal_ effect on creating a stable, intimate 
spiritual connunity;
o
After seeing to the completion of building works at the pera Baba 
Sawan Singh seems to have yielded to many requests from his followers 
and undertook a series of lecture tours that saw him travelling^ 
through many parts of the Punjab and other regions of Northern and 
Central India, initiating as well as setting up satsang ghars. 061)
«
At Beas, two Americans figured prominently in developing the spiritual 
community that Baba Sawan Singh had established and giving it a 
distinct international outlook, one was Dr. Julian Johnson and the 
other Dr. Randolph Stone.
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Dr. Julian Johnson was a native ot Kentucky and a distinguished 
surgeon, who was initiated by B3bâ Sawan Singh in 1931. abü> He was
Babà Sawan Singh's second American representative, prior to his 
arrival in India in 1932. Dr. Johnson was to remain with his Satgurli 
at Beas tor eight years. From 1933-1939, he devoted much ot his time to 
writing books on Kadhasoaroi philosophy and his experiences at Beas. He 
was responsible tor persuading Sewa Singh to translate the Sar Bachan 
(fadhaso^ ffii (.Prose) into English, later assisting Sewa Singh in this 
task. The tirst edition was published in 1931 with the approval of 
Babà Sawan.Singh. Johnson's first work , With a Great Master in India, 
was a compilation ot letters he had written to fellow Americans about 
his tirst eighteen months in India. His next two books, Call ot the 
and Thg_ Unquenchable Flame, were sem'x-autobiographical accounts 
ot himself and his future wife, Elizabeth Bruce. Yet, it was not till 
1939 that his best known work. The Path of the Masters was published. 
The English book was the first attempt of its kind and it represented 
an effort at explicating the history and practice of Surat /abd Yoga. 
It Is considered by some to be Johnson's magnum opus, and is 
sometimes overrated as an encyclopedia of oriental philosophy, and a 
classic study of oriental mysticism. U63) Johnson himself makes no 
such claims. (164) It is said to have been published alter Babà Sawan 
Singh had some of his suggestions incorporated into the text and had 
subsequently approved the contents in principle. (165)
The other American to take up residence at the Dera was Dr. Randolph 
Stone, a Chicago osteopath who was initiated into the Radhisoaml faith 
in 1945. It was he who developed a healing method known as polarity
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therapy, based on sone of the concepts ot the Ridhâsoânl roetascience. 
A clinic lor the practice of polarity therapy was established at the 
Beas Pera In the 195us and It now enjoys wide usage not only within 
Radhasoaml circles, but outside as well. His contribution to Kadhasoaml 
literature Is his Mystical Bible which presents a Râdhâsoânl 
Interpretation ot Old and New Testament verses.
It was under the dynamic spiritual leadership ol Babà Sawan Singh that 
the teachings ot the Sants reached distant shores. At the same time 
that foreigners were coming to India to be Initiated Into the faith by 
the Masters at Dayal Bagh and Beas other foreigners were being exposed 
to the Radhasoaral faith from afar. The first to Introduce the Great 
Master to the Pacific North West was Kehar Singh Sasmas, a devoted 
devotee of Eiâbâ Sawan Singh. He was serving as Interpreter for-the 
Canadian l^ aclflc Railroad Company and the Canadian Pacific Steamship 
Lines, at the time. It was he who was authorized by Baba Sawan Singh 
to Initiate by proxy Dr. and Mrs. Brock, Babà Sawan Singh's first 
•Amerlcam representatives, In 1911. U66; It was only In 1933 that the '
Brocks wrote to Baba Sawan Singh requesting him to allow another 
initiate, Mr. Harvey Myers of Southern California, to act as American 
representative In place of Dr. Johnson who had left for India. In 
response to the Brocks' recommendation, Mr. Myer's appointment as the 
Master s representative "to take up the work In the south" was 
approved and Mr. • Myer continued to serve the Great Master until the 
1940s. Although the spread ot Sant Mat In America had been modest 
during this time, the Important groundwork had been laid for the 
establishment of the North American sahgat. ^167>
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it was In September 1947 that the signe ot overwork and strain began 
to show on Baba Sawan Singh. Alter handing over the management ot the 
Derâ to a managing committee, Ubii; he left for Amritsar lor medicai 
treatment. Babà Sawan Singh's health improved a little at Amritsar but 
deteriorated again in the loi lowing month. He died at the beri on 
April 2nd. 1946 at the age of ninety. 1169,'
A number of works have been attributed to the Great Master. Tales of 
the Mystic East is a compilation of many of his discourses delivered 
at Derâ Baba Xaimal Singh from 1903-1948. It represents an effort to 
throw light on the esoteric meaning of parables, allegories and 
symbolism ol the well-known mystics of the East. It also attempts to 
illustrate the liner points ol spiritual discipline. U70) In 1963 a 
second volume of discourses appeared under the title of Discourses on 
ëant Mfrt. Under the supervision of Charan Singh, Baba Sawan Singh’s, 
Punjabi discourses were translated into English, the actual work of 
translation being undertaken by a number od devotees at Radhâsoâmi 
Satsang Beas. tl71> Baba Sawan Singh's letters have now appeared in 
a volume entitled Spiritual Gems. tl72; As a supplement to this 
volume, Râdhasoâmî Satsang Beas has released another Compilation 
consisting ot Babà Sawan Singh's c.orrespondence with American 
devotees, covering the years 1911-1934. U73>
— Siddhant <174> tliterally, "demonstrated truths ot the
teachings ol the gurus" loosely translated as the Philosophy ot the 
iirst appeared in Punjabi in 1918. It was later revised and 
enlarged into two volumes in 1946. U75) The Hindi version appeared
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In 1962, published both by Râdhiâsoâiil Satsang Beas and the flew Delhi 
based Rûhinî Satsang. The Ourmat Slddhaht is considered by many to be 
baba Sawan Singh's major statement on Sant Mat. U76>
T'he English translation ot the Gurmat Siddhant appeared in five 
volumes vi//> tor the tirst time in 196J. It has since seen a number 
ot editions. The translations were carried out by R. D. Ahuwalia, one 
time secretary ot Radh^soSml Satsang Beas and T. A. Aggrawal, chairman 
ot the Executive Cotumlttee of Râdhâsoâml Satsang Beas. It is these 
tlve volumes which we are concerned with in this study.
Summary
Out study ot the period 107Ö-194Ö in the Ttistory ot the Râdhâsoâml 
movement centred on observing its tränstormation from a movement to a 
tradition. This transition, as we have seen was beset with problems, 
characterized by controversies regarding the identity of Shiv Dayal 
Singh's successor. These controversies led eventually to a split 
within the movement,giving rise to the incarnatlonalist Agra and neo- 
Sant Beas camps, each with differing -interpretations ot Ràdhâsoamï 
Mat. In studying the process of 'institutionalization of the movement, 
we traced the growth of the colonies at Agra and Beas and assessed the 
role ot the principal toundlng figures Involved in their early 
development. When one looks at early history ot the Agra and Beas 
lines, one is able to observe that the movement was only able to .form 
® coherent tradition at ter a period of uncertainty and contusion
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following the passing ot the principal Satguru .in each case, we have 
seen that those who gathered around the founding figure were welded 
into a cohesive community by the strong hand of the Satguru who also 
distilled definite doctrines out ot an initial body ot teachings. We 
also saw that ulllinateiy the movement reached a point where it opened 
its doors to outsiders and provided seekers ot diverse cultural 
backgrounds a sense ot belonging. But most important ot all we have 
been able to display the initial historical process by which the Agra 
and Beas branches ot the Radhasoaml movement built their own 
individual histories that furnished them with a sense ot selt- 
identity.
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NOTES
1. The term "Radh^ soarni** is a technically Incorrect ronanlzatlon ot 
the Hindi term, "RadKasvani. ” We have spelt the word as ••RSdh'àsòimiP'in 
deference to Soaml Bagh who consider It an affront not to spell the 
words Ràdha and SoimI together (thereby dropping the capital In the 
last word>. The other branches Of the movement,however, spell it 
variously and do not seem to mind how the word Is spelt. For moie on 
‘his question see Puri, Radhasoaml Teachings. S. D. Maheshwari, 
Correspondence with Certain Americans Volt. I-V (Agra, I960-196 7) and 
Babb, "The Physiology of Redemption", p. 293.
2. "Shiv Dayil Singh" is the generally accepted spelling. Other Hindi 
accentuated versions like "Sibdayal Singh" or "Siva Dayal Saheb" 
appear to be exceptions. See S. Basu, Sone Mystics of Modern India 
(Varanasi, 1979), p. 214 and J. N. Farquhar, "Radhasohnls", In Hastings, 
Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Voi. 10, (Edinburgh, 1930;, p. 
558.
Interesting to note also. Is the fact that Farquhar*s mistaken 
belief that Shiv Oayal Singh's real name was Tulsl Ram. This error is 
repeated in all the editions of his study and remains Inexplicable. 
See Lane, Radhasoaml Mat. Parampara In Definition and ClasslfIcatlom 
A_ OepealQglx^ml History of _tha Gaddi Nasheens connected with Shiv_Dayal 
Singh, p. 8. . .
• •/ -3. Shiv Dayal Singh's titles are usually given as, Sri Shiv Dayal 
Sjhlb, Swamr JT Mahar~aJ (Soaraljl MaharaJ) and Param Sant Huzur Swam! 
Ji MahàràJ.
4. A term often used In conjunction with gaddT nlshln (gaddl nasheen; 
to Indicate the spiritual seat of the presiding Satguru. For the 
purpose of our discussion, the term will refer to any Radh&soaml 
Satsang established and presided over by a SatgurU whose lineage can 
be traced back to either one of the focal gaddl nlshlns, l.e. that of 
Agra or Beas, which in turn point to Shiv Dayal Singh.
5. Although the term RidhasoamT has been generally applied to those 
Satgurus and gaddls which trace their spiritual lineages back to Shiv 
Dayal Singh, the proclaimed founder • of the movement, there are 
difficulties with this usage. For example, not all Satsangs adhere to 
similar yoglc s^dhanas, the same mystic philosophy or believe In the 
same gurCT lineage.
Lane's cited M. A. thesis remains the most exhaustive academic study 
of the genealogical history of Radhasoaml Mat. Maheshwari's
Sfldhosqginl__Faith. History and Tenets (Agra, 1954> and Mathur's
Sfl-dhttsoaml Faith. A Historical Study, whilst fulfilling the basic 
reqiurements of a historical survey, are handicapped by a biased and 
partial presentation of Information, coupled with what sometimes 
appears to be a rather, lopsided Interpretation of facts. This Is often 
Che result of what mbght be termed "gaddl myoplsm"- a one angled 
perspective of events coloured by dogmatism which , more often than
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not, Is an expression of the 
Sat guru of Râdhâsâonl lineage.
authors' loyalties to a particular
In order to overcome this, It Is necessary to employ a non-coramltal 
stance, which, Instead of viewing successorshlp In terms o^f "true" or 
"false", "right" or "wrong", encompasses any guru or gaddl linked via 
tradition to Shiv Uayal Singh. This stand reflects the tact that 
although there exist many separate and conflicting groups within the 
movement, each in their own way share a common heritage.
6. See Farquhar, Modern Religious Movements. This stanoard work 
with a strong missionary bent presents a highly Informative survey of 
a variety of Hindu sects and their leading personalities.
7. K. Singh, A Oreat Saint. Baba Jalmal Singh. His Lite and Teachings 
. cNew Delhi, 1973), p. 12.
8. Farquhar, "Radhasoamls", p. 558, mentions Shiv Dayal Singh's 
father, Lai's DUvralT Singh as belonging to the Ksatrlya caste.
9. See Basu, Some Mystics of Modern India, p. 2 U  and K. Singh, A. 
Great Saint . Baba Jalroal Singh. His Life and Teachings, p. 12
10. Ral Brlndaban Singh is also said to have authored a book of hymns 
entitled Bihar-1-Brlndaban. . apart from having established the 
Brlndabanl sect at Oudh in the Punjab in the 1860s. This group was 
disbanded shortly after his death. See Juergensmeyer, Radhasoaml 
Reality. The Logic of a Modern Faith, pp. 12-13. (a draft of chapter 
II of this forthcoming work has been sent to us by the autfior).
II. Tulsl Sahib lived and taught In Hathras. His vital dates, place of 
origin and even actual name are uncertain. Most of the information we 
have concerning him is sketchy and scattered, and In many parts 
unreliable.
Indian scholars like Sen, Barthwal , Chaturvedl and Purl have based 
their naiyatlves on either the biographical introduction to Tulsi 
Sahib's babdavalT or his Ghat RanByana. The discrepancies between
Tulsl S^lb's life dates In both the Ghat Ramayana 
though not insignificant are not readily explained.
and Sabdavall.
12. Both Agra and Beas chroniclers' record this Incident. See 
Maheshwarl, Radhasoaml Faith, p. 13 and K. Singh, A Great Saint. Baba 
i&lnal Singh. His Life and Teachings, pp. 5-6.
13. Biographical sources on Shiv Day's! Singh are P. Singh, Biography 
qi Soami, j 1 ^Agra, 1978), S. D. Singh, Elucidation of JapU ^Agra, 1975),
S. D. Maheshwarl Urns.), Holy Epistles f Agra, 1964), J. Singh, 
Spiritual Letters. iBeas, 1973).
14. The only Rahdhasoâmî historian, who has, to our knowledge 
•nentloned this Is, Nathur, Radhasoanl Faith. A Historical Study, p. 
36.
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15. Shiv Day'5'1 Is reported to have made the following observation 
about himself:
You know that ever since I was only 
six years old, I have been devoting 
myself to Parmath and then alone 
this Abhyas (practice.) has become 
perfect.
(P. Singh, Biography of Soaml.11. p. 36>.
The historical value of such a statemant must, however, remain open to 
question.
9
16. References to this claim appear In Mathur, Radhasoaml Faith A
_Study. We have been unable to confirm this Information with
any other authority other than Maheshwari.
Perso-Arablc vocabulary forms a large part of Shiv Dayal Singh's 
Hldustanl, which he normally appears to have written In -the Arabic 
based Urdu script. Subsequent Satgurus at Agra have continued writing 
and speaking in a language probably better characterized as Urdu than 
Hlndl-though tjielr works, aimed at a Hindu audience normally appears in 
standard Hindi. See Gold, The Lord as Guru In the North Indian 
— Hindu Saint .-Tcadltion. and Unlversals of Religious 
Perception, p. 112. ^ .
17.  ^Basu, Spmg— Mystics of Modern India, p. 214 Informs us of this, 
without, however, quoting her sources. ‘
18. The spelling of Shiv Oayal Singh's wife's name has been a subject
of some controversy among some Indian scholars. It has often been 
stressed that her name was Narayan Del and not Narainl Devi or Narayan 
Delji. Evidence seems to suggest that the former version as used by 
Maheshwari, Is correct ~ as« opposed to the latter versions used by 
Mathur and Pratap Singh respectively. For a discussion on this matter, 
refer to Lane, Radhflg90nl— MflJL__Parampara In Definition and
19. Maheshwari writes:
Radhajl Maharaj was extremely kind 
hearted and charitable. She had her 
money bag always with Her and gave 
away to the poor and the needy what­
ever they wanted of Her. For the Sewo 
and service of Soamljl Maharaj and 
for the feeding of the Sadhus, the 
poor and the needy and for the other 
benevolent acts, she sold all Her 
jewellery worth several thousand 
rupees.
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Radhasoarol Faith. History and Tenets p. 24;.
20. Maheshwarl, Rodhasoanl Faith. History and Tenets, pp. 435-440, 
P. Singh, Biography of Soaml ll. p. 135
21. In some Radhasoani circles the claim has been voiced that, after 
Tulsi Sahib's death^ some of his followers shifted to the hone of Shiv 
Dayal Slngn. But there is no Indication that TuIsT  Sahib had actually 
initiated Shiv Dayal Singh. Also, present day followers of Tulsl Sahib 
adamantly deny that any initiation took place, although It is 
generally agreed that Shiv Dayal Singh was a disciple of Tulsl Sahib. 
See Juergensmeyer, "The Radhasoaml, Revival of the Sant Tradition", p. 
351.
22. _ In his Sar Bachan Radhaso'aml iPoetry) written in versified 
Hindi, with Perso- Arabic vocabulary forms, Shiv Dayal Singh does make 
vague references to the Importance of having a spiritual preceptor but 
does not enlighten us about who his own guru was or whether Indeed he 
ever had one, at least in the physical form. He does claln however, 
the whole Sant tradition as his antecedent, and at times chooses to 
refer to specific Sants whose teachings correspond with his own. See 
S. D. Maheshwarl, (trns. Sar Bachan Radhgsoaml Parts 1 and 11 
(Poetry) tAgra, 1970).
23.  ^Klrpal Singh attempts to »establish a link between Tuls”l SAhlb and
Guru Ooblnd Singh by presenting »the following argument. Guru Ooblnd 
Singh did not die in 1699, but^  contrary to popular belief, travelled 
to Bengal where he was succeeded by one Ratnagar Rao who later came 
into contact with Sham Rao Peshawar, later called Tulsl Sahib, and 
initiated him. See K. Singh, A. Great Saint. Baba Jalraal Singh. His 
Ule and T^gghlpg?, pp. 9-10. Mathur, Radhasoaml Faith. A Historical 
Sivdy» p- 24, rejects such a theory as being without any historical
basis. In all fairness It must be said that the present state of 
historical research* concerning Tulsl Sahib does not warrant the 
formulation of such a theory as the one propounded by Klrpal Singh.
Lane Is also 
Radhasoaml
SsnealQglcal History oi 
&aval Singh, p. 22.
responsible for 
JüklL__Parampara
coining the term "Beas perspective". 
in Definition and Classification. A
25. The honorific 
tlùzûr MahârâJ.
title of this founding Satguru of the Agra line Is
26. Maheshwarl Is undoubtiy Soanl Bâgh's most vocal spokesman who has 
spent a good amount of his time directing his energies against the 
activities of the Beas and Dayal BBgh centres. His outspokenness has 
been a source of considerable controversy in the past. See K. K. 
Khanna, Truth EternaltNew Delhi, 1961) for more on Maheshwari's 
controversial carrier.
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¿1. Dr. Mathur is the great grandson of Ral Sallg Ram and currently 
serves as the spiritual head ot the Peepalmandi branch near Agra 
which traces its lineage directly to Rat i^lig Ran.
28. In Radhasoami parlance, Swateh Sants are those SatgurUs whose 
spiritual evolution Is viewed as being divinely preordained and as 
such ore enlightened beings without having had to undergo Initiation 
by a living master.
29. It would certainly be Incorrect to assume that all Agra Satsangs 
hold this view. The designation **Agra*‘ is used here as It applies to 
the Soami Bagh, Peepalmandl and Dayal Bagh centres.
30. K. Singh, A-.janettt_SfilnL_Baba Jolreal Singh.__His Utfg »nd
Teachings, p. 10. Such claims remain problematic as they amount to 
statements of faith, whose historical verifiability Is questionable.
31. P. Singh, Jeevan Charita Soaml.11 Mahara.1 tAgra, no date given;, p.
32. See K. Singh, A Great Saint. Baba Jaimai Singh. His Life and 
Teachings. p. 11. According to some Beas publications the period was 
seventeen years. See J. Singh, Spiritual Letters, p. xlv. This
calculation tl.e. seventeen years; Is based, presumably, on the death 
of Tulsi Sahib ?J._ and..the. beglnatog .of §ill,v .i^ ayfl Singh* s public
ministry UÔ61;.
33. Amongst Shiv Dayal Singh's earliest disciples were Ral Sillg Ram 
^Hüzür Maharaj;, Pratap Singh tChachijl Sahib;, t”he former's younger 
brother and Jalmal Singh (Babl Jl). See K. Singh, A Great Saint. Baba 
¿alM l  Singh. His Life and Teachings, p. 15.
34. " On Basant Panchml Day In the year 1861 the flood gates of Surat 
Shabd Yoga were now thrown open by Swaml Jl to the general public". 
(K. Singh, Saint. Baba Jairaal Singh. His Life and Teachings, 
p. 14;. Both Mathur and Maheshwarl assert that this was done on the 
bidding of Ral Sallg Ram. See Mathur, Radhasoami Faith. A Historical 
Sllldy, p. 36 and Maheshwarl, Radhasoaml Faith. History and Tenets. 
p. 43.
35. Juergensmeyer notes that Shiv Dayal Singh's biographer Pratap, 
Singh places the figure as high as ten thousand l.e; one thousand 
celebate sadhus and seven thousand to nine thousand married devotees. 
See Juergensmeyer, Hadhasoaml Reality. The Logic of a Modern Faith. 
P- 24. Other accounts speak of only four thousand celibate sadhlts and 
two thousand householders. See Souvenir In Commemoration of the First
the Radhasoami Satsang 11861-1961;. lAgra, 1975;, p. 19.
36. After Shiv Dayal Singh's death, a simple samSdh (repository of 
the remains ot a Satguru's body) oí white sand stone was constructed 
By Ral Sillg Rffm but this was later dismantled by his successor, Brahm 
Shankar Mlsra in 1904. See Maheshwarl, Radhaaoaml Faith. History and 
tenets. pp. 100>108.
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Babb's "Pnysiology ot Redemption". pp 2d4 -295, Is a socio-
anthropologlcal analysis ot guriT worship at Soani Bagh which Is built 
on ^n intrlgulng^lnterpretatlon ot the symbolic significance of the 
samadh at SoSni Bagh.
¿7. The original manuscripts of the work are said to be kept at 
Hûaüri Bhavan, Peepalmandl, Agra and are said to bear Shiv Dayal 
Slr-gh's signature. It Is believed by some that Ral Salig Ram edited 
the text and arranged the hymns into forty two chapters before having 
It published In 1Ô84. See Khanna, Truth Eternal. Confirmation of 
this has also been received from Mr. K. S. Narang ot Rrdhasoaral Satsahg 
Beas (Letter dated 5th. September iy86>. Juergensmeyer in a letter to 
us dated 27th. November 1968, writes that Mathur acknowledges that the 
Peepalroandl nianuscrlpt Is not the original
36. Thé original manuscripts, (one in Urdu, the other In Hindi) are
said also to be preserved at Peepalmandl, Agra. There are several
different editions of this work and It is debatable which edition Is 
the truly authentic reproduction of Shiv Dayal 
Both the Agra edition and the Beas interpretation 
this study.
Singh* s 
will be
discourses, 
referred to
39. See Juergensroeyer, 
ÙUth. p. 12.
Radhasoami
40. _ One of the major obstacles in understanding Radhasoami gaddi 
nlshin lineages Is^ the proliferation ot the different sampradaya 
related to Shiv Dayal Singh, most of them being small and relatively 
unknown. Lane's often cited genealogical history of these lineages Is 
the most extensive of Its kind in English but Is far from complete 
and there are many lesser known groups which have yet to be examined. 
However, a totally exhaustive genealogy Is almost an impossibility 
given the tremendous growth of subdivisions within the movement. For a 
graphic illustration of this problem, see Lane, Radhasoami Mat
PetlnUlgn énd CloggltIm U pp - a Oenealoglcal History of 
mg Washeens connected with
Sillv Daval Singh, pp. 1 1 1- 114.
of any studied appraisalWe are not aware
Interpretations of Shiv Dayil Singh's teachings, 
viewpoint of the different Radhasoami tactions. It 
credit to have pioneered a stu(ly of the Sar Bachan
Rfldhasvaml Satsang und die Mvstlk der Gottestone.
of the various 
seen from the 
is to Holler's 
Râdhasdâmî. See
42.
P- 2. J uergensmeyer, iLflUhasPOml--BfidUty-— The Logic of a Modern Faith.
The often cited studies 
examples. by Nathur and Maheshwarl are such
44. These include the biography written by Shiv Dayal Singh's 
ro er, the writings of Shiv Oayal Singh's successors and letters of 
e early Reader8.^ The best sources of Information on the early period 
the Radh-aeoliml movement are P. Singh, Biography of Soamlll.
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^Poetry>, tìSily. 
\\\9 R^ rfhasoami
Pfistleg: Par^ ®^  ^ qDirltualLflilfii:fi> Non-sectarian sources
MaytmenU »nd B«eu, saufiJlXfiUts-ai
,5 See K. Singh,  ^ Saint Bnhn J9liwl '^ Inffh. Hts 111B and.
TPiychlngs, pp. 1^-13.
*6. see Juergensmeyer, N<1hn.^ h0inl Thh loffK It « H°l)em
FflillL P-
r>f niir research we have encountered difficulties in 47. In the course ot our researcn na archives of one ot
obtaining permission ^  Kirpal Asram, spiritual seat ot
the Radhasoaml Asrams. in the case ot secretary. Mr.
?‘^''seth^‘"?¡;;t ' ^ V » ” hlv.l“Lterlnls -ere considered con.ldentlel.
tLetter dated I8th. March 1987).
cn-ralled "last utterances", 
rncorporTed t“nfo s“ y51 ¿^pUshed^Cent^.oii
to enhance his own reputation as well. .
o Rpalitv ThP Log:|r Ot a Faith.49. Juergensmeyer, t^pdhasoami KSgltvlL---
p. 3.
See J. Singh, Spiritual Letters, p. xl50.
,, The role o. R ^ l  -  -  -  seen ^onle« ol
aiterally, "emanation of the b p D-.hm Shankar Mlsra, second
widely_ circulated <*“^‘"8 ® singh-s death RadhajT
Satguru ot the Agra line. At .ncarnatlon by most devotees,
continued to be revered os a ® L „ h  <ntritual
including R5l Sillg Ra. and Jalmal Singh. See S. Singh. »PUl vai.
Letters, p. xl.
52. Kirpal Singh is quick to point out that
entrusted with the task ot "elucidating ^ Singh, A.
Singh and nothing was said of the right to initiate, bee K. bing
Great Salnl. p. HI-
53 See P. Singh, Rfography ot Sq o b4.1L P-
54. Pratap Singh avoids mentioning *"y 
describing Râi Sâlig Rîm only as his "chief and most^
disciple". See P. Singh, BiPgrflPhy— sinah* s "trusted and soeaks ot Rai Sâlig Râm as being'among Shiv Deyal Singh^s ^ ^tru.
devoted disciples". See K. Singh, ft ÇjTfifiX Saint, P^hn
His Life and Teachings, p. 15.
55. Pratap Singh, popularly called ChachajI MaharaJ was one of Shiv
Dayal Singh's closest disciples and was deeply attached to his brother 
Satguru, He is said to have received instructions from Shiv Dayil 
Singh to conduct satsahgs after his death and did so accordingly till 
he died in 1909. His association with Rai Sfflig Ram was sometimes
laboured, though he eulogized Ral Saiig Ram as the gurmukh of Shiv 
Dayal Singh, despite whatever differences arose between them from time 
to time. See P. Singh, Biography of Soaroi.ll. pp. 65-66 and pp. 136-
138. Also, Maheshwari, Holy Epistles Part II, p. 109 and Lane,
Radhasoami Mat. Parampara in Definition and_CjgSSif ^
Genealogical History of the Gaddi Nasheen Lineages conn^Ct^d wjth Shiv 
Daval Singh, pp. 46-47
56. Rai Sallg Ram reported that on his retirement and subsequent 
return to Agra in 1887, there were only forty s^dhus and one hundred 
lay members of the fellowship - a vast reduction in numbers, that In 
the heyday of Shiv Dayal Singh's ministry ran into the thousands. See
Souvenir in Commemoration of the First Centenary_of— Lhe— R^dhffSQdai
Satsang (1861-1961). p. 191.
that there were 
the time he was
57. Not all left, for we learn from Pratap Singh 
still a hundred living at Soaml Bagh in 1902, at 
engaged in writing his elder brother's biography. See P. Singh, 
Biography of Soamiii. p. 190. Special rules were drafted in 1905 by 
the Central Administrative Council limiting their activities and 
curbing their freedom of movement. See Maheshwari, Radhasoami Faith, 
History and Tenets, p. 59-61.
58. The principal sources on Rai Sallg Ram's life history are J.A. 
Prasad, Jeevan Charitra Huzur Mahara.l (place and date not given) S.D. 
Maheshwari, Biography of Huzur Mahara.l (Agra. 1971) and by the same 
author, Radhasoami Faith. History and Tenets pp. 43-67.
59. Mathur eulogizes in the typical fashion of most Radhasoami 
biographers:
Through out his academic carrier, Rai 
Saligram was a brilliant student. After 
completing his primary education he 
passed the Senior Cambridge examination 
in 1847 with distinction in Theology,
English, Mathematics and Urdu. Subsequently 
he devoted himself to higher studies in 
Persian and Arabic. He also studied books 
on religion and astrology.
A Historical(Radhasoami Faith.
Study, p. 69).
Mathur further claims that Ral Saiig Ram even wrote a book on 
Astrology which was never printed,the manuscrl| t of which is preserved
at Huzurl Bhavan, Peepalmandi, Agra. See Radhasoanl— FoitlL--L
Historical Study, p. 69.
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60. See Naheshwarl, Radhaaoaml Faith. History and Tenets, p- i7 .
61. His forty years service in the postal service culminated in his 
being appointed Post Master General of the North Western Frontier 
Provinces in Ittbl, a fact enthusiastically highlighted by Mathur, 
Radhasoami Faith. A Historical Sludv. pp. J3-36.
62. Although this meeting is confirmed both by Prasad, Jeevan 
I'.haritra Huzur Maharal. pp. bti and 141 and Maheshwari, Radhasoaroi 
Faith. History and Tenets. p. 3b, there is nothing in their 
descriptions that suggests that any initiation took place. Lane, in
Radhasoami Mat. Parampara in Definition aad lcatl9.rL-L
Genealogical History of the Gaddi Nasheen Lineages connected with Shiv 
Dayal Singh, p. 30, reminds us that Ral S^lig Ram is reported to have 
emerged from his five hour meeting with Shiv Dayal Singh, exclaiming 
only that he had found what he was seeking.
62-63. Ral Salig Ram is 
body, mind, wealth and 
Swam! 6___ gyod___
63. See P. Singh, Biography of Soami.il. pp. 
said to have served his Satguru with his 
spirit. See H. M. Harper, Gurus.
(Philadelphia, 1972), p. 102.
64. Jaimal Singh's spiritual wanderings prior to meeting Shiv Dayai
Singh are described in K. Singh, A Great Saint. Baba Jairaai Singh. His 
Life and Teachings, pp. 24-36 and J. Singh, Spiritual Letters, (see 
Introduction). “ ' - ----  .
65. The dates of this meeting differ according to ditfecent authors. 
Kirpal Singh, representing the Beas line, places the first meeting at 
1854, four years before Râi Salig Ram met Shiv DaySl sTngh in 1858 and 
seven years before Shiv Dayal Singh made his ministry public. See 
K. Singh, A Great Saint. Baba J aimai Singh. His Life and Teachings, p. 
3/. The Agra account however, has it that this meeting took place 
sometime after Jaimal Singh was encamped with his detachment in Agra 
in 1856 and after he had attended Shiv DaySl Singh's spiritual 
meetings which commenced only after 1861. «Both Mathur, (Radhasoaroi 
Faith. A Historical Study, p. 128) and Maheshwari ( Holy Bpistles. Part 
I, p. 400) put forward this view. However, Mathur's information is 
based on à misreading of Kirpal Singh's account which distinctly 
mentions 1854 and not 1856 as asserted by Mathur, who misquotes 
Kirpal Singh.
t>6. The date mentioned in the Beas edition of the abridged version of 
Sar Bachan Radhaso'ami (Prose),, is 14th. July 1857. All other sources 
state 1856 as being the year of this meeting.
6 7 . The scene at Beas is described by Kirpal Singh as follows;
Shortly before Baba Jaimal Singh came 
to settle down on the banks of Beas Khazana 
Mai arrived, had the hut plastered with 
mud and a cave dug out. It was the year 
1891 and Baba J1 gave himself with 
redoubled zeal to his spiritual sadhnas.
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He would enter the cave and stay In It 
for days on and. sometlnes as long as a 
f ortnlght.
Slns^-
ill£-Lifs __Teachings, p. 63).
b8 Ihls represents the beas version ot what transpired after the 
d e a t h  oi Shiv Oayai Singh. The followers of Kal Sallg Ram, however, 
claim that lalmal Singh stayed In Agra as a disciple ot Ril S81lg Kam, 
and had a hut built so that he could have live near the latter. They 
claim that Jalmal Singh did not go to the Purîjâb until after Kai SSlig 
Rim’s death In 169«. See Juergensneyer, Radhasoaml Reality. The Logic 
ot a Modern Faith, p. ¿6.
see A Great Saint.69. For Klrpal Singh's description of the event, 
baba Jalffial Singh. His Life and Teachings, p. 50.
70. The first dlsclg^les of Jalmal Singh are said to have been Mistri 
Elahi Baksh and Bhal Lenna, both boyhood friends from the town of 
Ghuman. See K. Singh, A Qreat Saint. Baba Jaimal Singh. His Life and 
Teachings, p. 62.
71. We have no record of when Ral Salig Ram began to initiate but are 
told by Maheshworl, tRadhasoami Faith. History and Tenets.' p. 41) that 
Brahm ShankaV Mlsra was one of the first individuals to have sought 
Initiation froii^  Ral Salig Ram.
72. See 
Faith, p. 4.
Juergensmeyer, Radhasoami Reality. The Logic of a Modern
7d. Although there is general agreement that Rai Sailg Ram possessed 
tormidable leadership qualities, there Is no consensus about Just how 
innovative his ideas were. His most ardent supporters tend to downplay 
his originality with the same conviction that they elevate his 
spiritual authority. See Maheshwari, Radhasoaml Faith. History» and 
Tenets, p. 42.
74. Here the term "manifested Sat guru" means a Satguru who comes as 
an Incarnation of Shiv Dayal Singh, as opposed to one- who comes in 
succession to him. The Nij Ansh doptrlne of the Agra fellowship 
stipulates that at any o^ ne time there is only one Satguru who 
conjointly with his Ourroukh Sant, Is his only chosen heir. There is 
therefore an unbroken succession of Satgurus each inheriting from his 
successor the divine spirit of Shiv Dayal Singh. Ourraukh Sants are 
considered "Shakta Surats", 1. e. companion spirits of the divine 
essence, embodied in Shiv Dayal Singh. See Maheshwari, Radhasoami
^ — History and i'enets. p. 372 tor an elucidation of this theory.
75. Shiv DayVi does on various occasions speak of a succeeding 
Satgurtr In each generation. Though this does not throw light on how 
the ^ successor is determined or who he is, passages in the Sar *Bachan 
Rfldhasoan^ i (Poetry and Prose) have been repeatedly used by Ral S'^ illg
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Ram'B followers to bolster their claims that he has been honoured with 
the spiritual successorshlp pf Shiv Dayal Singh.
This view has always been challenged by the supporters of Jalmal Singh 
who refuse to regard Ral Sâllg Râm as Shiv Dayâl Singh's 
successor. They also reject the Agra Interpretation of verse 250 of the 
Sar Bachan Radhâsoâmî Part II (Poetry), the contents of which forms 
the core of the controversy and shall be discussed shortly.
76. Maheshwarl, Sâr Bachan RSdhâsoâml (Prose), p.215.
77. Maheshwarl, Sar Bachan Râdhasoâmî (Prose), p. 216.
78. The passage In question Is verse 250 of Part II of Sâr Bachan 
Radhâsoâmî (Prose).
The Beas version reads:
If any one initiated by a perfect Sat 
Guru having love and faith in Him, 
serving Him devotedly, and be­
fore he has advanced far the guru should 
depart, he should continue Just the same 
with his love and devotion and 
continue to contemplate His form and 
perform all the exercises prescribed by the guru. 
The same Sat Gurú in the radiant form will 
continue ta carry on the work as He had commenced 
It, and will carry it on to final success, the 
same as If He were still In the body. ■“
(Quoted by Maheshwarl, Radhasoaml Faith. History 
and Tenets, pp. 376-377).
The Agra version reads:
If a person has met the perfect Sat Guru, 
performs His service, attends His satsang and 
has love for and faith in Him, 
but before he achieves his object 
1. e. , gets any inner realization the 
Sat Guru departs, \
then he should. If he is keen to attain the goal 
cultivate the same love for and faith in, the 
succeeding Sat Guru and should perform His 
service, attend His satsang and consider 
the departed Guru to be present 
in Him. he should know that Shabd Forms of the 
Sat Guru and the Sant are, one though, out%#ardly 
in bodily forms they appear to be two.
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When the Sat Guru ot the time departs, He 
appoints some one ot His successors 
In whom he re-lncarnates
and thus continues the work ot regeneration oi 
J l v B S  as before. When, however, such is not the 
MauJ, He returns to His original Abode. Theret ore 
an earnest devotee should make no distinction 
between tne previous Sat Guru and His successor. 
But those who are bigoted devotees will not come 
under the allegiance ol the succeeding Sat 
Uuru. For this reason their progress will stop at 
the stage they had reached during the time ot the 
termer Sat Guru and there will be 
no further progress and improvement.
(Quoted by Maheshwari, kadhasoami Faith-. History. 
and Tenets, p. J/6>.
/y. within Agra circles it is sometimes conceded that this verse was 
written by RBI Sallg Ram and Is said to have originally been penned as 
a letter to Sudarshan Singh, son ot Pratap Singh. The Agra camp, 
however, is quick to explain that this was done "under the command and 
instruction of Soamljl" See Maheshwari. Plogr^phY Qf Hu?ur Mahara^  p. 
239. For a detailed discussion of verse 250 see Maheshwari, Holy. 
Epistles Part I, pp. 405-40/, and K. Sln^h, A Grgat SaloL—  
Jalmal Singh. His Life and Teachings, p. 436.
BO. In Rai Salig Ram's time both Brahm Shankar Misra and Maheshwari 
Devi were considered NIJ Anshad or Shakti Surats of Shiv Dayai Singh.
Bl. See Sir Bachan Radhasoami (Prose), p. 128. In Maheshwari* s 
translation the terra Is transliterated as dhwanyatraak. bee also
Mathur, Radhasoami Faith.__A— » P’
transliteration of the term is dhunlatraak. See Puri,
49. William describes dhunlatmak sounds
Ihe Beas 
Radhasoami 
as an order ot 
visual levels’*.Teachings, psounds "operating unseen behind sound at audible and 
See o. (i. William, "Sacred Sound: Unlntelllgibllity and Meanlngt ulness
f Religious Studies, 6 (19B3>, p. H.
B2. The Kadhasoaroi theory of 
discussion In a later chapter.
divine essence will the subject ot
B3. Rai SSllg Ram's teachings have been compiled in a number ot books 
which include; Radhasoaml Mat Sandesa (Agra, 19b0>, Pr^m Patra 1 
(Agra. 1960) , Guru Uodesh (Agra. 1969). Nl 1 
and date not given), Prem BBnl kadhasoami (Agra. 19/0).
Prakash: ur a Brief View ot Kadhasoami Faith (Agra,
M i -
I9b9).
B4. The specific terra used by the Agra following is NiJ Uhar, 
the divine current which is believed to emanate from the Supreme 
assuming the form ot Shiv Uayal Singh. See Mathur,
A Historical Study, pp. 122-123.
1. e. , 
Lord, 
Faith.
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6b. This analogy stems from Ral Sallg Ram who compares Radha to the 
"tlrst wave" ot the "endless ocean" tSoaral). The two together are seen 
as forming the "supreme ocean ot spiritual bliss", hence Radhasoaml. 
See Mathur, Radhasoarei Faith. A Historical Study, p ¿7^ Maheshwarl Is 
prone to speaking about the "Adi Shabd" which is Sciimi and Radha, the 
"Adi Surat", Shiv Dayal Singh being the "embodiment of the Adi 
Shabd". See Maheshwari, Radhasoaml Faith. History and Tenets, p. 2d.
6b. See Maheshwari, Radhasoaml Faith History and lenets. p. 4d.
67. tun criticizes certain individuals i or having "such stra»^ge and 
unreasonable views about the simple word". See Radhasoami Teachings.
p .  b O .
6b. Kirpai Singh maintains that Sar Bachan Radhasoami tProse) was not 
the work ot Shiv üayâl Singh himself but was based on dictated notes 
taken by his disciples and published several years alter his death. He 
asserts that it was Jaimal Singh who undertook to republish the work 
in Hindi at Beas, "adhering strictly to the Agra text". We are however, 
not told how Jaimal Singh came to have access to the original 
handwritten manuscript of the Sar Bachan Radhasoami (Prose), alledged 
by some to be kept at Huzurl Bhavan, Peepalmandl, Agra, the death site 
of Shiv Dayal Singh. We have, however, been Informed that the date of 
the publication of the Beas edition of the Sar Bachan Râdhâsoârol 
(Prose) is ia02. (Letter from K. S. Narang, RBdhasoamT Satsang Beas, 
5th. September, 19Ô6).
According to an unnamed historian in one of the Punjab branches, only 
fifty to sixty of the pieces in Sar Bachajj R^dhâso'âmi Part„ I and 11 
(Poetry) were really composed by Soamlji himself, the rest being 
devotional poems from the pen of Rfal Sallg Ram. See Khanna, Truth 
Eternal for a discussion of this issue.
89. To our knowlege, there is no record of any non-sectarian student 
ot Radh^soami Mat having access to the handwritten manuscript ot Sar 
bachan Rldhasoami. purportedly preserved at Huzurl Bhavan, 
Peepalmandi, Agra. This is Indeed unfortunate since a scholarly 
examination ot the document would certainly help answer many 
unresolved questions pertaining to the teachings of Shiv Daya"l Singh.
9U. S. Singh, 
reads:
Sar Bachan Part 1, pp. ¿'¿-'¿6. The SoamI Bâgh version
The Faith 1 had expounded was that ot 
Sat Nam and AnAml. Radhasoaml Faith 
has been Introduced by Ral Sallg Ram.
You-should let it continue.
(Quoted by P. Singh, Biography of SoamiJi.
p. 2).
91. See Juergensmayer, Radhasoami Reality. The Logic of a Modern 
EalliL p. 2.
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92. See Maheshwarl, Correspondence with Certain Aaerlcfttia Vol 1^1 V.
See Lane. Radhasoami Mat. Paranpara Definition and93.
Classification. A ^genealogical History of the Gaddi Nasheen Lineages 
connected with Shiv Daval Dlngh. p. 27.
94. Maheshwarl'8 contention that the followers of Jalinal Singh and 
the line he established, are Sat Nanfs (believers In the True Word) 
represents a gross nislnterpretation of the tern and clouds an 
accurate understanding of the tern .
Sat NSmi is the term employed to denote the sect that cíalas an 
indirect spiritual descent from Ral Dasa. It is also the name oi 
another group founded by Jag-jlvan Das In the middle of the lath, 
century in the Barabankl District of the United Provinces. Also Sat 
NamI Is the name given to a follower of a movement founded by Ghasi 
Rama between 1620- 183Ü and constitutes the Chamar sect.
The term Sat NSm does not possess for the three mentioned sects, the 
'same connotations as It does for the Beas lineage, since the 
theological and cosmological implications of the term are, for the 
latter, linked with the Rldhâsoâmi esoteric scheme of creation, 
which is unique to the RSdhlsdhml mystic philosophy. For an
Introductory sketch of the Sat NamI sects, see G. A. 
Grierson,'*Sathanis'*, in Hastings, ted. ), Encyclopedia of Religion and 
Ethics Voi 11 (Edinburgh, 1934), ' pp. 210-211.
95. See Nathur, Radhasoami Faith. A Historical Study, p. 28.
o
96. See Souvenir in Commemoration of the first Centenary of t.he 
Radhasoami Sat sang (1861-1961). p. 15.
97. The gurmantra of the Beas Satgurus who are linked to Jalmal Singh 
is a sequence of five secret holy Names.
98. There is a theory propounded at Dayal Bâgh, that in 1932 a 
meeting took place between Blba Sawan Singh and Anand Swarup at which 
it was agreed that the usage of ^he five holy names would be 
discontinued and replaced by Râdhâsdâni. See Souvenir in Commemoration 
01 the First Centenary oi the Radhasoami Satsang a<^l-196W. pp- 15-
17. After examining the correspondence between Baba Sawan Singh and 
Dayal B7gh we are unable to confirm or deny that any such meeting 
ever took place.
99. See Juergensmeyer, Radhasoami Reality.__Th9 LQ&IS Qt 0 Modem
Eflith. p- 7.
100. See Juergensmeyer, note 99 above.
101. Pratap Singh, (Biography of Soaml.11. pp. 71-72) reports Rai Salig 
Rra as having being initiated by the **Gossaih of Mathura Blndraban" 
whilst still a boy,.with the understanding that when he came of age he 
would be permitted to choose his own guru. See also Farquhar, Mgdflril 
Religious Movements, p. 166.
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\
Followers ot Kal Sallg Ram like his great grandson Nathur challenge 
th‘l8 assertion and clain that although Ral Salig Rain's family were 
devotees of Kr §na, Ral Sallg Ran himself was never Initiated. See 
Juergensmeyer, Redhasoanl Reality. The Logic of a Modern Faith, p. 30.
It is interesting to note however, that Nathur presents a version that 
coincides with the version given above by Pratap Singh. The reason for 
this apparent contradiction Is best ■ known to Kathur himself. See 
Mathur, Radhasoaml Faith. A Historical Study, p. 37.
102. We are at a loss to explain how or '/ihere Farquhar got the idea 
that Shiv Oay?l Singh and his wife used to dress up as Kr;fna and 
Radha. See Farquhar, "Radhasoamrs**, p. 559.
103. See Farquhar, Modern Religious Movements, p. lb/.
104. Our Information on Radhajl Is scanty, we have relied mainly on 
Maheshwarl, Radhasoaml Faith. History and Tenets, pp. 24-25.
105. A biographical sketch of Pratap Singh appears In .Lane,
BadhggooBrii— MaL— tiaraapara— In__Pfitlnltlon__and Classification, a
gfinealQgicai History of the Gaddi Nasheen Lineages connected with Shiv 
Bayal Singh, pp- 46-47 and Mathur, Radhasoaml Faith. A Hlstforlcal
Si.\Adyi PP- 121-122. Drawing on known sources, they hlghllgi)t his close
-.relationship with Shiv Dayal SIpgh and Ra"! Sallg Ran and .his role as 
The flrsl president of the lli fatelT^CeriTrVl Administrative TtlUftCli. 
He is said to have been on very cordial terms ^ wlth Jalnal Singh, whom 
he is said to have held In very high esteem. See K. Singh, A Great 
Saint- Bab^ Jalnal Singh. His Life and Teachings, p. 58.
106. One of the few references to Sanmukh Das appears In the "last 
utterances." See J. Singh, Spiritual Letters, p. xl.
107. From the little Information on Gharlb Das that we have , we are 
able to^plece together that he wa^ a follower of Tulsl Sahib who moved 
to Pannl OalT after the death of his guru and attended the satsangs 
ot Shiv DayiJ^ Singh. He Is credited with having announced Shiv Dayal 
.Singh as Tulsl Sahib's successor and Is reported to have established a 
spiritual center at Saral Rohllia, New Delhi. He is reported to have 
enjoyed a good relationship with Pratap Singh and Jaimal Singh. See 
I-A. Ezekiel, Kablr the Great Cystic tBeas. 1966>. p. 417.
108. We have not been able to locate any Information about Nlrmal 
Chandar Banerjee or his Calcutta centre.
109. Rare mention of Chanda Singh Is by Klrpal Singh, (A Great Saint.
JftllMii Slnsht__His Life and Teachings, p. 63>. We are unable to
^row light on Juergensmeyer'8 tRadhasoaml Real1tv. The Logic of a 
Oaggrn Faith» P- statement that Chanda Singh led his own
congregation. for Klrpal Singh, tA Great Saint. Baba Jalmal Singh. His 
Ulfa and Teachings, p. 63) talks of Chanda Singh only as being one who 
had received instructions from Shiv Oayal Singh. No mention Is made 
of him being conferred the right to hold satsangs.
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llü. See Maheehwarl, Holy Epistles. Part 'll, p. ÜU9.
i^ espite Pratap Singh's crlticlsn of Rai Sallg Ran, he is known to have 
eulogized him as the gurûmukh ol Shiv Oayal Singh. In 1905 there Is a 
recorded Incident where Pratap Singh's son, Suchet Singh, refused to 
participate In a public program»« because his father was to be seated 
on the dais next to Ral Sallg Rail's son, a position that would seen to 
equate the two. See Souvenir In Coimnemoratlon of the First Centenary 
o! the Radhasoanl Sat sang (1661-1961;. p. 92.
111. See Maheshwarl, Holy Epistles Part 11, p. 213. Sudarshan Singh, 
Pratap Singh's son appears to have been responsible for keeping the 
two leaders on favourable terns. In 1933 Sudarshan Singh wrote to Baba 
Sawan Singh proposing to build a house at Beas. See J. Singh, 
Spiritual Letters, pp. 13B-142.
112. We have presented the popular version of the situation. However,
not ail reports confirm this version. Klrpal Singh, for
example, maintains that Jalnal Singh was on friendly terms with Ral 
SBllg Ram and recounts an occasslon where Jalmal Singh visited Rai 
Salig Ram. On this occasslon Rai Salig RSm Is said to have been 
overjoyed and drew Jalmal Singh "towards the gaddl, on which he was 
sitting In order to seat him next to himself". tA Great Saint. Baba 
J^lmdl Singh. His Lite and Teachings, p. 56. )
113.
The real name of Radhaji MaharaJ was 
Narayan Delji. Soamljl MaharaJ said 
In my presence that Her 'Surat had come 
with Him from Dhur Oham and was NIJ 
Radha Dhar so She could be called by 
the name of Radhajl.
Œxtract 
quot ed
from
In
Deposition
Maheshwarl,
Tenets, pp. 339-340>.
of Seth 
Radhasoami
Saheb LPratap Slnghl,
__ Ea ü Il____Hlfitory___,aiil
114. Maheehwarl's vivid descrlpton of Rai Sallg Ram's last years 
provides Interesting reading. See Maheshwarl, Radhasoami Faith.
P-History and Tenets, p. 45.
115. Shyam Lai, a retired headmaster was responsible for establishing 
the Shabd Pratap AeVam In Gwalior and Is said to have substituted the 
name R^dhasoamT with Dhara - Slndhu •- Pratap. Some claim that after 
hl6 death there was no recognized successor to continue the lineage. 
So in 1940 a management committee was established, under whose 
auspices Shyam Lai's books were published. See Mathur, RAdbAffiCUll.
EflillL__ A Historical Study. pp. 129-130. Refer also to Lane,
BfldhflSOftml— ISaL ___P-Armpara m  Definition and Classification.-- h.
116. K. S. Man Singh (Malik SahlbJ, an Initiate of Shyam Lai publlcl)^ 
announced his ministry in 1940. Today he initiates In both, Ra'dh'Bsoaml
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Nan* and the Hindu baktlj^t, having been authorized to do the latter by 
. Yogendra ViJrani MaharaJ. See Lane, Radhasoami Mat. Parampara in 
PgflnUign and Classiticatlon. a Genealogical History ot the Ciaddl 
Nasheen Llnea&es connected with Shlv üavai singh. p. 4tì.
117. See Maheshwarl, Biography of Huzur Maharai. p. 347.
11Ô. Ret er to note 99 ot this'chapter.
119. See Lane, Radhoggaal— Mfll,__Paranpara in. Detlnitlon and
ylgSSMUgtlgnr A -G e n e a lo g ica l study ot the Gaddi Nasheen
Shi v Payai Singh, p. 66 for brief mention of Ram BeharlDâs.
•
120. Otherwise known as Hahlrlshf Data üayâi, this initiate ot Ral 
Sallg Ram appear^ to have commenced his mission in 1904, founding the 
RadhHsoiBBil Dhâm As ram (literally, “the house of abode of the Supreme 
Lord"), in GoplganJ in 1921. He had an extensive following throughout 
India and is said to have been on very close terms with Babà Sawan 
Singh. See Mathur, Radhttsoainl Faith. A Historical Study.-p. 30.
121. From Hathur, we learn that AJudhla Prasad (LâlaJÎ MahîiraJ), lôbb- 
1926, was Initiated by Shiv OaySl Singh at an early age and Is said to 
^ve presided over satsa^gs at Peepalmandi after his fa-ther’s (R51
closely associated with Brahm 
Shankar and obtained his Initiation- rights In 1902 from the Central 
AdministrâtIve^ouncll (of which he became president in 1909). He lies 
burled at Soâml Bâgh, in front of his father’s samadh. See Mathur, 
Faith. A Historical Study i23 and Lane, Radhasoaml
122^  Brahm Shankar Mlsra was born on the 28th. of January 1861 and 
aied on the I2th. of October 1907. His parents were Brahmins. 
Juergensmeyer seems to think that his Brahmin heritage in Itself posed
Mod«r° BadhflMMl RMi ltY. The Lw lc fl
“MSUl— p. 10. However, Mathur does indicate that his
Hal Salig Ram displeased some Brahmin pandits who did
ri.cc ® Brahmin associating with a guru ot'the another
Class. See Mathur, BfldhftBOaal Faith. A Historical Study, p. i03.
«
hie ♦ believed to have inherited a broad religious outlook from
P ® Pani^ lt, Ram Yashan Misra, Professor of Sanskrit at Queens
See Maheshwarl, RftdbflggflBi FttUh. History eintil
«
deeiro^r * jMrlend, Nisra wrote the following, expressing his
aeslre to become Rai Sallg Rail’s initiate:
But 1 tell you, dear friend how imaeaeurably 
superior I find your Dharam Pustak. 0 how I 
yearn to mingle myself in the duet before 
Huzur Ram Saheb and follow Him through 
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Hie and death, one day to be deemed ilt 
to be called Hie true servant.
(Quoted by Maheshwarl, Radhasoami Faith 
History and Tenets, pp. 49-50>.
liib. For details ot this 
Historical 
and Tenets.
meeting, see Mathur, Hadhasoaml Faith, a 
101 and Maheshwarl, Radhasoami Faith.
p. 51. History
126. Maheshwarl sees Mlsra as "the accredited successor of Huzur 
MaharaJ (Ral Sallg Ran; who had already been holding satsang and 
rendering help to fellow Satsangls under the orders of Huzur MaharaJ". 
(Radhflsoami Faith. History and Tenets, p. 56>.
127. Originally Brahm Shankar Mlsra stayed at Agra, but after 
obtaining employment In the Accountant General's office In Allahabad. 
He saw It^  fit to develop the Satsang there, which had been established
y Ral ballg Rim on one of his visits. Juergensmeyer suggests that 
this move added to the f ragmentlatlon of the movement" since the 
spiritual centre remained In Agra and looked as If the leadership was 
«’«lie"-  ^ BfldhflgOflni Reolitv. The Logic of a Modern Faith, p. io>.
12«. In a correspondence with Jalmal Singh, dated 4/8/1902, Informing 
him Of his noMnation.to the Central Administrative Council, Pratap 
bingh notes that by constituting the Council "different groups and 
cliques will disappear and satsangls will love each other as
V  " f . ' Saint. Bafrg stnuft. HU Mfo -<11(1
pfith. p“  Baatiflwant Rm IU v. Th« loiK c q» ,  Mortem
130. See Maheshwerl, 8a^haWttlll Faith. History end Tenets, p. 97. 
f o i l o w l n r *  powers of the Council consisted of the
1.
1.
’•To regulate the conduct of business pertaining to the 
Radhasoami
Satsang and Its branches and of the followers."
"To collect, preserve and administer the properties, moveable 
and immoveable, that have been, or may hereafter be, dedicated 
to Radhasoami Dayai or that may be acquired for or presented 
to Radhasoaml Dayai or that may be acquired for or presented
o the Radhasoaml batsang, for the furtherance of the objects 
of the Sat-sang. "
"To do the above and other things which are Incidental thereto
in accordance with the directions and mandates of the Sant'Sat Guru. "
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(Maheshwarl. Radhagoani Faith. History and Tenets, pp. 97-9d).
132. The others were Raj Naraln, Baieshwarl Prasad, RÎJa Ishwari 
Prasad, Sudarshan Singh, Madho Prasad Sinha, Suchet Singh, Har Oovind 
and Chand Kodumai.
133. The extension ol the power bt initiation to these three was nade
at the first meeting of the Central Administrative Council, on 
December, 25th. 1902. See Mathur, Radhasoanl Faith. A Historical
P-
134. See Maheshwari, Radhasoarol Faith. History and Tenets, pp. 9Ô-
99.
135. See Mathur, Rja^asoapl Faith. A Historical Study . p. 111.
136. Mathur records that at the second meeting of the Central 
Administrative Council held on the 12th. of June 1903, the secretary 
Baleshwarl Prasad read out two letters from Blbi Pragdesl of Amritsar 
and Lai Chand of Sukkur, complaining of Jalmal Singh's refusal to 
register his Satsang with the Council. See Mathur, Radhasoami Faith. A 
Historical Study, p. 112.
137: J aimai" SlTigtr'placed three ■conditions - that he jtfante<l _f ulf 111 ed
before he conceded to Acknowledge the authority of the Council. These 
weref 1) that Brahra Shank’ar Mlsra* s method of .initiation should be 
rejected and the five« holy Names tpanch Nam> replace the word 
Radhasoami as the gurmantraj 11 > that he, (Jalmal Singh; be allowed to 
choose three representatives (.excluding himself; from Beas to sit on 
the Council and 111; that Beas would not support the Council 
financially, at least that funds should not be solicited funds from 
the members.
Klrpal Singh explains what transpired from the Beas perspective:
Baba J1 however, was reluctant to Join 
the Council as he felt that the changes 
that were taking place among the Agra 
 ^ sat sang is were not J.n consonance with
Swaml Ji's teachings. He also objected 
to and opposed MaharaJ Saheb* s plan for 
building a magnificent samadh in memory 
of Swami J1 because he felt so humble 
a spirit as his Master would never have 
countenanced such a project*.
tA .great Saint. Baba Jalmal Singh 
His Life and Teachings, p. 6U.
it is further recorded that Jalmal Singh went to Agra, tried to 
explain his viewpoint to Ifal Sallg Ram but failed. He then returned to
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Bea6_ deciding to remain aloot irom the activities ot the council at 
Soami Bïgh, See K. Singh, A Great Saint. Baba Jaimal Singh. His Lite 
and Teachings, p. 61.
138. Klrpal Singh recounts how Shiv Dayal Singh is said to have 
passed on the. nantie ot guruship to Jalnai Singh at their last 
meeting:
This is going to be our Last neeting”, 
observed the Master. "Ny mission on 
earth is almost over. 1 need hardly 
repeat that 1 have cast you in ny 
mould and you are ny very essence".
He then turned to Radha Ji and 
placing his hand on Jaimal*s back 
declared, **He is indeed our gurnukh 
son", and taking a saropa or headdress, 
he lovingly bestowed it as a parting 
gift to his apt and faithful disciple.
tA Great Saint. Baba Jaiaal Singh.
His life and Teachings, pp. .50-51).
139. In October 1Ô77 when Baba Jl cane on
leave. Swami Jl MaharaJ said to Him:
"This is our last meeting. Now I shall 
go away to Param Ohpm Uhe Eternal 
Hoiuq), . at ter completing my. life's 
pilgrimage. 1 have made you my beloved 
and my own rup Lself or form)". Baba 
Chand Singh then requested that Satsang 
be started in the Punjab. Swaml Ji 
MaharaJ replied: "This request has been 
accepted by Akal Purush, and the task has 
been alloted to Baba Jalnal Singh".
• tJ. Singh, Spiritual Letters, p. xlil).
140. See note 139 above. It is interesting that all parties agree 
SHlv Oayal Singh commissioned Jaimal Singh to work in the
Punjab, but the Beas following Interprets this commision as proof that 
Jalmai Singh was selected as Shiv Dayal Singh's rightful spiritual 
heir. *
141. In the^Beas memory, Jalmai Singh did not begin initiating until 
after Râdh'àjl, Shiv Dayal Singh's wife had reminded him that he was 
under her husband's instructions to do so. See J. Singh, Spiritual 
Letters, p. xlv
142. K. S i n g h , _________________________________________________
IfiflChlngg» p* 84. The main biographical sources on Jaimal Singh are K.
A— ÜLCAfllt— SAinli Baba __Slngh. h is Life and
A ftraat Saintt—Baba Jalnai Slnght__Hie Life and Teachings and
J. Singh, Spiritual Letters.
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143. See R. D. Ahiuwalla's prel ace to^ Spiritual Letters tor editorial 
Information on the book.
144. Popularly known ae then Great Master, Baba Sawan Singh's other 
honorific titles include Maharaj JT and Hûzûr Mahârâj Sâhlb.
145. Klrpal Singh dates Babà Sawan Singh's birth as 27th. July 1658. 
Most other biographers, however, point out that this date represents 
his official birth date as celebrated at the Oera. The actual date Is 
given as 5th, Sawan blkranl according to the Indian calendar which 
corresponds to the 19th./20th, July 1858.
Biographical information on Babi Sawan Singh appears in D. L. Kapur, 
Call of the Great Master (Beas, 19b4>, J. Leenlng* s Introduction to S. 
Singh, Discourses on Sant Mat (Beas, 1970>, K. Singh, A brief life 
sketch of Baba Sawan Singh (New Delhi. I960), R. S. M. Ram, With the 
Three MaeUre Vol I-III (Beas, 1967), C. Slngh, spiritual Heritage 
(Beas, 1985), see pp. 30-71 and JD. L Kapur, Heaven on Earth (Beas, 1986), 
see pp. 67-223. The Ridhasoiml Satsang Beas publication office has 
recently Issued an impressive volume of pictures and first 
reminiscences of Baba Sawan Singh under the title. Glimpses of the 
Great Master (Beas,1986).
146. We are told that his father "loved the society of godly people"
and free'iy nixed'with then, whilst his nother Shrinati Jlwanl "was a 
living spe(;^nen ot ancient slnpllcity, goodwill and contentment". (K. .
Singh, g— brigf lliersketch of Baba Sawan Singh, p. 2).
o
147. Kapur, iall of the Great Master, p. xxx. He is said to have
completed the reading of the Adi Granth at the age of ten and could 
also recite tha Japji and verses of GuruT Gobllfil Singh. It Is to be 
noted here that biographical accounts of this sort are to be 
approached with caution as they tend to Inflate the facts.
U8. teeming's Introduction In, S. Singh, Discourses on Sant Mat p.
xvl.
149. Kapur, Call of The Great Master, p. xvl.
150. K. Singh, g— brief life-sketch of Baba Sawan Singh p. 3.
«
151. Kapur, Call of the Great Master, pp. xxxl-xxxll.
152. Kapur, Call of the Great Master, p. xxxll.
153. Accounts ot Baba Sawan Singh's Initiation are documented in K.
A-brlet llfe-eketch of Baba Sawan Singh, p. 6 and S. Singh, balritual
(Beas, 1958>, p y. According to one account , on Initiating Bâbâ Sawan 
Singh, Jalmal Singh had told him that he had come specially to the 
Murree hills for the purpose. See Kapur, Call of the Graat Maeter. p. 
xxxil. No other biographer mentions this.
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It is Interesting to note that writers from Beas^like Kapur speak oi 
Bib% Sawan Singh being initiated into Surat Sabd Yoga, which he 
relates^to^Sant Mat, (the teachings of the Sants). No nention is nade 
of Radhasoami Mat. This could be interpreted as being indicative of 
the fact that at Beas, the term Râdhâsoamî Mat does not bear any 
unique connotations (as it does at Agra), and is seen as ' being 
synonymous with Sant Mat. See Kapur, Cali ol the Great Master, p. 
xxxii.
154. Bagga Singh, one ot Jalmal Singh's early initiates founded his 
own Satsang upon the death ot his Master. This was done, according to 
one source, without authorization. Despite thlS; Baba Sawan Singh and 
Bagga Singh remained close associates, often holding satsahgs 
together. After Bagga Singh died in 1944, Baba Sawan Singh is said to 
have Installed Deva Singh as the new spiritual head at the Taran Taran 
centre. See D. C. Lane, The Death ol Klrpal-Singh. The Politics of Guru 
Syçgesgorghlp tOel Mare, date not given), p. 21 for information on 
the Taran Taran centre. See also A. Stephens and R. Handel, Two F o o l s  
Meet a Ourbhai (place and date not given).
155. K. Singh, A Sfltntr__Baba Jalmal Singh. His Life arid
TgftChlilSg» PP* Ô2~63. The author also mentions another occasslon where 
Jalmal Singh is reported to have referred to Babà Sawan Singh as his
successor. See K. Singh, A GrM t  Saint, Baba Jalmal Singh. His Life 
and Teachings, p. dl.
156. Munshi Ram, secretary of the Beas Satsaii^ during the forties arid
fifties, records Babà Sawan Singh's own-tsetlmoivy on thls-IssueL-.____
a
When I appeared before Chacha J1 
MaharaJ, he enquired, who was 
working at Beas in place of Bahi 
Sahib and who had been instructed 
to initiate after Him. My companions 
replied, **Baba J1 MaharaJ has appointed 
Him, but He does not give initiation".
"Why ?" Chacha J1 MaharaJ enquired.
At this I submitted that 1 did not 
possess, suf f iclent power, and said to 
Chacha J1 NaharaJ, "You better send 
some Sadhu from here who would initiate 
people". Chacha J1 replied, "You will 
have to give Nam, 1 hold myself 
responsible".
<Ram, With Three Great Masters Voi 11 p. 225).
«
157. See Kapur, Coll of the Great Master, pp. xxxil-'xxxiii.
158. The final count of those initiated by Jalmal Singh stands at two 
thousand four hundred and thirty * four, the first to be initiated 
being Amar Singh ot Jhelum, (in July 1884) and the last was L. Mangat 
Ral (on the 26th. ot December, 1903), who was the first person to serve
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as^  Jal«.! Singh'6 secretary. See J. Singh. Spiritual Letter., pp. xlx-
ib-j. An inpreeelve pictorial assay o( Dere Baba Jalisal Slnsh is 
91 the tfreat MBStnr. An Itemlied description ot the types 
buildings ,ound at DerS BSba lalaal Singh and their respective d^el
0. completion Is found In . 1. singh. Spiritual Letters p^. x « *
Kirpal Singh talks ot a hall -In the for« of the le»ter'T' with
dimensions 4U* x 120' the like JA , * * ^n© ixk© ot wnlcti coin hordlv b© sAAn in t
^ole o. Northern India", ift. brUI Ufe-sketch o. b. L  -----
exact ?'''L ‘h® source ot Information. The...«/k: r; .“-„-rr cns/r.'sr r" -*
hav irslted Karachi
S^n^l i „fsn strolnv ? “’''*** **'* ''•J* •” Sangll.\e paid
also held at ’ Gujrinwala *" Simla* *"* Bombay. Satsangs weredetails 04 c ’ Slala, Ferozepore and Taran.Taran. For
Call of ths ® •’“ enslve travel Itenerary, see Kapurm i  Of thft Cl vat Wafft,«r, pp. xxxvi-xxxviii. »spur,
M^rch I¡s! Th‘ imflatlon Is given as 21st.e S. Singh, Ihe Pawn ot Light. ^Beas, 1985), p. 12.
provided* bfjulla*n jtin* ®" Information
on the 2« h  of t e r c h T s s “ > '■'»‘e
» " - :r * a t  - -  n * o t-;ir * h ;w ^ *
(Del Mar, 1983), p. 68.
u'wertTs*chofa*rl*y‘*s‘ ut*" n '  ‘“'.“h* k * 'as Ifto talk n* m 1 ^ be more appropriate In this case
dedicated to *^ Surat ^  chapters of the work are
questions iron tha ^°8®* the other ten deal with theological
o* °i ««peratlve religion. See Lane.®
pTfty  ® ThP VntftKI Stonr of Pa... Twitrs.... ^
164 Q r
foreward?*p. xxvi*i.*°"’ fPth Qf the MnBtftrs ^Beas, 1982), author’se
165 Q O
representative of "^wan^Kirp»*!^ p^s- P'. **• T. S. Khanna, generalsawan Kirpal Sataang, In his pamphlet, (¡aiai.
ût — ^ tgong« p. 1 casts SOBS doubt on this ever- - —  ----  — ...AO xfvci havlns
happened. He argue^.^^by Impllcatloir that Biba Sawan Singh would not 
nave approved ot the manuscript without first showing it to Klroal
i^ngh, something he claims-(D Baba Sawan Singh In all probabllty did
not do. ^
¡ 66. information concerning the Brocks' first meeting with Kehar 
blngn, and their initiation and their role as the Great Master's North
P»“n 81 tight, pp.. 12. Baba Sawan Singh s correspondence with the Brocks Is also 
included in this book.
167. See S. Singh, The Dawn of p. ig.
on^ , Singh established three committees.
vlce-chalr»an. The second coulttee was entrusted 
rilin' -  5..“ ‘®’’ o* «grlcuUural land attached to
'<irn«r'^ «i “î “ ® ‘î"® «“ <> «Isslonary work was led by
i  S i b e r o T ’ x “  t K " ‘“ J® ®"dA. b. Oberol, Irwth Triumphant (New Delhi, 1967), p lO.
Singh-s adulatory tribute to his SatguiTj; Bâbî Sawan Singh reads as follows: ^awan
«
Thus HTHTs 90th. year on the morning of - 
^  2nd. April at 6.30 this brilliant Sun of
Spirituality, after dlfussing His Hght------_^_____
in the hearts of ml 11 loirs of masses, 
disappeared to rest below the horizon 
at Dera Baba Jalmal Singh.
llie-gKgUh of Baba Sawan p. 35;.
i o L h ’^!’® T ”“ "“® P“'»“ «'>ed in 1961, the result of the efforts of 
wlteis h ®d "® * *' ®‘ *«hlso1i»T Satsang Beas. Both
working on^the^^Vk. »"<“ ^«««n Library whilst
l-eeBlng fron Washington, A. P. Kapur ot Arya 
Kapur* o. Kh®nna of ffâdhâsoâai Satsang Beas, Prof. U. 0.
c X g e  at P^ia“ . * "°“ ®«® """
Utters''0rf^„^n“ ®i'®'' Ü" *’>' Satsang Beas, these
addressed*'^ f^î!*'^ tl" leUers, a large number of which were
represent At 1 tk ®'^ ®cks, Baba Sawan Singh) s North American
Sethi and P r ^  K. « u'p'adVa'ya."*
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174. The term Siddhânt cSiddhânta) le here not an accurate 
description ot the manner in which Baba Sawan Singh presents hie 
teachings. It would not be correct to state that the work contains 
"demonstrated truths'* in the traditional Hindu, sense of the term. 
Strictly speaking siddhanta is the traditional Hindu way of presenting 
one's case through a process ot argument and counter- argument, 
objection and answer, culminating in the formulation ot what one 
regards as the right conclusion.
The. Ùurraat SiddKâht. sometimes described as “a storehouse ot
systematized Spiritual Truths", must in reality be looked upon as a 
loose presentation ot philosophical axioms and spiritual beliefs. It 
is In actual tact an exposition ot the teachings of the Sants, in this 
case, mainly that ot the Sikh Gurîîs.
175. The question ot the authorship of the Guraat Siddhfnt is a 
controversial one. Followers ot Klrpal Singh claim that he undertook 
the writing ot the original Ourmukhi version, Gurmat SiddhSnta under 
the supervision ot B^ba Sawan Singh. It is claimed that Baba Sawan 
Singh -consented to have the two volumes appear in his name on the 
Insistence of one ot his chief disciples Klrpal Singh. See K. Singh, A.
Pf_Baba Sawan Singh, p. 5 and T. S. Khanna, Dawn ot
Ruhani Satsang (pamphlet. New Delhi, 19697.
The radhasoamî Satsang Beas, on the other hand attributes the Gurmat 
to Blba Sawan Singh himself.* In a letter dated 15th. April 
1988trom N. S. Narang of RS'dhâsoïmT Satsang Beas we were assured that:
the first edition of Gurmat Siddhant 
with 84 sub-heads was published in 1920, 
when S Kirpal Singh was not even initiated 
by Maharaj Sawan Slnghjl.
See also Kapur, Gall of the Great Master, p. xxxlx. Whatever the truth 
of the matter otay be, tor the purpose of this study we shall refer to 
WMrtMi— Siddhant with Baba Sawan Singh in mind since the work is 
published in his name.
1-^6. k. H. Ahuwalla refers repeatedly to" a complete encyclopodia ot 
basic information ot Sant Mat". See the preface ot Gurmat Siddhaht Vol 
V (Beas, 19/97, p ix.
177. Volume 1 to Volume 111 ot the English translation represent Part 
II of the PilKjabl edition, whilst Volumes IV and V are translations of 
Part I of the PuSiJabi version. In this study the following editions of 
the English translations ot the Gurmat Siddhgnt will be used, Volume 1 
tBeas, 1977), Volume II (Bees, 19797, Volume III (Beas, 19)^ 77, Volume IV 
(Beas, 1977) and Volume V (Beas,1977). All volumes are third editions 
with the exception ot the second volume which is a fourth edition.
In the course ot our research we have had occasslon th cross-check the 
ngllsh translation of the Guraat Slddhant with that of the Punjab! 
original. We have been able to establish that the English translations 
ore accurate and correct in content. Although the English version will
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CHAPTER II
THE COMCEPT OF GOP IN THE GWOIAT SlDOHAIfr
Introduction
This chapter studies the nature and quality of Baba Sawan Singh s 
principal theological propositions. A close examination of the 
siddhant will reveal that the epithet -theology- would be too 
ambitious a tern for describing the contents of the work. In reality, 
what we are dealing with here is a loose configuration of theological 
tenets constructed on the strength of casual, if not superficial. 
Interpretation of the theology of Sant Hat. (1> Baba Sawen Singh's 
conception of God t2) is Tlrnly embedded in the teachings of his Sant 
predecessors. The works of Kablr^ Koblr—panthiT*s, the Sikh Gurus ando
Shiv OaySl Singh are the principal channels along which Sant
influences pass on into his thought. The terminology he employe are
their terminology, the categories he uses ore their categories and the
doctrines he reaffirms ore their doctrines. In commenting on the
possible lines of congruence between Baba Sawan Singh's theological
thinking and that of his Sant predecessors we vdll locate and identify
«
the main lines of influence, outlining its complexion, main«contours 
and most distinguishing features.
We shall ascertain %ihot is proposed by the term the "mystery of God" 
and define the implications such a statement may possess for the 
“unknowablllty of God'^thasls. We propose to examine the view lhat God
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l8 the undeflnable, unknowable "wholly other". We then study the 
proposal that aan requires a special node of apprehension to enable 
hla to comprehend the unique qualities of Ood.
In Introducing BâbB Sawan Singh's conception of God as the supreme 
creator, we enquire as to how he goee about postulating the existence 
of a transcendent reality, and the philosophical ramifications 
thereof. An Integral part 'of this Inquiry Is an analysis of his "unity 
of God” thesis. We shall determine the manner In which he presents 
the Idea of the oneness of God as an expression of His uniqueness.
The view that divine transcendence and Immanence are not mutually 
exclusive but mutually determlnltlve) colours considerably Bâbâ Sawan
Singh's perception jjf. th^ God-unlversê antT God-soul relationships.
— __ ____   ^ •
The universe is seen In the Gurmat Slddhant as being Inseparable from_ 
Ood. In examining the view, we attempt to explain the Idea that God Is 
the material and efficient cause of the universe. Bâbâ Sawan Singh's 
dlscueslcm of the God-soul relationship rests on the belief that thate
the soul Is a mirror of God In the cosmic whole. We will highlight 
the way in which Justification for this belief Is sought In the 
context of his reading of the relatlmshlp of the soul to God.
We then discuss his Idea of the divine perfection of Ood. We are 
Interested to learn how BSbi Sawan Singh präsente the belief that God 
1® the repository of unsurpassable divine attributes.
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The doctrine of divine self-expreMlpn in the Gurnet Slddhent is best
• / understood in terns of Bib& Sawan Singh's deflniton of the terns Sabd
and Nam . Both these terns are used as synonyns and are seen as being
the qualitative expression of God's divine personality.
Baba Sa««in Singh's contention that the divine will is the all 
embracing principle that is eternally and essentially inherent in the 
nature of God is the final subject of our discussion. We explain how 
the concepts of Bhânâ and Hukam are presented as divinely instituted 
and maintained principles governing the existence and movement of the 
universe.
Ibt Concept of the Mvsterv of God •
o
What does Baba Sawan Singh naan by the "mystery of God" ? Hie view of 
the unfat home bill ty of God is intimately linked to the belief that 
God's inaccessibility is a function of His transcendence. (3) Much 
In the same vein as Kablr, (4> Gurtk Nanak tS) and some* the earlier 
Sants, (6) Baba Sawan Singh supports the position that philosophy and
Intellectual discourse are but futile efforts at "knowing God". He
• • € proposes that God is only knowable «ihen reason is abandoned. (7>
Like the Sikh Gurus Babl Sawan Singh sees God as ineffable. For him, 
man's proper response to any authentic glimpse of God must be that 
of awe, fear and %«onder. Though Babl Sawan Singh does affirm their
e
conviction that God in his fullness supersedss the bounds of human
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understanding, he stops short of using the compendium of attributes 
developed by them to describe God's ineffability. (8)
For Babà Sawan Singh the concept of divine transcendence is inherent
in the idea of the otherness of God. This idea implies a kind of
separation that cannot be intellectually fathomed‘or verbally defined.
We are dealing here with a concept of God that treats Him as a
mystery on account of His cognitively indefinable otherness which
completely eludes any form of conceptualization. In order to
illustrate this, he refers to the often cited "na-iti na-iti" (not
this, not this) quotation from the Brhadàranyaka Upahisad. (9)• • •
Babà Sawan Singh's reference to this Upanisadlc saying serves to 
Illustrate his belief that no directly positive statement can be made 
about God's transcendence. Only figurative expressions of His sheer 
otherness are possible. However, even when he uses negative phrases to 
indicate God's unknowability by virtue of His otherness, they are 
always related to an entity that can be known and capable of being 
experienced as the cause of the universe. It becomes apparent that 
Babà Sawan. Singh's notion of sheer otherness is net necessarily a 
that-ness" which, is beyond all human categories. It is a "more-than- 
ness", a supreme dimension of being that cannot be identified with 
any empirical categories, but which goes far beyond them.
«
God is perceived as being incomprehensible in the sense that verbal 
description of Hi» are deemed to be incomplete^ if not incoherent or
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■ItlMdlng. Ood'a ayatariouanMs, w* ara told, daflaa piilloaophlcal 
apaculatlon . In tha Ouraat S<ddhlb.t u  ta atatad tbat:
Ev«n thoM  «4)0 do not adalt th *  ro o llty  
o f ro li^ io n  and aay that aaa caanot kno«# 
know Ood* a natura  and fora», do not dany 
tha axlatanca o f th ia  Sopraaa Po m r. Tha * 
«#all-knoun phlloaophara Harbart Spanaar» 
cana to  tha conclualon tha t R a a lity  la  
n a lth a r knom  ño r can I t  ba kno«in 
•**yona. Ha «lantad to  dlacovar tha
through In ta lla c t and raaaonlng.
But R a a lity  la  bayond tha raach o f tha 
■Ind and aanaaa. H la  conc lusión, th a ra - 
fo ra , tha t tha R a a lity  la  not concalvabla 
by tha B lnd  and aanaaa, vías In a rlta b la . <10)
ood 1« bdyoBd hitMD a p p r« l»n .lo n . w  a r* alao to ld , bacauaa our 
■undana knouladga haa c a rta ln  lrra «> *a b la  U a lta . < l l )  m  Ood wa ara 
confrontad « it h  aoaathlng "«h o U y  o th a r- wíhoéa charaetar . U  
Ineoaaanaurabla « It h  our o«n. 11«  conclualon that B S b i Sauan Slng h 
•ppaar. to  ba a rrlv ln g  at hara la  tha t an ada<,u;ta d a a c rlp tlon o f 
Ood-a natura and a c t lv lty  eannot ba fra M d  In  o rd ln a ry  languaga. Ood 
la  not undaratood hara aa balag bayond a ll knouladga but ra th a r bayond 
•«•a lim ita d  knouladga 1 .a ., knouladga uaad In  accordanca u lth  
«a tln c U o n a  d lctatad by tha u o rld  ua U v a  In . Wwt la  l^ lla d  hara 
•lao 1 . tha t In  o rd a r to  coapráhand Ood ua eannot ra ly  on confuaad 
coocoptuBllzatlono and Inadaquata axphrlanca but nuat tu rn  to  a ñau 
**P*^l*nca and a fu l la r  o%faranaao.
At thla polnt It aasM approprlata to pondar tha inpllcationa of such 
• «tanca. Wa era confrontad ««Ith i v n altarnatlvaa. Wa can ouraalvaa 
'••fraln or dlacouraga othara from tVylng to concaptuallza Ood'a
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natur« 6r activity slnca thesa attanpta are bound to and In failure. 
In the following passage Baba Sawan Singh states this clearly:
Oo not delve into the secret of the 
universe, for no one up till now has 
solv^ this riddle, nor will anyone 
ever do so by Mans of Intellect and 
reasoning alone. U2>
We BBjtf On the other hend.try to develop eoae eietreordlnery language In 
which description, of God can be framed, l.e.. by stretching language 
into an eictraordlnary use without making It unintelligible. Then there 
is further the alternative of refraining from attempting a 
philosophical reconstruction of Ood and Instead trying to enlarge our 
experience thus guaranteeing a fuller awareness of the reality of God.
«
In proposing a proper mode of knowing Ood BabS Sawan Singh opts for
the last mentioned alternative. (13> He emphatically exhorts us to 
seek God within:
Ignorant parsons think that God lives 
beyond the skies or beneath the depth 
of the ocelans. Great souls realize Hla 
in their hearts, and perfect Saints see 
Him everywhere, both within and without.
Saints and holy nen say that He pervades 
the entire universe and that the universe 
is In Kin. (U>
a
The nessage conveyed here Is that reason functions best in -the 
ice of the heart". His Idea of the mystical apprehension of God 
Is that of a non-dlecurslve, non-intellectual quest, interior and 
overtlve in nature. It Is a quest which culminates In a mystical
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experience of God that cannot be described In terns of nental Images 
or sense experience. (15)
The naln contours of the "unknowablllty of God** thesis In the Gurmat 
have now been outlined and we also have an Idea of what is 
thought to be the appropriate response to that unknowablllty. We. see 
that Baba Sawan Singh Is convinced that given the fact that God
exists unto Himself, it should be clear that His divine nature Is 
known to Him alone. (16)
Having said that let us now ponder the general sentiment which might 
be said to underlie Babà Sewen Singh's plea to know God Inwardly. He 
seems to suggest that nan's Innermost consciousness Is Inspired by an 
inherent urge to seek the absolute truth. Man is seen as refusing to 
remain content with the kniwleefee of thi‘ fliiiteV ; transitory, 
selective truth of the world of mundane human experience. Babà Sawan 
Singh appeals to that deep yearning within nan for the discovery of 
the infinite eternal absolute reality. Knowledge In his eyes means 
devotion to the quest for the ultimate meaning of all existence, the 
ultimate cause and ground of the world order, the ultimate solution of 
all the problems of human knowledge and axparlence. This knowlage Is 
defined as. a spiritual awakening to (he existence of God In the Inner 
•«If In the gurmBt SlMhaht, this definition takes the form of an
appeal for the transcendence of the limitations under which ordinary 
human conmclousnmas opmratm«.
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Tht Concept of thm Onmnmmm of
•All this crestlon has c o m  out of Ekankar (One). He who understands 
the secret of • thereby becoMs the Creator and the Lord*. (17) 
With this statsMnt. Baba Sawin Singh Introduces his -unity of God- 
thesis. He sees It as being central to an understanding of the true
nature of God. It also distinctly reiterates a similar conviction 
voiced In the Adi G ra n th .  h q )
One Is reminded here of the opening lines of the KSlmantar, the basic
theological stateM n t with which the hdl Granth commences. At the very
beginning stands the figure of the unity of God. The passage In 
question reads:
o*'® Supreme Being; the 
Eternal Reality. He Is the Creator, 
without fear and devoid of enmity. 
He Is Imnortal, never Incarnated, 
®®it~exlstent, known by grace 
through the Guru. The Eternal One, 
from the beginning through all 
time, present now, the Everlaetlnir 
Reality. (I9l
Hars also is Mntlonsd ths figura -1- (Ek). Babà Sawan Singh follows 
‘hd SOM practlca as OurO Nànak In not adopting tha alphabetical 
dpdlllng of tha word -Ek- in -Ek Onka>- but by axprasslng it through 
th. figura -1-. Oramatlcally tha word -ak- wrlttan In lett.rs Is an 
•djsctlva qualifying tha noun -Onkar-. But as a figura It possssaas an 
indapandant position which suggasts that thara la only ona raallty In 
world and that la God. (20) Tha Sikh tradition la unanlmoua In
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aecptlng thU .. a daclaratlon of the unity of God. Thi. ..phaal. on 
One recurs throughout the Jdi Orentfj
SAddhflnt God is seen as being the one God. without a 
second, eoaplotely eupr.«., unrlv.Uad and unoppoaed. He i, th. On.
is o«,lpotent and uhoe. authority and 8upr«»cy reaalns forav.r 
unquaatlonad. Cod la th. On. uho 1. av.r th.
uncondltlon«!. In short God Is absolute In all respects. Th. Ida. 
cf the unity of God that r.bS Sevan Singh vlsha. to axpras. 1. on. 
«Odallad on th. Slhh acrlpturas. It 1. .xpraasi.. of th. onanasa. 
unlquanass. Individuality, particularity, alngularlty. Indlvl.lblllty, 
continuing powar. str«igth and authority of God. It 1. al««l at 
axprasslng th. unity of God vho 1. Infinite. It stand, for a onanaas 
of spirit, of rullty. of conaclouanesa. of bliss. <22j
o
Tl-l. IS. of cours. not to ovarlooh th. fact that. Ilk. Ouru NSnak. h. 
use. a „Id. varl.ty of n«... „hen referring to God. (23) HI. 
intention, howavr. cl„rly 1. not to «.dors, any for. of polythel... 
for God in hla .xperlanca 1. th. supreiM »..uty ¿.yond th. 
■»iltlpliclty of appaarancas. But this afflrauitlon of unity l«i«li.t.ly 
raises an obvious qusstlon. I. thl. the -on. God- of «.nothels. or 1.
‘t th. -on. God- Of -onls. 7 If „. .re co.p.ll.d to choos. b.tve.n 
‘hase two conceptions, our choice .ust Inevitably fall on the fornar. 
for Baba Sevan Singh's thought, cannot. In this css. be M d a  to
conforn to the categories of Advalta Vedanta.
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The Concept of th« Creator
Bab5 Saum Singh'a thaory of cauaatlon rallaa on th^ aaauaptton that 
creation to inaaparabla fro« the axlotanco of an ultlBota. oupreaa 
tranacandent craator. <24) In th. Qur«at SlddhSnf h. a«ploya th. 
nanaa Sot Purua, <25) NlraSjan, 126> mrankor. <27) Akal Purnkh. 
<2«> Sat Naa <29> and Eckanfcnr <30» to deacrlbe thla creator
It la God fdio andowa thla world with Ita purpoalvaneaa by creating 
the world In aecordence with Hla abaolute Hill, ihe world la not the 
product of chance but exhlblta an Intelligibility derived fro« Cod'a 
perfect plan. The lapllclt clal« here la that tha intelligibility of
the unlverae conatltutee a good reaaon for bellavlng In the exl.tence
of God. * * •
Accordingly one can foreaee tha argumant that while God enlate In
independence of everything alee, everything alee which .xlata hae co«a
into balng aa a eonaequenca of a free act on God'a part. 11» notion
that God auatalna a ll «eana. for Baba Sawan Singh, that everything
other than God which axlete la radically dependant on God. not only
for ita original exlatance but aleo for Ita contlnu«l enlatence. He 
stressM that:
Ha la tha doar, raaponalbla both 
for tha Croation of tha unlvaraa 
and tha procaaa of craatlng It.
Ha la Hlaoalf tha craatlon. Thara 
la nothing aloa baalda His. Ha la 
both cauaa and tha affact. <31>
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We have said that BibS Sawan Singh discusses creation in a
theological setting that only makes s4nse with the concept of an all- 
powerful omlsclent creator. His creation doctrine maintains that an 
Infinite deity created existence out of Himself and preserves In 
being the finite universe. (32) Creation Is seen In the Gurmat
as a coming into being of a reality not previously known. It 
Is not an illusion or mere appearance of something, It is a new 
being, the creation of what had not previously existed. This
creation. In Baba Sawan Singh's view is not an emanation or 
transformation of a pre-existing reality, but by the power of a 
creator the emergence of something real from the void.
We need to examine what can be said of Babà Sawan §lngh's practice
of conceiving *the doctrine of creation as~ a natural adjunct of his
««
Idea of God as the 'most exalted creator.- iriie conceives God as beingo
inore exalted than any other being by virtue of the fact that He Is
radically Independent of every thing else, then It is easy to see why
God would also be conceived In relation to the doctrine of creation.
In the first place, the more everything else Is thought of as tfte
result of a free, voluntary act qn God's part, the more Independent
God will naturally be thought to be. (33) Furthermore If God Is
•
thought of in accordance with the doctrine of creation, he becomes the 
source of all the dazzling beauty of the natural order. God will also 
be viewed as the most exalted One provided He Is conceived as both 
omnipresent and omniscient. This B*àbà Sawan Singh does repeatedly and 
he uses this Idea to explain the llmltleesness of God as creator. This 
be does with the following statement:
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The Lord le beyond tine and tlaelesenees, 
high and separate. All creation Is under 
Hie orders, yet He Is not the doer. He 
le beyond fora and foralessnese. He le 
onnipreeent and the eustalner of all; 
creator,laaovable, all-powerful,Imperish­
able, redeemer of sinners, unknowable,
Inaccessible, without beginning, eternal 
and pure consciousness. <34>
— Sl<;i<Jhgn\ fleeting reference Is also made to the
destructive functions of the God the creator. (35) Having brought
the world Into being, God watches over It and cares for It and also 
destroys and recreates It. God Is therefore conceived as an active 
participant In the life of the universe which he has established In 
that He Is declared to be its destroyer and recreator. (36)
In not accepting the Idea of. creatlo-rex-nlhllo, Babà Sawan Singh, 
like his Sant counterparts subscf'lbes to the concept of creation out 
of something which emphasises the complete dependence on God of a 
particular being. In Unking the Idea of causality with the notion 
of a creator- God Babà Sawan Singh lends credence to to the Idea of a 
creator-God that preserves the universe. This Idea focuses on the 
creator maintaining the creation. We can speak here of a God 
dwelling within creation not only as constitutive of Its being but, 
as the concept of conservation Implies, as k^plng It In existence, 
and In the case of human beings at least, as lighting up their lives 
and directing their ends with special providential care and love. 
<37) In the Qurattt Stddhfln^  we are therefore presented with the idea 
of a God entering Into an extraordinarily close relationship with His 
creatures and becoming existentially united with them. <38)
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The Names of the
In th* eum t  Slddhant «  find n co^endln. na«n usad for tha creator
Ood, In princlpla th.sa naeas ara thoaa found In tha Adi  ........
However, there Is also evidence to suggest that Babi Sawan Singh uses 
naaes that are a familiar feature of Kobfr-panthi writings.
Sat Purus
The Idea of God as a creative personality, as Baba Sawan Singh sees
U. is taken from tha Crdnth. However, Sat Purus, one of the
name^us^d in the gMUMt Slddhiim to describe the deity Is a Kabirlan
and KabTr-^nthl variant of tha Vedlc 'te7 .  purusa. ■ (3 9 , 7 .1ch BSbi
sawan Slngh provide^ with a distinctly Ridhisoa^ ^  fia'vour peculiar
‘ he S5 c B«hdn in this text Shiv Daya-1 Singh uses the
‘ ar. as It appears In the Kablr-panthl tourgg Swap. Here Sat Purus
a^notes the primordial Being who resides In Sat Lok, the highest’ 
cosmic plane, (40 )
^  the myth »dmrxyl.,, «.Ir*. Bijak, S .t Purus is ccnceiv*! th. 
on. Bssmoiiml B e l„„  th. ,ru . Person ^  , , , ,  ^
«ul the six dh«a. (presiding deities) . Ortcir, SaheJ,
Ichcha, Sohang, Aehint and Aehchha «he «.r. .«•<* given a wctrld and
^  «oula to populate It. (4ij
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In another verse attributed, to Kabir in the Vancnavall collection, 
Kablr sees Sat Purus as the ultimate supreme creator responsible for 
the creation of the lower deity Kal Purus, the diabolical personage 
who created the lower worlds and the three deities of the Hindu triad, 
the four Vgdfts., the six Sastras and the eighteen Pur&nas; (42)
The rare practice of equating Sat Purus with Nlranjan (the immaculate 
One) Is an exception rather than the rule and Is repeated only orf two 
occasions In the Kablr Granthavall. (43) This practice Is followed by 
Baba Sawan Singh In the Gurmat Slddhant. (44) It Is to be noted that 
though Kablr used "Rama" and "Allah" and other names for the supreme 
God, modern Kabir-panthls seldom, if ever, do so, at least in their 
writings; but almost invariably use the term Sat Purus. .Kablr Is said 
to have referred to himself as Sat Purus in Sukh Nldhà The Sukh 
Nldh^ iji is a Kabii panthl text published some one hundred and fifty 
years later than the Bllak. probably by the Chattlsgarh KabTr- 
panthls. (45)
Adi Nlranlan
Baba Sawan Singh (46) employs the term Adi Nlranjan used commonly 
by the Nlranjana School. (47) Derived from the term Alakh 
Nlranjand, a Concept meonlng the ultlmete supreme creator . The Noth 
yogis also talk here of Alakh Nath (the unseeable One). The 
SgrflkhbflflTs clearly express the belief that the divine self- 
expression is none other than Alakh (alaksana) <"wl thout any
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distinctive marks**) nr  ^ **,anjan (nlranjana) ("without impurity**),
(48)
It Is correct to say that as a representative of the modern Sant 
tradition, BibS Sawan Singh-s main sourcesof Influence ha. been the 
Naths. But It is also equally Important to keep In mind the fact that 
the Idea of Hlranjan as the supreme Being In His absolute state has 
sn antecedent In Vedlc and Upanlpadlc literature. There exists for 
example, a similar Idea of the creator In the Vedlc texts. In these 
he Is called Prajapatl, BrahmS or Vlsvakarman respectively.
In Vedlc literature we find that since'the vast universal process 
could not be explained with reference to the well-known gods , there 
wss naturally .a tendency to conce.lve of a greater God who represents 
,_no particular aspect or force of nature, but a unified conception 
representing something like the totality of the forces. He Is the 
first radiant manifestation of the supreme unmanlfested One. <«> 
Though Prajapatl has been conceived In Vedlc literature In a 
«.«logical setting different to that of the RSdhSsoSml faith. B5bi
S.wan Singh-a Idee of Adi Nlralijan undoubtadly shares the same Idea of 
mlc supremacy as the Vedlc rsls had designated to Prajapatl. (4 9)
Nlranl^ r^
Wr.nkir 1. another name used In the Qurmat SlddhUnf to descrlba God 
•>. creator, it i, used by Baba Sawan Singh much In the same way as
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Guru Nanak uses It For Guru Nànak and for all consequent Sikh 
thought, Nlrahkar tthe fornless One) Is one of the nost Inportant 
names of the creator-God. (50) However, despite leaning heavily on
the Sikh scriptures Babà Sawan Singh does not use the term in 
conjunction with Nlrankari. (51) This Is a term that Guru NSnak 
uses in association with the idea of-spiritual salvation. (52)
AKàl PyraKh
We now come to the final name used In the Gurmat StddhSnt to describe
the creator. Once again we find Babà Sawan Singh duplicating its
meaning and usage as found in the Sikh scriptures. Like' Guru Nanak,
(53) Babà Sawan Singh uses the name to denote God's eternal character.
Both wish to stress with this name, that, as opposed to the fickle,
destructible world, there stands an eternal, constant God. The
concept of tlaelessness, used in the Sikh scriptures (54) to
emphasize the non- incarnated nature of God is also used in the Gurmat «
• Babà Sawan Singh has this to say about the timeless Being:
He is deathless. He is beyond the reach of 
time and death. Time has three components: 
past, present and future. The entire universe 
is confined within these limits. All .take 
birth, grow and die. within them. The One is, 
however, beyond the sphere of time. He is 
immortal, unborn and eternal for He is without 
beginning or end. (55’)
Babà Sawan Singh is saying that to be Incarnated means to be involved 
In death which is the ultimate antithesis of God's own eternal being.
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God Is conceived as being beyond death and transmigration. This means 
that God Is totally detached from all that Is unstable, mutable and 
corruptible. He Is the unmovable, eternal reality. (56)
Like the Sikh GurTis Baba Sawan Singh would also argue that the 
timeless God Is not the God of philosophical truth, confined by space 
and time but an Ineffable God of eternity. This notion of 
tlnelessness that Baba Sawan Singh wishes to portray Is aptly
described by N. K. Jain. Referring to the concept of AkSl Purakh. he
writes:
He walks Into the house of space and tine 
and goes out of It at will. He does not 
age at the touch of time. He does not fall 
at Its knock. The clock of time has to' run 
In the reverse order If He so wills. Time 
is nothing more than a clock hanging on
r------ His .wall and space Is no mpre^han the_______ _ .
window through which He see^ the conste­
llation and the universe which He created 
and t4)lch are a source of delight to Him <57)
Babà Sawan Singh would agree with Jain that to simply call God the 
timeless One night not be enough. To say that God Is beyond time may - 
seen like limiting God to some kind of space which Is beyond the 
bounds ot tine for tine Is basically spatial. But God Is not only 
beyond tine but beyond space as well. For a being to be such In* a 
real and graspable sense, another quality Is needed, namely, that of 
■moving freely Inside and outside the matrix of space and tine and 
being affected In no way by them. The tern Akal Purakh, used by Guru 
Nanak as well as Babà Sawan Singh fits this description of the 
timeless God. It talks of a creator who Is the «londerful One, who
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appears at will Inslda and outside the folds, of space and tine 
without being affected In any way.
If the seeker's affection Is transferred from the world to God , the 
result Is a relationship which endures to eternity, and the seeker who 
is united with God in such a relationship Is seen as himself 
participating in Cod's Imaortallty . This Is Babà Sawan Singh's 
appeal, that the seeker should abandon wordly attachments and attach 
himself to the eternally tranquil and liunutable God. <58>
The Relationship between God and the Universe
The Idea underlying Baba Sawan Singh's views on the relationship of
/God to the universe is one relating to divine self - projection.
(59) In the Upanisads (60) and the Purges (61) we find the Idea• •
that the whole universe with its plurality of beings is attributed
to a creator- God who is seen as "desiring" to become many, modifying
and diversifying His own being in order to bring the universe into
existence. God Is seen as the universal cause, both substantial and
efficient, of the universe. (62> ^ b a  Sawan Singh subscribes to this
idea of the world as the body of God. (63) It is the idea of God's
immanent transcendence that motivates hln to formulate this belief.
(64) Ho conceives God as the inner principle of the universe, in
which He dwells as the source of being. For Baba Sawan Slngh^ God is
specifically immanent in onm part of creation, 1. a. in the human*
heart. (65)
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It could also be said of Ìàba Sawan Singh that he adheres ‘ to 
fTamanuJa's Satkaryavada doctrine which states that the effect exists 
In a potential state within the cause. Like Ramanuja he accepts the 
idea that the act of causation Is an actualization ot the potentiality 
Inherent In the cause Itself. What he Is proposing is the Identity 
of cause and effect. Much in the same vein as Ramanuja, he sees 
emanative causation from Its relational aspect, due weight being given 
to both cause bnd effect as real and are "substantially the same". It 
is argued In the Qurmat. Slddhant that a real substance In the cause 
remains a real substance In the effect and that the change of form 
Itself Is a real process, Implying a real relationship between cause 
and effect. (66) Such a doctrine Implies that the relationship
between God and the world Is Inseparable. Babà Sawan Singh* s
understanding of God as-Inextricably related to the finite universe 
leads him frequently to stress the cosmic dimension of God. (k>d* s 
being Includes all beings . As such He is the self-existent Being from 
whom all originates and upon whom all depends. As His body, the 
universe Is the expressive attribute of His person. While It Is 
theoretically possible to define God's being without reference to His 
creation , there is no possibility of defining the latter's existence
without reference to Its relationship to (5od upon which It depends
for Its being. This becomes evident when we examine the various
statements made In the Gurmat Siddhiol about God's omnipresent
agency. (67) Baba Sawan Singh understands the Inner pervasiveness 
of God to be the means by which God accomplishes His control over the 
universe. His main thought here Is that without God's life giving 
presence within, the universe could not function.
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Thft.S<lfltlOnthlP between God and the Soul .
since no eleborate theoretical perapectlve le developed by Babe Sawan 
Singh regarding the God-eoul relationship It Is difficult to sake any 
extensive pronouncements about It. However, there are occaeslons
where he preaent. his views about the Ood-eoul relationship. In the 
Guraat Slddhag^ we read that:
The soul is a particle ot the Lord.
It occupies the highest position in 
creation. All spring from the 
sane Light, and His Light Is reflected 
In all. There can be no difference 
between the part and the whole. All 
have sprung from the sane stock. (68)
This statement reminds us of RSminuJe's Vli’l.tidvalta- philosophy. 
<69) This philosophy was later reaffirmed by Sants like Kablr. (70) 
It has also been Intergrated Into the JtädhäeoimI doctrine by Shiv 
Dayal Singh. (71) In the Ourmat Siddhän. the Individual soul is seen 
as being utterly dependent on God. (7») it is an attribute of God. 
The soul is seen as dentlcal with God yet also different from God. 
And because It Is Identical as well as different from God. ‘ the 
relation between them Is that of identity- quellfled-by- difference.
The central Idea In the jtunwt glddhiint Is that the soul Is a part of 
Ood. the body of God. the mode of Odd. an attribute or qualification 
“f Ood. However. no natter what description Is used. his 
Interpretation of the God-eoul relationship will, in all probability. 
•Cho the teachings of Shiv D.yal Singh In the S5r Bachan lSdhl«.5m1. 
Barthwal's observation about Shiv Dayal Singh's Interpretation of the
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part-whole theory can be ueed to explain Blba Sawen Singh's views on 
the God-soul relationship, sirthwal argues that for Shiv Dayil Singh 
the soul can be a part of God only In the sense of the latter being 
-Iraaeasurably greater than and the sole possessor of the former and
the sole master of Its destiny . ) Ood therefore controls,
supports and directs the soul.
For Babà Sawan Singh Identity Is the key component In the God-soul
relationship. He sees the Individual soul as being organically
related to God.^ It forme the body of God and possesses its own
individuality and merely qualifies God, and as a mode Is different
from Him. In the state of mystical union the soul Is seen as partaking
of God, and not as merging in God. It shares His glory and greatness.
It enjoys, like God, Infinite consciousness and Infinite bliss, which
Is the essence of God. However, like Shiv Dayal Singh, Babà Sawan
•
Singh pleads for a union of the soul with God whereby the soul
aaintains it separate identity, "for God is God and soul is soul«. 
(74)
Itlg Divine Attributes
The statement that appears In the Gurmat Slddhani^ regarding God's 
supreme perfection, expresses a belief shared by all Sants. It Is 
expressed In the JapjT which contains the Sikh GurtTs' hy«i of praise 
to the supreme God. - In the Gurmat Slddh^t Babff Sawan Singh chooses 
to describe the ultimate supremacy of God In the following manner:
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The Lord Is beyond time and tlaelessness, 
high and separate. All the creation Is 
under His orders, yet He Is not the doer.
He Is beyond form and formlessness. He Is 
omnipresent and the sustalner of all; 
creator. Immovable, all-powerful, Imperish - 
able, redeemer of sinners, uknowable, Inaccess - 
Ible, without beginning, eternal and pure 
consciousness. He is everlasting. Invulnerable, 
a storehouse of knowledge and nectar, without 
attributes, kind to devotees, self-existent,
apart from all, an ocean of sweetness and omni­
present . (7^'
BSbS Sawan Singh supports the coanonly hOld thelstlc view that Ood Is 
not like other beings. Ood Is conceived of as the only Being who Is 
truly self sufficient and self-sustaining. As the uncaused 
necessary Being. He alone Is the reason for His own existence. Being 
self-sufficient He lacks nothing. He Is isost perfect. .Baba Sawan
Singh's theological vision culminates in the clal« that Ood Is that
than Which no greater can b^ conceived. This Idea Is Intsnded to
•»press th. necessity of God's existence for the existence of other 
beings.
Attribute of Consclousnesg
4
Though he does not use a similar vocabulary. Baba Sawan Singh's idea 
about Ciod as pure consciousness echos that of Sankara. Baba
Sawan Singh posits the view that God Is eternal, absolute, unchanging 
consciousness, the nature of which Is pure and undifferentiated and 
r^ee trom all distinctions. <77) By talking of God as pure 
•clousness, he attempts to bring out the unqualified nature of God
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in H U  tr«n*c«ndent perfection. But »hat ere the raulflcotlon. 'of 
such a statenent ?
If God le pure conacloueneee It Inpll«, that God Is self-lu»lnous
coneclousneee underlying and lllualnlng phenoaanal foms of
consciousness. We have here the Idea of God «anlfestlng Hlaself to
Hlaseli In a spatial and teaporal order. Nothing can be rationally
conceived as having any existence without reference to this underlying
reality. God as pure consciousness therefore takes on the character of
witness consciousness. God 1, seen as underlying end witnessing all
the conscious, sub-conscious and unconscious states and processes of
the eaplrlcal world. It Is He vd,o llluelnates and unlflyles all Its
teaporal Changes and aodlflcatlons. The consciousness which witnesses
all teaporal processes anV changes and sees thea arranged In tlae .
cannot Itself be regarded as one of the teaporal processes . It nust
be seen to be a supra-teaporal experlencer of tlae. a changeless seer
Of changes. It must be regarded as a transcendent lllualnetor. It
throws light on all teaporal phenoaena. without Itself being subject
to any temporal change.
Ihg Attribute of Truth
‘be guriMt siddhflnt. it is ergued that God's existence le sbsolute 
eupreae. It Is He who reaalns changeless In the changing world. 
<7«) He Is therefore Sat-Purus, “the true Being“ . the “ real of reals 
’ or “the truth of truths.“ <79) What Bata Sawan Singh la actually
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saying her* Is that Ood la truth. . By this Is aeant that God as truth, 
has as Hie escenca the dl.ine quality ol all pervaaluaneae. BabS 
Sawan Singh understands the all peruaalveneas of the supreme Lord to 
be the means by which Ha accomplishes His control over the universe. 
The central Idea here Is that without God's llfe-glvlng presence, the
universe would not "truly* exist. A similar Idea Is expressed In the
Adi Granth. (80)
0
Baba Sawan Singh's sees truth as being beyond the transcendent- 
lamanent aspect of God. As the ultimate supreme Lord, Ood Is seen as 
being innanent In the three worlds C81> and having His abode in the 
fourth. What is meant here Is that Ood has not spent Himself In
pervading the physical, astral and causal worlds but Is beyond them In 
HIS absolute true state wherein even the attribute "Immanence" «¿uld 
apply to Him. To call God real or true Is to suggest that His 
existence Is unconditional. Ood Is seen as being the ground of all 
eallty and everything depends for Its existence on Him. <83) Ood Is 
therefore existing In Himself. He does not change and there Is never 
eny diminution of His nature. Ood Is truth because He Is reality.
Iba Attribute of in .fr .p jm y
B«t>a Sawan Singh's conception of Ood as an absolute transcendent 
totality suggests that Ood cannot be described In terms appropriate 
to the human condition. <84) How then can He be comprehended ? is It 
possible for human understanding to grasp the nature of God. or must
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«e b. cont.nt with defining HI. In negative, a. already dlacueead 
earlier on In this chapter ?
In presenting hie Idea of the Ineffablllty of Ood, Baba Sawan Singh 
appears to accept the "beyond description" thesis for the two 
reasons. He believes that there Is a certain kind of. Ineffable 
experience which all believers oust have. He also subscribes to the 
view that Ood Is Indescribable because He Is'transcendent. <«5)
The Attribute of Tnfi^i^y
In the theism of the gvrJMl SHi<lhhPt Ood Is considered to be 
Infinite. According to this view God's frasdon from limitations
«eans that He can be present anywhere at Hie own will. The power 
responsible for the universe must be omniscient and He cannot be 
omniscient If He does not possess ths capacity to be present 
enywhere at any time. God's Infinitude also suggest, that He Is the
oll-lncluslve whole In the sense that nothing can remain outside and 
independent of Him <«6) For Babà Sawan Singh Ood 1. revealed In 
»11 things. In his view everything can be said to be Included In Ood 
in the sense that they are all referable to and dependent on Him. 
Baba Sawan Singh speaks of God pervading "the entire universe and 
that the unlverae 1. l„ Him". cB7) God's freedom from temporal 
imitation, doe. not Imply for Bàbà Sawan Singh that Ood ha. no 
connmrtlon with the temporal world. For as the per«>n.l eraetor of 
the world He Is Intimately connected with the temporal process.
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«her„,.e. H. could not be U s  guerdlen. Ood Is the coordlnetlng
ground Of .11 t..,»r.l events .nd es th.tr ground He «.et trenecend
then. What Includes or coordlnatee timuxcoorainates tins, or events or happenings In
tine, nust for that very reason, transcend tine
AUrt^Vtg <7f Eternallty
/
in r,b-e Sewen Singh's view, u  t. p.,* of the Infinitude of Cod thet 
H* is free fro» teepor.l llsltetlons. There „ y  be different weys 
thet this divine ettrlbute « y  be understood end interpreted. Much 
depends on how we perceive the relationship of an etern.l Ood to the 
Changing events of the world. Bebi Sewen Singh-s Id.bs on Cod's 
eternellty .re b.s«l on . superflclel. often repeutlv. 
paraphrasing of verses from the Adi Orenth.
In attributing eternity to Cod on. Is fee«, with the question of how 
Ood .dio transcends tla. can include it. «he„ ,,,
question of the relation of Cod to te.„oral events of the world, the 
three sense, m  which the relation of eternity to tl.» «,d. 
tharefore. of Cod to the world Is conceived, present the^elves to 
In the first sense of the ter«, eternity stands for endless 
duration or an unending estent of tl«e. Th. second ...nlng of the 
fr. aternlty is It. essentlel' tl.eleesn.... m  the third s«,.. wh«,
“• say that Cod Is eternal we «.an that Cod Hlnsalf is tlaaless. Ha 
«oaehow Includes and transcends ties. -
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In the (furmiit Slddhant It is suggested that God Is the permanent 
principle who rules and controls al*l things In time, outside of time. 
God is eternal in the sense that He transcends time. But it is also 
In time that God becomes functionally related to human souls. It is 
through this relationship that the world is given a place and 
meaning in the total structure of reality itself. This position is 
characterized by the view that it is God's ever-presentness that 
gives reality to existence. Baba Sawan Singh teaches that "no place 
l6 without Him. He is the beginning, the middle and the end”. C89)
The Attribute of Omnipotence
Careful examination'of the Gurmat Siddhant-will reveal...thet power is^  
postulated as one of the essential factors that evokes a sense of 
worship in God. Man confronts God who is the source of all power. 
Religious devotion can only be inspired by a God who possesses 
ciipreme value and power. Power is that which evokes and supports 
religious feelings and no conception of God can satisfy man's 
religious cravings without being associated with supreme power. 
Babà Sawan Singh certainly sees God as the inexhaustible source of 
power. He emphasizes the fundamental theistlc position that* God is 
essentially of the nature of will. This belief comes to light in the 
following statement:
The Lord is the Creator of the 
entire universe. He does not 
have to depend on anyone for 
this purpose. He has created 
everything by His own Will. t90) 
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God's omnipresence and omniscience are inevitable Implications of Hie 
attribute of omnipotence. <91) It Is by virtue of His power that He 
Is not subject to limitations. We may understand ormlpotence as 
the unlimited power In God by virtue of which He c> do whatever does 
not contra.dlct His nature or His character. Lewis f aptly describes
what Baba Sawan Slpgh tries to put across to the reader about God 
being free In His omnipotence :
The freedom of God consists In the fact that 
no cause other than Himself produces Hls acts 
and that Hls goodness Is the root from which 
they all grow and Hls own omnipotence the air 
In which they all flower. c92)
Attribute of Omniscience
In Xrod. knowledge Is without limitation. He knows ^all things 
eternally, Hls knowledge Is Immediate and Integral and relates to 
all things . Omniscience Is Hls attribute. Babà Sawan Singh sees the 
personal relationship between God and man as based upon God's
unlimited knowledge of things. (93) Omniscience Is not an Improper 
pronouncement on God's nature. According to Bibà Sawan Singh If the 
universe is not ruled by chance or If human beings with their 
tragmentary knowledge cannot be the cause of the universe, the only 
alternative Is that of an omniscient GÒd. We are thus made to see 
God as the only Being capable of ruling the events of the universe.
wen Singh goes on to Inform us that divine foreknowledge does 
amount to a denial of free will. He Is of the conviction that
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divine omniscience and human freedon are reconcilable. God the 
omniscient mind knows the way in which the finite mind worki but this 
does not mean that He^ prevents the exercise of free will. He makes 
finite beings participate in His power and freedom, even if in a 
limited manner. (94) He does not. believe that the only will that 
exists is God's will. He grants separate and independent wills to 
finite beings. We are told that God is omniscient in that He dwells 
in all hearts (95) and that finite selves have the fortune of divine 
counsel (96) but this neither deprives God of His omniscience, nor 
finite selves of their freedom of will.
Attribute of Seif-R»i«t^nr"
One of the most Important of God's attributes which constitutes His 
fullness is His selt;v determining, self-cexlstent nature. In the 
SULBfii— Siddhant we find a reference to God's divine total 
Independence. This is intended to point to the way in which Gode
contrasts with all other beings. All others are dependent upon His 
Will and power. (97)
«
«though BabS Sawan Singh lists self- existence as but one of. a 
number of attributes of Ood, it is this special quality which
<Ustlngulshae Hln aost clearly, focussing attentlon'as It does on His 
«sentlal sovereignty. His oanlpotent will, His all-pervading 
control. In a word His uncondltlonad being as God. t98>
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The Attribute of Redcnptlon
.^ynwt does not portray God as an Indifferent personal
power. On the contrary, he portrays Hla as the very Being that 
sustains the universe. This enables us to realize that the events of 
the world are not a meaningless succession but reveal a moral and 
religious order. The pursuit of goodness Is the divine commandment 
and is the will of God. God- realization Is the paramount message of 
all Sants. In RadhasoamI circles there Is talk of the soul returning 
to It 8 original home". In the Gurmat Slddhant one Is repeatedly
reminded of this ultimate duty which Is summed up In the following 
passage:
The.purpose of human life Is to achieve 
communion with the Lord by engaging In 
and remaining happy In His remembrance 
and by loving Him and His creation. <99;o
For Baba Sawan • Singh God is the guardian of the moral order
governing the universe. For him the universe Is created not by an
arbitrary and whimsical despot but by a benevolent supreme creator 
who has due regard for the realization of goodness in the world. 
Both power and goodness are centred In God. Neither of these 
predicates can be severed from God for without them we fall to 
understand the concept of God. Power without goodness In Baba Sawan 
ingh 8 eyes lapses Into recklessness while goodness without power 
sets up a weak God who cannot even control the sphere of operation of 
goodness Itself.
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Baba Sauan Slngb tails us that God Is love. (100) The function of 
love la redenptlon and In order to give effect to this nature of His, 
He, of His own accord, creates the universe and enters Into a loving 
relationship with finite selves . Ood Is seen as taking His seat In 
the heart of «an . His dwelling there as our Inner controller Is an 
act ot suprene kindness and a token of His unllailted divine grace. 
Ve are presented with a. picture of a God who constantly watches over 
our inner life, sits In the Innernost recesses of our hearts 
dispels the darkness which consists In Ban's attachBent to the world 
of desire. Ood. by »eons of his total. unllBlted foreknowledge, 
awakens In men the knowledge of His qualities and attributes and 
presents Hleself as their sole object of devotion and as their agent 
Of redeBptlon. God's blissful nature exhibits Itself In the souls of 
»en by Baking love the principle of His divine eilf-expresslon'. Here- 
we see the descent of God Into the heirts of »en being propounded as 
the outward expression of God's transcendent Joyful existence. Ood .
told gives and never takes and In the functioning of Hie 
attributes, there cannot renaln aven the slightest tinge of 
MHlehness. CoBpaeslon ¿onsequently is that divine attribute which 
Is aanlfested In divine selflessness. Divine love Is seen as 
'»vlng no wants'. no needs and depends only on divine goodness. It
pure love slBple and untouched, end creation Is a Banlfestatlon of 
divine compassion. (101)
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Tht Contwt of tht Pivlne S«lf - c»Br...<»n
»
In our earlier dlecueslon of the .^stery of Cod w. dl.cueeed the
question Of -apprehending Cod within the human heart-. This notion
IS Of primary elgnlflcance for It 1. ,t thl. point that there Is
comaunlcatlon between Cod and man. That Cod should speah to man
through his heart Is Itself a remarhahl. doctrine, and one which In a
general sense Is accepted by all Sants. It Is when we proceed to
enquire precisely how Cod communicates with man that we encounter
B-ah-a Sawan Singh-s specific debt to Curu Ngnah In the form of the
BhCrlne Of divine self-expression, on. of the three cardinal pillars 
Of the RadhlsoanT doctrine. <102>
Our analysis here concerns two key concepts, sibd U03> and Nam. 
<I0t) both O f Which bear a basic Idantlty. They are two different 
ten.« Which express different aspects of the same concept. Both^are 
used to expound the nature of divine self-expression.
Bia Prlnrinie of
»•B. Sawan SIngh-s entire treatment of Sabd tend centres
P^ ‘- l l y  on his interpretation of their treatment In the Sikh 
•Cflptures. However. It must be pointed out that unlike Guru Ngnak and 
earlier Sants t.os, he not only describe, ^abd In term, of what 
but also In taras of what it is. In so. doing Baba" Sawan 
a«gh duplicate, the teechlng. of Shiv DaySl Singh. In the fiucMt.
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Siddhânt w« find hla treatnent of the principle and practice of Sabd 
ae the celestial sound current, (106) conceived as being expressive 
of God's creative activity and as having specific salvational 
qualities. Purl has this to say about the qualities of Sabd:
11
I il
The Transcendental Divine Hareony Is the final 
source of all consciousness and super conscious 
processes and states of everything .physical, 
stentai, spiritual, supra-splrltual and all.
Shabd Is the ultimate Being and final Source 
and Essence of all Reality. (107)
Puri's commentary on Shiv Dayal Singh's definition (108) of ^abd,
(109) seen here as the all pervading reality Is a fitting 
introduction to the way In which Babà Sawan Singh conceives of the 
tera. Both Shiv Dayal Singh and Baba Sawan Singh share the same
understanding of the term as the self- expression of the Divine .
«
Babà Sawan Singh says:
The beginning and the end of all things Is 
Shabd. All gross matter, the sky and so forth, 
subtle matter, sound, form, taste and scent all 
are Shabd. Whatever exists la Shabd. Whatever 
Is manifested from Shabd cannot be anything but 
Shabd. Shabd Is our creator, Shabd Is our 
sustalner. We are of Shabd and Shabd Is ours. 
The Gurus say that Shabd Is the Supreme Lord.
( 110)
Both authors perceive Sabd ae the essence of creation. In the OtirmAt 
Slddhqn^ we read that:
Before the creation, the Shabd was unmanlfested 
and nameless. It then existed In Itself, In 
that state It was called Indescribable, nameless. 
Invisible, unfathomable, unutterable and In­
expressible. When It became manifest It became 
known as Nam (^ame of Code-) or Shabd. (Ill)
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Both V I.«  s«bd . .  th e  c r e a t iv e  p o .« r. th e  one r e a l i t y  behind a l l  
appearances, .» n lt e s t e d  a .- .o u n d  and l ig h t  . 1 1 2 , ,n e  s p ir i t u a l  
reg ion s. . 1 1 3 .  Sabd 1 .  a ls o  c a . la d  A . . i t  , i u .
(1151 In the Ourmat
The e-pha.la t^ hat Bibi Sa«an Singh and his Sant pradecessors place on 
th. rol. Of ¿ b d  in craatloo 1. not a novel on., for th. roots of 
such a us. Of th. tern d,t. bacii ,0  ,h. aarly Hindu principia of Va-R. 
<115. inferiti«, stud, provide us with th. basis of such «,
ob.erv.tlon. Sh. l^idly dn«„.tr.t.. ho- «R. p.r«,„lfi.d a. n sort 
Of -other goddesn, 1. pr««,»«, e a h - n b .  • Sh. .1 .0  furnish«
th. r..d.r with r . f « „ c «  to « R  a. the «ther of the .nd th.
centre-point of l-w,rt.llty. . sort of ll„R b.tw«n Ood and «n. 
<117.- •«. ar. .1 .0  told thnt In th. Inlttlriv. ,„g,
th. n u trì VMnItlXl (119, Vàk 1. Identified with erah«n. Baso .1 .0
« " ‘ ion. Of th . 9f H.ni. «her. Brahtì 1. ..id  to h.v. cr.ated '
the word. Of th . S£«ta4  fro. 0 ,lch ..«rythlng was crest«. (120.
1" t h .  S u m l_ S lM m n L  - .  . 1« ,  f i - d  s'abd being conceived . .  t n .
•sent Of cr«tlon. K b i  Saw«. Singh conf«. upon s'abd a «t.physlcal
.».tu. in a „ „ .„ .r  not unkno» In the v«Uc tr«lition. (U i, - 1 1 .
«pounding h i. BidhS«.*.! th « ry  of c r « t l v .  power of the celesiiai 
•ouhd curr«.,. ugg,
«lody. th . 1 1 1 .  curr«,t which o rlg l« it.. fro . th. Lord and perv.d« 
•verythlng • <1 2 3 , ^ ,,1 ^ ,  ,  t i m i U r  definition used by Slddha
nd Nath yogis. , , 2 «, »Sdh5 .o5. i  Sntgurus they subscribe
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to tho thoory of dlvlno doscont within the context of the eeenatlve 
theory ot creation. <125)
All Tantrlc sfidhana is characterized by the iaportance given to 
sound (sabda) and to naglc formulae and diagrams known as mantras 
and yantras. For the Tantrikas. sabda is not only a **proof ** leading 
to the apprehension of the supreme Being, it Is Itself divine as the 
"sound-form" of the supreme Energy. They firmly believe In the 
supreme potency of the sabdabrahman, the eternal , undifferentiated 
sound In which the yogi should be ultimately be reabsorbed. Sabda has 
two aspects : nâda, resonance, or vibration which In Its highest , 
purest state Is anâhata, (unstruck) and blndu (point, drop of energy) 
which Is born ot nada and concentrates all divine energy in Itself
Like most ot his Râhdâsoaml brethen, Baba Sawan Singh conceives of 
Sabd as the transcendent divine consciousness which Is present In 
u.e entire universe. The descent of Sabd Is viewed as God's 
rfiauiltesLed bciU)' whxch p^iCvudes the entire universe ?ind In which God 
enjoys" himself. He concludes that divine existence, divine 
knowledge, divine power, divine beauty, divine magnificence, divine 
love and magnanimity are all perfectly unified in Sabd. These 
(qualities become phenomenally manifested in diverse forms and under 
different conditions and limitations in the cosmic system In which 
God chooses to express His being. (126)
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Bhar^rh#rl, (12/) ^rannarlan and chlaf exponont o f Sabdapurvayoga
(yoga of tha %«ord>. (12fi>
§^ddh?nt this salvational function of Sabd also takes on 
a central role in that It Is presented os providing the Justification 
for the practice of S^ abd Yoga. U29) The function of Sabd. as Babà 
Sawan Singh sees it, Is one of providing the means whereby the 
devotee can know both God and the path that leads to Him. Repeatedly 
he declares it to be the essential means to salvation. In what 
appears to be a reference to Surat s'abd Yoga (yoga of the celestial 
sound current) (130) he proclaims the practice of listening (131) to 
the all pervading U32) inner melody by turning Inwards (133) in 
order to experience the reality of celestial sound and light (134) 
within (135) at the third eye centre (136) to be the
/
only
meaningful method of experiencing Sabd, "the true treasure" His 
elucidation of the term Sabd Is done In conjuctlon with two other 
terms, namely Anhad Ssbd (137) and panch Sabd, (138) both terms 
with histories of their own.
Theories about mystical sounds are very ancient In India. The Maltrl
(VI. 22) for example, describes a mystical sound experience.«
the later Upflnlffldg. the Mada-blndu Uoanlsad describes In detail 
the various sounds (nadas) which are supposed to be heard during yoglc 
exercises. But Just as all nadas should ultimately be absorbed into 
he essential nada which Is the anahata'~nada, the "unstruck sound**, so 
ell nantrajapa (repetition of mantras) should be reabsorbed into 
eehaja (the Ineffable state of siystlcal union) which implies the
-  I 4 a  -
abolition of Jttpn. Sahajajapa, which corraaponda to tha
tranacandantal aahaja atat. la callad ajapâjapa by tha
Mêthpanthla. Thle terminology la adopted by Kabîr and replicated In the 
Sant tradition. S ib i Sawan Singh's use of the term "Anahad Shabd-
does not, in essence depart from Its Math usage and Is very much In 
Keeping with what Tulsl Sa'hlb calls -unstruck music- <139) However, 
aost of the references in the Surmat Slddhgnt are taken from the Î4 1 
Granili. (140) But although Bhbâ Sawan Singh absorbs the Nath usage 
of the term, the experience which It expresses for him Is In no way 
similar to that of the NSths. Like Kabir he probably sees It as a 
useful figure of speech which Is In no way linked with the Nath 
practice of Hatha yoga. There Is no mention of kuii<lallnr or for that 
matter, Ida or píngala. Instead we see a categorical denial of any 
such association. Babà Sauan Singh's contention .that Sabd Is
Independent of prina Ip a clear Indication of this. U 4D
In order to foully comprehend his references to the term paích Sabd 
(the five Sabds), we must understand of BBbi Sawan Singh's
interpretation of the Ridhïsoâml metaphysics of sound as seen from the 
Bess perspective. nils In turn Is linked to the Wdh-asoaml account of 
creation. This will be discussed In the following chapter. We shall 
limit our observation hare to the fact that the term as used In the 
Ourmat glgijlunl receives the same treatment as It does In the Âdl 
Saniti. Here the term used as one of the key terns In Sikh theology. 
The experience of the five Sabd. bell.ved to be the divine s.lf- 
aanlfaatatlon Is said to be obtained through madltatlon. (142>
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It is Baba Sawan Singh's flm belief that the practice of llatenlng to
/
the Sabd Is the only true way of spiritual salvation for the devotee. 
He writes:
The Gurbanl says that the best of all 
practices is the practice of listening 
to the Shabd. This is acceptable to the 
Lord and leads to salvation.
Man can attain salvation only by means 
of the Shabd. Through It alone nan turns 
fron glass into gold and is transformed 
from poison into nectar. (143)
It is through the practice of Sabd Yoga that the soul is seen as 
ascending to higher regions and finally achieving spiritual 
liberation. This is how the process is described:
The Shabd Is conscious and consciousness. It is 
*• a wave of the ocean of the Lord and a nan Is a 
particle of His Being. He is related to Him as 
a part is related to the wh'ble. The Lord is the 
ocean of superconsciousness, and Shabd is Its 
wave. The soul is a drop of this ocean. The wave 
of superconsciousness or Shabd attracts the con­
scious soul towards it and absorbs it. Until 
the soul, with the help of the Shabd, rises to 
its Original Home, it cannot achieve salvation •
The Gurbanl tells us that the Lord is 
eternal and can be realized only through the 
practice of listening to the divine Sound. U44)
we are also told that the practice of Sabd brings untold benefits, 
tl45> the mind Is stilled and the ego tamed <146> and "the five 
evils" brought under control (147) thus paving the way for a life of 
hllss and eternal happiness.
But how is this spiritual salvation via the Sabd to be realized.? 
ftba Sawan Singh* s answer to this question centres on the role of the
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Satgurù %iho8e v«ry existence le seen as a form of divine grace.
(148) We are told that It le the Satgurli who nakee the ^abd nanlfest
to the disciple during Initiation whereby he le taught the secret of
/
how to listen to the Internal Sabd reverberating at the third eye 
center. <149> The paramount Importance of the Satgu:ù In the 
Ràdhàsoaml tradition is further affirmed In the Gurmat Slddhant with 
references to the Satguru as the Inner voice of God.
(150)
In spite of Babà Sawan Singh's repeated emphasis on the Importance 
of the Satguru as " Shabd giver " and his references to the Sikh 
scriptures <151) he surprisingly does not develop the concept of guru 
ka sabad tgurli's sabad). For Gur^ Nanak sab^d Is gurTi KB sabad or 
guru upades (152) which Is that expression of God's truth that 
expresses the nabure of God and the means of attaining Him. (153)
Finally, we are informed that it Is the gurumukh, "that rare devotee"
(154) who leads a God- centred life, and who sits at "the feet of the
«
Master", (155) who "gives up the mind and Its base desires", (156) 
viho "soars upwards to the spiritual regions". (157) It Is therefore 
not the lot of the manmukh or self-centred Individual with " hisc
restless mind to taste the divine nectar of Shabd". (158)
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TTi« P rln c lD t«  of i s «
Tlie b*li«f ln tu* divine nature of the Naae and ln Ita Infinite
potency as a ».ans of salvation Is co»»on to the »«il.vol Valsnava and
•  •
Sant tradition. The coimor. Valsnava belief i„ the quasl-naglcal power 
of the divine Name Is denonstrated In the Valsyava Pur;^ >... especially
®^***''*'» Pvrond In a number of Puranlc legends, such as the 
legend of Aianlla, the na»e of the God Vlsnu Is shown to possess 
salvlflc powers. <159) Also In the janesvsrT of the so-called Adi 
Sant jKa-nesvar there are repeated Instances of the power of the divine 
Name . However, the »ost lucid and complete exposition of the doctrine
of the Name as the hypotasls of the supreme Being Is to be found In
the prologue of Tulsl Das's gaacIlBrUlpgnftN. Her. w. find Tula! Ois 
not hesitating to vindicate the superiority of the Nam. ov.r the
nlrguna and saguna aspects of the deity. <160>
The divine Name Is indeed a key concept and on. which expresses a 
central doctrine of the RidhBsoami faith. It Is moreover a term which 
retains Its primacy throughout the Gurmat Slddhänt The concept of 
Nam. however, can be discussed with greater brevity than ¿ibd. not 
because It Is any less Important, but because for all practical
purposes It Is synonymous with Sabd. (161) Both are considered to 
bo example, of divine self-axpresslon. obJ«:t. of contemplation, and 
the standard by which the seeker must lead his life.
In order to stress the lmp<»-t.ncs of N5»,BSb; S.wan Singh quotss from 
Adi grant and writ as:
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knowledge, nadltatlon,
Co»«®ntarla« on tha alx Shaatras and tha Sarltla, 
Tha practice of Yoga, tha parforaianca of rituals, 
Renunciation and wandering about in tha forests, 
And all other kinds of efforts.
And deeds of charity and piety and oblations to 
the sacred fire.
And cutting up of the body and offering each bit 
as sacrifice.
And keeping fast and other deeds of merit.
These equal not meditation on the Lord's Name.
0 Nanak ! after hearing the Name only once from a 
Perfect Master (at the time ol Initiation).
If one scans the nine regions of the world and 
live long;
And becomes a great and detached ascetic;
And offers his life to the fire;
And gives away gold, horses, elephants and land 
In charity,
And practices Inner washings and yoglc postures. 
And disciplines himself with hard practices like 
a Jain,
And has himself cut In pieces bit by bit.
But does not get rid of the dirt of his ego.
None of these equals the Name of the Lord. (162)
** •
In the Gurmat— Slddhont the emph^ls given to the supremacy of the 
divine Name Is similar to that found In the Sukhmanl of Guru Arjan 
quoted above. (io3) The divine Name Is considered unique, though the 
actual names by which the supreme Lord Is called are many. Babà Sawan 
Singh sticks to the word Nàm In describing the eternal essence of God.
The term Nàm Is used to express the whole nature of God, His complete
«
totality. Anything which nay ha afflrned concerning God la concelvad 
ondar tha rubric Nàn. U6«, Bacauaa God 1. all powerful It followa 
that onnlpotanca U  a part of tha divine Nana. Because Cod knows sll 
things, onnlsclenca la slnllarly seen as being a faatura of Nut Tha 
■any and varied qualities which nay be attached to God are therefore
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regarded ae aspects of Nan. (165) Baba Sawan Singh does not see any 
difference between the Naae and the Naaed. (166)
Although he quotes extensively fron the ^dl Granth. Blb5 Sawan 
Singh's attenpts to clarlffy the difference between Varatnak Nan (the 
expressible Name) and Dhunlatmlk Nan (the Inexpressible Name) rest 
basically on the Kabirlan distinction (167) between the attributive 
Name and the essential Nane. presented in the Radhasoaml format by 
Shiv Dayal Singh. (168) It Is correct to say that Bibs Sawan Singh 
abides by Shiv Dayal Singh's definitions of Varatnak Nam and 
Dhuniatnlk Nam. Shiv Dayal Singh highlights the differences that are 
seen to exist between the transcendental Name and the attributive 
names of the divine Being. For both Shiv Dayal Singh and Baba Sawan 
Singh It is the transcendental Name that enjoys the salvational role 
as opposed to the attributive nanes which are downgraded to names of 
symbolic value, Important only for their ritualistic significance.
The Practice of N5m
An Important qualification that Babà Sawan Singh attributes to Ciod is
<
that In His mercy God desires that all nen be freed from the 
®ngulsh of transmigration. He therefore sets before then the means 
of achieving this end. The means of liberation enunciated in the 
Siddhant appears in the form of a plea that enjoins all men to 
bring their lives into harmony with the divine Name. <169) Babà, 
Sawan Singh believes that regular devotion coupled with strict virtue
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can lead a person to living his life in accordance with the nature 
of God, i.e. Nam. (170) This Involves the earnest seeker in
spiritual ascent, which culminates in liberation from the cycle of 
birth and rebirth. (171)
The fact that God in His grace offers Nam to all who would accept It 
does not mean that it can be obtained without effort. (172) He who 
wishes to appropriate the benefits conferred by a knowledge of the 
Name must, we are told, undertake the regular practice of Nàm simran 
(remembrance of the divine Name). This practice of repeating the 
gurmantra or initiation mantra (173) helps the devotee to internalize* 
the divine names by which God is known.
But which names are the devotee to repeated ? God is usually seen in
«
the Sant tradTtlon as being nameless and placeless. However, Babà 
Sawan Singh like the Sikh Gurus insists that certain names must be 
applied to Him if error and misunderstanding are to be avoided. (174) 
Although Babà Sawan Singh draws upon names of God that originate
primarily from the Nath and Sikh traditions, he is anxious to
ensure that no single name, with its inevitable bias should acquire 
dominant favour. To prevent this from happening he prefers to refer 
to the divine entity as Nàm. God is simply the Name. (175)
From the Gurmat Siddhant we learn that to comprehend the immanent and 
the all'sustaining nature of Nam is the supreme purpose of human 
life. It is in achieving this objective that the human spirit finds 
mystical union with God. (176) We also learn that the divine Name
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dwells within every eoul, but without the SatgurU* e aid It cannot be 
discerned (177) This le because the divine Nane le an Indwelling 
power and not a mere word. By neane of a particular code of conduct 
and meditation, the Satguru le eald to help cleanse the devotee from 
the filth of eelf-centredness and egotlsn, najor obstacles for those 
who sincerely wish to apprehend the divine Name. It Is therefore felt 
that no one can grasp and experience the Inner beauty of Nam without 
the Indlspenelble guidance of the revered SatgurU. (178)
Babà Sawan Singh goes on to Indicate it Is also by God's grace that 
one Is able to cone Into contact with the holy Nane and enjoy Its 
benefits. He sees the necessity of divine grace as being tied In with 
the Idea of a gracious and conpasslonate God. God, we have been told 
created the universe out of His own being, and dwelling Intanent 
within It He observes the never ending drana which It presents. Man Is 
created In order that he nay apprehend the truth and worship God. 
Unfortunately he has chosen to squander this opportunity on worldly 
desires. Therefore God in his divine wlsdon and grace, sends us the 
enlightened SatgurU who can Initiate the gurunukh U/9) into the 
secrets of the divine Name, thus enabling him to transcend the pains 
of existence. (180)
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Thft Concapt of th€ Divine Will
One of the proalnent noticable features of Baba Sawan Singh's 
"theology" is the significance attached to the idea of the divine 
will. Both the terms Bhah% and Hukim are employed. It is evident that 
both these terms are used in the strict Sikh sense of the term. Baba 
Sawan Singh's primary source is Guru Nanak.
The Concept of Bhina
Baba Sawan Singh translates Bh^na as God's sweet will. He stresses 
the supremacy of God's will and presents it as being eternally and 
essentially inherent in His nature. (181) Quoting from the Japji he 
tells us that it ‘ is through the operation of this Inscrutable 
omnipotent will that God manifests Himself in tine and space in the 
phenomenal order of existence. The entire spatio-temporal order is 
therefore looked upon as the self-expreeslon of God. (182) God's 
Immanence Is therefore seen here as being extremely significant for 
It links God with the universe and establishes the direction of His 
will. .
For Babà Sawan Singh a God with attributes expresses Himself in 
relation to the changing world. For the expression of divine 
attributes a changing universe is essential and is conceived as an 
Integràl part of His plan. Babà Sawan Singh finds it impossible to 
think of the immanence of God in the absence of a changing world.
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^  now ask why the conception of Bhana l a  considered necessary for 
Babà Sawan Singh's thelse. One could argue that this concept alone 
supplies the explanation for creation which Is only Intelligible In 
relation to the divine will. The divine will alone can give meaning 
end reality to the universe. Without it the harmonious character of
the universe cannot be accounted for. The universe must be seen as a 
result of a purpose and purpose must be seen as centred In God s
will to create.
Babà Sawan Singh's theism Is grounded In the conviction that the 
physical and moral order are expressions* of God's divine character. 
The universe Is a sacramental universe. The Immanence of God on which 
so much emphasis is laid can be appreciated only through the 
recognition of the reality of divine will. Everything Is governed 
by the will of God. • This conception of the will of God presupposes 
that the universe has a purpose. From the viewpoint of the QvrBfll. 
Slddhant this Is not to be taken to mean that everything Is 
predetermined. This would negate Babà Sawan Singh's Idea of a creative 
God and his belief that all movement In life Is directed towards 
creative freedom. He does not subscribe to the view that Bh^nà reduces 
all existence and actions to the rule of God's vrlll. For him the Idea 
of Bhln% Is not one that spells rigid predeterminism. Man Is seen as 
being active but God has ultimate supremacy over him. It Is against 
this background that Babà Sawan Singh teaches that man can only be 
liberated by merging his will into that of God. 083)
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Babà Sawan Singh also seas God as balng gracious. Graca la 
parcalvad by him as the nexus between God and His creation. It Is 
grace that lends to BhànB an elenent of patrlarchlcal consideration 
and affection. Grace Is further defined as the divine response to the 
filial sentlnents of living I eings. So In the theology of this
Ràdhàsoàoil Satgurù we have a picture of a loving, caring God who 
readily responds to the salvational needs of the genuine seeker. 
(184) As Biàba Sawan Singh sees It, a God who is gracious has
meaning In a world wherein His gra.e and will can operate. Grace 
Isplles that God's will is free and undetermined and in addition 
stresses the love and benevolence of God towards man and the universe.
As stated earlier, Bfiana is defined In relation to the need to obey 
God's will, perceived as an important means of achieving salvation. 
Kibi Saw«n Singh usee the tern Bhiins In the popular Punjabi sense
where It Is taken to nean that which appeals to Ood. or Is In
accordance with His divine pleasure or sweet will. (185)
1
In the OUTMt Stdjlhfnt subnleslon to God • s will la translated to nean 
BUbnleslon to the will of the Satgurù who In turn Is seen as the 
personification of God's will. <i«6) The centrality of the role of 
the SatgurU Is clearly dsaonstrated hers and bSim Sawan Singh takas 
p-eat pains to stats this. He equates the divine will with the will of 
the Satguru by arguing that since the Satgurù Is the inner voice of 
1o<l his will Bust bs psrBsatad by that of tha Lord. (167)
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The__Concept of HuKam
• •
Conceived as one of the several expressions of the divine will, Hu^am• •
is described In the Gurmat Slddhant as the divine law. (188) The 
relationship between Bhana and Hukam in the Gurmat Siddhant is a 
rather delicate one and is best explained in the following manner. 
Bhana Is what appeals to God, His divine pleasure or sweet will, and 
Hukam Is that which results from It In the form of a cosmic 
principle. The divine order is therefore perceived as an expression of 
the divine will because it is that which resulted from God's act of 
creation. Hukam Is therefore seen as the prlnc Iple of creation upon 
which the principle of divine pleasure rests. (189) It Is therefore 
evident that the terms Hukam and Bhana are close to each other but 
are not synonymous as Grewal correctly observes. (190)
o
Generally speaking Hukam is an Arabic word expressing a concept which 
seems to reflect a distinctly Muslim doctrine. The actual word (hukm) 
must be accepted as a borrowing from the terminology of Islam. In the 
—Sld<3hflnl this concept has classical Indian antecedents. (191) 
It is basic to GurTi Na^nak's thought and is best translated to mean 
divine order. This order is defined as the divinely instituted and 
maintained principle governing the existence and movement of the 
universe. (192) In ^ b a  Sawan Singh's thinking the separation 
between ordalner and order is deemed incorrect for God Installs 
Himself in the cosmic order, being immanent in His creation. (193)
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Like Ouril Nanak, Baba Sa%ian Singh seas the cofl^ >late and conprahanslva 
understanding of tha nature and scope ot Hukaa as sonething beyond 
human comprehension. The following statements make this clear:
What is the Law ? We cannot describe 
it in any way. It can only be ''' 
described by the inner selfri. U94> 
Guru Arjan says that He who created 
this world knows the Divine Law. The 
Creator Himself correctly understands 
the Law. <195)
Hul^ am is conceived as part of the divine mystery and is as such an 
eternal abyss which no man can fathom. For E^ba Sawan Singh the 
realization of the reality of Hukam is to be accompanied by the 
realization that as a small part of the universe man belongs to that 
divine organize^ who sustains and directs the entire universe.
Summary
We outlined the principal statements which we believe constitute the 
general theological framework of Baba Sawan Singh. We commenced with a 
discussion of his "unknowabllity of God" thesis and discovered that 
in essence It represents a Santlst reaffirmation of the Upanlsadlc 
notion of "a God beyond description". The idea of a single ultimate 
supreme creator was next presented. We noted that ^ b i  Sawan Singh 
was talking about the one God of Sikhism, conceived, however, within 
the context of the theory of causative causation , coloured by Kabli—  
panthT beliefs and clothed In Nath terminology.
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hfe then uncovered the principal structures governing the Idea of the 
selfhood of God as Inextricably related to the finite universe. We 
observed here that Baba Sawan Singh* s theory of the God^unlverse 
relationship leaned heavily on fifamanuja's Satkaryavada doctrine. We 
also denonstrated that in the Gurroat Slddhant Ideas pertaining to the 
Ciod-soul relationship were those of Vlslstadvalta. Here however, there 
Is evidence that Baba Sawan Singh applied Shiv Oayal Singh's variation 
of the theme.
In examining the catalogue of divine attributes developed by Eiaba 
Sawan Singh we noted a tendency on his part to replicate the idea of 
God as the repository of all goodness which was to be found In the 
Sikh scriptures In general and the Japjl in particular.
«
Baba Sawan Singh's theory of divine self- expression concentrates on
/
the concepts of Sabd and Nam. Our analysis of these t%io concepts led 
us to the conclusion that the Idea of the celestial sound current Is 
an ancient Indian belief revived by the Nath yogis and integrated into 
Baba Sawan Singh's mystical philosophy via the teachings embodied in 
S&JC— BPChon— Radhlsoaml. In the case of Nam we noted that this 
typically Valsnavite idea, so prominent In the Sant doctrine, enters 
Bibff Sawan Singh's belief system via the Sikh scriptures. We noted
that Nam is for Baba Sawan Singh the expression of the whole nature of
God.
Finally we examined the concept of the divine will, characterized by 
the concepts of Bti&nff and ^kaa. We observed that the idea of a God
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* 0  wills Is central and that Bhana and HukSn ara Intarprated as 
expressions ol God's dlylna laaanance. In presenting his Ideas of a 
Sod of mnanence , we saw B i t i i Sawan Singh ones again using the
philosophy and terminology of the Sikh Gurus.
In general It can be said that raba Sawan Singh's theological belief 
system rests on the monotheist's assumption that there Is one supreme 
creator - God who creates, maintains and supervises the order of the 
universe of which He Is an Integral part.
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MOTES
1. Baba Sawan Singh tends to relate Sant Mat (Teachings of the 
Sants) to GurbSnl <l.o. the Xdi Granth). This is indicative of his 
heavy dependence on the Sikh scriptures. In the following statenent 
the importance of the Adi Granth is nade absolutely clear. Referring 
to the contents ot the Guraat Siddhant he writes:
The teachings are very clearly 
explained in the Granth Sahib 
which gives the spiritual teachings 
that have been given by all 
perfcK:t Masters down through the 
centuries, and upon which most 
of the contents of the five books 
"Philosophy of the Masters" are based.
(Gurnat Siddhant Vol. V p. 231)
See also Gurmat Siddhant Vol. IV pp. xclv-xcv and cll.
2. For convenience, and to avoid confusion, the universal term "God" 
will be employed throughout this study. Strictly speaking God in the 
Gurnat Siddhant refers to the ultimate supreme creator known as Sat 
Puru^ . The esoteric significance of the term and its cosmological 
connotations will be discussed in the next chapter.
3. Se*e Gurmat Siddhant Vol. IV p 2.
4. In the following passage KabTr vehemently proclaims that it is the 
analytical faculties of man that stand in the way of apprehending God:
As long as I had intellect 
How could 1 gain strength?
Now the power of Intellect 
Cannot prevail over me 
Says Kablr: the Lord 
Has deprived me of my Intellect.
Has transformed it 
Into realization .
(Translated as Gauri, Adi Granth. p. 399 by V. K. 
Weaver of God* s Name IBeas. 19841. p. 288).
Sethi, Kablr The
5. Guru Nànak*s "anti-intellectuallsm" is clearly mirrored in the 
JapjT, the liturgical prologue of the Adi Granth vdilch contains the 
epitome of the Sikh Gurus* teachings. Guru Nfinak proclaims that:
Thinking avails not, ho%#soever hard one thinks. 
Nor silence avails, howsoever one shrinks 
Into oneself. Nor Hunger goes 
With the (Pleasure) loads of the worlds.
Of e myriad cleverness, not one works.
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How then to be True ? How rend the Veil of 
ehan, untruth ?
Hie Will(forsooth)
Inborn in us. ingrained 
Thou follow.
(Thus Is Truth attained).
1. Adi Granth .p i).
The Japjl consists of a total a hundred and ninety-nine 
i^anzas, each naming a cluster of divine features or qualities of God 
The result is a lengthy catalogue of descriptive terms, some 
expressing negative concepts, but most expressed as positive terms, 
^ong the terms used to describe the divine personality are
"beyond comprehension-. For a brief 
introduction to the structure and content of the Japjl .see McLeod, 
IgAtUfll SgtfrCM for the study of Slkhlsm. p. 94.
L<.b *■/!!. Chapter 46 of the SacVtrtgf of the Dedu-panth'i
Rajab we read about his bewilderment In trying to describe God:
The vision of God is like looking 
in a mirror,
everything Is seen In Him and yet is not seen In 
Him
(46. 12)
One in many yet distinct, many.In One and yet
 ^ different; I get bewildered trying to solve this 
problem. (46. 14)
(Both quotations are from W. M. Callewaert, The 
Sarv^ngl of the Didupanthl Ralab iLeiivan, 1978], 
p. 289).
See Gurmat Siddh^nt Vol. IV p. 5.
3 PatU ''ttrta! grtnth are. a«ong others, Asa NPatti, (17-18) p. 437 and Sorath N 1 Chaupadas, (1) p. 597. All
done'^ “6o*"5erbit7m ^Th^  Qronth quoted from the Gurmat Slddhaht are 
With 7  translations do not necessarily correspond
a” ^r^s“ *s a“u d  *h«slatloh. of the Adi Qrw^h- Unfes2
‘M s  study 1 «  f r f o »  the Adi Oranth cited In
I-IV fChJdigarh, idTe) ® granth Sohifr voi
to tha*r^iT^\ 51ddhOHl Pol. IV p 6. for Baba Sawan Singh's reference .
1^  ■ •*•22. «-5. IS and 3.9.26). For further Inforaatlon on tKls
Ck.“ 966> p” * ,|b. u “” " ’ f>f th« tfUBnllhhdt <H.w
r
to Slddhan^ Vol. IV pp. 5-6. For a general theological approach
e so - called beyond comprehension* conception of Ood, see W.
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D. Hudson, "The Concspt of Dlvlno Transcsndsncs**, In Rsllflou« 
Studios 15 U979). pp. 197-210.
«
11. See Guraat Siddhant Vol IV p. 2.
12. 0ns cannot hslp but be reminded of the Chan adage tjhlch proclaims
that • wordiness and Intellection - the more with them the further 
astray we go”. This Taoist saying seems to reflect the spirit of
Baba Savan Singh* e thoughts on the matter. See R. H. Jones, ”A 
philosophical analysis of mystical experience”, in Philosophy East 
anOffifiL 29-(1979), p. 272.
13- See Gurmat Siddhant Vol IV p. 3.
14. See Quriwt— Slddhont Vol. IV p. b. Baba Sawan Singh reaffirms here 
the Sant conception of the deity which Is essentially sprlrltual. The 
Sants apprehend (5od In their hearts as the all prevadlng reality.
Siddhant Vol> IV p xvlll. Nlnlan Smart's article "Our 
Experience of the Ultimate” In Religious Studies 20 (1964), pp. 19-26 
highlights the mystic's approach to Intuition. It provides us with 
some Idea of what Baba Sawan Singh Is trying to say when he talks of 
God being experienced ”wlth/ln the human heart”.
16. Sec Gurmat Siddhant V ol TV p. 2.
—Sljidhflnt Vol. IV. p. 18. It would appear that Baba Sawan 
Slnjjh had Kablr ln mind with this statement. An examination of the 
i^^lr Qranthavall <PP- 96, 12D - a work attributed by some to Kabir - 
demonstrates what Kabir thinks and Baba Sawan Singh Is saying.
From Oskar the word ,came Into 
being:
Through deception It continues to be 
Play the unstruck tune of Bagpipe,
Make the highest firmament your home 
And stay there happy and carefree .
Translated by Sethi, Kabir The Weaver of God's 
Name, p. 197).
18. The verse In question reads as follows:
The self born Is One; 
There was motion in Him 
And It produced Onkar.
(Quoted as Var 22 Paurl 14 In Gurmat Siddhant , 
Vol. IV p 18).
19. McLeod, TlltlWl Sourc—  for the Study of Slkhi«» p. $6.
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20 See P. Singh (ed.). Sikh Concept of the Divine (Petlela, 1985), pp. 32-56 
for Lore on this subject. . kf «o
*
^trary to popular opinion the term oidcar la not native to Guru NMak, a 
fact often overlooked by many scholars of Slkhlam. The origin of the tern
^  Nath usage. ^  Gorakh Bodh (14.102) It Is
rÍ I L i í  m \  ^  Adi Granth (see for example.
m , p  930). See'^M. Singh, Gorakhnath mnrt
ttedlfiVQl Hln^ MY6U c18B (Lahore. 1937>, p 63 for notes on the ^.h usITe 
of the term Onkar by Gorakhnath.
2L Names used for the one Godhead in the Sikh tradition Include WShlguru. 
Akal Purakh and Sat Ini u.
22. See T. Singh, -Unity of God - The Sikh Point of View-, in Studies in
16 (1979), pp. 94-100 for a definition of the unity aspect of God, as 
portrayed In the Sikh scriptures.  ^ »
23. These names shall be receive mention In a later section of this 
chapter. -
2^ - See Gurmat Slddh^nt Vol IV p. 7.
25. See Gurmat SlddhSnt VoL IV pp. 20, 27-29.
26. See Gurmat Siddhant VoL IV pp. 30 and’32.
27. See Gurmat Slddhan«^  Vol. IV p. 14.
o
26. See Gurmat SlddhS^t Vol IV p. 20.
29- See Gurmat Siddhant Vol IV pp. 19, 20.
30- See Gurmat SlddhSnt Vol IV pp. 18. 26. 28.
31. Gurmat Slddhint VoL IV p. 5.
32. See Gurmat Siddhant Vol. IV p. 5.
33. See Gurmat Siddhant \f»i iv p. 7.
34. 2unBat_Slddhini_voi. IV pp. 16-17.
36. See Gurmat SlddhSnt VoL IV p. 7.
^ A^ Qrm\tl which might
dHtLo B«*>a Sawan Singh's idea of God as creator and
m  L T ’' i  (1) p 581 . RamkaU M 1 Dakhanl Ohkar31,41), pp. 9 3 4, 9 35 Dhanasrl M 1, <l), p. 6 8 8.
Vol IV p. 50. The phrase **carlng God" Is a fitting 
^CTlptlon of Baba Sawan Singh's notion of a God who cares . This Is in 
con ras o tha Idea of a distant, uncaring God %#ho is conceived
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as a distant figure unconcerned with J.J•
His creatures therein. “.^^¿c'^^heorles of originative causality: ALloner. The Christian and Vedantlc th^rl^^^^^ (1978),
study In transcendental Immanence , In Phil°®°Pny “ s\ pp“
р. 56.
38. See Slddhant Vol. IV p. 48.
men and other beings , and fin  ^ exoresslon of the male principle
u  .nother n.». of D«so. th. EgJtSÜa -
or creotlve force. To h U  Is »  Jpyeved. (xlx.6), the VaJassnSJEl
90 which recurs, with varlotlons^ In the
с. „h<t« (xxxi) end the TelMIrlyn AranyaUft <ui i2>
« At A9 Piirusa Is Invoked under the name Vlskarman, "
In the Rg Ygdft ^ 81,8 . KAmmé the architect of Gods,
All -creator -, who In later my o 8/ Prajapatl creating the
Prajapatl. The contain nke the f'Slowlng;world They usually commence with a statement like the following.
In the beginning was Prajapatl, nothing but 
Prajipatl; he desired, • May I become many ; 
he performed austerities, and thereby created
these worlds.
Jacobi, 
InCQuoted as SHtfindthO ’(
•\:osmogony «nd^ ^ cfi?ir«5 Vol *IV [Edlnburgh,19351, p.
Hastings, Encyclopedia of RgUgiffl and EwiCS—
156).
40. See S. Singh, gar BOChflll Part II 1301, p. 79 .
J^ fe r^ u o " ^School of Hindi ? Q ^  «ew Delhi,1978), pp. 29
42. See S.S. Das (ed.), Kflblr vanMnaVflJl ffienaresil925), p 2.
43. See Tivari, U \ iV  GranthSvair. pp. 162, 219.
44. See Qvrma^ Slddhint Vol. IV p. 32.
45. Information on ^^® l^*^Kea^y^t^t ,^1*^*0^^^ °gre”aT^al*^or having r#*rA It is to Rev. F.E. Keay tnax we owe a ©rare. VAhTr-nanthT literature. See KflblC— AOfl— »114pioneered research Into Kablr j^tni Sukh NldhflD. See
MYsUrt^m tmsad on Mlrgiinn Schw l-fll
Hindi Poetry, p. 281.
- 46. See Gurnat Siddhant Vol. IV pp. 14, 30-34 
♦7. Barthwal has this to say about tMi so-call*l Mlr.':;jana school
i I
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Th« Nlranjana School Is a davalopnant of 
the Natha School. In It Yoga has cone 
under the full Vedwitic Influence. It Is 
In a way nldway between the Natha School 
and the Nlrguija S^ool, and has with sons of 
the earlier Nlrgui^ ia like Kablr and Dadu 
practically very little difference In the realm 
of philosophy and can well be placed in the 
same category as Rffnfihanda. The dlfferrence 
becones more pronounced when followers of Kabir 
and others like DharamdBsIs and the Radh^iswamlsts 
begin to talk of Nlranjana, as the Lord of death or 
as Kala purusha .
<TroditlPns of Indian Mysticism based on Nlrguna 
School of Hindi Poetry, p. x-xl) .
Niranjan also occupies an Important position In the Slddha Slddhahta 
Pg<1<fhWlitl and Amrita Kunda. both well known Nath texts. See K. Malllk,
Stidbsz— Sld<ihflnta-— Pad^antl— Aod__other Works of The Nath Ym Is
(Poona, 1954). The Sufi Shaikh 'Abdul- Quddus Gangohl calls Niranjan 
Khuda" and Identifies him with the creation of the different worlds. See 
A.A.S. Rlvzl, A-History of Sufism in India Vol 1 (New Delhi, 1975 >. p. 337.
Niranjan (creator of the lower worlds) also appears In Bhavataran tThe 
Crossing of the Ocean of Existence) - a Kablr-panthi .poem of over four 
hundred stanzas depicting a conversation between Kablr and Dharam Das, 
head of the Chattlsg^rh Kablr-panthis. See Keay, Kablr And H is F o llo w e r s , p.
125.
48. M. Singh, GOTflkhnath And Medlfval Hindu Mysticism, p. 94.
49. See (Sumat Slddhant Vol IV p. 32.
garaat Slddhant Vol IV p. 3 1. Though Baba Sawan Singh does 
mention the Sikh practice of defining Nlrainkar as *^he wholly detached 
formless One",ho does not employ the adjectives "atIt" and "allpt ", used In 
the Sikh scriptures to denote Nlrankar's detachedness.
51. See Sorath M I, Adi Granth. p. 596.
t
52. See Rag Majh, Ashtapadls, M 3 (1-3) Adi Granth. p. H5.
53. See Japjl Paurls 28, 29, 30 and 31, Adi Granth. pp. 6 and 7.
54. See Rrakali N 1, Dakhanl Onkair, Dhadha (20) J d i (Sranth p. 932.
55. Gunaat Slddh^t Vol IV p. 23.
56. See Gurmat SiddhSr^ t Val tv p. 23.
e
57. N.K. Jain, SHch Religion and Philosophy (New York,1979), p. 27.
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58. This Idea underlies the entire philosophy of Baha Sawan Singh. Like 
all Sants he pleads for the achleveaent of a God-centred life. In the Sikh 
script urea which so often provide hie with Inspiration we see this eessage 
rei^atidly emphasized. See Rag Suhl N 5 (1-4) Adi Granth. p. 750 , Ramkall
M 1 Ashtapadls, (6-9) Adi Qrflnth» p- 905 and Maru M 3, Ashtapadl, (4-10> 
Adi Granth. p. 1016.
59. See Gurmat Slddhint VoL IV pp. 5 -10.
60. See for exaeple, Chandogya Uoanlsad 6.2.1 and 6.8.7.• «
61. See for example, Vlsnu Pur^a VI.5, p. 466.
• • • '
62. ^Thls Idea Is expressed for example In the 7th, section of the 
Br^odaraiyvaka Uoanisad (in 7.15) which reads:
He who dwells In all beings, yet Is within
all beings, whoa no beings know,
whose body Is all beings, who
controls all beings from within,
he Is your self, the inner controller,the
lma<H‘tal.
<Quoted from S. Radhakrlshnan,
The Principal Uoanlyad«
[London, 1953], p. 228).
also Guraat SlddhSnt Vol.IV pp. 34-35.*
53* See Gurttat SlddhSnt Vol. IV p. 21.
6*- See Guraat Slddhant VoL IV pp. 5, 45.
65. See Guraat Slddh^t VoL IV pp. 5, 7, 21, 27.
66. airiBt Stuagnt Vol. W  p 35. Cvpt«*8 elucidation of the cauee-effaet
sinah ft?®!'? ?  philosophy la aleo applicable to ftba SawanSlngh.Of the relationship Gupta writes:
Ckie causal substance can assume different states 
and features at different times, under different 
conditions. ^Ince the potentialities of all these 
states are Inherent In the substance, the effects 
are called "existent" (sat) even before they 
are actually produced In the effect forms.
<S. ^  Gupta, A-Crltical Study of the Philosophy of 
RaBMUIo (Varanasi,1968], p. 63).
67. See Gurmat Slddh^t Vol IV pp. 34-48.
— SMdhant. v<^ IV p. xvll . see also pp. 10-11 of the same
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69. For studlM of RaniShuJa*« VialatSdvalta doctrlna saa C. Sharaa, 4 
Critical Survay of Indian Phlloaophy (Haw Dalhl«1973), pp. 335-372, J.B. 
Carmen, Tha Thaolofy of RM&nula. An Eseav in IntarrallglQW UndaritandlM 
(New Haven and London, 1974^ and K.O. Bharadwaj. The Philosophy of RBaanula 
(New Delhi, 1956>.
70. The question of Kablr's position vls-a-vls Raminuja'a part-of-tha- 
whole theory Is a complex, If not highly controversial one and is beyond 
the scope of this study. We quote here howler, a verse from the Kablr 
Granthava 11 which, In our view epitomizes Kablr's reading of the God-soul 
relationship:
The Lord and the swan 
Are In essence the same;
The physical covering 
Makes a swan differ 
From other swans.
From the same clay 
The potter produces 
A multiplicity.
In many colors.
In many forms.
Milk ten cows 
Of five different 
And their milk 
Will be the same
colors
Says Kablr: 0 man.
Set aside thy delusion; 
Know that the One,
The Lord of all.
Fills every vessel.
The physical covering 
Makes a swan differ 
From other swans;
But the Lord and the swan 
Are in essence the same. **
(Translated as Kablr Granthavall. 
Kablr The Weaver of God's Name, p. 487).
62 53, by Sethi,
71. We agree with Barthtral's Interpret at l(xi that Shiv Dayal Singh
represents a particular variation of the doctrine of Vlslstadvalta. We 
quote below, for purposes of Illustration ,a passage from the Sar Bachan 
Radhlsoami (Poetry) «^Ich clearly indicates Shiv Dayal Singh's view of the 
God-soul relationship.
The devotee and the Lord are one. Know ye 
the true Guru to be the Love-form also.
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75. Quraat Sttidhont Vol IV pp 16M7. Sm% also pp 22-25. Tha portrayal
of God* a aovaralgnlty In t)ia Japjl %ihlch auraly would hava Inapirad 
^ba Sawan Singh appaar in llnaa 2, 5, 6, 7-9, 16-19 and 24-26.
Having aald thla ho«iavar, wa wish to point out that tha Hating 
and treataant ofjlod'a inwnantal and tranacandantal attrlbutaa, in 
the g.uria.t Slddhant. rapllcataa, in parts, that of tha Adi Granth but 
Is in no way aa exhaustiva. Baba Savan Singh's format is skatchy 
.haphazard and unsatisfactory to say tha laast. Sea Gurmat Slddh^t 
Vol IV pp. 22-25. For a listing of the divine attributes In the Adi 
graniil see T. Singh, "Unity of God - The Sikh Point of View", pp 94- 
100.
76. Our understanding of Sankara's theory of consciousness is based 
on that of Sharma in A_£rltlcal Survey of Indian Philosophy, pp. 252- 
253.
77. See Gurmat Siddhant Vol.IVpp. 9-10.
8^. See Gurmat SiddKBnt Vol. IV pp. 55, 57.
79. Gurmat Siddhant Vol IV p. 57.
80. The passage from the Adi Granth used In the Gurnet SlddhSfit to 
Illustrate the universality of God as truth Is the followings
True Is the Creator,
True Is tha Causa,
True Is the Lqfd,
True Is the Master's support 
Utter the Truth,
For Truth brings enlightenment.
(Quoted as M 5 Sri Rag 52-8 In Gurmat Siddhant 
Vol IV p. 55).
«
See QiiTMX Siddhint Vol. IV p. 56. The three worlds referred to 
here are the physical, astral and causal planes.
82. This a reference to the supra-causal cosmic region known In 
^dhasaoml parlance as Bhanwar Gupha. We shall return to this name 
when discussing RadhAsoaoS cosmology In the next chapter.
See Gurmat Siddhant Vol. IV p. 7.
See Gurmat Siddhant Vol tv  pp u, ig-jy.
85. See note 9 of this chapter.
See Gurnet Siddhant Vol. IV pp. 16, 22-23 and 40.
Sea Qurmat SiddtiSnt Vol. IV pp. 5, 7 and 21.
See Qurnat Slddh^t voL IV p. 22.
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89. Gu^nat Siddhant Vol. IV p. iO .
Gurnat Slddhant Vol. IV p. 34 . Saa also pp. 52 and 81 of tha sas 
voluna. Quastions partalnlng to tha divine will shall racalva 
attention In the section on the concepts of BKan*V and Hukaia.
91* See fiucaai_Slti5Ul5ni. Vol IV pp. 5, 7. 17, 37, 38. 40, 42 and 49.
92. C. S. Lewis, The Problen of Pain (London, 1940>, p. 23.
93. See Guraat SiddhSit Vol. IV p. 40.
94. See Ouraat Siddhaht Vol. IV p. 78.
95- See Gurnat Siddhant Vol. IV pp, xvlll. This idea of the "inner
reality of God within the human heart" Is one that also finds
expression in the AiU__Granth from which Baba Sawan Singh quotes the
following passage:
Do not consider the True One to 
be afar off;
He Is within us.
Wherever I look I find Him.
How can I evaluate Hia ?
(Quoted as M 1 Asa pp. 421-6 in (kiraat ‘
Slddhant Vol IV p. 40).
96. See Gurroat Slddhlnt Vol. IV p. 52.
o
97. See Gurroat Slddhant Vol. IV pp. 51, 52, 75 and 82.
98. Baba Sawan Singh's list of dl»lne attributes Includes Ekankar 
(Onei, Sat Ham (True Naroe), Nirbhai (Fearless), Nlrvalr
(Without enmity), Ak*51 (Timeless Being), AJunl (Unborn), Sebhaa (Self 
-existent) and Guru Parladl (Grace of Master). This list someiAat 
slallar to the one found In tha Mulmantra (Adi Granth p. i>.
99. Gurmat Slddhant Vol.IV p. xlvl. See also pp. 30 and 43 of the 
same volume.
We are reminded here of the minimum.working hypothesis of Vedanta 
philosophy which stipulates that man's real nature is divine. It also 
states that his purpose on earth Is to realize that divine nature.
For a general Interpretation of the message of Vedbnta , see C. 
Isherwood and M. Rodd (eds. >, Vedanta for the Western World (New 
fork, 1945).
100. See Guraat Slddhant Vol. IV p. 10.
101. See Gurmat Slddhant Vol. IV p. 50. .
102. The three cardinal precepts of the RadhMoaml faith are ^bd, 
Satguru and Satsang. See Gurmat Slddhant Vol. IV pp. Ixxxvl-lxxxvlll.
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Though th*6e three precepts are as a rule seen to be standing 
'on equal footing, sons sectarian writers tend to elevate Sabd to a 
position of predoalnance. One such exanple Is Julian Johnson, one of 
Baba Sawan Singh's earliest Western Initiates. He writes:
The Audible Life Stream Is the cardinal, 
central fact In the science of the Masters.
It Is the key stone of the arch. It Is the 
cornerstone of the structure, it Is the 
structure Itself. And It Is the Path of 
the Masters.
tlhe Path of the Masters, p. 368).
✓
103. Sabd Is discussed under the heading "The Sound Current". 
Gurnat Siddhant Vol.IV pp. 107-172.
See
104. Nail) (the divine Name) Is discussed In Voi. IV on pp. 173-221.
105. GurTi Nanak* s position on Sabd Is given expression in the 
following verses of the Adi Granth. Ramkall M 1, Slddha Goshtl' , <25- 
39) pp._940 -942 . For Dadu* s definition see I sabd 10 of the l?adu 
Poyal kl Blnl as quoted by Upadhyaya In Dadu the Compassionate 
Mystic p. 118.
106. Amongst the names used to describe Sabd are "the Celestial 
melody", "divine sound", "Inner melody" and "divine music*. See 
Our ant Slddhiant Vol. IV pp. 108, 116 end- 117* and 126.o *
107. Purl, Radhasoaml Teachings, p. 46
108. The following passage from the Sar Bachan RadhasoamT (Poetry) Is 
typical of Shiv Oayal Singh's understanding of the term:
Shabd hath created all three worlds tl.e. 
the whole universe); from Shabd hath spread 
all Phenomena (Maya). Shabd hath created 
the "And" (Astral Plane) and the Brahmand 
(Causal Plane); "Shabd" hath made the seven 
Island-Realms ("Dip*or "Dweep") and nine 
sections (of the universe); "Shabd" sustalneth 
the three "Gunas" (Qualities) and all people; 
"Shabd" supporteth the earth and sky. "Shabd" 
hath made man and Brahm; "Shabd" hath brought 
Into existence the sun and the moon.
(Translated as Bachan 1 In 
Teachlnfs. p. 46)
Purl, RadlMB.MBl
109. Shlv Dayal Slngh frequently speaks of Sabd as thè divine 
melody, transcendent melody. and thè all pervadlng form of Ood. See 
Puri, Rftdhasoaml Teachlnge. jp, 45 , Baba Sa%ian Slngh' s use of thè sai
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terins could lead one to speculate about hin using the Sar Bachan 
Radhosoaini as a source of reference.
110 Qjj r f f l ? ^ Vol. IV p. 108. See also p. xclx of the same 
volume.
111. Gurmat Slddhant Vol IV p.  107. >
The resemblance of this passage to another in the Sar Bachan 
Radbagogml(Poetry) is striking . Bachan I Shabd 3 reads:
0! know thou, "Shabd" as the beginning of all 
creation; and the end of all too thou know as 
“Shabd”. The three worlds and the Fourth Realm 
(Dimension), all these things hath •’Shabd" 
created
(Translated by Purl, Radhasoami Teachings, 
p. 47).
^Iv Dayal Singh in turn seems to have been inspired by the Kabir ki 
(p. 33:69) which runs as follows:
Apply yourself, 0 friend,
To the practice of Shabd - 
The Shabd from even which 
The creator came into being;
Imprint that Shabd 
In your heart, 0 friend.
(Translated by Sethi, Kabir The Weaver of God*s 
Name, p. 225).
112. The relationship between celestial sound and light to ^ b d  has 
many important cosmological and esoteric connotations, the detailed 
treatment of which sh^ll be reserved for the chapters dealing with 
cosmology and Surat Sabd Yoga. Baba Sawan Singh's explanation appears 
on pp. 130-133 of Vol, IV of the Gurmat SiddhAnt.
113. The Ràdhàsoiml cosmic hierarchy will be discussed in the next 
chapter.
114. Babà Sawan Singh has dedicated an entire chapter in the Gurmat . 
Slddhinl<Vol. IV pp. 236-250) to amrit, a con^pt which for all
practical purposes is used as a synonym for & b d  and as such does not 
nerit separate treatment.
Strictly speaking the term amrit (nectar) means sanctified 
water.In the history of Sikhism plays an important role in the 
inaugration ceremony of the JOìSlsà movement founded by Guru Gobind 
Singh. For details see McLeod. Textual Sources for the Study of 
auuuaii p. 3 .^Some scholars believe that the Sants borrowed the 
erm from the Tantric Buddhists and Vajrayana Slddhas but attached to
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It a different neanlng, that of the expression of God or God Himself. 
See Callewaert, Ihs SflrvSngf Qf the Da-aapanthl RutAh p. 330.
thl« with
Inp^nr.il C?w! "i reference to the Sikh scriptures points to a 
specifically Sikh understanding of the term. He uses It as a symbolic 
expression of the Intimate presence of God In creation.
¿urnat is dedicated to
the concept of Harl Ras, another synonym for Sbd, « term that is
hIp? ^he elixir of
alluding to the maharasa rasayana of 
Tantrlc yoga which is said to confer Immortality. Baba Sawan Slneh
divine ambrosia. See Gurm atSiddhant Vol IV p. 222.
‘’“‘h ''olc* «I'd the spoken word and has 
Hlnd"*rnnri[n!^*f * Study nl .h.
wiodroffI‘ °?h!"i' '®i®‘ H’' f P -  ««fei -pl so t ^ j ' ’
1^8- See Ifllttrlva Br’^manii H.8.8.4,5.
1^9. See Haltrl n  vi 22.
120. See Manu 1.21-25.
orihe^mlierse* * ***" *® ‘ *‘® ®“PP°''“ ''8 principle
122. We shall return to this subject In detail In the next chapter.
123. fiyrBflt Siddhaht Vol. IV p. 109.
P ^ ' 191^55^’for ?of Rail nous Cul tfi <Calcutta,1961).
d H ^ e n t ^ w t u T "  °f ‘h* radhasoam-l theory of coselc
th:‘g:i“a?*Nidhisoia^ is".i?:gir*:.:^ :^:i^  L°d^;of?:!%“i,!r.!r‘!r
^ ’^ ■thyvolce^of o^ld’^e^^* HlflllM T n u m i o n . pp. 34-61. 126. The Idea
all he refers to III remains the Sikh GurQs. In
of the volume o f  th* «crlptures over seventy times In chapter IV the volume of the fiUTMt Slddhfln^ In question.
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127. Se« for oxasple Valayapldlya 1: 14, 1:22.
128. A uaaful Introduction to the yoga of the word la H. Coward, *The 
Yoga of the Word (Sabdap'urvayoga)’*, In The Adya Library Bulletin 49 
(1985), pp. 1-13.
129. ^ aM Yoga or Surat Sabd Yoga Is the yoglc discipline of the 
l^ dhaeo'aiil faith. The na«e la derived from the Nath-panthi suratl- 
sabda yoga. Brief notes on euratl-eabda yoga appear In Barthwal,
Traditions of ¡ndlpn ityitlciM . bdgfd . on Wlrguna School of Hindi
Poetry, pp. 98, 130, 142 and 169.
130. A more ^1 ter a I translation Is the one offered by Purl. He 
defines Surat Sabd Yoga as "the practice of conscious union of the 
soul with the Divine and the all pervading melody of the Supreme 
Being". (Radl^asoaml Teachings, p. 8). Lane simply calls It " the 
union of consciousness/attentIon with the divine Inner sound". Lane, 
The Death of Klrpal Singh. The Politics of Guru Successor ship, p. 1.
131. See Gurnet Slddhant Vol. IV pp. 127-128.
132. The onnlpotent agency of Sabd receives repeated attention In the 
Gurmat Slddhwt. See Vol. IV, pp. Ill, 121, 123, 126 and 137.
133. The practice of "turning Inwards" (ultl chale In Hath 
terminology) has It's roots In Nath yoga and was probably Introduced 
Into the Sant yoga sadhan¥ by Kablr. This regressive process which 
consists In the reversal of all psychological currents and Is 
essential to the medltatlonal practice of the Radhasoamls will be 
explored fully in a later chapter.
134. See G(^ mat Slddhant Vol. IV p. 132. Light and found as 
expressions of Sabd are to be found in the practice of Surat Sabd Yoga 
and are related to surat (the hearing faculty) and nlrat (the seeing
faculty). Both these terns are used by the Naths.
«
^ba Sawan Singh, however, prefers to quote the Adi Granth for 
references to sound and light:
When the mind was attuned to the Shabd;
It became detached and dispassionate.
There appeared Light within and from It emanated 
The Heavenly Sound %dilch laade me the devotee of 
the True Lord.
(Quoted as N^l Sorath 634-12 In 
Gurnet Slddhant Vol. IV.d 130).
✓
135. The repeated references to the Inwardness of Sabd (QjicmL 
Slddhant Vol. IV pp. 4, 129, 141) Is expressive of the Sant notion of
the Interior path of spirituality. Like his Sant predscessors Bftba 
Sawan'singh calls for an uncompromising rejection of external forms of 
religious expression (Qurmat Siddh'ant Vol. IV pp. xxll-xxxll). In 
favour of an Interior transformation of the self. See Jusrgensnayer,
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"The Radhasoanl Revival of the Sant Tradition**, 
explanation of "Sant InternalIsH".
p. 399 for a brief
136. The third eye Is referred to In Radhlsoaal literature as tiers 
111 and daewan d%mr (the tenth aperture) and Is considered to be the 
seat of the soul, the aperture of access to the higher r^lons.^ ^  
detailed discussion of the use of this Tantr^ tere In the Radh*heoael 
vocabulary follows In the chapter on Surat Sabd Yoga. Suffice to say 
at this Juncture that ^ba Sawan Singh usee the term tenth door as 
It appears In Its Nath setting. See Gurnat Slddhant Vol IV p. 126.
13/. See Our mat Slddhant Vol IV pp. 154-156
138. See Guraat Slddhant Vol. IV pp. 156-165.
139. See Sabdavall Pt. 1, Arlll 8, p 10, also Kundl 20, p 39. 6aba 
Sawan Singh however, prefers the term "unending sound" (Qucjaal. 
Slddhant Vol. IV p. 154), which he calls "a recital of God’s Name" 
(Gurroat Slddhant Vol IV p. 156).
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CHARTER III
CQgHOOQHY AWP C06IIOLOGY 111 THE GURWAT S1DPHÀNT
Introduction
In the Ournat Slddhant Babà Sawan Singh does not couilt hineelf to 
systematically constructing a cosmological system of hie own. Instead 
what he presents are scattered references to various aspects of the 
Radhàsoàml cosmological scheme. (1) These, when taken together serve 
to provide the reader with some idea of the backdrop of ideas that 
influences his cosmological thinking. We are here dealing with a 
belief system founded on Kat^r-panthl writings and on the Sar Bachan 
Ràdhàsolmì.
There is a great deal of literature belonging to the Kablrpanth. Until 
recent years most of it existed only as manuscripts and t«ere therefore 
not accessible. Now some of it has been printed, though there are a 
considerable number of works that will remain unknown to the 
researcher. (2) The texts that are of interest to us here are the
BlJak t3) end the Anurag S^ar. (4)
Kablr scholars agree that there is no evidence to suggest that Kablr 
•ver composed a single line or even wrote a single verse - though a 
large number of works have been attributed to him by the Kablr- 
panthls. <5) It must be stated, however, that KabIr-panthTs do not 
claim that Kablr wrote do%m the verses himself. They believe that
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Kablr conposad than orally and that thay were aubaaquently written 
down by hla Innediata dlaciples eapaclally Bhago Däa and Dharan Das. 
(6) It Is often the practice of Kablr-panthls to publish their works 
as Kablr Krlt <1. e. witten by KabFr). (7) The Bl.lak In Ita various 
forma <0) is considered the most sacred book of the Kablr-panthTs and 
seen by some as **the most authoritative record of the. teachings ot 
Kabir". (9) The Bl.lak. Vaudeville (10) informs us, cones down to 
us in two forms, a longer and a shorter one. She believes, however, 
that neither of then can be attributed to Kablr since they contain 
references to an elaborate cosmology, something usually associated 
with Kablr-panthl writings. (11) The Anurag Sägar (1-2) Is a 
cosmological work of the Chhatlsgarh branch of the Kablrpanth and an 
Important text for later esoteric Santlsn. It Is one of the forty 
works alstakenly attributed to Kablr« and collected together in the
e
elevtfi volumed KabTr Sägar. <13) This work purports to be a dialogue 
between Kablr and Dharam Das, one of Kablr's best known disciples, 
said to have founded the Chhatlsgarh branch of the KabTrpanth, some 
time In the late sixteenth century. (14)
c
Bäbä Sawan Singh Is reported to have held this text In high regard,
considering It to be the nost Important book on the teachings of Sant
«
Mat. (15) Ran has this to report:
Hazur one day told Seth Vasdev 
that he should read Kablr Sahib's 
Anurag Sagar (The Ocean of Intense Love). 
Hazur said that %flthout studying It, one 
cannot fully understand the teachings of 
Sant Mat. (16)
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It le these texts (17) that deliver the content of RadhiasoanT 
esoteric coeaology , SK>dlfled, nevertheless, In the font of sectarian 
dogma. (18) It is to these texts and the Sar Sachan Radhasdaml of Shiv 
Oayal Singh that one must turn If any meaningful understanding of 
Baba Sawan Singh* s cosmological beliefs Is to be aciileved.
We contence the analysis by determining what Is said In the Gurmat 
Slddhftnt about the pre~creatlon state . Central to this discussion Is 
an understanding of what Baba Sawan Singh means by a state of God 
being all In Himself**. We will also examine the conviction that 
the mystery of the universe Is beyond human comprehension.
In presenting Baba Sawan Singh's version of the act of creation we 
analyze his notion of God's will to create the universe. We are 
dealing here with a creation theory based on the idea of divine self- 
aanlfestatlon.
Our final task Involves a study of B&ba Sawan Singh's cosmography. We 
highlight here his description of the different cosmic regions and 
their governing deities and the pivotal role of Sat and Kal Purus.
Ths Pre - Creation State
Slddhoht the pre-creation state Is described as follows:
When He was hidden in Himself He 
was neither one nor two. He had 
no forms or attributes. Exactly 
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what ha waa cannot ba dascribad.
In tha unnanlfaBtad atata Ha waa 
Inconcalvabla, unkno^rabla and naaalaaa. 
Ha waa nalthar tha Doar nor tha nafura, 
nor tha Creator. Thara waa nalthar 
craator, nor avan tha craatlon. (19)
The language and style of this account la raalnlacant of that of
the §ar PftChan__Radhaco^T (Poetry). Bachan 23 Shabd 1 of tha text
reads:
How far can 1 say ? No one waa there ; the 
creation of the four realna had not taken 
place. What there waa do I tell thee now:
Wondrous Wonder twas all In Hlnaelf, Wonder,
Wonder, Wonder. Wonder than took on a form.
In Himself doth He ever remain, that state 
doth He ever retain. Hla Being doth no one 
know; He Himself doth tell us Himself He was 
Himself, and no other was there.
Pre-creation stories such as these already exist In the Rg Veda.
(21) VpanllS0d9> C22> Srl Bhasva. (23) Goraksa-vllaya (24) Adi
*»
QraniiL (25) Anurag Sffgar (26) and the Bilak. (27) Whatever the
o
variations In style, all these pre-creation myths have a number of 
clearly dlscernable common features. These Include the Idea of pre- 
creatlonal darkness, chaos or non-being. These Ideas are usually 
accompanied by portrayals of the God as being ••In Himself" - a state 
often described as an Indescribable mystery. These Ideas figure 
prominently In the writings of Baba Sawan Singh and his predecessor 
Shiv Dayal Singh.
“The Idea of ••God being in Himself^* is found In the Sar Bachan 
■Bfltihaggflal (Poetry). Shiv DayTl Singh has this to say:
Saints have dascribad It as tha realm 
of '•All In Himsalf^^, tha region of tha 
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WondrouBly Wond.rful. He HlmBelf came 
to be known as ’•Anam" or "Akah* for no 
form of feature or color hath He. (28)
Bibi Sawn Singh „prasses th. e.ae Idea m  tha gur...t Siddh^n, .dian 
he writes:
He was hidden in Hlmselt. He was neither 
one nor two, He had no form nor attributes 
Exactly what He was cannot be described 
In the unmanlfested state He was inconceivable 
unknowable and nameless. (29)
What wa have here Is essentially a description of what might be termed 
the highest state of existence or level of consciousness. It is that 
state Of Ood being alone m. the “original Cause“. (30) before 
creation in any form had taken place. In the beginning. «  are told , 
there was nothing but Ood “In Hlnseif-. He was pure existence. Th. 
term "pure existence“ Is used here to denote a state of perfect divine 
existence. It refers to a transcendental state of non -dual reality 
-here nothing exists with or beside God Himself. It is not a state of 
nothingness. All Is In Ood and Ood Is In all.
The central theme here Is of an everpresent, eternal, absolute Being 
existing as love and grac. and bliss, before th. creation ot space 
and time. Haba Sawan Singh elaborates further:
Prior to the creation ot this world, 
God was a vast ocean - like AIL - 
Consciousness. He was all love, all 
bliss and aelf^-^sufficlent. Ood was 
everything In Himself and was in a 
state of blissful quiescence, and His 
basic form was Lova. (31)
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6ibí Sawn Singh u  not vrtUlng to b. draw into a dl.cua.lon about 
Ih. «han and why of craatlon. Insta.d h, concentrata. on th. st.f of 
the universa before creation. He exhorts the reader to refrain fro.
intellectuallxing about the .ystery of creation, <32> uhlch to hi. 
16 essentially a spiritual experience.. t33) HI. emphasis on the 
aystery of creation Is typical o, the Sant attitude toward, th. 
proble. Of creation. M,.t .»rges out of B-.b.- Sawan Singh's statement 
is the belief that the question of creation is a divine iq-.tery best 
understood only by the creator Himself. He says that:
The reply of perfect Saints to questions 
concerning whence this universe originated 
and ^ e n  and how. is that we should approach 
he Creator Hlnself for the answer. (34>
This is a position that has also been adopted by the Sikh Gurus In th.
^  M I for example reads:
o
The Lord Creates all His Wonders and Knows 
alone their Mystery and Quintessence.
Rare Is the one who reflects on this Wisdom,
B U sT  ^““"clpated and Attains the highest
the^M»M®^!LS® the day envelopeshe night; heat and cold too (are the facets of
the same sun> so does God's Light Inform us all.
E«t Jrr® »1« State andextent; nay no one does. (35)
Qf Great inn
Although W  ar. not told why God chose to crest, th. unlvarse. w. are 
Id how It came Into being. In tha Qurmat Slddhént it is Indicated 
‘A.t th. universe c a w  into being es . result of a coneclous resolve
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on th« part of tha creator to create the world. Central to the 
dlecusalon here la the tern "nauj* , loosely translated by Babà Sa%mn 
Singh to nean "wave**, which In RadhasoQPiì parlance Beane **6uprene 
will" or "purposive play". 06) The Idea underlying the concept of 
mauj Is sinllar to that v4)lch explains the concept of Ilia In the 
PrahMBUtrfl O?) or Vedanta. 06) Both these terns convey the Idea 
of creation as an Involuntary or spontaneous act of love, an 
overflowing of the plenitude of the creator. The following statenents 
fron the Ournat Slddhant make this clear:
Man has been created In the Inage of God, 
and God Is Love.
God Is Love, and Love was In the beginning.
The entire creation Is the result of love. <39)
Baba Sawan Singh's use of the term "nauj" to mean a wavellke flowing
/ o
forth of divine will taking the form of Sabd, the celestial sound 
current Is Illustrated by the following statement:
There was a notion In Him, which we can 
describe as a wove. By this wave both 
the True Lord (Sat Purush) and the 
Negative Power (Kal Purush) were born. <40)
The resemblance of the above statement, to the following verse In the 
Sar BflChan Radhatoaill reveals something about the viay In which Babà 
Sawan Singh relates to the teachings of Shiv Dayil Singh:
In the beginning there was dhundukar (misty 
chaos). The Lord Purush was In Sunn - Samadhl 
(absorbed within Himself). Till then there 
was no creation. When His Mauj surged, Shabd 
became manifest and brought Into Being the whole 
of creation. (41)
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However, interestingly enough, Bebé Sawan Singh tends,to relate sauj 
to Bhani and HukSh. Creation In his eyes Is an expression of Hukaa, 
the divine Blaster plan, which Is a product of Bhânâ or God's 
conscious will. (42)
— SlddbSoL, creation Is seen not only as a product of
God's wishful creation but also as a result of His self-expression. He 
repeats the Râdhasoânl belief that God's will is inseparably linked 
with His urge for divine self-expression. Babà Sawan Singh Is 
primarily Interested In a causal process by which the creator evolves 
the creation by means of divine self-projection .
His account of the evolution of the universe Is that the -creation of 
the universe began when 4bd. the primal sound current, originating 
from the ultimate supreme Being, commenced to flow down In a process 
of discrimination, separating and halting and forming the different
cosmic regions. (43) In the spiritual cosmology of the Beas school
/
Sabd is seen as «anlfestlng Itsslf In flva forns eorrsspondlng to tha 
live prlnary regions of creation. Babà Sauan Singh axplalns:
Since there are five primary regions 
in the creation, this one Shabd appears 
to be five. There two Shabds up to Trlkutl; 
two from Trlkutl to Satlok; and the fifth 
one Is In Satlok. (44)
Interestingly enough, no mention at ail Is made In the Gurmat SfddhSnt 
about Sabd reverberating through the universe as eva, ml, rhî, dhâ - 
the first universal sounds. This Agra version of the ^ bd theory H
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probably'^eJ«cted by Baba Sawan Singh as being not In keeping with 
Shiv Dayal Singh'a "true" teachings. (45)
The Radhaaoenl Idea of divine self-descent that Baba Sawan Singh 
proposes Is clearly related to the Idea of the "churning of the 
oceans* found In the creation myth of the Anurftg SflTRftC.- 'This Kablr-
panthT account of the creation of the lower worlds Involves the Idea
/
that every churning of the cosmic ocean by Brahma, Vlsnu and Siva 
brought forth the causal, astral and physical planes respectively.
(46)
It could also be argued that Baba Sawan Singh's notion of divine self­
descent does bear some similarity to that of Gorakhnath. The
terminology of the .Slddha Slddhanta-Paddhoti 1« unmistakably Tantrlc 
and does not appear to have been adopted by the RadhBsoaml Sat gurus. 
Evenso, the Rath account of the divine Saktl unfolding toward the 
phenomenal cosmic system certainly expresses the Radh'Asdaml idea of 
the ^ b d  descending through the universe from God. (47)
It Is believed that when the supreme One wished to bring the universe
c
Into being He created the a number of cosmic regions. The first of 
these was called Agam Lok (the Inaccessible world), presided over by 
Agam Purus (the Inaccessible Being) (48) - the first Individual
manifestation of the nameless Lord, Anaml Purus. (49) The supreme 
creative energy, now working through Agam Purus, brought Into 
existence the next cosmic region below Him «Rilch Is called Alakh Lok
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<th« lnvl«lble world) and la ruled by Alakh Puru^ (the tnvlelble Being). 
(50) Then, working through Hln the Lord of creation Sat Purus (the True 
Being) (51) appeared In the next coenlc level Sat Lok (true world). (52) 
In the Radhlsoaml schene of creation It Is Sat Purus that carries out all 
creative activity. (53) He Is responsible for the creation of the lower 
causal, astral and physical planes.
The Radhisolel grand hierarchy of the universe is a highly stratified 
and complicated one coeprlslng eight grand divisions with countless 
subdivisions, zones and subzones region after region, plane after plane, 
each differing from the rest , each governed by a deity with powdrs and
duties assigned to him by Sat Purus. (54) This cosmographlc schene has 
been described ast
a galaxy of lords, rulers, creators,
« governors, all of the heayenly spheres
who have been appointed by the supreme one 
to discharge the duties assigned to them 
In their respective regions. (55)
Thu C08»lc «ch««. u  consldared by follower, of the RidhisdSel folth to 
he unique to Its teaching* and unknown in the other religioua traditions 
other than Radhasoaiff Nat. It 1. believed to be the product of the 
Satguru'B higher epirltual experience not diecloeed to adepts of the so- 
called "lower" schools of yoga. In this respect Johnson writes:
They know about the creation and 
order of the universe of so many 
parts from personal study and exploration.
Beginning from the lowest stratum of 
earth and ranging upward to the highest 
heavens, the peters know every foot 
of the ground. The non-material and 
supersensuous are just as familiar to 
than as are the rivers and mountains 
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of the terrestrial sphere. Besides 
their ability to see the entire past 
history of the universe, the universe 
as It is today Is an open book to them. (56)
Baba Sawan Singh confirms this belief %ihen he writes:
The writings of the Saints are faithful 
records of their experiences In the higher 
spiritual regions. They are like sign­
posts and milestones to seekers on the 
path of spirituality. (57)
Bftbâ g^wan Sin£h's Cosmic Scheme of Creation
The cosmic map that Baba Sawan Singh talks about appears to be a 
modification of the one that has been described In the Sar Bachan 
SadÎÜiSattl (Poetry). The general cosmography ‘ appears to be the same as 
that of Shiv Dayal Singh. However, the divisions of the different cosmic 
regions as described below are unique to the Beas school. There Is 
another version at Agra as Indicated below.
The Spiritual Plun^
At the top end of Bab% Sawan Singh's cosmic map (58) lies the region of 
pure spirit known either as Oayal Dee, Sat Lok or Sach Khap^. <59) It 
Is conceived as the plane of pure spirit participating directly In the 
nature of the ultimate supreme Being. This region Is said to be both 
"at the beginning- and -out of time-. It Is -at the beginning- In the 
tense that this was the first level to be foraed. It Is -out of tlme-
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because It Is percelvsd as changeless, and as such, not subject to any 
kind of dissolution. (60) It is also llnltless for as Johnson explains:
If the entire physical universe with Its 
countless Billions of suns and their planets 
were all gathered together In a single 
cluster....this entire ensemble would appear no 
more than a few specks floating in the clear and 
luminous sky of Sat Desh. (61)
It Is from here that ^ b d  flowing from Sat Purus creates the substrata 
of all the universes below It. In accordance with Beas beliefs. Babà 
Sawan Singh talks of this region as having four subdivisions, Anaml Lok 
(or RSdhîsoâmî Dham), Agan Lok, Alakh Lok and Sat Lok These
subdivisions are however, seen as an Intergrated whole , l.e. Sat Lok 
Itself. (62) This Is In contrast to the Agra version which recognizes 
six distinct sublevels In Dayal Des^ , the ‘ highest being RâdhSsoîml Ohâm 
and the lowest Bhanwar Gupha. (63) Proponents of the Beas school, 
however, claim that Shiv Dayal Singh meant to locate these four divisions 
as different aspects of one grand realm and not as Independent separate 
regions. (64)
«
Whatever the method of dividing the zones of this cosmic region, the fact 
remains that the names used for the various subdivisions seem to have 
been first used In the Kabir kl ^abdâvàlî (65) which Babà Sawan Singh 
refers to and comments upon In one of his discourses. (66)
Two stages below Anaml Lok Is Sat Lok which Is highly effulgent and
pure. Two spiritual currents are said to emanate from this zone ,
m
pervading all the regions below. The celestial swlcxly resounding here Is
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believed to be that of the bagpipe. ^67) The governing deity of this 
f i r s t  complete region called Sat Lok or "the Father's House (.66) Is the 
aag in lflc en t Sat Purus, of whose magnificence Blba Sawan Singh has this
to say:
The light of one thousand suns and 
the sane of moons would not compare 
with the light that emanates from one 
hair on the body of Sot Purush, the 
True God who presides over Sat Lok 
and all the universes and worlds above It (69;
Directly below Sat Lok, acting as a kind of buffer between the pure 
spiritual regions and the causal plane Is Bhanwar Gupha (70) where the 
flute (71) Is heard resounding through Its eighty eight thousand 
universes. (72)
The c^ysg ; P lane
The second grand division, the causal plane , Is known In Radhasoaml
parlance as Brahmand. This Is the spiritual-material region. Here divine ^• •
substance still predominates but Is nixed with a certain amount of 
matter. The substance of this realm gradually becomes less and less 
concentrated as one descends towards the lower regions. It is the home of 
the three gunas (73) and of the mind. Babà Sawan Singh's definition of 
mind bears certain similarities to that of Kaplla. Howeverj the 
application of the tern in the context of Radhasoand cosmology lends It a
distinct flavour:
There are three minds, pind« brahmandl and 
nlj. The plndl mind works below the eye focus. 
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It has concctlon with the senses, so It has 
low desires and an outward and downward 
tendency. The friendship of the soul with It 
lowers and debases the soul. The brahmandi 
Bind has good desires. It helps In the uplift, 
has an inward and upward tendency and works in 
Brahnand. The nlj Bind is at the top of the 
second stage, Trlkutl, and in It lies the 
seed of all creation. (74)
Brahraand Is considered to be extremely vast In area when compared with 
the physical universe but small when compared with the first grand
division above it. It is further divided into five subdivisions (75), 
two lower and three higher zones. The two lower zones are Banknal (76) 
and Trlkutl. (77) The higher zones are Par Brahm, (78) Daswan Dwar (79) 
and Maha Sunn. (80) The two lower divisions are seen as existing ,ln 
time and are subject to dissolution, (81) while the upper three
divisions are hot. (82)
Generally speaking, the RadhSsoIml cosmic theory of the Ages Is that of 
the Pur^aa. However, It departs from the Puranlc original in one
Inportant particular. There is the same emphasis on the physical and
moral decline of the world, but the values that are assigned to the 
sequence of ages are partially Inverted The Kallyuga is Indeed an age of 
depravity and suffering, but it Is also seen as ^ as era of unique 
opportunity. (83)
The causal plane is said to be the abode of the personification of 
negative power, Kal or Kal Purus (84) ~ a creation of Sat Purus. (85) 
He i8 the ruling deity of this plane and rules over the lower astral and 
physical planes. From the Radhasoaml vle%ipolnt Kal Is another name for
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Nlranjan. The Kabir-panthle use the tern Nlranjan to denote the deity who 
is believed to have taken possession of the lowfer cosmic planes. Through 
the seduction of meyi he is said to have fathered Brahn», Vlsnu and Siva, 
the three major gods of the Hindu pantheon. Together with them he rules 
the world, keeping It bound to darkness and death. <86) This creation 
myth Is often repeated in Radhasoaml circles.
Though Kal Purus Is perceived as being the Lord of korna. He Is seen as 
having limited powers. He has no hold over the souls whose karmas he
administers. Babà Sawan Singh writes:
Kal or Dharan Ral administers as he Is 
directed to by the higher True Being 
tSat Purush) and he is not the creator .
It is only the body that belongs to Hl^ . .
He has no control over the soul, because 
souls are the children of the True Being 
(Sat Purush) and are Immortal. (87)
o
Another Interesting testure of the RSOhesoSei concept of «Ind is thet it 
Is seen as being an expression of Kal Purus:
Individual mind is Kal on a small scale.
It is Kal's agent, attached to every 
soul to keep It out from the eye focus 
and keep It entangled In. this world. (88)
Kàl Purus is considered to be the enemy of the self, the archfiend of 
the universe. (89) He personifies time and death. Assisted by his 
alnlon mays (90) he spreads his net of wordly attachment, trapping the 
selves and binding them to the cylce of birth and rebirth.
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Maya in the Gurnet Slddhant is the mayi of Kablr and Guru Nanak, and as 
such IB not the cosmic illusion of classical Vedanta. C9l) The world Is 
Indeed maya but It is far from unreal, tor It Is an illusion only in the 
sense that it is accepted for what it Is not. Babà Sawan Singh sees 
lapermanence as the essence of the world. It is real, but it is 
impermanent, in the sense that it is perishable. He who accepts the world 
as a thing of ultimate value and seeks true fulfillment in it is seen as 
engaging in self^ - ^ deceit, for worldly things are but creations of maya, 
and do not represent the higher reality, the living light of Sat Purus.
Babà Sawan Singh sees màyà as untruth. The expression of this untruth is 
the world. It is in worldly affections, in the desire to appropriate the 
worldly goods, that man's great temptation lies and succumbing to this 
temptation means involvement in untruth. The result can only be 
separation from God and continued transmigration.
The astral plane (92) lies nearest to the physical universe . It is 
called And or Sahansdal Kanwal (93) and is ruled by Alakh Nlranjan. It
• a
receives its name from the great cluster of lights that act as the 
powerhouse of the physical universe. It is also the region of countless 
■elodles and harmonies, the most prominent of which is that of the conch. 
<94) This plane has a dark side (that of ICHl Purus) and a lighted side 
(that of Sat Purus). (95)
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In the astral plane, material predominates. The astral plane constitutes 
the negative part of all the super physical zones and lies most distant 
from the positive pole of creation (Sat Lok). It Is here that the heavens 
and the purgatories are housed together with all the angelic and satanlc 
forces that attend to these. From the Radhasoaml viewpoint It is the 
highest region accessible to all other schools of yoga that rely on 
breathing techniques. (96)
The astral plane Is also seen as being the home of the so -called "lower 
religion«". Here we see Bebé Sevan Singh voicing the Sant belief <97) 
so often repeated in the B.rh.n l?5dh»soàJ (Poetrj,) (96> that all
religions except Sant Mat are lower religions or religions of Ksl u r n i .  
mistaken for the suprei* creator <Sat Purus). The manner in which Baba 
Sevan Singh expresses his belief In the superiority of Sant Mat as a path 
of salvation, is expressed thus:
No other teachings besides the teachings 
of the Saints (Sant Mat) lead to the 
Truth. The Truth is the same as that 
%«hlch Kablr expounded, also Guru Nanak 
and his successors, as well as many other 
Saints, and now the Radha Soaml teaching. (99)
The doctrine upon which this claim is based is the following. The
original creation of Sat Purus is distinctly different from the. "three 
worlds" created by Kal Purus. In the regions above Kal, creation proceeds 
as originally planned, whereas the three worlds sre fallen. Ralncarnation 
takes place within the fra«»«rk of iCal's law. the law of karma, in on. 
of theae three worlds. It Is possible to experlenca the two higher worlds 
(l.e. the astral and causal plana«) through yoglc techniques
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organized religions. However, with these methods It Is not possible to 
attain liberation In Sat Lok without Initiation Into Sant Mat by a 
perfect Master, the Satguru.
Physical Plane
The fourth grand division is called Find and is the physical plane. Here 
matter predominates with a small percentage of mind and a still smaller 
amount of spirit. In this lowest of all divisions of creation there Is 
but little light and a very low grade of light when compared with the 
astral or causal plane. Indeed, If compared to the spiritual plane this 
world Is In complete darkness.
The substance of this region Is full of imperfection due to the paucity 
of splrlt-force at this pole. Here arise all the manifold difficulties 
experienced by onrtals. As one leaves this lowest plane and begins to 
ascend toward the higher planes light Increases, hence more life, more 
beauty and more happiness. This Is entirely due to the Increase In the 
amount of splrlt-force In the respective higher planes.
The physical plane Is seen os being the home of the four main life forms 
UOO) and the arena In which the cycle of birth and rebirth Is enacted. 
<101) Like the six heavenly bodies from Sat Lok down to the astral plane, 
there are six lower or physical regions below them In Flo^i vhlch, In 
Sant Mat, ore perceived as reflections of the heavenly regions. These 
six regions ore the six Cakras, all of which relate to the physical
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body. U02) BSba Sawan Singh confirms the Sent practice of 
acknowledging the yoga cakra theory. However, like his Sant counterparts, 
he stresses the limited efficacy of conventional yoga techniques. U03)
In this chapter we examined Baba Sawan Singh's Ideas on the origin, 
meaning and the development of the universe. We Illustrated how his 
cosmological thinking relied heavily on Shiv Dayal Singh and Kabîr-panthî 
sources. We did this by outlining the manner in which the notion of the 
pre-creation state was presented in the highlighted
what Bâb? Sawan Singh meant by "God being in Himself* befoV-e creation. We
«
also examined his i'deas on the mystery of creation. In both instances the 
Influence of the writings of Shiv Dayal Singh was noted. We then examined 
Babà Sawan Singh's definition of the divine will to create and related 
It to Shiv Dayal Singh's idea of mauj. In discussing the Idea ot divine 
self-descent we also noted the Influence of Kabir-panthl and MHth
4
writings.
Our discussion of Babà Sawan Singh*s .ideas about the structure of the
c
universe highlighted the Beas version of the Radhasoaml scheme of 
creation. We drew attention to the manner in which Baba Sawan Singh 
frequently used Kablr-panthT terms, borrowed from Shiv Dayal Singh.
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nqies
, Most of Babl5 Sawan Singh's statenents on the origin
1. Most OT oBu «.inlv in Volume IV of the OurMt SlddMDl-
the universe »PP«'^ “  u, 20-21. 26. 3«. 37, 49. 65.
.oT 135 189 »"8 190) These ere snppleiwnted by68, 106, Met end Die_BflHa-ai-Llebl. two other
«rrstthVt coiiiin st.te«nts «^Tch explain end strengthen »uch of 
„hat has been said In the 'hiriMt S l M W n t -
T this study coseogony neans the origin of the universe, tosiaology 
iefers to the »eanlng of the universe, while coseography denotes 
structure of the universe
See Keay, x.Mr And His KoliwerS. PP- 112->3*-
3 unless otherwise stated, the edition of the Bllat >«*8 P e «
rv.._u Tbs« D-4 rt* Kftblr We have chosen this translation
Singh's part translation.
4. ThP Ocean of Love. The Anyr^g gag^r Qf Kt>bl£. edited by A Singh Is 
the text referred to here.
5 8s many as forty works associated with Kabir have been
tn the eleven voluned Keblr Sager also called the ‘8
hove been edited by ^“8«l“ »n8^ a Kab ^^p fttIM POllto
9r:a"n Unkerto Kabir. See Barth^l. 
or Hindi Poetry an F-vnosltlon of Medtml InUhll Spntn MYStlsUB. P
278.
6. There can be no doubt that ‘P* t“ ' o h a i ^ ^ S u
Individual. Keay Is of the opinion that tie • »ablr
stands out as the Kablrpanth's I nS*e7
And Hie FoUPVaOb P- “’’“'‘“ .““' . h e ^ r n  *^ 01 supposed dialoguesof Kablr-panthl works_ which taka the fora ot suppos
between himself and Kablr.
7. See Keay. Kphir And His FoilOVgCg- P-
8. The Kabir scholar Charlotte V a u d e ^ e ,  i o r  “ « ' ¿ ¿ T o l
different principal editions „^In bodies of writings
I pp. 333-335. For analyses on the three m ^
attributed to Kablr, see Vaudeville, as ’ PP' Schoner and
-Three Kabir Collections: A  ^^ nf Tn^a. pp.
McLeod,
111-143.
9. Keay, Keblr And Hi t  FoUowra^ p. 51.
10. Vaudeville, Kablr Vol-I P- ®7.
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11 Except tor the introductory poem in the BjJfllL (Ad-Mangal, pp.
17I49), Kablr, unlike his followers had little to say about creation, 
m fact it is doubtful if he had a clearly conceived cosmological 
svatem and it is certainly next to impossible to reconstruc a 
cLmology from his verses, if he had one. This view has been voiced, 
aeong others by Wilson, RgUglQW SccU the P- 3^-
12 The main edition of this text is the one edited by S^ml
Vugafanand-^entitled AnurO>eag(tf, ^Bombay. 1946>. It forms
the earllar mentioned English translation used as our main reference
13. See Barthwal. The Nlrguija School Pi Hindi Poetry. Ah ^xposltiaii 
Medieval Indian Santa MvetlClaa» P- 278 .
14. See Chaturvedl, Uttar I Bharat— KT 9§nt p^r^BPOrl. P- 282.
15 This point has been recognized both by non-sectarian and
sectarian writers. See Juergensmeyer. -The Radhasoami 
Sant Tradition-, in Schomer and McLeod, TPg Sailt§ gtvdl^g 
r.edttton of India, p- 354 and
Introduction to The Ocean ot LovCr Th? Ahvrpg SOR^r <?f KobtL  P- 
xxxli.
16. Ram, With the Three Masters Vol II p. Id7
17. Although we have chosen the filifllL «nd ygrpg
references, we recognize that there are a number of Kablr-panthi ^xts 
that contribute to oiir understanding of Kablr-ganthl cosmology_^
X  others, the AMr JfaL the the the
Prlthvl Khand. the Nlretil.n Bydii. the TnW»-Pr»Kaa «nd^ t^^ he
Mansur. Information on these works appear in Keay, HffbU ftnfl nifi.
FollQWgCfif PP- 117-129.
18. roller's contention that the works of Kabir
backdrop for Radhasoami cosmology is safely be
distinction that must be made between works h if-hTr-oanthi
attributed to Kablr and those t^longlng to ° der
writings. See Holler, her Radhasvaml— SotSORS— URli— — My&lUs afil.
GoUestone. p. 29.
19. Gurmat Siddhant Vol IV p. 14.
«
20. See Purl, Rfl^hnaoemi Teaching«. P- 1
21. See for example, Rg Vcdfl. 10* 129- l” -^
22. See for example, Altftmn VpQnlBftl 1-1. TllUrivn Vpwifiad. H-
7. 1. and B^daraijvnka UPttnlBflil I ’
23. See for example, gpl BhaTsva !• !• 1*3
24. See Das Gupta, Qhacure RellgiPUa Culifl* P- 320.
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25 For examples see Ramkaii M. 1. (12) Siddha Goshtl, M i  QraoUl P-
939 and Maru Solhas M. 1. (2-15), M i  QrftnUl PP- 1036
26. See A. Singh, The Ocean of LQVfi., The Ani^ rOB SOROr Qf Kfttell.. P-
See Shah, The Bliak of KabTr. pp. 41-43.
28. Translated as Bachan 25 Shabd 2 In Puri, 
p. 171 .
29. r.nrmat Siddhant Voi. IV p. 14. In the case of both these Passages 
(refer to notes 28 and 29 above), once cannot help but be reminded of 
the following passage from the Mvndflha VpftniSOd
He is not grasped by the eye nor even by speech 
nor by other sense organs, nor by austerity nor 
by work, but when one's (intellectual) nature 
is purified by the light of knowledge then alone 
he, by meditation, sees Him who is without parts.
(Quoted from *^ *^^**»i The Principal
Upanisads. p. 688).f
See- also chapter II note 3 of this study.
30. Gurmat Siddhant Voi. IV p- 1-
31. Gurmat Siddhant Voi II p. 107 .
32. See fì.irmat Siddh^nt V o M V  pp. 2 and 3. Johnson explains the 
Ridhasoami position on this matter as follows:
The great Masters do not concern themselves 
too much with how or when the universe came 
into existence. They know this also but 
do not attach any great importance to the 
problem. They set themselves the far 
more important task of liberating souls from 
this world bondage.
(The Path of the Masters, p. 200 ).
33. ‘See Gurmat Siddhlnt Voi. IV p. 3. Jhe idea put forward
unique to Baba Sawan Singh or the Radhasoaml tradition. In the TOga 
Sutra (III.26),- Patanjall voices the belief that the secret of 
creation and the order of the universe can be discovered only through 
meditation. See J.H. Woods, The Yoga - Svsten Qf ^«ew
Delhi,1972), pp. 254 -260.
34. -Gurmat Siddhant Voi,IV p 2 .
35. ^ M i  Qronth p- 079 .
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36 The tern mauj has a often been loosely trenslated to mean
pleasure, whim or delight. The most fitting translation of the
Radfiasoaml use of the term appears to be Lawrence Babb s »P^tlve 
will as pleasure-. See Babb, RgdenpUvt Encpwterfi. Three Hgdgrn
c^^yles in the Hindu TraditlQIL P- 37.
37 See Brahm astitra II. 1. 32-3 . The im p lic a tio n  of c r e a t io n  as d iv in e  
play i T  t h ^  BrahmasutrA I s  a ls o  d ra m a tic a lly  exp ressed  and
Reinforced In several popular Hindu creation myths. ^For ‘*et*lls see 
D. R. Kinsley, -Creation as play In Hindu spirituality , In Studies In 
Religion 4 (1974-1975), pp. 108 -119.
/
38. The concept of 111a In the Vedanta seeks to convey that Isvara
creates worlds out of the sheer joy of doing so. This creative act Is 
viewed as a desireless release of energy. See E. Deutsch and J. A. B. 
van Bultenen, Advalta Vedanta; A PhUOfiOPhlCftii-
(H^polulu. 1969). p. 427.
39. See Gurmat Slddhant Voi II pp. 99, 108.
40. Gurmat Slddhént Voi IV p. 65.
«1. S. Singh Sàr Bachan P.rt_ II (30> p. 79 .. ‘J’*®
quotation Is the word dhundukar. In the Tantrlc work SilDXazSUCfll)^  
the word dhundukara describes the all-pervading darkness and haze of 
the pre-creation state. See C. Banerjee <ed. ), SunyO" PVrOlgft (place 
and date not given).
42. See n..r«et SlddhSnt Vol IV p. 81. The tendency of •‘I“«“ "« »«“j 
with BhenS could be seen as having developed out of the following 
quotation from the *dl Granth. "He by His own Will
universe. He, whom He wills, loves His Will". (Quoted os M 3 Moru 
1064-1 In Gurmat Slddh5ht( Vol.IV p. 81).
43. References to the creative agency of Sabd abound In the
Slddh¥nt. See for example, Volume IV pages xclx, 17, 108, 12 , ,
144, 196 and 197. The general tone of these statements _ seem o 
suggest a recasting of sorts of Bachan 1 Shabd 3 of SfljL-BflCÙM.
cPoetry). See Purl, Rgdhagoaill TMthlngS* PP* 46-47 .
Refer also to Maheshwarl. S5r BftCHaD-- Part I (Poetry),
Bachan 9 Shabd 2, (1-20), pp. 216 - 249.
Johnson's definition of the creative agency of ¿abd serves as a useful 
mirror of Efaba Sawan Singh's understanding of the Idea;
The Audible Life Stream Is the Supreme Creator 
himself vibrating through space. It Is the wave 
of spiritual life going forth from the Creator to
every living thing In the universe. 
tThm Path of the Masters^ p. 374).
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,, ('.„rm.t Slddhiht Vol IV p. 160. The Agra school uses the tera
L n d Sr ” o describe the cosalc^ regions, while at Beas the ter»j»ed 
i^hani. The choice of the PunJSbT tern at Beas Is understandable.
given the strong Sikh presence there.
The Idea of the five Sabds propounded here Is. In 
omrlt doctrine of Slkhlse as Illustrated In verses such as ^'^*''8 
m  Adi Granth 0. 1201 and R8g Bhalro M3 <3), Isll^rsnllL P• 
B a b - a ^ ; ^ ^ g h  talks of Sant Mat as -the 
See emaL-Slddliaili. Vol. I p «. See “iso Maheshwarl. ^SltJaGiiaa 
R^iHhasoaml Part I (Poetry), Bachan 8 Shabd 12 <1 2. >, pp. ^01 ^
45. For an analysis of the Agra mystical sound doctrine,
npr Radhasvain Satsang und die My sU H  dgr Q<?ttg§\0D&> PP- ®9-90.
Singh, The Ocean of Love. The AnurOff S^K^r Of PP’
find this account of the Puranic idea of -the churning of 
in the Bhavatyran. another Kabir-panthi text. *
of the contents' of this work see Keay, Kftbir And KjA  
125 -126. See also Vaudeville, Kftbil. Vol. I p. 35. Baba 
mentions the creetlon of the -Universes _of universes- end 
lands and upper regions-. (Gurmat Slddhant Vol. IV pp.
46. See A.
40 - 44. We 
the oceans" 
description 
Followers pp 
Sawan Singh 
"the nether 
and 37).
47. A summary of Gorakhnath's s'iva-Sakti-vilasa doctrine appears in 
K. Banerjea, The Philosophy of GortthhnfttJi, (New Delhi, 1983), pp. 81
-87. .
48. Agam Purus is also called the unfathomable One.
49. Shiv Dayal Singh repeatedly used Anami Purus to mean the 
unnamable, infinite One. In the Qvrm»t SlddhftnL» Anami Purus is 
referred as the "Lord of Lords" (Harl Ral) (Vol IV p 24) who is all- 
pervading and is running the entire great Universes of universes, the 
Lord of all universes". (Vol. IV p 7). See also page 62 of the same
volume.
50. Alakh Purus is also known as the Lord of the indescribable 
region.
51. Literally, the true Lord, the appellation of the ruling deity of 
the fifth cosmic region above the physical universe.
52. The term is used here much in the same manner as_ it »PPe®rs in
Amar mGi (Root of Immortality). a well -known Kablr-panthl tex
composed about 1800. In this poem of some five thousand stanzas, 5a 
Lok is conceived as the first Imperishable cosmic region. f o  
information on the Amar Mul see Keay, Kttbir
117-118. See also Maheshwari, Sar Bachan Radh^SOanl Part I (Poetry , 
Bachan 5 Shabd 2 (24), p. 112.
53. The myth surrounding the creative activity of Sat 
prominently in a number of Kabir-panthi texts like Awir RUl Thnuffh 
and IV), Biiak (pp. 51 -55) and The Ocean of Lovft (pp. 36-74). Th ug
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Babà Sawan Singh does briefly mention the AnurSg Sagar there is no 
indication of him subscribing to the Kabit— panthl creation myth In its 
entirety. See Gurmat Siddhant Voi. IV p. 67.
54. See Gurmat Siddhant. Voi IV pp. 68-69.
55. Johnson, The Path of the Masters p. 232. See also Moller, Per 
Râdh^svaml 5otsahg und die Mvstik der Got testone, p. 86.
56. Johnson. The Path of the Masters, p. 200.
57. Gurmat Siddhant Voi V p. 8. Once again we find Baba Sawan Singh 
duplicating the teachings of Shiv Payai Singh who says;
The teachings of the Sant is 
based upon personal experience, 
and so also its interpretation. It 
is beyond the reach of the intellect 
and it is not possible for merely 
learned people to understand it 
correctly.
(S. Singh, Sir Bachan Part II [203] p. 136).
58. Our presentation of Baba Sawan Singh's cosmic map has been pieced 
together from studied assumptions abdut his cosmological beliefs. 
These assumptions are based on scattered statements found in the 
t o ^ t  Slddhght> &lSCQurses on Sant Mat. Spiritual Gems and The Pawn 
Si_LLg|^^ We have also relied on a cosmographlcal diagram obtained at 
Sawan Asram, New Pelhi in 1984. This diagram, we have reason to 
believe, is representative of the Beas Interpretation of the 
Radhasoaml cosmic scheme. It was circulated by followers of Thakar 
Singh, one of the gurus owing allegiance to Babà Sawan Singh. See 
Appendix for chart.
(
59. Baba Sawan Singh uses the Punjabi term Sach Khand interchangeably 
with Sat Lok. Strangely enough, he does not use the Punjabi names of 
the other four cosmic regions mentioned in the Adi Granth. These are 
(in Ràdhâsoimi parlance), Pharm Khand, Gian Khand, Sarm Khand and Karm 
Khand. Neither does he make any*’attempt to ' relate GurTi Nanak's 
cosmographlca^ scheme to his own. A brief explanation of the usage of 
the five Punjabi terms mentioned above appears In W.0. Cole, The Guru
—SlHhlsa (London, 1982), pp. 51-53. See also Discourses on Sant 
®i. pp. 27-29 and 234-235.
(^flyal De^ and Radhasoami Pham are names preferred by the Agra branch 
Radhasoami movement. See Maheshwari, SSr Bachan Râdhâsoaml 
I (Poetry), Bachan 5 Shabd 2 (10,31), pp. ill and 113.
See Gurmat Siddhant Voi iv p. Ixvl.
Johnson, The Path of the Masters, p. 206.
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62. For an explanation of the Beas view see Puri, RfidhassiaffiL
jpuchings. pp. 175-176.
63. See Appendix for charts.
64 There Is evidence to suggest that Shiv DaySl Singh
sit Lok as one Inteygrated cosmic zone. See Purl. EâdbaaSiMU.
jp/ichings. p. 175.
65 For a graphic presentation of these subdivisions In^the^toidl^ 
c.hH^ îvaiî see Holler, Psr Radhasvainl Satsafig tad dip l*lYStU der 
r.9ttest*one. p< ♦O.
sc our ses »n Sant Mat, pp. 199 - 241.
B7 There are a number of different versions of the sounds heard in 
Q t I nk Baba Sawan Singh has also been known to have spoken of the 
n l d T o f  the v^e^r Un^dUn stringed Instrument) resounding through 
.the spiritual plane. See^vDlsÇftVrSgS QW Safil; Mftl P-
/
68. ^ Discourses on Sant Mat, p. 27.
69. Discourses on Sant Mat pp. 235-236.
70. Here again Baba Sawan 51ngh‘s reliance on the Sor BflCllfla 
ffâdhâanâmT (Poetry) Is evident. In^ Bachan 26 Shabd 4 we rea
Now for the Fourth Stage doth the soul 
get ready. 0 soul! go thou there by 
preserving the treasure of Shabd. The 
soul beholdeth the hill of "Bhanwar 
Gupha" , where to the Sound of "Sohang** 
doth it listen. There ariseth the sharp 
melody of the Flute; and the white sun 
doth the soul behold.
(Translated by Puri, Radhasoaml TeachlnR&t
p. 182)
The term Bhanwar Gufa appears in the H\injohO 
the Kabir Granthavall (p. 127 ). See ^
An Expose ot “ --r---.--- PP'
28 and 288 for notes on this. See also Maheshwari, Sfll— Bachan 
RadFasoaml Part I (Poetry), Bachan 10 Shabd 2 (7), p. 240.
71. P*
72. See Discourses on Sant Mat. p. 231.
73. Besides being the "home" of the three
plane also houses the "five tattvas c*nt ktof*. d .
(tendencies) that determine temperamant”. <j?lSCQUrStg on Snnv rpì-t
192).
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74. The Dawn of Light, p. 118 . A detailed diecueelon of Babà Sawan 
Singh's concept of the mind follows in a later chapter.
75. The exact number ot subdivisions vary from four to six. We bass 
our division on the diagram obtained at Sawan Asram. See note 58 of 
this chapter. It is interesting to note that the Agra school sees the 
causal plane as being Inclusive of the astral plane. The Baas school 
on the other hand, sees the astral plane as being a separate cosmic 
zone. ' See |l^ ppendlx for chart.
76. For a description of Bankhal (Bunk Nal, 
Discourses on Sant Mat, p. 21.
the curved pipe**) see
77. For a description of Trlkutl refer to Discourses on Sant Mat, p.
28. For similarities with the description In Sar Bachan Ràdhàsoàal 
(Poetry) Bachan 26 Shabd 2 see Purl, Radhasoaml Teachings, p. 168.
The term trikuti (the place of three parts) Is one of several yogic 
expressions adapted from the Naihs , which has become a standard part 
of the Sant esoteric Jargon. See Gold, The Lord as Guru In the North
InillflD— Tradì Uon._Ihs iilfidu SaIdì Tradition and Vnlvaraala oL
Religious Perception, p. 61.
78. Par Brahm is also called Sunna (the void), a Tantrlc Buddhist 
term found, among others In the ^writings of TulsI Sahib and absorbed 
into the Sar Bachan Ridhasoàil by Shiv Da^Bl Singh. See Gold, The 
Lord as Guru in the North Indian Tradition. The Hlndi^  Saint Tradition 
•and the Universale of Religious Perception p. 129 for a discussion of 
this point. Tu IsT Sahib's use of the term In his sabdavall (Part II 
Tappa 36, p. 11) is Illustrated In Purl and Sethi's translation of the 
verse. See Purl and Sethi, Tulsl Sahib. Saint of Hathras. pp. 65-66.
79. The term Daewan Owar is derived from dasam duàr (tenth door) 
which has Tantrlc connotations. In Tantrlc terminology It Is the tenth 
orifice (besides the nine natural orifices of the body), through which 
the spirit enters or leaves the body. A description of this cosmic 
realm called which B8ba Sawan Singh calls the tenth gate appears In 
OifiCQurses on Sant' Mat, p. 22. See also Puri, Radhasoaml Teachings, 
p. 323.
80. The Tahtrlc term Mah? SunriV (th^ great void) is also known as 
Nahli Kala and Is at the upper most limit of the causal plane. , In the 
Agra version of the cosmic nap the voids (l.e. Sunns’ and Naha Sunna) 
do not appear as separate zones. For notes on the TShtrlc use of the 
word In the Panea-krama, see Das Gupta, Obscure Religious Cults, p.
47.
81. ' The doctrine of dissolution or pralaya is accepted by all the
Hindu systems except the fffmBìssà^  See S. Oasgupta, History of Hindu 
Phllosopf^y Voi 1, (^abridge, 1969), p. 232 for details. The prevailing 
belief In Ràdhas(>à^ circles is that dissolution only affects the 
universes from TrlkutT downwards. See Slddhant Voi I p. xvl.
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82. Grand dissolution Is said to occur from Daswan Owair to the upper 
aost limit of Bhanwar Gupha. See Gurmat Slddhaht Vol. IV, p. 27. See 
also Vol 1 p. xvl.
83. See Gurmat Slddh*&nt Voi II pp. lO-li and Vol IV p. 239.
84. K51 Purus Is also known as Negative Power, Nlr^Jan , Dharam Ral
and fam Raj (Lord of Death) Both these terms are often used by 
Kablr-panthls. See Gurmat ‘Slddhaht Vol. IV pp. 60-71.
85. See Gurmat Slddhaht Vol. IV p. 67.
86. See Gurmat Slddha^nt Vol IV p. 60.
87. Ourmat Slddhant Vol. IV p. 62 .
88.  ^ Spiritual Gems, p. 177. Here we see Baba Sawan Singh repeating an
Interpretation of the mind as found In A. Singh, The Ocean of Love. 
The Anurag Sagar of kablr. (see p. 40). In this work Kablr is seen
explaining to Dharam Oas that K51 does not usually manifest Itself
except as Individual mind.
89. The idea of Kal Purus being the archfiend of the RadhasoamT 
universe Is a confirmation of a belief central to Kablr-panthl 
cosmology. See Keay, Kablr And His Followers, pp. 140-141. See also
SlddHffnt Vol IV p. 6 and Purl, Radhosoaml Teachings, pp. 
207-208. • —
90. See Gurmat Siddhant Vol. IV p. 66.
91. We agree here with P. D. Devanandan, (The Concept Of MAv*a. An 
E&gov In the Historical Survey of the Hindu Theory of the World. 
[London, 1950], p. 169 ) on this point. Vaudeville (Kablr Vol I pp. 
299-304) provides an excellent compilation of sakhls attributed to 
Kablr, demonstrating his use of the term mays in the Kablr 
Qrantha^ >alT.
92. Baba Sawan Singh's description of the astral plane Is a 
slapllfled version of the one In the Sar Bachan Rbdh^soaml Part II 
(Poetry). See for example Maheshwarl's translation of Bachan 26 
Answer 1 (Part I-IV), pp. 91-98 for Shlw Dayal Singh's description of 
Ihe Astral plane.
93. BSbiT Sawan Singh's description of the astral plane appears In 
msa-vrses on Sant Mat, pp. 22 and 229-230.
Shiv Dayal Singh Is probably responsible for Introducing this 
. See Puri, Radhasoanl Teachings, pp. 189-192.
*o' See Discourses on Sant Mat, p. 20. See also S. Singh, Sar Bachan 
II U76) p 20.
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82. Grand dissolution is said to occur from Daswan Dwair to the upper 
■ost Halt of Bhanwar Gupha. See Gurmat SiddhSht Vol. IV, p. 27. See 
also Vol I p. xvl.
83. See Guraat Siddhint Vol 11 pp. 10-13 and Vol IV p. 239.
64. Kal Purus is also known as Negative Power, Nlranjan , Oharan Ral
and Yam Raj (.Lord of Death> . Both these terms are often used by
Kablr-pant his. See Gurnat Siddhaht Vol. IV pp. 60-71.
85. See Guraat Siddhaht Vol. IV p. 67.
86. See Guraat Slddhant Vol IV p. 60.
t
68.,. Spiritual Geas. p. 177. Here we see Baba Sawan Singh repeating an 
Interpretation of the mind as found In A. Singh, The Ocean of Love. 
The Anur^g Sagar of Kabir. (see p. 40). In this work Kablr Is seen 
explaining to Dharam Das that KSl does not usually aanlfest Itself 
except as Individual mind
89. The idea of Ka^ l Purus being the archfiend of the RadhasoanT 
universe Is a confirmation of a belief central to K«blr-panthT 
cosmology. See Keay, Kabir And His Followers, pp. 140-141. See also 
Gariaat S id d C T n t Vol IV p. 6 and Purl, Radhasoaai Teachings, pp.
207-208.
90. See Guraat Siddhaht Vol. IV p. 66.
91. We agree here with P. D. Devanandan, (The Concept Of M&v'a. An
Essgy In A h e  Historical Survey of the Hindu Theory of the World. 
[London, 1950], p. 169 ) on this point. Vaudeville (Kablr Vol I pp. 
299^304) provides an excell^it compilation of s'akhTs attributed to
Kablr, demonstrating his use of the tera aaya in the
Grant ha van.
92. Baba Sawan Singh's description of the astral plane Is a 
•lapllfled version of the one in the Sar Bachan Rhdhiasoaal Part II 
(Poetry). See for example Maheshwarl's translation of Bachan 26 
Answer 1 (Part I-IV), pp. 91-98 for Shiv Dayal Singh's description of 
the astral plane.
93. Bab? Sawan Singh's description of the astral plane appears In 
Piscoure«»ff on Sant Mat, pp. 22 and 229-230.
Shiv Dayal Singh is probably responsible for introducing this 
t<iea . See Purl, Radhasoaai Teachings, pp. 189-192,
«  5^’'^See Digcourses on Sant Met, p. 20. See also S. Singh, 
P«rt II U76) p 20.
Sar Bachan
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,6. According to RSdKi.oii Hnt. the uee o. e °"oi
,llowe eplrltudl ..cent up to the estr.l plene. Se>, Usa21iCfi$S_2n.
Mati p* 219.
«7 Two such .xenpU. reflecting thle .ttltude .re to <>« «>“"<1 
siiek (R.Bolnl SzTl) end the lH grtntH <Srl Rag Shalok. " ^
^ S e e  . U o  ,i..r.w.t Slddhat Vol. IV pp
To thU idee later In the chapter on Bab. Sawan blngh s unity of 
religions” thesis.
98. See for exaeple Purl's translation of Bachan ¿9 Shabd 18 In 
Teachings, p. 199
QQ ihe n«u.n nf Light, pp. 133-134. See also C ,\trw t VoL IV
p. This seems to be a more moderate stance than ¡[
?hiv Daval SlnKh. His outright rejection of_ other paths of salvation
!p;:.rrii ia^eahwerl. <f,r P.rhpn Rptlha.Qait »«» «
23 Shabd 1 (1- 56), pp. 47-56.
100. In Sant Mat the Hindu classification,of the four
adhered to. The egg born are called AndaJ, ,Plndaj ' See
Bolsture born, Setaj tUshmaj) and the womb born, .
Maheshwarl, Sar Bachan RadhOSQflBl- P«»“t II Slnah adheres(1). pp 17-18 . for such a classification. Baba bawan Singh adheres
to this classification.
101. There la talk here of the "cycle of 84" \ l
p. 65). In the Hindu tradition the number ol “ ^sMculate
Lally said to be elgh’ty four million. He are only able to
about the Radhisoaad practice of reducing the number to 84. »  »‘8»» 
perhaps have been done for reasons o. cOTvenUmce or It “ V * 7° “  " 
practice borrowed from the Kablr-panthls. There Is 
Lldence of such a practice In A. Singh. Thfl iTflMH Rl Ji**
SSear of Kablr. tp. 45) A brief note on ‘h* J  Tir"i i.k of
called Kablrtan texts appears In Hess and blngh,
K»Mr. P- 176. For a detailed breakdown by Baba Sawan ^ngh of the 
^ y  four million forms of life, see "Divinity of Man". In Sat
Sandesh 22 (1987), p. 18.
102. In the Gurmat Siddhant (Vol. IV, p. 
classification is used:
Ixvl), the following cakra
1. Guda Chakra, Muladhar (anus plexus)
2. Indrlya Chakra. Swodhlsta (genital plexus)
3. Nabhl Chakra, Manipur (navel plexus)
4. Hrldaya Chakra, Anahat (heart plexus)
5. Kanth Chakra, Vlsdudh (throat plexus)
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CHAPTER IV
n c  CONCEPT OF SATGURU IM THE GURMAT SlDOHBfT
Intoductlon
The centrality of the gurT3 and the pivotal role he occupies In the 
Hindu belief systen remains a striking characteristic of Hinduism. It 
is a general Hindu belief that human perfectablllty Is only 
conceivable through a system of guru oriented ethico-spiritual 
training. For Hindus religion Is manifested or embodied among other 
things, In the continuing presence of the guru,
• ^
Etymological studies ^1) Indicate that the word gurú carries a 
variety of meanings. Among these, the most frequently highlighted are 
"dispeller of darkness" and "weighty one". The syllable "gu" Is often 
Interpreted to signify "darkness" and "ru" that vrtilch eradicates It. 
The term gurú Is therefore taken to mean "destroyer of darkness". (2> 
Gonda explains that the tendency to associate the word "guru" with 
"heavy" or "weighty" Illustrates the belief that the accomplishments 
of the guru are characterized by an. unconmon weight. (3) MIecko, 
comtentlng on the multiplicity of meanings attached to the term guru 
observes that:
If the word "guru" means many things, 
it Is because the guru Is many things. 
For the guru Is a teacher, counselor, 
father-image, mature Ideal, hero, 
eource of etrength, even divinity 
Integrated Into one personality. <4>
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In order to meaningfully Introduce Babl Sawan Singh's concept of 
Sat guru <true or perfect guru), It Is necessary to have some Idee of 
the guru concept In the three traditions that have noticeably 
influenced Radh'bsoamI thinking. These are the Tantrlc, bhaktl and 
Sant traditions.
A distinctive element In the TOntrlc tradition is Its emphasis on the 
indlspensablllty of the díktógurTT (Initiating guru;. The diksaguru 
plays a central role In the gurTivada doctrine (doctrine of the 
spiritual perceptor). In Tintrlsm, dlksa (Initiation) is seen as a 
process by which the guru transfers his vital energy and spiritual 
powers to the devotee via the gurenantra (mantra of the guru). This Is 
supposed to purify him by removing the inner layers of Ignorance 
caused by karmic .actions and Aya. Olksá is therefore seen as a sort 
of rebirth Into a new existence with accessoto transcendental bliss. 
(5) The guruvada doctrine also presents the guru as a transmitter of 
truth. Being the living eoibodiment of God , he Is seen as the only 
real and reliable source of truth. (6) The way to the truth is to be
4
sought by submitting to his will and obeying his instructions.
It Is also In the medieval Indian Tahtric tradition that we see the
c
personalization of the deity In a different form. The idea here Is one 
of God "descending" to the Tantric guru . The guru in turn, is 
conceived as the Jlvanmukta who "ascends" to God. He Is viewed os the 
jlvanraukto who has attained liberation %diile in the physical body. It 
Is this guru who dominates the entire Tantric sadhana (7) and Is 
spoken of in highly exalted terms. (6)
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In th« bhaktl aovenent th« charismatic, self-reallzad dlksaguru 
0
triumphed over the Vedlc acarya. Emphasis shifted from Brahmanlc 
ritualism, Intellectuallsm and legalism to thelstlc devotlonallsm. 
Within the context of gurubhaktl the gurij assumed God-1 Ike qualities . 
The guru was revered and extravagant resp>ect was paid to him.
Ramanuja's belief that liberation was attainable mainly through
<
bhaktl provided a rational basis for Hindu devotionalIsm. It was this 
devotlonallsm that was to have a great effect on guruhood. It was the 
guru who often became the focus for that Intense devotion which 
Ran^uja prescribed.
Among the bhaktl philosophers Nlmbarka developed the Idea of 
gurupassatl. (9) He was followed In * the thirteenth century by 
Jnanesvaf who extolled the divine guru M0> as the complete focus of 
the devotee's attention. (.11) RBmadasa's admiration for the guru was 
BO great that he considered the true guru more approachable than God. 
( 12 )
Guru deification and worship also found expression within the major 
Valsnavlte and ^Ivlte bhaktl sects. The Valsnavlte sect of Vallabha,
• • c ♦ •
for example, painted a highly exalted picture of the guru. This 
appears repeatedly In the sect's favourite text, the Bhlgavata Purana. 
Among the Vlras^alvltes of the twelth century, the guru Is accorded aA •
filgh place In the astravarana doctrine. U3) The gurU was even 
considered more worthy of reverence than Siva because i#ithout the 
Soru there would be no union with the deity. <14)
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It would not be Incorrect to say then that the concept of divinity 
coupled with the vK^rshlp of the guru was central to the philosophy of 
the bhaktl cults Conuientlng on gurubhaktl within the bhakti sects
Spencer observes:
Being himself one with God, the guru 
was worshipped as God, and such worship 
was regarded as a raeans of union. Images 
of the chief gurus v»ere erected in the great 
temples. Devotion to the guru was placed on equal 
footing with devotion to God. (15)
Guru devotion has found some of its clearest expression In the Sant 
tradition. Most of the early Sants exalted the SatgurTi and rejected 
the ritualism related to the gods. The Satguru was viewed as the
sole available source of spiritual power , the seat of great religious 
nystery and the object or personal devotion. Sometimes he was 
portrayed as a being that dwells within, a sort of Innef voice or
c
spiritual conscience. The early Sants often extolled the Satguru as a 
manifestation of the Divine In human form. At other times he was 
described in very concrete human terms. However, which living person 
the Sants actually had In mind when they spoke of the human guru Is 
not always clear. This, as we have already pointed out earlier, U7) 
is especially problematic when one talks of the Satguru referred to by 
Kablr (18) and GurTT Nanak. (19)
In the Radhasoaml tradition the Satgur'u Is the object of great 
veneration. He appears not only os the mediator of the Divine. He is 
also unmlstakeably Identified with God. Furthermore the Satguru Is 
seen as being able to offer something of his Identity to the disciple.
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(20) In RadhasoMnl Iltarature spiritual powar Is parcaived as nornaily 
moving through established channels. The devotee's access to these 
channels Is through specific sources, In this case, the SatgurTT. It is 
the Satguru who Is perceived as being capable of delivering spiritual 
power through his own person. One of the central beliefs of the 
tradition is that spiritual power can be transmitted by a living 
SatguHi through lineage. (21) It is with this Idea of lineage that we 
find the concept of a line of Satgurus who share the nature of the 
Divine.
The notion of such a fellowship is repeatedly highlighted In 
Radhasoaml literature. Most of what has been said in the tradition 
about lineage can be found in the writings of TulsI Sahib. In the Gha^ 
Raroayan^  tVol I) the idea of a Sant lineage Is Implied In the 
following manner: „
Now we find one separate nameless Lord 
Beyond the void and great void.
The Lord is beloved of the Sants;
Sants make their court at his abode.
No one knows the secrets there.
Though Nanak and Kabir Das tell us.
And Dadu, Darlya and Raidas;
Inapproachable enjoyment for' Nabha and Mira.
And many other Sants have sung about the In­
approachable path
After having reached its-rank. (22)
This analysis of the concept of the Satgur^ in the Gurmat Slddhant is 
primarily concerned with Baba Sawan Singh's definition of the Satguru 
»8 the true living guru. In the folloi^ng sections we shall examine 
his belief that the Satguru Is the embodiment of the supreme Being; 
h^e only source of revelation and the essential means of salvation.
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What Interests us here are the concepts ot Godnan, ^abdguru, Gurudev 
and living Sat guru or GurOavatar.
His classification of Satguru into three categories and two types will 
be studied. We shall deal with his cone ept of SSdhguru, Sant/Sat guru 
and Param Sant/Satgurli in conjunction with his ideas about the born 
Satguru as opposed to the trained Satguru. The notion of pseudo guru 
will also be discussed.
The Definition of Satguru
Baba* Sawan Singh's definition ot SatgurlT rests on his slnul'taneous use 
of the terms Sant Satguru and SatguriT. (23) This practice is 
confusing. We are first led to believe that all Satgurus are Sants but 
not all Sants are necessarily gurus. (24) What is meant here is that 
Satgurus are those who perform salvationary functions, something which 
not all Sants are commissioned by God to do. This statement is 
problematic in th^t It contradicts an earlier statement that all 
Satgurus are Sants. By translating "Param Sants” to mean either 
"great saints'* and "great gurus'* Babà Sawan Singh appears to be saying 
that all "great saints" are "great gurus”. (25)
He speaks of the guriT as being the mother, father, teacher (acarya) 
ttnd SatgurlT. He does not limit his understanding of acarya to its 
early Vedlc usage to mean the teacher of the Vedas. (26) His 
definition of ac'arya Is an extended one. It Includes "the academic
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teachers also** though he does not specify what he means by **academic 
teachers**. (27) The idea of the four gurus is almost certainly based 
on the Hindu lastras (28) but he makes no attempt to acknowledge his 
source and Is quick to emphasize that it is the Satguru who "imparts 
spiritual teachings only". <29>
This emphasis on the spiritual functions of the Satguru reveals 
something about the manner in which Baba Sawan Singh relates to the 
conventional Hindu definition of guru. (30) It appears that he Is 
committed to the view that the word guru is derived from the Sanskrit 
root "gri" meaning "one who calls". He writes:
One v^o practises the Shabd is a perfect 
Master or perfect Guru. This Is evident if 
we consider the word Gura etymologically.
Guru is a Sanskrit word. It comes from the 
root "Gri", which means to call or speak 
or utter a sound. One who bestows the Shabd, 
one who practises the divine Sound of the 
Shabd or is connected with the Shabd is a 
perfect Guru. (31)
This explanation helps us understand the fact, that for Baba Sawan 
Singh, the term .Satguru has exclusive spiritual connotations. The 
SatgurQ " who is the one who calls " is one who not only experiences 
the inner voice of God within himself but reacts by making it
manifest to those who genuinely seek it. (32) In the Adi Granth we
find a similar view being expressed. (33)
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The Concept 01 the Sat guru as Oodman
The picture of the Satguru painted In the Gurroat Siddhlnt le one 
common to the Ràdhi5sd«itl tradition. The Satguru le seen as the human 
embodiment ot God. He Is the human pole at which God manifests 
himself. The Satguru Is conceived as God's Inner voice, 1. e. that 
mystical expression of God known as Sabd or Nan. The Satguru Is 
presented as the inner guru who appears In various forms on the 
different Inner planes and as perceived by the Initiate during 
meditation. He Is also seen as the gem of humanity who has completed 
his spiritual evolution and is therefore considered to be perfect.
Babà Sawan Singh Identifies the Satguru with the divine principle of 
truth. In so doing he couches the concept of Satguru in terms often
L
reserved for God. <34> Since the Satguru is seen^ as the emjiodlment of
truth he Is also said to be absolute, changeless and ultimately real.
The Satguru Is said to be the true Instrument of God's will. He Is
commissioned by God to reveal His truth to humanity. God, It Is said,
reveals Himself In the most extraordinary manner, clearly and
perfectly to the Satguru and the Satguru In turn reveals God's truth
to humanity. The SatgurTi therefore fulfills the function of
«
enlightening the seekers of truth about God's divine expression,
l.e. ^abd. If Sabd is the highest truth then so Is the Satguru. The 
following passage from the Gurmat SlddhSnt Illustrates this vle%r.
The Sat Guru (true spiritual Teacheri 
is a manifestation of the Lord, In whom 
Sat (Truth! is shining and %iho Is Indls * 
tlnguishable from Truth. Truth permeates Him. 
He has become alive by merging into the Lord. 
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H« Is a pure being. He ie truth In huaan torn 
He l6 the store-house of knowledge and the 
source of Bhakti (Devotion). He has the power 
to take the souls to their distant Home by 
making them follow the True Path. He is a 
God-man. (35)
Baba Sawan Singh also sees the Satguru as God In human form. This is
basically a reflection of the Sikh dictum that the body is the temple
of God. (36) He subscribes to the Sant view that the Satguru is
the interior voice of God within the depths of the human soul.
Following the Sikh Gurus , he argues that God communicates the truth 
✓ _through Sabd or Nam. The Word is "spoken** to man's inner 
understanding by the SatgurTi. The Satguru is thus, in a primary 
sense, the "voice" of God. God Is revealed through His Name, expressed 
as the Word that Is spoken inwardly by the Satguru. As In the Adi 
Granth. the three key works (Nam, Sabd and Satguru) appear repeatedly 
In the Gvirmot Siddhffnt- »
The Satguru as we have seen appears as internal to the initiate's 
experience. As such he appears as the God of Interior religion. (37)
c
There can be no doubt then that Baba Sawan Singh relates to the 
philosophy of' the Interior path of spirituality (38) in the same 
manner as his earlier Sant counterparts, did. This idea of the Satguru
t
t>elng the centre of sacredness is one which is central to Kobfr* s 
mystical doctrine. (39) Kabir* s ideas about the interior Satguru 
^Ing the mystical voice of God reinforces the Sant rejection of all 
forms of external religious expression. (40) It represents a 
(‘ejection of what is considered by the Sants to be an illusory 
external manifestation of the Divine. The only Satguru that matters
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Is God* s representative on earth. This concurs with the view put 
forward In the Guriiat Slddhant. U D  Baba Sawan Singh expresses his 
teachings In the following nanner:
The perfect Masters are those who have 
indlstlngulshably become one with the Lord 
They are born In human form according to 
the wishes of the Lord, so that they may 
take souls from the lower regions and 
unite them with the Lord. <42)
Although the Masters have assumed human 
forms similar to our own and live amongst 
us, yet they live with the Lord of all 
regions and universes. They appear to be 
bound to earth because of their bodies, 
but they live beyond the seven skies. (43^
The Satguru Is considered to be one with God by virtue ot his being a 
God-.realized being. (44) Since he Is In human form, the terms “God- 
In-man" and **God“plus-man“ are .deemed appropriate. Baba Sawan Singh 
views the Satguru to be human" In his bodily form but divine In spirit. 
He is said to be the “formless God with form”. (45) He Is also called
"God-ln- ,Expression". (46) This means that It is In the Satguru that 
God has Installed < His own spirit. Accordingly It Is through the 
Satguru that God reveals Himself. Therefore on account of his divine 
essence, the Satguru, even when In human form. Is to be considered 
godly. Since the Satguru Is God's representative on earth the devotee 
is expected to accept and Interioriza him Just as he (the devotee) 
would God. The premise underlying this belief Is that a true 
spiritual understanding of the nature of the Satguru Is an 
understanding of the true being of God. (47)
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We now come to the use of the term God incarnate. The term is not used 
here in the traditional Hindu sense of the avatar.In traditional 
Hinduism God (or gods) is endowed with both name and form (n'ama-rupa) 
as objects of devotion. Babà Sawan Singh, on the other hand like his 
fellow Sants' reject the cult of the form. Like them he sees the Name 
as the essential nature of the supreme Being. <46)
It is also Important to note that Babà Sawan Singh does not use the 
term God incarnate in the incarnational 1st sense of the Agra school. 
His is a neo-Sant interpretation of the term denoting a distinct human 
personality with divine attributes. (49)
The Concept of the Satguru as Sabdguru
The concept of Sabdguru as it appears in the Gurmat Siddhant is based
on Guni Nanak's idea of Gurbanl and Shiv Dayal Singh's views on Surat
/
Sabd Yoga.
Guru Nanak's view of the identity of the Satguru is not always a clear 
one. He uses the word Satguru as he wpuld Gurbanl. In both cases the 
oeanlng is the guru's word or ^bd. In Sikh theology this might refer 
to God Himself. (50)
Baba Sawan Singh seems to have adopted the Nanak-panthl interpretation 
of the term Gurbani. What McLeod has to say about the MHnak-panthI
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concept of Gurbânî may well apply to Baba Sawan Singh's Idea of 
/ _
Sabdgurïï. He w rite s :
While It may be claimed that In Guru Nanak's 
teachings the word guru or the term gurbanl 
(the guru's word , Instruction or teachings 
refers to (}od, It must be recognized that for 
his disciples . the words of Nanak, their 
guru and.the word of God were virtually 
indistinguishable. (51)
As noted earlier Baba Sawan Singh tends to e<]uate Sat guru with the 
principle of divine self-expression. It appears that the Idea being 
conveyed Is similar to one that is also found in the Gorakhbanr Here 
sabda Is equated with Satguru, who in turn Is seen as Alakh or 
Nlranjana, the supreme Being. (52) Like the Nath-panthls, Bâbâ Sawan 
Singh celebrates the Satguru as a manifestation of God. The practice 
here Is to Identify the Satguru with the divine Sabd which.,ls seen as 
participating in the all pervading nature of God. (53) In the 
following passage Bâbâ Sawan Singh spells this out:
The Shabd or divine Music is the perfect 
Master. The Shabd Is Indistinguishable 
from the Supreme Lord. It Is a conscious 
purrent of that great power which created 
and «4ilch fully pervades it. All the universe 
emanated from It . (54)
The Satguru Is also not only absorbed In ^abd but is also the channel 
through which It flows. This Is clearly an Idea developed by Shiv 
*^yal Singh In the Sar Bacban Radhiasoami. By presenting a passage from 
SacnaV together with that from the Sir Bachan Radh^sot^
tProse) we are able to see the similarities that exist In the manner 
which the Idea of Sabdguru Is thought of by both authors. In the 
Sld'Jhttht we read:
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Those In whoa ihe Shabd Guru Is manifest 
are Indistinguishable from the Shabd. He 
alone Is a Saint or perfect Master who 
can Initiate others. The Shabd Is a 
manifestation of the Supreme Lord, and 
It Is revealed to the Saints or perfect 
Masters. They are indistinguishable from 
the Lord . (55)
The following passages from the Sar Bachan Radhaso&ml cProse) express 
Shiv Dayal Singh's teachings as follows:
It Is through the Shabd that the soul 
has descended Into bondage, and so long 
as one does not meet a Sat Guru proficient 
In the mysteries of Shabd, he will not be 
able to return to his Real Home. (56)
Sat Guru Is He who Is absorbed in Shabd. 
This Is the true test of the Sat Guru. (57)
However, In conveying this Idea, It Is not Shiv Dayal Singh that* Baba 
Sawan Singh chooses to turn to but the Adi Granth. All the references 
that he makes to the Adi Granth confirm his belief that the Satguru Is 
Sabd and ^bd^the SatgurTS. Below we reproduce one of the quotations he 
uses to deliver this message:
The Word Is the Guru, the Guru is the Word; 
In the Word Is the nectar.
Which the Guru says we must accept.
The Guru manifests Himself and redeems His 
disciples. t58)
There is also talk of the Satguru being the "Shabd giver". This idea 
Is linked to Baba Sawan Singh's reaffirmation of a well-known Sant 
position. It Involves the belief that the practice of Surat Sabd Togo 
Is meaningless without the Satguru connecting the .devotee with the
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Sabd during Initiation. 5^9) In the Gurmat SlddhaTnt we are told us
that;
The pertect Master or Sat Guru Is the 
true physician, for He has the life - 
giving herb of the Name or Shabd. The 
Sat Guru Is the enbodlnent of Shabd. 
and it Is that Shabd that takes the soul 
to Its source . t60)
In Radhaso^ml literature one finds the idea of the Satguru as the 
transmitter of Sabd recurring repeatedly. The statenents quoted below 
are from Shiv Oayal Singh:
Without a pertect Guru (. Reality > doth not 
come Into thy hands; and a perfect Guru Is he 
who glveth thee Shabd. (61)
Without Sat Guru, nobody can get the secrete 
and details of the stages and the pa^h. Sat 
Guru alone can make one know and understand them. 
(62)
In Nath-panthl literature, sabda Is elevated to the status of the 
only source of revelation. Gorakhnath*s followers see the sabda 
imparted by the Satguru as a mystical illumination which renders all
other scrlptual evidence useless. (63) The Kablr-panthls too have
/
been known to refer to the Satguru as the Sabd giver within the 
context of Sabd Toga. (64)
In summarizing, the following can be noted about the content of the
term Sabdguru as used In the Gurmat Slddhaht. The Satguru is
/ /
presented as the embodiment of Sabd. In the Sabdguru God Himself Is 
thought to be present.
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Thl8 16 seen to be eo since It le the Satguru who is the expression of
• /God's eternal Word. The Sabdguru also provides the devotee with 
spiritual Insight. Contenplatlng the i/abdguru neans contenplat Ing 
God's omnipotent agency and in this connection one cannot but help be 
reminded of the ^bdgurd of Sikh theology. (65)
The Concept of the Satguru as Gurudev
Babà Sawan Singh uses the term Gurudev (66> to mean the light of God. •
He does this with the same conviction as the Sikh Gurus. His 
conception of the Gurudev is that of the Inner Satguru who is merged 
with the light of God. What Taran Singh has to say about Guru Nanak's
* r- •
idea of "the chosen man" can be applied to Babà Sawan Singh's 
Satguru. Taran Singh writes:
To be comnunlcable the Supreme Being chooses 
one of his created men to be his vehicle and 
speak to humanity through that chosen vehicle 
in a language that man can understand. He places 
himself In the Guru, the specially chosen form 
he places himself as the "light* ("Jot") 
in the chosen man. (67)
Though Baba Sawan Singh talks of the Gurudev as the Inner Satguru,
«
the connection with.the light of God of the Sikh OurlTs Is quite clear. 
(68) Since the Satguru of the Gurmat Slddhant 1s "God-ln-man", the 
light of God also shines as the light of the Inner Satguru. Baba
Sawan Singh speaks here of the "Inner light form of the Satguru* :
The term Gurudev Is used to refer to 
the Inner llght-form of the Satguru 
(Master). This form is free and 
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beyond the bondage of body and nlnd. <69)
The other meaning attached to the term GurXTdev la that of the 
spiritual guide who accompanies the devotee across the various Inner 
realms' during meditation. (70) Baba Sawan Singh's reference to this 
function of the Satguru as inner Master Is clearly articulated in the 
following passage:
The astral form of the Master appears In the 
forehead when the soul withdraws Itself and 
gathers at the point behind the eyes.
Unless this happens It is Impossible 
to meet the Lord. The form of the faster ,
* appears first and then the Lord.
The form always reamlns with the disciple 
and takes him to the higher regions. (71)
It Is the Satguru, seen here as the connecting link between God and
• ^
• the disciple that Is GurUdev. BSba Sawan Singh point« out that:
This light-form remains with the disciple 
In the eternal regions as well as In the 
regions of Brahma and unites him with Sat Purush 
(True Being). There Is no difference between 
the Guru (Master), the Sat Guru (perfect 
Master), and the Lord. His real form, which 
has existed from the beginning and through - 
•out many ages and Is very bright. Is called 
Gurudev. (72)
Finally, In order to drive home the point about the paramount 
Importance of the Gurudev in the life of the disciple, Babà Sa*'(n 
Singh paraphrases a well-known verso of Gurú Arjan, (73) which in the 
Suraat giddK&nt reads as follows:
Gurudev is mother, Gurudev Is father, Gurudev 
is the Lord and Parmeshwar (the Powerful One). 
The Gurudev gives happiness and is a true friend 
who never deserts us. He banishes Ignorance. He 
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gives the gift of Nan. He le manifest In the age 
of peace and of true Intelligence. He Is the 
philosopher's stone. The Gurudev destroys all 
sins and is the redeemer of sinners. Holy is 
the spot vfhere he sits; it Is the true fountain 
of divine knowledge and immortality. One 
becomes pure by bathing In it. The Gurudev 
is from the beginning, and has been through 
the ages. One Is redeemed by reBembering the 
mantra of the Gurudev; his mantra Is the Lord's 
mantra. 0 Lord! have mercy and lead us to a 
Gurudev. Take us sinners and fools, across.
The Guru Is Sat Guru and Parbrahm Parmeshwar.
We bow before the Gurudev. , (.74)
Classification of Satgurus
Baba Sawan Singh's classification of Satgurus Is a two-tiered one. His 
division of Satgurus Into types Is supplemented by the distinction 
made between preordained Satgurus and trained SatgurCTs. The two
o
criteria he uses to differentiate between the SadhgurTi, Satguru , Sant 
Satguru and Param Sant Satguru are, the level of their spiritual
advancement and their practical Initiatory functions.
The Sadhguru is defined In the Gurmat Slddhffnt as:
a holy nan viho has risen above the region 
of Trlkutl. This Is the second region above 
the physical universe. He 1s one who has 
wiped away all the dirt covering the soul 
and has removed the covers of the three 
attributes or gunas, the five elements, 
twenty-five Instincts, and the mind 
and Maya, all of which cover or hide the 
soul. (75;
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The manner in which the term Sidhguru is defined here la best
«
understood within the context of Radhasoaml esoteric cosmology, as 
explained In the preceding chapter of this study. ^dhgurTi here is not 
to be confused with sBdh or sadhu, (76) the Hindu religious medlcant 
or the scholar- realized preceptor of the Vedas. (77)
The Radhasoaml understanding of the term Sadhguru Is to seen as linked
with the practice of Surat ^abd Voga. The traditional Indian sadhO Is
not considered to be of the same standing of the RadKasoaml S^hguru.
The underlying assumption here Is that those who do not practice Surat 
/
Sabd Yoga or Its equivalent do not transcend the causal plane and as 
such are unworthy of the title Sadhguru. (78) This Is the view put 
forward In Radhasoaml writings (79) and confirmed by Babi Sawan 
Singh.
o
«
Babà Sawan Singh's definition of SatgurO reads as follows:
He who has realized the True Being 
Is a perfect Master or Guru. He has 
transcended both the dissolution and 
the grand dissolution. He has the power 
to take others to the highest region. (80)
This definition appears to be based on an Interpretation of a passage
• <
from the Adi Granth which reads:
> >1
No one equals the Servant of the Lord.
For, he the one Is the highest of the high 
He, »Alom the Lord Blesses with His Service 
Nanak, that Servant is acclaimed all over. (81>
S«ba Sawan Singh translates "the highest of the high** to mean
"Satguru". His version of the passage quoted above reads as follows:
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He who knows the True Being.
He is the Sat Guru.
His company brings release.
0 Nanak, sing the praises of the Lord. (82)
Param Sants (or Satgurus) are defined as great saints “who have 
reached the region of Anaml and have become one with the Supreme 
Being". (83) Babà Sawan Singh points out that there is "a great deal 
of difference" between a Sant (or Satguru) and Param Sant (or Param 
Sant Satguru). This difference however, is seen as being a technical 
one and Is "for academic purposes only". (84) This is explained by 
way of a shift of emphasis from a criterion based on spiritual 
advancemant to that of Initiation functions. The following statement
explains this:
If the Lord authorises one who has reached 
the Sadh gati'(status of Sadh) or Sant 
gati (status of Sant) or Param Sant gati 
(status of Param Sant) to be a Guru, he 
is called a Sadhguru, Sant Guru or Param 
Sant Guru . (85)
In the Gurmat Siddhant a distinction is made as earlier stated 
between preordained (born) Satgurus and trained SatgurHs. We are 
dealing here with the neo-Sant (86) method of det.erminlng the status 
of the living Satguru. Suprlsingly Baba Sawan Singh does not refer to 
the Sikh term ."Swateh Sant" (87) when ■ describing the preordained 
Satguru. Instead he talks of "Sant Sat Gurus in their own right", 
i.e., "born Sants who come direct from the highest spiritual 
regions". (88) These Satgurus do not require initiation from a living 
Master because "they always remain connected with the Lord". (89) He 
cites Kablr and Guru NSnak as examples of born Satgurus. He also
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argues that whenever such Satgurus appear they start, a **wave of
«
spirituality and are succeeded by others who succeed them and continue 
their teachings". c90i
Baba Sawan Singh then nakes the historically problenatlc claim that 
even though both Kabir and Gurú NSnak were born Satgurus they did have 
living gurus^ (91) If for "cosmetic" purposes only. He explains 
that In order not to break with yogic tradition Kablr and Gurú Ninak 
took on living gurus and were initiated. (92)
He then Introduces the next category of Satgurus who are not
preordained but who have attained God-^realization by practising Surat
/
Sabd Yoga with a competent Satguru. He explains that In real terms 
however, there Is no difference between preordained and trained
Satgurus. Both are said to have "full spiritual powers" and explains
that:
The first kind of Saint gets an order from 
the Supreme Lord to go forth as a Guru, 
and then He takes birth, while the second 
kind receives tha order to act as a Guru 
after he has been born. (93)
“The distinction made between preordained and trained Satgurus is not- 
unique to Bfiba Sawan Singh though the terminology used is unique to 
the RadhSsolmT tradition. In the Hindu tradition there exists a 
somewhat similar scheme. We are referring here to the distinction made 
between Kalplta guru and Akalplta guru. The former Is one who has to 
serve another guru and undergo initiation before carrying out any of 
his own. The latter is seen as being endowed with supernatural powers
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from birth and does not depend on initiation or the grace of another
guru. (.94;
As an appendage to the above discussion Bâbâ Sawan Singh warns of so- 
called pseudo Masters. l*he pseudo guru is ''inefficient" and even 
"ignorant of hinself". (95) They are said to be neither preordained 
nor trained Satgurus and are merely imposters. (96) These so- called 
gurus are "full of the poison of Maya", (97) are spiritually blind
l.e. not Imbibed with Sabd (98) and as such cannot lead the devotee 
to salvation. (99)
Çùaracteristics of the Satgurïï
^ r w t  the Satgurù is hailed as the "perfect man". Of
o
the "perfect nan" , Babà Sawan Singh has this to say:
A perfect man is the fulfillment 
of spiritual evolution in human beings.
It is impossible to praise him adequately.
He is possessor of all virtues and is the 
.fountain head of spirituality. Whatever 
there is in the universe, is within him. <100)
The grandeur o1 the Satgurù Is considered infinite. In typical Sant 
fashion, the Satgurù is placed on a pedestal and described in 
superlative terns. Babà Sawan Singh's description of the SatgurU as 
‘‘'e • perfect man " is essentially the one highlighted in Sikhism. 
<10l) Baba Sawan Singh's elaboration of the qualities of the Satgurù 
8^ an elaboration of the qualities usually reserved for God. <102)
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They could be euimarlzed as follows. The Satguru Is beyond
coaprehenslon. U03> He is InuDortal in that he Is above dissolution 
and grand dissolution. 004) He is above the three bodies, UOb) 
unerring, U06> the Lord of amrlt. U07) He charges no fees (10d>,
dresses in no particular fashloh, (109) and does' not perforn 
miracles (110; The Satguru is also physically perfect (111) In
short, he is the "radiant sun of purity, universal wisdom , truth and
spirituality". (112)
Baba Sawan Singh relies almost exclusively on the Adi Granth when 
enumerating the qualities of the Satguru. However, the manner in 
which this is done bears a striking similarity to the way the Satguru
is glorified in the Kularvana Tantra. ( 113) It could be construed
_ ___ •
that this striking resemblance in style and content is more than just 
a merq coincidence. It might be an indication of the influence that
t
Tantrlc literature has on Radhasoamr writings.
Ihe Concept of the living Satguru
the Gurmat Siddhant the necessity of a living SatgurTi (GurTlavatSr> 
is very clearly expressed. It is almost certainly linked to the Beas 
view that the Sat guru is an office always filled by a person with a 
distinct personality of his own. This is in complete contrast, to the 
Incarnatlonallst view voiced at Agra. At Agra the Satgui^ is perceived 
>8 a manifestation of a unique personality. Babà Sawan Singh's
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definition of üurûavatâr, which clearly reflects the Beas view, is 
given below:
Th& real benefit of spirituality, however, 
can only be had from the Guru of the tlae 
or the living Guru. The Guru who initiates 
a person is his present Guru or the Guru of 
the tise. Even if there be more than one 
Guru at one and the sane time, a disciple 
should have one Guru only. (114)
I •{)
The Shabd must take form. Perfect Masters 
are Incarnations of the Supreme Being, 
the Timeless One. They are called Guru - 
avatars or Masters incarnate. (115)
Two significant features emerge from the above quoted passages. The 
first acknowledges that there can be more than one living Satguru at 
any one tine. This has very Important and far reaching implications 
for Kadhasoamr tradition as a %<hole. It has fuelled many controversies
4«
In the past. The controversy is centred on the question which 
Initiating Satguru is to be considered the genuine Satguru ot the 
time. (116)
The other point worth noting Is the fact that Baba Sawan Singh uses 
Gurûavatâr to mean the living Satguru or "Master incarnate*. It Is 
inportant to note here that though he borrows the term "Master 
incarnate" from his Agra counterparts he does not attach any 
Incarnatlonallst connotations to the erm. The Guruavatar la not an 
incarnation of the previous «Satguru as In the Agra NlJ-Ansh theory. 
^U7) He usee the term to mean the distinct personality said to be 
the living human pole of God; he is furthermore not the direct 
incarnation of the deity In the traditional Hindu sense.
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In rejecting the Agra clalna about the status and role of the 
Puratanguru (past Master), Baba Sawan Singh puts forward this conmon
sense argument:
A patient cannot take the medicine from 
past physicians. No one can marry a dead 
person and beget children of him. Similarly, 
perfect Mahatmas came In their own time and 
redeemed those vdio came In contact with them 
then. After the expiration of their period 
they left the world and merged In the Lord. 
Before departing, they passed on their work 
to others. (118>
In doing so he overtly rejects the belief propagated at Agra that the 
AvatargurTi la but an Incarnation of the departed Sat guru 
iPurâtangurû). In order to reinforce this rejection he once again 
stresses the absolute necessity of the living SatgurH. :
Every prophet of God emphasizes the
necessity of seeking the Master of
the time. He who has not, after due
deliberation, searched for the Master
of his time, who Is the Regent and
Viceroy of Cod and Is a perfect Guru,
will remain lacking of true spirituality. U19)
The notion that the disciple must have a living Satgurli In order to 
achieve God- realliatlon Is a problematic one. It Is problematic In 
so far as It obscures the question of the Âdlgurû or primordial gurûT. 
Ve are referring here to the notion that at some point In time the 
first guru of a tradition must have been without a human guru. The 
fact, for example^ that none of the Sants whose names appear In the 
Adi Grqn^h ever mentioned their gurûT, lends credence to the claims put 
forward by scholars like Vaudeville and McLeod, who contend that Kablr 
and Guru Ninak were probably Adigurus without a human guru.
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Vaudeville^ for example, questions the Kablr-panthl claim, supported in 
Radhaso^mi circles U20) that Kablr had a human guru In Rlmanand. 
(121 > McLeod in turn argues that that there is no historical evidence 
to support the traditional bei let that Kabir was Guru Nanak's gurH.
(\2Z)
The insistence on the absolute necessity ot the living Gunlavatar is 
also indicative of Baiba Sawn Singh's position regarding the role of 
scriptures. He makes two statements. The first of these confirms his 
belief that scriptures are no substitute for the Guruavatar. The 
other is a clear rejection ot the orthodox Sikh belief that the Adi 
Granth Is the true guru. His views on these subjects come to light in 
the following passages:
Many people say that we can light the 
lamp of knowledge, by merely reading 
religious books. They say that we need 
no Guru and that the books will serve 
the purpose of the Guru. Books cannot 
activate the spiritual life within 
us. We can obtain this spiritual life only 
from some spiritually-realized soul.
Only a burning lamp can light another lamp.
, It is Impossible to get life from Inert 
matter. Similarly, spiritual knowledge 
cannot be attained by the mere reading 
of religious books, even if for millions 
of years. <123)
Referring specifically to the Adi Granth. he notes:
Some persons think that the teaching In 
the Adl Granth about the necessity of a 
living Master held good during the life - 
time of the Sikh Gurus only. The advice 
of the perfect Masters or Saints is for 
the entire %iorld and for all times, and 
not for a specific period. U24)
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The above statement clearly indicates that Babà Sawan Singh does not 
subscribe to the orthodox Sikh view about the nature ot gurushlp. He 
does not accept that the gurushlp was abolished after the death of 
Gurir Gobind Singh. He also rejects the belief that the gurushlp 
bestowed upon the Adi Granth after Guru Gobind Singh's death. <125) 
Like the Namdhari and Nlrankarl Sikhs, he contends that GuriJ Gobind 
Singh did not die at Hander. Like them he believes that the Guru 
disappeared from the scene and reappeared later to appoint his 
successor. However, though there is a consensus of opinion among the 
Namdharis, Nlrankaris and the Ràdhàsoamis regarding Guru Gobind 
Singh's death, they disagree on who his successor actually was. (126)
^bà Sawan Singh also furnishes us with a number of explanations as to 
why GuruavatSrs appear from time to time. He links his explanations 
directly to the legend of Kablr* s four incarnatl^ons (127). He also 
refers briefly to the hagiographical lanam sakhls;
In the "Anurag Sagar", Kabir has 
stated that he was born in all Four 
Ages to preach Nam (the Divine Sound). (126)
It is mentioned in- the Janam Sakhi of 
Bhal Bala that Guru Nanak said that in 
the Kalyug (Ircm Age), the Saints 
have to redeem, people by taking a 
number of incarnations. (129)
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H18 Bain contention; however, Is that living Satgurus present 
thenselves for the benefit and salvation of earnest seekers. They 
come, It Is said "to mend broken souls'* and to prepare the disciple 
for the Journey "back to the court of the Lord". (130) In the Gurmat 
their appearence Is also conceived as being an act of i.tercy:
When our soul grows weary In Its 
search for the Lord, and Is anxious 
to return to Its hone, when our eyes 
long to see the Lord and we hunger for 
Hln, then , In order to fulfill, our 
Intense desire. He Incarnates as a perfect 
Master or Sat Guru. (131)
The Gurus cone to the world for our own 
good. They leave their bliss and come to 
the land of death In order to emancipate 
souls engulfed In the darkness of Maya and 
the snares of Kal, and take them back. They 
assume human bodies and move abo'jt in the 
world the same way ve do. (132) *
0
o
Here again the similarity between these statements and those 
attributed to Shiv Dayal Singh Is telling. In the Sar Bachan
SàdtìÒgQftnir Shlv Dayàl Singh explains the coming of the GuruavafSr In 
the following manner:
Observing this sorry state of affaire of 
present times, Sants were moved to pity. Although 
there were few real seekers and spiritually 
minded, yet out of sheer grace and mercy, 
they gave out the secrets of the highest 
regions, through discourses and writings. (133)
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Tht Bfflgf.lU Qt havliiy a living Satgurii
h/e now turn our attention to what Babà Sa%fan Singh has to say about 
the benetits to be derived from having a living SatgurU. He tends to 
equate then with the achievement of the ultimate state of being:
The Gurus describe many benetits that 
result from acting upon the words of 
the Master. One praises the Lord. He 
becomes dyed In His color. His tongue 
tastes the nectar. All of his actions 
prove successful. He gets the possession 
of the nine treasures. Diseases and fevers 
are banished. One’s desires are fulfilled.
The mind becomes still. Egotlsn Is destroyed. 
Pain and pleasure appear to be the same.
Harmful cravings and desires are banished.
Sins are gotten rid of and sinners are 
redeemed. The poison of Maya leaves us.
One becomes Indifferent as to where one
Is In the home or outside. The snace of jdteath _
Is destroyed and death does not come near.
One does not gd to hell. Birth and death cease. 
Great contentment Is experienced. One Is 
connected with the Name and his devotion 
proves fruitful. On realising the Lord, 
the seeker and the Lord become one. (134)
What emerges from this quotation Is one of the central themes of the 
Surpgt Slddhont; that without the Guruavat^r all Is lost. Baba Sawani
Singh s emphasis Is undoubtedly on the absolute supremacy ot the 
living Satguru as the disciple's salvation . We are here reminded of a
collection ot verses In the Adi Granth . These verses are attributed 
Kablr :
If the house stays not without the beams, 
Then, how can one be Ferried across without 
the Lord's Name ?
Without the pitcher , the water Is held not, 
So does one come to Grief, without the Groce 
of Saints.
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As without the farmer, the land Is ploughed not, 
As without the thread, no one can string the 
beads
As one can not tie up the knot without twisting 
the thread.
So does one cone to Grief, without the Grace of 
the Saints.
As ‘Without father and mother, there can be no 
suf f erlng.
As without water, one can wash not one's soiled 
clothes.
As without the horse, no one can ride to one's 
end.
So does one find not the ^Lord's) Court with - 
out the Grace of Saints.
As without nuslc, there Is no dance. 
So rejected by the Eternal Spouse, 
one Is cursed.
Says Kablr: "Own only thy One Lord", 
And then, by the Guru's Grace, thou 
‘ dlest not again. U35>
In B^ b*a Sawan Singh's view It is the living Satguru who aids the 
disciple In disciplining his mind and controlling his desires . U36)
This paves the way for the possibility of mystical withdrawal. It Is 
during this process that the ego Is tamed U37) and karmic debts are 
reduced (138). The devotee then gains release from the cycle of 
birth and rebirth. (139)
o f not having a living Satgurù
Babà Sawan Singh* s views on the disadvantages of being without a 
Gurùavatàr are reflected below:
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There ere a ntimber of disadvantages of 
being without a true Master. One remains 
drowned in Maya and his many wordly desires. 
He suffers from lust^ attachment and pride 
and does not make progress toward his des - 
tlnation. His egotism is not destroyed and 
the mind is not stilled. Without the Mas - 
ter all is dark; one sees nothing Inside 
and can make no spiritual progress. <140>
In short, we are led to believe that there can be no release from 
suffering without the guidance of the living Satguru. (141) One remains 
laprlsoned in body consciousness, (142) and human life is therefore 
wasted. (143 ) Here we see a Sant dictum being repeated. The Sants 
teach that the only true life is the life of the spirit. . They also 
proclaim that the true purpose of human existence lies in being able 
to meet a Ouruavatarand to submit to his will.
Summary
We commenced our discussion with a characterization of Baba Sawan 
Singh's definition of Satguru and the terms related to it. We then 
highlighted the manner in which he chose to attach specific spiritual 
connotations to the tern. We pointed out that - in the Gurmat Siddhant 
the Satguru was taken to be the human embodiment of God~ the 
expression of the divine principle of truth.
In discussing the concept of Sabdguril, we drew the reader's attention 
to Babà Sawan Singh's notion of the Satguru as the transmitter of
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^bd. We aieo attempted to explain how this idea could be related to 
the Sikh concept ot GurbfhT.
We proposed that the term Gurudev as used In the Gurmat Slddhint 
obtained Its meaning from the Idea of SatgurTI ae the Inner light of 
God, an Idea clearly expressed In the Sikh scriptures.
We demonstrated how Babà Sawan Singh differentiated between born 
Satgurus and trained Satgurus In the context of Radhiso'aml esoteric 
cosmology. We also commented on the implications such a
classification has on the study of guru lineages within the Ràdhasoàml 
tradition.
In summarizing Baba Sawan Singh's enumeration of the qualities of the
m
Satguru, oWe demonstrated how a picture ,of the “perfect man“ was 
painted and noted a similar trend In Tantrlc literature.
We then examined Babà Sawan Singh's definition of Guruavatlr. We
«
studied the question of the Indlspenslblllty of the living Satguru and 
explained what this meant In neo^Sant terms.
«
Finally, we saw how In the Gurmat Slddhaht the benefits of having a 
living Satg turu were seen as far outweighing the disadvantages of 
i'ot having one. The emphasis here was on the salvationary functions 
the Satgufu was seen to perform.
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NOTES
1. J Gonda'8, Orange And Continuity in Indian Reilylon (London. 19b5) 
remains the standard etymological study of the tern gurO*In the Hindu 
tradition. See pp. 229 -264. However, It Is to Stelnmann that one must 
turn to tor a very detailed study of the semantic development of the 
term In the Hindu tradition. See R. M. Stelnnann, GurG-S^lsya
Sgmbhflpdg,--üafi— tteUt^r-Scnvlgr Verhältnis in Traditionellen und
Modernen Hinduismus (Stuttgart, 1966>, pp. 73-76.
2. Bhäl Manl Slngh for example, explains that ln Sikh theology, "gu" 
means darkness and "rü” means light. Thus the gurO Is one who 
"dispells darkness** by **turnlng on'the light**. See B. H. Lai, **Akath 
Katha-The Sikh Theology**, In The Sikh Courier International 27 (1987), 
p. 2. This definition has received mention by a number of other 
scholars. M. Dhavanony, **The Guru In Hinduism**, in Studla Mlsslonalla 
36 (1967), p. 157, discusses It In the context of the Advava Tarak«
For a more general treatment, see B. B. Chaubey, **The Nature 
of Guruship According to the Hindu Scriptures**, in C. 0. McMullen, 
), IhS__Nature of Guruship (Batala. 1976), p. 9.
3. He writes:
.The term guru-ln Itself is an Illustration 
of the wliespread belief that mighty, divine 
or holy persons are held to be characterized 
by an uncommon weight.
«
(QÜfllWg And Continuity In Indian Religion, 
p. 237).
He suggests that **heavy** here implies the Idea of extraordinary 
power and Influence.
< J. D. Mlecko, **The Guru In Hindu Tradition**, In Numen XXIX (1962), 
p. 34.
5- T^ls Idea pr<^bably has Its roots in the Atharva Veda (XI. 5. 3) and 
—BrahlWna. (XI.5.4> which speaks of bringing the slsya 
into a **new birth**., whereby he becomes the **twlce born** (djTva). See
R. K.Joshi, **Notes on Guru, Dlksa and Mantra**, In: Ethos 37 (1982), pp. 
106-108. Refer also to Gonda, Qfaapgt And Continuity In Indian 
BfilUlaiL pp. 395-459 and Mlecko, **The Guru in Hindu Tradltlor**, p.
V  t ,
See Vaudeville, Kablr Vol I p. 136 and Oas Gupta, Obscure
— Cults» pp. 87-88 and 355-356. Both authors emphasize the 
centrality of the deified Satguru In the Tant ric guruvTda doctrine, 
au^vllle talks of **guru worship** whilst Das Gupta prefers to speak 
>antrlc **gurulsn*'. The deified status of the Sadguru in Tantrlsm 
also been carefully studied by Stelnmann. He highlights the 
■portance of the SadgurU in Tantrlsm by referring to **the guru
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institution". See Stelnmann, OurP-Slsya Soabhanda. Das Malctar-Schuler 
VerhSltnis ■ImJIradltlQnelian und Modarnen Hinduisaua. pp. 99-lUO.
7. In the Kularvana Tantra tX. 13) this ie clearly expressed:
The for» of the guru is the root of dhyana, 
the lotus feet of the guru Is the root of 
puja, the woro of the guru is the root of 
the nantra, and the grace of the guru Is 
the root of slddhi (supernatural powers).
(Quoted from Mlecko, "The Guru in Hindu Tradition", 
p 45).
8. In an interesting comaentary on the Kularvana Tantra (X. 13), M. P. 
Pandit illustrates the Twitric tendency of guru glorification:
The Guru is the mother who carries the seeker 
in the womb of his consciousness, he gives him 
birth into the life of the Spirit. The Guru 
is the father who tends to the growth and wel­
fare of the initiate in the difficult Path.
The Guru embodies the Lord for it Is through 
the person of the Guru that he manifests Him - 
self to_^e disciple and reaches to him His 
saving Grace.
4.
(Gems from the Tantras [Madras. 19691. p. 29).
See also Kularvana Tantra (XII. 35, XIII. 53, 54, 57-58 and 62-63).
9^  Nlmbarka speaks of five paths to salvation. These are karma, 
Jnana, up*^ sana, prapattl and gurupasatti (devotion to the guru). See 
Mlecko, "The Guru in Hindu Tradition", p. 47 for notes on the five 
paths.
10.^ In elaborating on the trl-dlmenslonal oneness of himself, his
guru and God, Jnanesvar rhetorically asks who then, is one to worship. 
He says:
God, His devotee, artd the Guru are united 
together, as three rivers merge into a 
confluence; when everything becomes (Jod, 
how is one to worship Him ?
(Quoted from K. B. Gajendragadkar, "The 
Maharashtra Saints and Their Teachings", 
in H. Bhattacharya, led]. The Cultural Heritage 
of IndlaVol IV iCalcutta, 19561, p. 375).
11. In the Jnanesvarl (XIII. 385-90,) it le written:
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When the sun ot illumination haa 
arisen, he (the devotee) fills the basket 
of his intellect with the Innumerable 
flowers of emotion, and worships the 
Guru with them. .. he burns the Incense 
of his egoism and waves lights of 
illumination before his Guru.
In short, he makes himself the 
worshipper, and his Guru the obect of 
worship.
(Quoted from Mlecko, "The Guru in 
Hindu Tradition, p. 49).
12. See for example, Oasabodha (V. I, 19-43). For an analysis of the 
manner in which Ramdasa deifies the Satguru In the Dasabodha vV. 3, 40- 
46) see R. D. Ranade, Pathway to God in Hindu Literature (Bombay, 1970),
p. 126.
13. Within Vlra^alvlsm, astravarana signifies the eight shieths which 
put the devotee in tune with the Infinite, thus leading him to 
beatitude.
14. See S. C. Nandlmath, A Handbook of Virasaivlsm (Bangalore, 1978), p.54. °  . r
15. S. Spencer, Mysticism in World Religion (Harmondsworth, 1963), p.
50.
o
16. Gold's observation on this subject is an instructive one. He
notes;
The Sant in his esoteric aspect as a holy 
man should be differentiated both from the 
priest in Brahmanlc tradition and from the
officiant in most Hindu sampradays......
Unlike these figures who normally manipulate 
the power of a divine being through some 
sort of ritual channel, the living Sant as 
esoteric guru standing outside traditions - 
delivers grace and power directly through his 
own person.
(Gold, "Clan and Lineage among the Sants: Seed, 
Service, Substance", p. 310).
17. See chapter I of this study.
15- This problem has already been adequately 
S«e for example. Gold, The Lord as Guru
discussed elsewhere . 
in the North__Indian
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19. Se« McLeod, Textual Source« for the StUdY gf SlKhififlb P-
20 • See for exanple, Purl, Radhaeoaioi Teachln£fe. P- 133 and S.O. 
Maheshwarl, <trns. >, Dlecouraea of Mahftr^.1 Sfthflfe <Agra, 1978), p. 360 
for expressions of such a view.
21. This Idea has been the subject of careful research by
, 4r\ ♦ K A U/^v* Tl^  Aflx X OR* Talfi_ Ml flQli S
upd the Universale of Religious PTClP^lPn» PP* 150-169.
22. Translated as Ghat Raaavai)« Voi I p. 59 by Gold, ^Clan And
Lineage Among The Santa : Seed Service and Substance", pp. 315-316.
23. See Guraat Slddhant Voi. V p. 76. In the
following symonynns are used for Sant SatgurTi and Sat guru. These are. 
Master Saint, True Master and Perfect Master. a stricter sens^ 
however. Baba Sawan Singh talks of the Sant Satguru as the true guru 
who descends from the spiritual realm of Sach Khand. See GVtriMt 
SiddhSnt Voi V p. 75. It Is Interesting also to note that SatgurU Is 
used In the same manner as Guru saint In the Adi QrajitJi. ^See Ramkall 
M 1 Slddha Goshtl-1).
24. See Gurmat Slddhignt Vol. V p. 76.
25. See Gurmat Slddhant Vol.V P. 75.
26. See Mlecko, "The Guru In Hindu Tradition", p. 34 for notes on 
the Vedlc use of the term ^ carya.
27. S ee  Gurmat Slddhght Voi V p. 74. However, given the^context here 
It would be safe to assume that the reference Is to the'acarya of the 
Vedas.
/
28. See for example, Vlsnu PhlTlHl Sastra ^XXXIl. 1-2) or 
Manu ai. 227-37).
29. See Gurmat Slddhant Vol.V p.‘ 74.
30. See p. 1 of t'hls chapter.
31. Gurmat Slddhint Vol.V p. 68.
32. Klrpal Singh, one of the leading Satgurui of the Beas line and
one of Babà Sawan Singh's leading disciples offers this
interpretation:
..thus he %iho always hears this call 
within himself, and Is devotedly attached 
to the cell and can make It manifest In 
others, is described.. . as Guru.
(Godman. CNew Delhi, date not given 1, p. 10).
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33. Maru Solh?8, (7-6) p 1075 raads: "Tha Guru's fctord Parvadaa 
everything, all ovar. (The Guru) hiowelf Hears (Its subtle Melody) and 
then utters it he".
34. See chapter II. of this study.
35. Gurnat SlddhSnt Vol. V pp. Ixxxiii-lxxxiv. The Satguru-truth 
equation is basically that of Tahtrlsn as research by Vaudeville has 
shovm. See Vaudeville. Kablr Vol I p. 136.
36. See Ramkali M 1 Siddha Goshti, (39) Adi Granth p. 942. The 
phrase used by here by GurTi NBnak for body is "store- house of God".
37. The term "Interior religion" is usually associated vdth 
Vaudeville. It forms part of the title of one of her earlier articles. 
See "Kablr and Interior Religion", pp. 191-200.
36. For a summarized version of this Sant philosophy. see 
Juergensmeyer, "The Radhasoami Revival of The Sant Tradition", pp.
339-390.
39. Some scholars that have (^searched Kabir's concept of ^terlor 
religion are Vaudeville, Kabir Vol 1, and H. Dvlvedl, Kablr (New 
Delhi. ^ 73). We shall return to this concept within the context of 
Surat Sabd Yoga, in the next chapter.
t
40. Commenting* on the' Sants' rejection of religious exiernelisn, 
Juergensmeyer notes,that:
Rituals, sacrifices, chanty and festivals - 
all these are dashed upon the dungheap of 
of spiritual devices. ... The Sant message 
to Brahinanical theism is a call for a 
radical . uncompromising submission to 
faith. The externals are irrelevant. Only 
the interior transformation of the soul 
matters.
(The Radhasoami Revival ot the Sant Tradition", 
p. 339).
41. See Gurmat Siddhant Vol. V p. 94..
c
42. Gurmat Siddhaht Vol. V p. 63.
43. Qurmat Slddhant voi.v  p. 63.
44.
The oneness of the Master means that his 
essence is merged in the essence of the 
Lord, and they are one.
(Gurmat Siddhant Vol. V p. 173) 
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»This theme repeatedly occurs in the M i Baba Sawan Singh’s
main source of reference. In Asa Kail M 1 , Adi VrMith P* ^
read of a "Ouru- God In Sri Rag M 5 , U) ffdl QrantA P- 52 the 
devotee Is exhorted to" “siorshlp thy God, thy Guru**.
45. This phrase stems from Klrpal Singh, Qa^aaSL P- «6. The Idea that
the Satgurvi Is God In human form stems probably from the belief In the 
vi.T^ rvana Tantra cXIII. 51-54) that since God cannot be seen by the 
human eye has to take a human form. This view
Stelnmann, Guru-^lefya Sambhanda.— ßa§— Melgf gr~Schmt£— Vfrhttivaifi— la 
Traditionellen und Hinduismus., p. 237.
46. See Gur mat Slddhânt Vol V p. 165.
47. Baba Sawan Singh could have had this verse from the S5r BOChaD
gâdhâsoâtnî cPoetryiln mind when formulating his thoughts: **The secret 
of devotion thou hast not known; lor thou hast not taken Guru as Sat
Purush**. (.Translated as Bachan 18 Shabd 1, in Purl,
Teachings, p. 93).
The verse above in turn, appears to reflect Rag Ramkall M 5, (1) M L
Granth p. 895 which reads:
Thou art our Protector Lord, Compa8slc>nate
- .  . _  . _____
/tod Whosoever Dwells on Thee, even—for a monont.
Is Emancipated.
Every one Contemplates Thee, 0 God,
But Thou art Met with through the Mantras 
of the Guru
My God Gives to all life.
For, He is the God of gods, our Perfect 
Master, and Permeates all hearts.
48. See chapter II of this study.
49. These two 'opposing views of the Agra and Beas schools have 
already been discussed In Chapter 1 of this study.
50. This should not be taken to mean that Guru Ninak Is not known to 
have made explicit statements about the Identity of the Satguru. The 
following passage Is Just one Instance where his teachings on the 
subject Is expressed clearly:
The Guru Is God, Unfathomable and 
Mysterious: yea, through the Guru* s 
Service, one knows the mysteries of the 
three worlds.
Yea, the bénéficiant Guru himself Blesses and 
one Attains to the Unfathomable and Mysterious 
God.
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(Rag Bhalro H l,[l-21 Adi Granth p. 1125).
McLeod, SQvrcee for the Study of Slkhlam. p. 44.
See Vaudeville, Kablr Voi 1 p. 13tt.
53.
observes:
Commenting on the Idea of Sabdguru in Nathlsm, Vaudeville
The conception of the Satguru as being 
identical with the all-pervading, 
supreme Reality, expressing itself 
In a mystical ’•Word” within the 
hearts of men appears to be central 
in Nath ism.
<KabTr Vol 1 p. 139).
— Slddh^pt Vol V p. 66. Baba Sawan Singh, however, does not 
go so tar as to explicitly proclaim the Satguru to be the creator by 
virtue of his being the embodiment of /abd. In Sikh theology for 
instance, such an identification exists. In Sri Rag M 5, (221-222) Adi 
Granth p. 52 we read:
Xoconprelimslblej, Immacu^te-and Pure - 
is He; no one can equal the Guru.
He is the Creator and the Cause; 
through Him is all Glory.
Without the Guru, there Is none; and 
all that happens Is in His Will.
55. (.iurmat SlddhSnt Vol V p. 67.
56. S. Singh, Sar Bachan Part II (107), p. 98.
^  Maheshwarl, gflc---Bachan RadhaaoW Part II (Poetry), Bachan 13
Shabd 4 (10), p. 270.
5a. Quoted as M 4 Nat 982-11 in Gurmat Siddhant Vol. V p. 66 . See
also Sorath M 1 (7) Adi Granth p. 635.'
59. Surat Sabd Yoga initiation will be explained in the next chapter.
Slddhdnt Vol.v p. 69. see also p. 72 of the same v oIu m .
51-^9 Translated as Bachan 24 Shabd I in Purl, Radhasoami Teachings.
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62. Mah€Bhwarl, Sòr Bachan RädhlsoSiii Part II (Poetry), Bachen 26 
Answer 4 (172), p. 111.
63. Vaudeville's translation of Gorakhban'i (4) makes this clear:
Neither Veda nor Coran, nor abundance 
of words: all fell to the bottom
At the suEUilt of the sky (gagana), the- 
sabda Is shining: there the Jcnower ( vljnanl ) 
discovers the Invisible Being (alakha).
<KabIr Voi. I p. 137).
6^ . Sethi's translation of the following passage from Kabir kl 
SflMBVflii,. (p. 1.8) Is self-explanatory:
Know that Master Is the Lord,
Be engrossed In the Shabd he gives;
Bow to the Master, adore him;
Contemplate on him without a break. "
(Kftblr The Weaver of God's Name, p. 648).
W. A careful study of Lai's analysis of Guru Goblnd Singh's Rehat 
NfiOS. will reveal some startling similarities between the GurO's 
concept of Guru^abd and that of Babl Sawan Singh.- See " Akath -
Katha. The SlkhoTheology ", pp. 2-4.
66. Stelnmanp explains that the word gurüdev is Hindi for "gurü-*-God".
gutS-Slfya— Saubhanda.— Baa— itetster-schHier Verhältnis n.
Irod;tlpn.elien und Modernen Hinduismus, pp. 90-91.
67. T. Singh, "The Nature of Guruship ln the Guru Granth", ln
The Nat vre Of Gvrushlp. pp.* 27-28. This view is shared by
S.S. Kohll, Out lines of Sikh Thought (New Delhi, 1978), pp. 90-91. He, 
wwever, prefers to use the term "Guru soul" Instead of, "chosen man" 
wen referring to what Is known as "Gurudev"ln the Gurmat Slddhant.
W. The verse from the 7dl Granth that Baba Sawan Singh refers to 
here is given as Fag Bllawal 802-1 !:•
The Guru Is our Light and our Lord;
His very sight Is beneficial.
For he Is the perfection of all virtues.
(Gurmat Slddhant Vol V p U 6).
Qurmat Siddhent Voi. u p 145.
See Gurmat Siddhaint Vol. V pp. 146-152.
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71. Gurmat Slddhânt Vol. V p. 35.
72. Gurmat Slddhânt Vol. V p. 145. Se« «lao p. 146 of the same volane.
73. The verse In question is Gaurl Bawan Akhari M 5 O) AjU — QrOiltil 
p. 250 which reads:
The Guru Is the Mother, the Father, the 
God of gods, the Master:
The Guru Is the Mate, the Destroyer of 
Ignorance, the Klnsnan, the Brother.
The Guru Is Bénéficient who Blesses
us with the Lord* s Nane; by His 
Mantram is the nlnd held.
The Guru is the embodiaent of Peace,
Truth, Wisdom, the philosopher’s stone, 
whose touch turns all into gold, and 
more.
The Guru is the Place of pilgrimage, 
the pool of Nectar, Bathing In which 
brings Infinite Wisdom.
The Guru Is the Creator, the Destroyer 
of all Sins, Purifying all Sinners.
The Guru Is from the beginning of Tine,
* through- ages upon ages, Dwelling on 
whose Nantram one Is Saved.
Ttie Lord Blesses us with the Society 
of the Guru that we, the Ignorant 
Sinners, are also Saved.
The Guru is the Transcendent Lord, 
the Inner - knower, yea, the Spouse 
who Stays for ever.
74. Gurmat Slddhânt Vol V p. 151. Baba Sawan Singh gives the verse as 
M 5 Gaurl bawan Akhrl 250-1.
a
75. Gurmat Slddhânt Vol V p. 75.
76. The term sïdhû is not used by Baba Sawan Singh In the 
conventional sense of religious raenillcant who also responds to the
name munlshwar sannyasl or yog'Tshwar.
77. See Joshl, "Notes on Guru, olksa and Mantra", p. 104 for a 
definition of the tern sadhu In the Vedas.
78. Shiv Dayal Singh defines "Sadh" as:
A Sadh is hu' %«ho has faith and 
belief In Sant Nat and performs 
Surat Shabd Yoga and getting 
across Trlkutl, baths In the 
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Trlvenl and Mansarovar reservoir 
in Sunn. Without attaining this 
position and status, one cannot 
be called a "Sadh"
(Maheshwari, Sar Bachan Rádhsoáml Part II 
[Poetry! Bachan 26 Answer 5 [Part III [188- 
1901, p. 113).
79. See Maheshwari, S ir Bachan Rádhásoami Part I (Poetry) Preface
(15), p* 24. See also Sar Bachan Rddhasohmi Part II (Poetry) Bachan
26 Shabd 5(177-186), pp. 112-113.
80. Gurmat Siddhant Vol-V p. 74. See also p. 120 of the same volume.
81. Gauri Biwan Akhari M 5 (34) Ashtapadi , p. 286.
82. Quoted as M 5 Gauri 286-12 in Gurmat Siddhant Vol V p. 74.
£ e^ chapter I, of this study for a discussion of the neo—Sant
84. Gurmat Siddhint
85. Gurmat Siddhant
86. -
position of ^ the Beas
87. See‘Chapter I,
88. Gurmat Siddhant
89. Gurmat Siddhant
90. Gurmat Siddhint
91. The problep of
Horth Indian Tradition. The Hindu Saint Tradition and Vniversola ..al 
Religious Perception, pp. 80-81 and 104-107.
92. In chapter I of this study we outlined this belief at Beas and 
how it caused a split with the Agra group. For .an analysis of the Agra 
view of this question, see Gold, The Lord as Guru in the North Indian
Tradition. The Hindu Saint Tradition and the Universals of RflliKiQUg. 
Perception, p. 110.
R. Perkins writing from the Beas perspective reiterates the belief 
held at Beas about Kablr*s and Guru Nanak's SatgurGs:
The Anurig Sagar maintains and Sant Mat 
tradition affirms, that Kabir is the 
proto Master or original Saint, who 
has descended directly from God.
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Neverttìeiess, tradition at firma, and 
Kablr's writings bear It out that 
Kablr took Initiation from a Guru, 
and the Guru was Ramananda. This 
may seem contradictory; but It Is 
a basic pillar of Sant Mat that every - 
one has to sit , at the feet of a Master.
(A. Singh, The Ocean oi Love. The Anurag Sagar of 
Kablr C Preface!. p. xx).
93. Ourmat Slddh'ant Voi V p. 77.
94. See Joshl, ** Notes on Guru, iHksa and Mantra **, p. 104 for 
Information on the concepts of Kalplta gurU and Akalplta guru.
95. Gurmat Slddhant Voi. V p. 215.
96. Gurmat Slddhant Voi. V p. 7 7.
97. Gurmat Slddhiant Voi V p. 219.
98. Gurmat Slddhant Voi V p. 223. Babà Sawan Singh has this to say 
about the pseudo guru without the gift of Nam:
«
Just as a spoon, even when smeared with 
pudding, remains unaware of the taste of 
the pudding, similarly these gurus who 
are not Imbibed with Nam and have not 
tasted it, are of little use.
tGurmat Slddh?nt Voi V p. 222).
He seems to have been inspired by the following passage from the Adi
Or ant h:
‘ The spoon cruise the food, but know not 
the task itself:
I seek to see those who are Imbued with 
the Lord* s Essence. **
(Rag Gujri, Shaloka M 5 , C IJ p. 521)
See Guriaat Siddhant Vol V p. 217. Raba Sawan Singh seems to have 
been Inspired by the Kularvana Tantra (p. 533) which reads:
Many are the Gurus like the lamps In house 
but rare is the Guru who lights up all 
like sun.
He Is the Guru by whose contact there flows 
the Supreme Ananda. The Intelligent man 
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should choose such a one as Guru and no 
other.
(Translation by T. Vldyaratnam and Woodrotfe, J. 
G. , teds >. Kularvai^a Tantra tNew Delhi, 19751 ).
100. ^ e e  Gurmat Slddhant Voi V p. 115, Refer also to pp. 116-117 and 
126-127 of the same volume.
101. This idea as It appears In the Adi Granth has been discussed by 
T. Singh, Sikhism. Its Ideals and Institutions tAmrltsa, 1978) pp. IS­
IS. Unfortunately he confines his discussion to the narrow confines 
of the Khialsa. No attempt is made to explain the broader Implications 
the Idea has for Sikhism In general.
102. Baba Sawan Singh's Ideas about the divine attributes of God have 
already been discussed. See chapter I of this study.
103. There Is talk here of the Satgur*u being "beyond the reach of 
thought. Imagination Inferences, guess, theory and reasoning". tQynnftt 
Slddhant Voi V p. 64).
104. See Gurmat Slddhaht Vol. V p. 74. The concepts of dlsollutlon and 
grand dissolution have already been discussed in the previous chapter. 
See the sections on the astral and causal planes.
105. See Gurmat Slddhant Vol. V p. 62. The “three bodies here refer 
to the physical, astral and causal planes.
106. See Gurmat Slddhant Vol V p. 134. Here the faultlessness of God 
is equated to that of the Sat guru.
107. See Gurmat Slddhant Vol, V p. 135. Here Baba Sawan Slngh_is
probably tanking of the Sikh term Amrlt Dev (Lord of Amrlt). See Asa 
M 4, (16) Adi Granth p. 449. He also speaks of the Sat guru being the
"Jewellerj>f Nam"._ This phrase seems to hove been borrowed from Shalok 
M 3, (2) Adi Granth p. 145. Here Guru Nânak is called the "jeweller of 
the Lord's Name".
108. See Gurmat Siddhant Vol - V p. 154. Radh^soaml Satgurus do not 
accept payment for spiritual services rendered.
109. See Gurmat Slddhant Vol V p. 155. Bâbâ Sawan Singh reiterates 
the Sant belief that outward appearance has little to do with 
aplrltuallty. We are reminded here of Guf^ NChak's critique of the 
with yogT's preoccupation with garb (Rarokall M I Slddha (loshtl, [8-9J 
Adi Granth p. 939 ). See W. 0. Cole, " Guru Nanak and the GorakhnatNs", 
lb Religion 16 (1980), p. 185.
110. See Gurmat Slddhant Vol.V p. 155. In Beas circles there is talk 
of the hidden miracle of the Satguru*s grace. Visible miracles are 
considered irrelevant.
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111. See SlddtiSht Vol. V p. 156. There Is talk of the Satgufu
having •*llon'6 eyes** and ••a lotus on the sole of his foot •* His gait
* Is aklnned to that of a chakor (moon bird).
112. Gurmat Slddhant Vol. V p. 155.
113^  P®** ® lengthy enumeration of the qualities of the Satguru in the
(XIII.83> , see B. B. Chaubey, ^ **The Nature of Ourushlp 
according to the Hindu Scriptures”, In McMullen, The N a t u r e  Of 
(/urushlB. pp- ii6>iie.
VVnwt— SlddhSnt Vol V p. ao. This passage should be read In 
conjunction with the following passage:
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CHAPTEK V
SURA3L-M D  YOGA IW THE GUBMAT SIDDHÀirr
Introduction
This chapter explores Babà Sawan Singh's teachings on Surat Sabd Yoga
»
Snr.no  ^ Sid<3hant. it interprets and analyzes the manner in which 
this form of yoga Is presented as a vehicle of salvation. It 
concentrates on four themes. The first Is Babà Sawan Singh's
understanding of Ignorance and suffering. The next Is that of
salvation. This is followed by the meaning of yoga in Sant Mat and 
1^® yogr<^J^chnlq^s employed In Surat Sabd Yoga.
Baba Sawan Singh's 'view of Ignorance acts as a backdrop as well as a
launching pad for his discourses on Surat Sahd Yoga. We shall examine
how he treats the problem of ignorance in relation to bondage which in
turn Is linked to universal suffering. In the Gurmat Slddhant bondage
and suffering is. explained in relation to the fall of man. the
working of the mind and the law of karma. This relationship will be
studied. We shall also analyze what Is said about salvation in the , «
Suraat Siddh^r^^
6^ then examine what Baba Sawan Singh has to say about the term yoga, 
the Sant philosophy of inner devotion, the status of Surat Sabd Yoga, 
initiation, the discipline of Slmran (remembering the divine names). 
Dhyffn (seeing meditation) and Bhajan (hearing meditation).
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Problea of Ignoron^ ft «
In what appears to be a reference to the belief that all existence Is 
suffering, (1> Baba Sawan Singh remarks that:
The whole world is full of worry, anxiety 
and tension. The reason for this chaos Is 
the disturbed state of the people. The world 
has progressed In every other way but in the 
realm of spirituality people have remained 
Ignorant. Man Is ignorant since he does not 
know his own value. Man may obtain control 
over all wordly things but If he does not 
know his own soul his whole life is useless. (2)
Like Patanjall <3> Baba Sawan Singh sees all suffering as the
product of Ignorance. This Is not any and every kind of Ignorance. It
Is Ignorance of the true nature of reality. He Is referring here to
what is commonly termed **metaphyslcal Ignorance". The belief
expressed h e r e I s  that nan's everyday perception of reality Is
deceptive. This is because his assumptions about the true nature of
reality are mistaken. Ignorance Is seen here as illusory perception,
which arises vihen the real object of perception is hidden and an
«
illusory reality is. projected Into man's consciousness.
For Baba Sawan Singh Illusory perception is Ideational knowledge. It«
Is knowledge which Is governed by the Intellect. It involves 
representational cognition. It Is therefore not direct, unmedlated 
knowledge. It does not permit us to catch sight of the multiplicity of 
creation. Direct knowledge, on the other hand, does. For Baba Sawan
Singh the only meaningful knowledge Is experiential knowledge. The 
idea of false belief or Ignorance projected in the Gurmat Slddhmt is
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tht one contained In the avldya doctrine of Advalta Vedanta and 
reflected In Pat an Jail* a theory of nescience. <4>
Sanskrit term avldya, which means. literally "absence of 
knowledge" or "false belief" has been used in different senses in 
different Indian philosophical systems. In Advalta Vedanta avldya is 
used in connection with another key concept, namely naya. Both avidy5 
and màyà are two aspects of the same ontological principle. In Advaita 
philosophy, ultlnate reality Is beyond all changes The world is not 
wholly real but a world of appearance. Since the world is mere
appearance our perception of It Is also illusory. Just as maya is the 
ontological principle underlying the world. avldyi is the
epistemological pr l n ^ l e  that vitiates our perceptual experience. God 
is the absolute and only reality,. and we ought to know this reality. 
Ihstead we see the world, and not what lies behind it. (5)
In the Gtiraat Slddhint. however, no attempt Is made to explore the 
link between avldya and màyà. Babà Sawan Singh speaks of both as If
c
these concepts represent the same entity. Ignorance is what he calls 
"not knowing the soul". Man does not "know" his soul because he does 
not know the God that lies behind the veil of the Illusory reality of
I
the world. Instead he misinterprets reality and accepts maya as that 
which truly exists.
Babi Sawan Singh’s teaching on Ignorance does not use the 
sophisticated terminology or possess the argumentative structure of 
Advalta Vedanta. He simply speaks of unregenerate man being ignorant
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by virtue o í his not knowing the true nature of his Inner self. This 
Ignorance has Its roots In the condition of bondage.
The soul, we are toldáis bound to the naterlallty of the mind and body. 
Man Is Ignorant because he misapprehends the true nature of the soul 
and confuses It with the mind. Here we find evidence of Babà Sawan 
thinking In Sa^hyan terms. c6) He seems to be saying something 
about the self's attachment to the non-self, though he does not use 
the same terms as Samkhya does. What Babà Sawan Singh Intends to 
highlight here Is the state of confusion that arises when the mind Is 
mistaken for the soul. Baba Sawan Singh believes that the so long as 
the soul and spirit are associated with one another suffering will 
continue. The soul must therefore be disassociated from the mind Only
then Is the soul able to generate knowledge about Its own true 
niture.
Babà Sawan Singh also has something In common here with Ramanuja. Both 
consider this kind of bondage to be restrictive. It restricts the 
freedom of the soul which Is essentially spiritual and Ood-llke. By 
Itself the soul Is capable of participating In the nature of divine 
bliss. But since It is bound to the mind which Is of material 
nature, it becomes attached to matter and to the pains arising from 
h^ls material nature. As a result it loses sight of the ultimate 
■reality of God. This Is seen as the tragedy of the soul and the cause 
0Í all suffering. (7)
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The Fall Qf Man
But how did this condition of bondage cone Into being ? Babà Sawan 
Singh's answer to this question Is In the form of the Ràdhàsoànl 
version of the fall of man. It can be summarized as follows. Ks God 
was creating the different cosmic plahes, the soul became detached 
from its original source (1. e. God) and began descending into the 
lower realms before becoming locked in the physical body, anchored in 
the physical world. The soul then Identified itself with the body and 
mind, becoming entangled in the world of Illusion It has remained 
there ever since, wandering aimlessly from birth to birth, 
perpetuating the cycle of transmigration.
In one of his letters to one of his early American disciples, Babà 
Sawan Singh explains:.
Our spirit is the son of Sat Purush and was 
lent to Kal Purush ('•the Master of the Second 
Grand Division*^) to fulfill the function of 
evolution of his division and the one below.
* Kal Purush then covered the soul, first In
the Instrumental ('»causai^ ) body; second In 
'the subtle body; and third In the physical 
body. He then created several kinds of 
Internal and external restrictions and 
obstacles so that the spirit would be 
entangled In them forever. When the Sant 
Sat Guru Incarnates on this earth to 
release the souls from the material 
covers he first teaches them that this 
place Is not their permanent abode, and 
their function here is to find the means 
to return to their own Home, whence they 
came In the beginning. (6)
Shiv Oayal Singh's version of the fall is not entirely dissimilar to
the one stated aboveY He Is recorded as having said:
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In reality t.he Shabd la all-pervading, but 
since the soul's descent into Find (the 
physical body), it has acquired an outward 
tendency and has become engrossed in external 
sounds. But for that, the work of the world 
would not go on. Now, the soul cannot get at 
the Shabd within until It comes into contact with 
a perfect Sat Guru and submits to Him. When 
it submits to the Sat Guru and Sat sang it 
will come out from the snares of the world. (9)
Both explanations suggest the following. Our predicanent Is that the 
soul is completely hidden under the cover of nilnd and body. 
Innumerable births ago the soul became separated from its lofty source 
and began to transmigrate in the material world. The object of Sant 
Mat Is therefore seen to be that of fostering an awareness in the
disciple ot his true situation, and to provide the means for him to 
recover his true Identity and return to his own true home in God. 
This, howevér, is only possible through coming Into contact with a 
Satguru and practising Surat Sabd Yoga.^
Both Babà Sawan Singh and Shiv Dayil Singh perceive the root of the 
embodied soul's predicament to be the mind. The mind is seen as
constantly pulling* the soul downwards into the world of the senses. 
The solution Is therefore to redirect the mind. This Is achieved when 
the mind's downward tendencies are reversed and turned Inward in order 
that It becomes tuned to ^abd with the help ot the Initiating Satguru. 
it is only then that the soul might attain release from the mind and 
guided back to God. CIO) It is believed that so long as the mind 
is linked to outward things, scattering Its attention upon outer
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objects there can ba no detachnant of tha soul iron bodily 
llaltatlons. (11)
In Baba Sawan Singh* s view the method by which this detachment can be
/
achieved is Surat Sabd Yoga. It is hl6 belief that it Is only 
through Its practice that the soul can be freed from the bondage of 
the body and the attractions of the mind. (12) He emphasizes that:
The Satsang of the Satguru and association 
with Him reorientate the mind and turn it 
Godward. Contemplation of the form of 
the Master enables It to stay there and to 
contact the Divine Melody, the Heavenly 
Sound, the Unstruck Music, which takes it 
to Its place of origin In Trikutl. (13)
Ihft Nature and Role of the Mind
«
It would be appropriate at this stage to look at what he understands 
to be the nature and the role of mind. The concept of mind (man) has a 
lengthy history. In the Rg, Veda It connotes **soul** and Is very close 
in meaning to àtman. (14) In the Upanlsads the two terms manas (organ 
of thought) and citta (seat of thinking) assume a quality best 
translated as mind. (15) In Vedanta manas emerges explicitly as a part 
or function of anta(ikarana, the seat of collective thought and 
feeling. (16)
Babà Sawan Singh's concept of mind lacks both definitional depth and 
precision. However, the following can be said'in general terais about
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It. Like that ot GurO Nanak, (17) Baba Sawan Singh's concept of Bind 
lacks the sophistication ol the Vedlc and Upanlsadlc definitions'
mentioned above. It appears to come closer to the yogic concept of 
mind as the "inner sense". (IB) Babà Sawan Singh seens to use the 
term to ne'in that faculty which not only thinks and decides but also 
feels. It Is viewed as the source of all hunan good and evil, 
something that must be detached from the body and realigned to the 
soul before being finally merged in God. (19)
Both Guru Nfihak and Baba Sawan Singh view the silnd of unregenerate man 
as being erratic. It leads him into worldly attachments which are the 
very antithesis of salvation. The mind is attracted to the senses 
which draws the mind along with them. The senses are continually 
changing and fleeting and they make the mind inconsistent and erratic. 
(20) The mind therefore has to be retrained but not ousted for it is 
the same mind which is the abode of God if only man could recognize 
It. (21)
The Bind must also be purified, its evil tendencies eradicated. The 
mind gives rise to five negative Impulses ; lust, anger, attachment, 
avarice and ego. (22) These five passions keep the disciple tied to 
the world ot the physical body.. Lust pulls the mind downwards,' anger 
spreads it outwards, attachment keeps it chained to the world, avarice 
tans lt*s desire'for material possessions and ego hinders and prevents 
it from turning inward toward God.
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Fron these five basic Inpulees spring all the deeds of violence and
falsehood which earn one adverse karsuis and so endlessly protract the
cycle of transmigration. Such impulses and the actions which proceed
froB them are the hallmark of the self-willed, unregenerate
Individual. They provide evidence of an Impure mind^ filled not with
the love for God but with pure self-centredness. This is the condition
that must be transcended if there is to be any release from the cycle
of birth and rebirth. For 0aba Sawan Singh the answer to this
✓predicament is Surat Sabd Yoga.
According to Bâbâ Sawan Singh it is the mind that creates that state 
of consciousness which he terms Ignorance. (.23) Strangely enough he 
does not mention the other four states usually asoclated with the 
workings of the mind. No mention is made of asmlta (sense of 
personality), raga (love and attachment to material things), devsa 
(hatred and aversion to pain), abhlnlvesa (the will to llve>. In 
Sankhyan philosophy these are the five klesas (afflictions) of 
citta (the mind). (24)
The most likely explanation for this is that the Gurmat Siddhant Is a
loosely put assembled set of discourses. It is not a philosophical
«
treatise with the expositional qualities associated vrtth such a 
treatise. Babà Sawan Singh sometimes does not attempt to explain the 
philosophical concepts he usee. Terminology tends to be loosely and 
selectively used for the purpose of illustrating a point or explaining 
the tenets of Sant Nat by way of comparison or analogy. This explains 
slso the apparent lack of completeness of much of %ihat ie referred to
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In the work and makee it awkward to intarprat what Babà Sawan Singh 
actually has In mind aapacially whan ha uaaa foreign terme.
This problem is beet demonstrated by way of illustration. In the 
quotation below we find concepts from Samkhyan psychology being 
Introduced without being explained or placed In the context of Sant 
Mat. They are simply introduced without comment:
There are four Instruments of the mind:
Chit (memory, inner attention, the Instrument 
of thinking); Man (the Instrument of meditation); 
Buddhl (Intellect, the Instrument of 
discrimination); and Ahankar (the Instrument of 
egoism). These relate to Intellect, comprehension, 
discrimination and cognition. Knowledge is the 
result. (25)
A carelul reading of th^^text in which this passage appears does not 
provide the reader with any clues as to what is Intended by 
introducing this classification. It seems to have been llhcluded in the 
discourse In a rather ad hoc manner without prior thought as to Its 
proper function. As a result one is unable to analyze the manner in 
which Samkhyan categories con be seen to relate to Babà Sawan Singh's 
concept of mind. •
When referring to the nature of the mind, particular attention is paid 
to what Is considered to be one of its most disturbing qualities. This 
{juallty is its fickleness. This thesis not only recurs repeatedly in 
Hindu literature like the Bhagavad G±tZ (26) but has also attracted 
the attention of the many Santo. (27) For Babà Sawan Singh:
Sometimes the mind Is said to be like the 
winds of heaven which blow without ceasing 
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iron one part ot the world to another. It Is 
the nature of the mind to focus first 
on one thing and then on something else.
This moment It builds castles In the 
air, and the next It demolishes then.
It Is tossed between objects of love 
and hatred, as a feather In a stormy 
wind. In short, the mind is never still. (28)
It Is these fluctuations of the mind that have to be brought under 
control. The seeker has to vanquish the mind, make it still. Surat 
Sabd Yoga, It Is believed, provides a means of achieving this control.
The mind has to be stilled In order for It to release Its hold on 
the soul. It Is only then, we are told that the mind and soul realize 
their true Identity. Biba Sawan Singh speaks here of the soul 
returning to Its home In the causal plane after being released from 
the clutches of the mind:
Rising up, the mind now returns to Its . 
original home In Trlkutl and releases 
the soul from its Iron grip. Freed from 
the restraint of the physical, astral 
and causal coverings, rid of the three 
gunas (attributes) and the twenty - 
five prakrltls (tendencies), the 
soul for the first time becomes aware 
of Its close kinship with the Creator.
It then realises that It Is distinctly 
different from the mind and the body, 
and that these were only coverings In 
which It was tightly enclosed. It discovers 
also that it Is a ray of the never setting 
Sun, a drop of the'ever-lastIng Ocean, a 
spark of the Eternal Flame, the essence of 
the Immortal Lord. (29)
lbs mn4~S9ui RglflUonshlp
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Baba Sawan Singh sees the soul as an energizing force. This force 
however, Is being constantly weakened by the mind which attaches
Itself to the soul:
While the mind derives Its life force 
and energy from the soul, It at the same 
time does everything possible to suffocate 
the soul. It bites the very hand that feeds 
it, and acts in such a way as to sap the soul 
of its energy.
By itself the soul is powerless to escape from 
the cage in which it Is Imprisoned, for it Is 
fastened tight v;lth the bonds of strongest steel.
A ray of the Omnipotent, the Omniscient and the 
Omnipresent Sun that It Is, it has become 
completely forgetful of Its exalted position. Its 
Innate purity, and Its self-effulgent light. (30)
He further states that It Is the mind that contaminates the soul:
God dwells within us, but the mirror of our 
mind Is unclean and co^vered with dirt. This 
veils the Lord from ouV view. Just as It is 
not possible to see one's reflection in rough- 
and storm-tossed waters, so also it Is not 
possible to see God's reflection In a restless 
tempest-tossed mind. (31>
Babà Sawan Singh appears to have been Influenced here by Samkhyan
thinking. What Is being said here Is that It Is the mind that Is the
biggest obstacle to spiritual development. Although the mind Is born
*
Of matter It derives its energy from the soul. Involvement in the 
external world Is Its basic tendency. Urged on by Its fondness of 
sense pleasures it becomes a slave of the senses. Both the mind and 
ibe senses are seen as being responsible for eclipsing the soul. The 
isind Is seen as clinging t o the soul like a parasite. (32)
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Babà Sawan Singh la ralteratlng the Sant belief that the soul la
originally pure and divine, and Its natural tendency la Inwards and
upwards. But since it is enveloped by the nlnd It has becone Impure In
the company of the senses and through Its deep-rooted attachment to
the gross world of ratter. The mind therefore has to be made pure and
✓
brought under control. This can be achieved by practising Surat Sabd 
Yoga. (33)
Like KabTr, he states his case for the cleansing of the mind In order
to make It a fitting abode for God. The mind must also be controlled
BO as to ensure that Its attention no longer strays from God, with
whom union Is sought. On the other hand, should the mind be allowed to
retain Its Impurity the penalty Is certain death. (34)
«
This emphasis on the purification of the mind features prominently In
«
Sai^hya yoga. Here there is mention of the Individual mind (chittarn)
being purified by concentration, contemplation and meditation so as to
enable It to catch the higher reflection of purusa. The goal of yoga Is
to unite the Individual mind with the cosmic mind (35) so that It ray
»
reflect the absolute Purusa. When the mind becomes absolutely pure it 
is enlightened with the light of Purusa and led to Nlrvanam. (36)
Nature and Role of Karme
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The link that Babà Sawan Singh aeaks to establish between suffering 
and karma is a straightforward one. It is clothed In the following
terns:
Actually, all actions that are performed 
under the Influence of the ego-vihether 
good or bad-are equally responsible for 
binding an individual to this world.
Even in the Gita It Is stated that good 
and bad actions are equally responsible 
for the binding of a person. Good 
actions may temporarily give us a 
reward In heaven, and bad actions 
may bring us the punishment of hell, 
but the bondage of transmigration remains. (37)
What Is being said here is that suffering and bondage is related to
action. They are considered to be the result of one's past actions,
the beginning ot which is not known. In the state of bondage Ignorance
• ^
Inspires action (karma) and karma brings about rebirth which In turn 
creates a new series of karma. Bondage Is seen here as a state ofo
attachment to desire. This Issues In good and bad deeds, generates
Jnerlt and demerit with their consequences of happiness and sorrow. The
latter produces more desire and the cycle goes on repeating itself 
thus perpetuating the karma-bound process of transmigration.
Hie view that the doctrine of karma represents a law of retribution 
cent irms the view of karma In Hindu thinking. Each soul is seen as 
going through a series of reincarnations reaping the fruit of 
thoughts, desires, and actions performed In the past but which
Influence present and future lives. This karma Is then stored In our 
Inner constitution which functions as a receptacle for sa^kFras or
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kar«lc residues that are responsible for binding the soul to the new 
round of births and deaths. (38)
Baba Sawan Singh differentiates between three types of karma. His 
classification appears to be based on one found In Sankara's
and Bhagavadgltabhaqva. However, the scheme outlined 
In the Gyrmat Siddhdn^ 8oes not possess the depth or complexity of the 
schemes that appear In Sankara's works. In the Gurmat SlddhTnt we 
read:
Karma or action Is of three kinds: Slnchlt, 
Pralabdh and Krlyaroan. Slnchlt Is the store 
karma; Pralabdh Is the fate karma; and Krlyaman 
Is the fruit karma. Store karmas are the result 
of actions of past lives, which have not yet been 
paid for nor assigned. Fate karmas constitute that 
portly of the results of actions 1^ past lives 
which have been alloted to our present life, and 
on account of which this human body has been 
given to us; that is, for undergoing the results 
of good and bad karmas according to our fate. 
Krlyaman constitutes the new karmas resulting • 
from actions which we perform In this life.
In other words, while undergoing our destiny 
(fate karmas) we are dally incurring new 
karmas as well, the results of which will 
be undergone In the next life as fate, or 
part as fate and part as Slnchlt in some 
'future life. <39)
The references here seem to Indicate that Baba Sawan Singh is talking
«
about the types of karmic residues. Sankara speaks of
prarabdhakarman. These are residues which are determined at birth and 
*«rk themselves out during the present life. Then there are 
aancltakarman which are residues idilch are produced by acts performed 
In a previous life, but which remain dormant in this present life, 
finally^  there are sanclyamana or *angamln karma. These are karmic
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residues resulting from acts during this just-ending lifetime. They
will mature in some subsequent lit et ime in the normal course of
events.
For reasons best kno'vn to Babà Sawan Singh himself special attention 
Is paid to fate karmas or destiny . He perceives Hukam as the divine 
expression of destiny or fate. Instead of explaining the implications 
Of this equation we are referred to the Adi Granth. in this Instance 
the verse named Is Suhl Mah 4. c40> as one example. (41) He does this
in order to drive home the point that human freedom in action Is 
limited tor It Is God's command that decides hls destiny. Man's fate
Is said to be "unescapable and Irrevocable" (42) and "Imprinted on our 
foreheads". (43)
According to the view put forward In the Gurmat Slddhant the rules 
governing karma are beyond human comprehension and not empirically 
verifiable. This Is stated In no uncertain terms:
We understand that Innumerable souls are living 
In Sat Lok - in the region of Pure Spirit, free 
• from dissolution. What was the previous karma 
or action , as a result of which these souls 
are placed In one region or the other ? How 
did these regions come into existence ? When 
were they created ?*The answer to all these 
questions are beyond the limits of time find ' 
space, and It is not possible for anybody to 
find them. We can only, in all humility, ask 
Him Who is the Creator of this universe and 
who sent the souls Into these regions. (44)
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Tht RtlationshlP b#twe«n Karaa and Free Will
Bibi Sawan Singh does not dispute the belief that the law of karma Is 
an unavoidable and universal cycle. U5) But though It Is universal 
it Is not final. Each Individual shares In It but can pass beyond It. 
Deliverance can be achieved by the performance of meritorious deeds 
In accordance with the precepts of Surat Sabd Yoga.
He does not view the law of karma as a fatalistic principle. Each 
Individual Is to a certain extent free to exercise his will. He can, 
in other words^ direct his own destiny In a limited manner. He must 
therefore assume responsibility for his present and future actions. 
The Idea that effort and destiny do not negate each other reminds us 
o^'^he <46r>- Babà Sawan-Slngh’s posl-bit>n here that
although the greater plan of things is predetermined we are st'lll free
t
to choose the actions we wish to take. His view is that man Is not
ultimately free to chart his destiny. In the final analysis, it is
argued. It Is God's unseen hand that guides us through our actions and
shapes the final product of our endeavours. Vet with God's grace
»
there can be freedom of action:
Action Is In the hands of the one who performs 
It, but the Grace and the Blessing of God are 
the right of only a few, gained through his mercy 
alone. It is no doubt true that human beings have 
freedom of action to a certain extent, but the 
key of such actions is In His Hands. As long os 
we do not hove His Grace, we poor mortals have 
no power to achieve anything, less so to realize 
Him. It follows therefore the the Originator 
^ d  the root of all actions Is God Himself, 
and He cannot be realized by our own efforts 
alone. We can realize Him only irlthln ourselves 
by the Grace of a Master. (47)
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The Guraat Slddhànt does not see karma operating in an entirely 
naturalistic fashion. Its author believes that prior actions effect 
subsequent events yet not entirely without the intervention of 
God. Baba Sawan Singh is suggesting that there must be some thelstlc 
overseeing of karma. He argues that karma Is administered through the 
action of a conscious agent, namnly, God.
It can be said that Babà Sawan Singh might be advocating the 
following. Since the law of karma Is an unintelligent and unconscious 
law, there must be a conscious God who knows the merits and demerits 
which persons have earned by their actions, and who functions as an 
Instrumental cause In helping individuals reap their appropriate 
iruits. By Implication this means that God supervisee the .entering of 
the soul into . the appropriate reborn body. The law of karma,*a8 
conceived here functions as the expression of God's will and grace In 
the world.
In Baba Sawan Singh's thinking there is a place for divine grace and
4
forgiveness. The law of karma Is not held to be Inviolable. There Is
room for acts of divine grace. God (through the Satguru) Intervenes at
times on the devotee's behalf. The connection between previous actions ( •
and present condition Is therefore partially severed. At this Juncture 
he does not see the need to address the following philosophically 
potent question. Why does God then not intervene more often to reduce 
the enormous pain and suffering In the world? In the Sant tradition 
this question often solicits the response that God's actions are
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governed by divine wledoa, which le beyond philosophical scrutiny and 
human comprehension.
The Question of Salvation
Baba Sawan Singh recognizes the traditional four goals of life of 
Hindu philosophy. He lists them as Oharna (dharna>, Arth Cartha), Kam 
(kama) and Moksh Unoksa). In Hindu philosophy the first three are 
usually regarded as gauna purusartha (subsidiary ends). The last, 
moksa Is termed param purusffrhta (the highest end). Thus Dharma, irthm. 
and are viewed as relative ends. They have to do with the
relations of finite beings In the empirical sphere and lack absolute 
significance. MokdK Is, on the other hand, an absolute value and Is 
not comparable to any of the relative ends^ln life . In this sense It 
Is the highest that men should desire or seek. (48)
The definition of the tern Dharma that Is proposed In the Gurmat 
SlddilSILt is "that^ which binds and guides'*. It Is stated that the 
"world Is sustained by Dharma and Is the source of contentment and 
social harmony" (49) In general terms this understanding of the
tern does not stray In essence from the conventional definition found 
in Hindu literature. (50)Baba Sawan Singh lists the attributes of 
D.harroa as Kshlma (forgiveness), AhliMa (non-violence, compassion), 
'Baya (mercy, piety), Nrldu (sweet nature and true behaviour), 'Sate
. t
vachan (truthfulness). Tip (self- control, penance). Ban (charity),
»
^11 (continence), Souch (cleanliness) and Bi.na ’^ Ishna
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(desirelessness). What he is doing here Is drawing up a list of 
restraints ( yaaa ) and observances c niyama > (51 > that represent 
two limbs of Astanga yoga. (52>
Having noted in passing that means wealth, a rather loose 
explanation for i s  provided by Babà Sawan Singh. It is 
translated as "worldly" and "spiritual" desires with the emphasis on 
"spiritual desires". In the Gurmat Slddhant it Is stated that:
By the Grace of the Master, all types of 
desire8~whether wordly or spiritual are 
fulfilled. By being in His company, the 
worldly desires, which are ephemeral, are 
all effaced; and spiritual desires become 
very strong. These ardent spiritual desires 
are fulfilled by His Grace, and are the only 
desires we should entertain. (54)
defined In the Gurmat Siddhant as salvation , taken here to
mean freedom from attachment. It means liberation from the worldly
fetters of grief, sorrow and the other evils of life. It Is the state
In which the soul. In spite of performing actions does not suffer from
the bondage of sin and remains unaffected by tHe merits and demerits
»
of action. Baba Sawan Singh also talks of freedom from the clutches of 
the mind and stresses that detachment is not renunciation. We are 
told that "remaining unattached while living In this world of 
attachment is the Salvation of the Saints". (55)
Conceived as non-attachment, salvation presupposes a prior state of 
bondage. This bondage Is the result of the mind being attached to the
e
axternal world. This attachment In turn produces desire motivated
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action which perpetuates the cycle of transnlgration. But how will 
this attachment cease i Babà Sawan Singh's reply is, by overcoming 
the mind. Yet more important Is freeing the soul from the clutches of 
the mind. This according to Babà Sawan Singh is the ultimate 
salvation achievable only through the practice of Surat Sabd Yoga:
True Salvation (Salvation of Soul) 
is attained by means of a certain spiritual 
practice. This practice is called "Surat 
Shabd Abhyas" which means the practice of 
uniting the soul with the Shabd (Vk>rd, Sound 
Current or Audible Life Stream). By means of 
such a practice one can achieve True Salvation 
even while living in this very body. (56)
For Babà Sawan Singh true salvation is no less than the spiritual
emancipation ot the soul, leading ultimately to the cessation of
«
embodied existence. This means release from the endless cycle of death 
and rebirth. M o k ^  means "to set free" or "to release". (57) It is a 
state ot liberation in which the soul enjoys transcendental freedom 
in God. This is the real purpose of all spiritual endeavours. Babà 
Sawan Singh writes:
The real purpose of leading a spiritual life 
' is that man should tear away the veil of 
Maya (Illusion) and Matter and recognize 
oneself as the Soul, which is superconscious 
and is a particle of the ocean of 
Superconsciousness, 'so that he may blend into 
that Ocean takeon its colore and' qualities. (58)
Mystical union is the final end to all suffering. It is the only true 
salvation. At this point one is reminded of a passage from the 
^fttaevatara Upanisad that aptly highlights how Babà Sawan Singh feels 
•bout true salvation:
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I know the Supreme Person of sun like colour 
(lustre) beyond the darkness. Only by 
knowing Him does one pass over death. There 
is no other path for going there. (59)
The belief that Surat Sabd Yoga is the only meaningful way to 
salvation is linked with what is said about the purpose of human life 
which is:
to achieve communion with the Lord 
by engaging in and remaining happy in His 
remembrance and by loving Him and His 
creation. (60)
Failure to practise Surat Sabd Yoga is said to mean forfeiting every 
chance of salvation. This means rejecting the very meaning and purpose 
of human existence. In the Gurmat Siddhant we read that:
The gallows of the angel of d.eath and the 
fearful chaurasi (cycle of eighty four) 
is for every one. One should, therefore, 
through the practice of Surat Shabd Yoga 
make life fruitful, for one has attained 
birth in the human form only through a 
great fortune. (61)
Once again we find evidence of Tantric thinking often adopted by the 
Sants. Besides the Sikh Gurus (62) we find Kablr (63) and TulsT 
Sahib (64) saying the same thing.
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Significance oi Kaltyuga
Babà Sawan Singh's views on salvation are closely linked to his 
perception of the role of Kalfyuga referred to in the Our «at Slddhant 
as the Iron Age. The following passages ^ phaslze Blba Sawan Singh's 
beliefs about the significance of Surat Sabd Yoga in the Iron Age;
In the Iron Age, the outer repltltlon of 
mantras and the practice ot austerities 
do not lead to salvation. The repetition 
ot mantras, austerities, self-control 
fasts, worship and so forth do not eradicate 
the feeling of egotism. The soul Is entangled 
In the cleverness of the mind and the Jungle 
of Maya. It does not find the way of escape 
from these snares. (65)
The real austerity consists in finding the 
Master ahd practising the Yoga of the Sound 
Current. Action, duties, purity, self - 
control, repetition and austerities are 
all based on the Shabd or inner Sound. (66)
This emphasis on the Indlspenssblllty of Surat S abd Yoga as the only 
efficient means of'salvation In IfalTyuga Is one of the fundamental 
beliefs of the Radhaso'hml doctrine. Shiv Dayal Singh for example, has 
this to say:
In this age one cannot succeed in any 
other way except by devotion to the Sat 
Guru and the practice of Surat Shabd Yoga.
’ All outer forms of worship are like striking 
at the snake hole. The snake will not be killed 
In this way. It Is likely to reappear at any 
time. The proper way Is to catch the snake 
(mind) and this will be done only by devotion 
to the Sat guru and the Shabd. By no other means 
will it be caught. Those who will not accept 
these words, will gain nothing, and those who 
follow the Instructions of such will also come 
to grief. (67)
/ - - - 7This preoccupation with Kallyuga Is linked to the Radhasoaral
interpretation of history. True redemption according to this
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Interpretation, has become possible only In KaLlyuga. In the course of 
Innumerable births and deaths, some of the heavy karnic burdens of 
those In the causal planes and below had lightened. This resulted for 
some in the development of a deep aversion tor the world and a longing 
for spiritual
emancipation. Such a development prompted God in His divine wisdom
to send down Sants to proclaim the teachings of Sant Mat and introduce
* / _the discipline of Surat Sabd Yoga. This yogic discipline would provide 
chosen individuals with the instrument for achieving final release. In 
the Gurmat Siddhant we read:
But now, in this formidable Kalyug «.the 
Iron Age), God Almighty, in His abundant 
Grace, has sent His own incarnations and 
Param Sants namely, Kabir, Guru Nanak.and 
others to preach the doctrine of Master-Disciple 
Service. (66)
* __ ••It must, however, be sold that the idea of Kallyuga being the age of
transformation is not unique to Sant Mat. Its history dates back to
the Purinlc period. In the Visnu Pur ana we see the Iron Age being
looked upon as the final stage before the return to the Golden Age. O'
Flaherty's excerpt from the Visnu Purana serves well to illustrate• • • ^
this. It reads as follows:
The people of the Kali Age will take refuge 
in the chasms between the mountains, and they 
will eat honey, vegetables, roots, fruits, 
leaves and flowers. They will have too many 
children, and they will be forced to endure 
cold, wind, sun and rain. No one's age span 
will reach twenty-three years. The Kalkln 
will destroy men of evil acts and thoughts and 
he will reestablish everything in its o%m 
dharna. Imsedlatefily at the conclusion of 
the exhausted Kali Age, the minds of the people 
will become pure as faultless crystal, and they 
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will be as if awakened at the conclusion of a 
night. These men the residue of mankind, will be 
transformed and they will be the seeds of the 
creatures and will give birth to offspring, 
conceived at that very time, who will follow the 
ways of the Golden Age.- (69)
The Meaning of foga
Closely linked to what has been said about the significance of 
Kalfyuga Is Baba Sawan Singh's views on the meaning of yoga In 
general and Surat Sabd Yoga in particular. We noted In an earlier 
section that Surat Sabd Yoga Is believed to facilitate the freeing of 
the soul from the bondage of the mind. Surat Sabd Yoga, It can be 
said, therefore, allows the practitioner' to "know his soul". This 
Idea is expressed In the following passage:
Spirituality awakens the "knowing" faculty 
of the soul. When one has attained such a state, 
he knows what soul Is and how It can meet Its 
Master, the Lord. The name of this practice 
to attain this consciousness Is called yog.
(70)
Biba Sawan Singh's detlnltlon of yoga is consistent with that of 
Yajnavalkya who defines It as "the union of the Jlvatnan and thec *
paramatna". (71) In the Markandeya Purai}a (36.1) (72) one finds the 
concepts of "union* and "disunion" being used in association with the
t-rm yoga. Yoga Is described here as disunion * with Ignorance and 
union with Brahman.
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Etynologlcally speaking, the word yoga is derived from yuj v^lch means 
••to bind together" or "to yoke*. The discipline's fundamental aim, 
however, Is to break the bond that ties man to his woeful condition of 
universal suffering. By delivering man from bondage, yoga alms at 
Isolating the soul from all that causes bondage. . This state of 
isolation Is at the same time a state of original unity, In that the 
soul returns to Its pristine state. Yoga has, therefore, to be 
understood from the viewpoint of Its double function. On the one hand. 
It disengages man from his envlrbnment by Isolating him from his usual 
state of being. On the other hand, it returns him to hie original 
state of being which Is free from temporality. (73) Baba Sawan Singh 
accepts this definition. More Imposing, however, is his emphasis that 
yoga Is a path of Inward discovery.
Surat Sabd Yoga and the Philosophy of Inner Religion
Sant doctrine with Its strong emphasis on the Interior quality of
«
religion does not encourage institutionalized religion. On the 
contrary the Sant tradition persistently stresses the futility of 
Institutional loyalties, sectarian allegiance and ritualistic
c
formalities. Salvation Is not earned by rituals and conventions. To be 
a Sant Is to be free from Institutional obligations and organized 
rituals. (74)
Wba Sawan Singh's position on these matters Is no different. 
Spiritual pursuits are not confused with external superficialities. It
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18 a natter of the heart expressed through the appropriate nedlua 
This nedlun Is Surat Sabo Yoga. In the Ourroat Slddhant. Baba Sawan 
Singh's philosophy of Inner religion revolves around the concepts of 
anti-external Ism, turning Inward.and dying while living
Antt-Rltuallsn
Like hie fellow Sants B£l>a Sawan Singh stresses the futility of 
external forms of worship. He dismisses them as empty ritualism with 
has nothing In common with genuine spiritual pursuits. He notes:
For the spiritually blind, the mosques and 
temples made of earth and water are every 
thing. But those whose hearts are Illuminated 
and fc*io possess true knowledge, know that their 
own heart is the true temple and mosque, wherein 
 ^ the Lord can be found. (75)
Calling Surat Sabd Yoga "the forgotten path", he refers to It as "the 
science of the soul" and writes:
The teachings of Surat - Shabd Yog form the 
• basis of every religion, but this basis has 
disappeared and only the formal rituals are 
In vogue. The teachings of the Saints are not 
confined within the bounds of any book or 
creed, for It Is a science of the soul. The 
purpose Is to obtain spiritual bliss which 
cannot be obtained except through the company 
of the Saints (Satsangs). (76)
Spirituality was preached and practised more 
or less by founders and disciples of all 
religions, but In the course of time it declined 
and becaan obscure. People forgot the essence and 
took to rltuTals, rites and other outer forms of 
worship. Eventually, they became quite Ignorant
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about God-consciousness, how to achieve it, or 
what path to follow towards Realization. (77.)
Defining the purpose of inner religion, Babi Sawan Singh then notes:
The purpose of Sant Hat (spiritual 
religion) is wholly spiritual. It shows 
us how to investigate what the soul is, 
what its relationship with the Lord is 
and how to be reunited with Him. (78)
For Babà Sawan Singh true religion is the practice of Surat Sabd Yoga 
and living a God centred life revolving around the principle of Nan. 
This neseage is one that has become the hallmark of Sant philosophy. A 
look at the works of any prominent Sant will confirm this. In the 
Radhasoiml tradition, for example, one finds Shiv Dayal Singh 
dismissing ritualism and exhorting the reader to follpw the yoglc 
discipline known only to the Sants:
• i ' l l
WHAT FRUIT WILL THOSE JIVAS REAP, WHO DO 
NOT FOLLOW THE PATHS OF THE SAINTS, AND ARE 
ENGAGED IN OUTWARD OBSERVANCES, RITUALS AND 
DELUSIONS (79)
One nay recognize true Saints and Faqueers, 
in this way. They always Inculcate the 
realization of God within one's self and do 
not permit waste of time in image v^rshlp, 
pilgrimages or the reading of religious books, 
nor do they preach the worship of Gods, 
incarnations and prophets. They teach only 
the practice of SahaJ Yoga, or the Surat Shabd 
method, excepting which there is no- other way 
of realizing the true Lord. (80)
It is Interesting that no reference is made either to Kablr's (81) 
or Guru Nanak*s critique of religious formalism. (82) However, the 
passages we have examined above suggest that Baba Sawan Singh adopts
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Gurú Nanak's position on Interior religion. Guru Nffnak taught that true 
yoga had little to do with worldly attachments, (83) elaborate yogTc 
techniques, (84) asceticlsn (85) or elaborate rituals <86>. The 
message in the ^urnat Slddhant concurs with that of Guru Nának Both
postulate that yoga is interior religion This Is so because It 
Involves an Inner attitude centred on Nani and as such Is not concerned 
wl'ti ouM.'-ird practices. (^ 7)
Turning Inward
The Idea that the body is the temple of God (88.> Is already present In 
the ypA n^?a(^s. (89) However, it Is in Tantrlsm that the dictum "all 
truth lies within” became a central theme and one that has been 
adopted by the Sants. (90) Baba Sawan Singh gives it expression in
t
— Slddhant. He perceives the human body as a field in .which 
the seed of Nam Is to be sown. It is spoken of as the abode of God 
and is likened to an "ocean of spirituality":
• The body is an ocean ot Spirituality which 
none can fathom. Only one who dies while living 
car. obtain pearls of super-consciousness 
from it. Such is one , If he enters the 
ocean of his own body even pnce,can recover 
a treasure of super-consciousness from it. 
Otli‘_jwise, the treasure remains completely 
hidden. (92)
The human body contains millions of universes 
and C e l e s t i a l  domains, running streams, and 
vast mountain ranges. <)od the Eternal, Is also 
within. The Guru advises you to go Into this 
city and engage In the trade -of Shabd, that 
Is hold constant conmunlon with Naam. Withdraw 
Into yourself, quoff the God-llke Nectar. C93) 
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Bibá Sawan Singh's Idea of turning inward Is directly related to the 
Nath practice of uita-sadhana (inward regression). (94) Ulta-sadhana 
Involves the regression of the biological and psychological process. 
The aim here Is to activate the kundalinT force, seen here as the 
instrument for achieving superconsciousness. The medieval Sants 
accepted the principle of inward regression. They did not, however, 
agree with the principle of making the biological and physiological 
processes Instruments for the realization of truth. Instead they 
reinterpreted ulta-sadhana to mean the inverting of conscious 
attention inward with the aim of connecting it with the Sabd or the 
celestial sound current. By interiortzing attention, concentration was 
focussd on the inner recesses of the self where God was seen to 
dwell. (95)
Dying while Living
The terruci^te J^^i Har no (11 lei ally , to die when alive) Is used in the 
SMroaJ:— Sicldhaiii to describe the experience of dylng-^while- living. 
f96) It is a condition not unlike that called pratyahara (withdrawal 
of the senses). In Astahga yoga this exercise involves the complete 
withdrawal of sen^e consciousness from the external world with the aim 
of Immobilizing the mind and transcending body consciousness. (97) In 
Sant Mat, dying to the body or dying-«^ while-living involves 
Interlorlziiig concentration at the third eye centre, (96) which leads 
sub,sequently to transcending body consciousness.
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PAGES
MISSING
P ^8'~j  ^ P - PiLi C^i|
Generally speaking there Is some truth In this claim. When referring
to the Yoga Sutras. Blba Sawan Singh probably had In mind certain
yogic exercises like dhSrana (mental fixation), pratyahara (withdrawal
of the senses^) and dhyana (contemplation). (109) These practices
will be discussed with regard tc Surat ^abd Yoga later on In the
chapter. It is also ir ut that the writings of Gorakimath ji.<i triai ot
the Sahajiya Buddhists do tefer to Kanpatha yoga (llO- ind SahaJ yoga
/
(111) respectively. Sura* Sabd Yoga is to a larwe extent moulded on
V
these earlier forms. Th*;:t e is mention also of Sabda yoga in the Mai tr 1 
Updlilaad (VI.22). Lastly , the student of Sant writings will be 
familiar with terms like sur at i sabda yoga (112) and Nam yoga (Ij.3) 
often associated with the early Sants named in the above passage
/
Surat Sabd Yoga i-s defined in the Gurmat Slddhant as:
the method by which the soul may become 
dissolved In the Shabd and become united 
with it so that it will never separate 
from It again. (Hi)
on,Babà Sawan Singh then explains that Sutul Dieans "attenti
»
consciousness or meditation or the. soul" dlb) Sabd is called the 
melody~based Name or Power of God". Yoga is referred to as "unity of 
Surat and Shabd and becoming or'ie wiUi it". (116) Surat s"abd Yoga' has 
often been termed the union of soul-^,consciousness with the divine 
Inner sound or Sabd. (117)
Etymologically speaking the t^rm suratl is thought by scholars like 
Barthwal to be a N7th synonym for the Sanskrit terms srota and smrti.
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Both terms carry the meaning memory or flow of mental activity 
(118) In Radh^solfml terminology Surat means the soul or Internal soul 
current. Baba Sawan Singh prefers to use the term to accomodate the 
.vot'd soul as well as conscious attention. As we shall shortly see. he 
Is prone to speak of Sural as the attentive ihearlng) iacuity of the 
soul. In this respect It car. be said that he reinterprets 
memory (as in smrti or sr ota) to mean attentive faculty (of the 
soul). In doing this he has distanced himself from any association 
with the Tantric term su-ratl. Vaudeville Informs us that medieval 
Vajrayana Siddhas used this term to coirnote sexual enjoyment o, 
voluptuousness. (1I9) The r^elationship of the soul (Surat) to the 
celestial sound current (Sabd) is presented in the following manner:
-.-u. at and Shabd are bci.fi th- essence of. the Lord. God Himself Is
Shabd as well as Surat" ('i20:
Here the Identity of thi .oul with God is once again affirmed. This 
belief is readily accepted In Sant theology. It lends expression to 
the devotlonallsm .characteristic of Sant writings. Bab5 Sawan Singh
ews the soul which is the Inner core of human personality as being 
made for oneness with God
We are Informed that the soul possesses two faculties; the hearing 
faculty (Surat) and the seeing faculty (Nlrat). "The Soul functions In 
listening within or doing Slmran. The function of Nlrat is that of 
seeing within or in doing contemplation". (121) Primarily we are being 
told here a ll'ttle about the disciplines of Bhajan (hearing 
»edltatlon) and Dhyan (seeing m e d i t a t i o n ) ’
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Jhc Uniqueness of Surat Sabd Yoga
The Gurmat Slddhant maintains that:
Yogas are of many Kinds; Pran Yoga is
the practice of breath control; Hatha
Yoga consists of physical postures. Both
of these concern the gross .and physical
body and are of low merit Those that pertain
to the mind and intellect concern the astral
body. Anand Yoga pertains to the causal body This
is superior to all other Yogas. The path of the
Saints Is Shabd Yoga, which is the life breath
of all Yogas. (123)
If we .ignore the inaccui ac ies f oonie of the statements in the above
passage (124) it must be said that the passage is a significant one
/
We are Introduced here to the contention that Surat Sabd Yoga is the 
crown of all yogas , l.e the path of higher yoga. All other forms of 
yoga are considered to be secondary and viewed as lower forms (123) 
Surat Sabd Yoga ib ..onsidered to be the complete method. This is so^  
It Is claimed .because it is only by practising it that the aspirant 
can release the sxjul from the shell of the mind and transport it to 
the realms beyond the causal plane. Other yoglc practices, it is 
claimed, only facilitate spiritual development up to the causal plane 
and not beyond. This statement of faith is highlighted by Baba Sawan 
Singh when he claims:
If one practices Surat Shabd Yog - 
which is a complete method, one's 
soul will be taken to its or Igin, 
the highest abode of the Lord which 
is beyond both dissolution and grand 
dissolution. (126)
Shiv Dayal Singh's claim is no different:
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Prana Yoga and Buddhl Yoga do net 
go beyond Akaah. Beyond that Surat 
can go only with the help of Shabd, 
and reach That Place where It can 
behold the Marvelous Being Who did 
not reveal Hinself to the world during 
Sat Yuga, Treta and Dwapar No one 
knew this secret. Now, In Kali Yuga. 
the Saints have made it known. U27>
Unlike the majority of yogic practices, Surat s4bd Yoga does not
advocate the usual yogic techniques. These are considered Ineffective
and unimportant tor the pursuit of higher spiritual goals. Rather, It
Is concerned with withdrawing the soul-current (Surat) from the nine
apertures of the Dody eyes, ears, nose. mouth, genitals and
alimentary canal - and directing it towards the realms toward the pure
spiritual plane (Sach Khand>. This can be accomplished by attaching
/
the mind's attention to Sabd, the celestial sound current believed to 
be emanating from Sach Khand. It is believed that when the mind 
becomes entranced with this divine melody it surges upward, releases 
the soul from Its clutches The mind then remains In its ''home" at the 
causal plane. The soul is allowed to venture further and with the help 
ot the inner Satguru finally makes it to its original resting place 
In Sach Khand. For' this reason ti»e discipline is called the yoga ot 
the celestial sound current. U28) It Is the /abd that occupies a 
central role and injects meaning into this form of yogic pursuit.
Surat Sabd Yoga is said to differ from the other yogas on three 
counts. It does not advocate iCaya sadhana (literally, the culture of 
b^e body ,1.e. bodily discipline). (129) This explains the rejection 
0^  pranayama (breathing techniques) and asanas ‘yogic postures).
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These are considered unimportant and irrelevant to the pursuit of 
higher spiritual goals.
Proponents of the Tai'.trli; Kaya sádhaná view the body as the microcosm
of the universe The discipline of Hatha yoga is used to gain mastery
/ /
over mind and body Siva and SaKti are -said to reside in the tody.
The former is ould to reside in the sahasrara cakra (the highest 
cerebral region). The latter is said to be found in the muladhara 
cakra (the lowest extremity of the spinal cord). The right half of the 
body is considered the domain of Siva, the left half S^ akti. Through 
the píngala nerve In the r'ight flows the apaña wind which is called 
the stream of Siva. Likewise through the nerve ida flows the pr^na
✓
wind wh.ich is the stream of Sakti.
Hatha yoga exercises are aimed at activating the kundalinl /akti 
(130) and raising it up through susutnna (the central channel). In its 
passage upwards, the kundalini successively pierces the six cakras and 
finally enters the sahasrara cakra where it unites with Parama^iva. 
Then and there the yogi Is believed to attain mahasuka (supreme bliss) 
and reaches the so-called Sahaje state (131) For the Tàntrikâs the 
attainment of the state of supreme bliss is equated with the 
attainment of bodily immortality. The question of escaping bodily 
ff'Crtallty is the most salient feature of Hatha yoga, Liberation is 
nought in a transformed or transmaterialIzed body called siddh-deha 
(the perfect body).
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Sant Mat considers the body to be temporal and a hindrance. Baba 
Sawan Singh has this to say about the reliance oi conventional yoga on 
the lower cakras tand consequently the energies associated with them):
The six chakras centres of Brahmananda
(the second spiritual region) are reflected
in the regions below it. The reflection of the
six centres of Anda (the astral region) Is
seen in Pinda, the physical universe. The Saints
disregard the six lower centres of the body
and enjoin the practice of listening to
the celestial Music at the eye centre, which
is above the six lower centres. They consider
Surat-Shabd-Yoga (the Yoga of uniting the soul
with the Divine Sound) to be the highest
of all yogas. Its object Is to
connect the soul with the Shabd and by this
means to merge the soul in the Supreme
Silence (Ashbad), the Akeh (Unutterable)
and the Mirala (Wonderful), from which
It originally originated. Without the soul
there can be no yoga or wordly activity. (132)
Careful study of this statement will indicate that Baba Sawan Singh is 
clothing In milder language what has earlier been proclaimed in the
— Baqh^n_RàdhBsoàml. Shiv Dayal Singh Is uncompromising In his
claims about the superiority of Surat Sabd foga. He proclaims:
Now Just think how far away from the 
Original Place are those who concentrate 
on the navel center or the heart center, 
which are only reflected Images of the 
Real. Even If they succeed In mastering 
those centers, what they will achieve 
will be only a reflection of the Original 
Since they have no knowledge of the higher 
regions and the (k>al, how can they 
reach the Final Stage or attain the Region 
of the Supreme Being ? That Is why the Saints 
Who have reached the highest and the Purest 
Regions of Sat Nam and R5dK% Swiml tell 
the people that they are mistaken and 
deluded because they are seeking Crod where 
He cannot be found. (133)
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In rejecting the activation of the lower cakrae ¿aba Sawan Singh
argues that they allow access only to the astral and causal planes and
✓
nothing beyond that Surat Sabd Yoga on the other hand commences at
the gate to the causal plane (1 e. the so-called third eye> and with 
✓the help of Sabd allows the practitioner access to the higher realms.
Implied here is the belief that the lower yogas operate with the lower
✓
form of motor energy wui rents Surat Saba Yoga in contrast utilizes 
the sensory current.
In Sant Mat we learn of two currents working within the body; the
motor current - and the sensory current. The motor current Is
responsible for sustaining and nourishing the bodily tissues. This
current Is used In Hatha yoga and referred to as prana.. Surat Sabd
* •
Yoga deals exclusively with the sensory current. The sensory current
is thought to disperse throughout the body from the third eye . It is
/
that which withdraws from the body at the time of death. Surat. Sabd
Yoga teaches the withdrawal of the sensory current from the body and
its drawing upward into the supraphyslcal realms. Explaining why
the use of motor current is of no interest to the Sants he says;
»
The Saints knowingly forbid us from practising 
at the lower centres, for that would be like 
descending first to’the ground floor from the 
second or higher floor in order to reach an 
upper storey. The method taught by the Saints 
enable us to commence our Journey from the 
sixth-centre, which is also known as the 
Tlsra Til or the Third Eye. tl34)
Baba Sawan Singh proceeds then to dismiss breathing techniques and 
yogic postures as having little value from the point view of Sant Mat.
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(135^  In what could be construed to be a reference to Guru Nanak* s 
critique of Nath Yoga (1J6), he like the Sikh Guru, Insists that 
complicated postures and difficult breathing have little to do with 
the Inner search for God. (137) He acknowledges the health benefits 
that Hatha yoga offers but doubts their value, commenting that "the 
physical postures of the body end In death" <138) He notes that:
Yogis have performed all the eighty-four 
postures without gaining the ultimate goal.
They do not rid the mind of erratic or vicious 
thoughts. They are primarily for the benefit 
of the physical body, and do not lead to God- 
Realization. These postures require sustained 
effort without much profit Sant Mat , therefore, 
deprecates such practices. (139)
The Discipline of Surat Sabd Yoga
e
O
✓
Surat Sabd Yoga Is a secret technique. It Involves a unique kind of
Initiation, special méditâtional techniques and esoteric knowledge not
disclosed to the non-lnltlate. Only generalities have been provided
«
for public consumption. For this reason the researcher has to be 
content with a' limited amount of information. Nevertheless the Gurmat 
Slddhant does provide the reader with a general outline of Surat Sabd
c
Yoga's Initiation and medltatlonal techniques. This provides us with 
some idea of what to associate Surat Sabd Yoga with.
As noted earlier (140) Surat Sabd Yoga has three basic elements 
spart from initiation. Each of these practices involves its ovm 
principle of connection with Sabd and consequently, God. One of these
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elements represents the preliminary phase ot achieving one-pointed 
attention. This discipline is called Slmran (repetition, or Inore 
properly remembrance of the- divine names). (141) There Is also the 
practice ot Dhy"an (contemplation) M42' The third element of the 
yoga sadhana Is Bh.ajan or the practice ot listening to the celestial 
melody or Sabd, <14J>
Initiation into the discipline of Surat Sabd Yoga is not generally 
disclosed but ITaba Sawan Singh mentions the lol lowing about the 
initiation practice, choosing to call it "the gitt ot the Name” <144> 
and 3 new-birth (145) We are told that at the time ot initiation:
The Master "Injects'*, as it were, 
his consciousness and light into 
the soul of the disciple. This injection 
of His own consciousness and light permeates 
the disciple like leaven, and produces a 
new spiritual consciousness and light 
as the practice of Nam Is continued The 
spiritual light ot the Master gives a new 
life to the soul of the disciple and begins 
to free It. Consequently, the disc Iple 
begins to have a feeling of fulfilment.
This gift of the Master cannot be taken away 
Time and Maya (illusion) cannot destroy 
this seed, this ray of life. The disciple,
' once Initiated, will certainly progress, 
sooner or later. He will one day certainly 
reach his true Horae (146>
In Sant Mat it Is believed that at the time ot Initiation the Satguru 
Imparts his life impulse to the Initiate. The Satguru then henceforth 
Offers the initiate his protection provided the Initiate submits 
himself unquestlonlngly to the will of the Satguru and obeys his 
Instructions. It is also believed that Initiation guarantees the 
Initiate eventual spiritual uplift leading one day to mystical union.
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This Idea ot the SatgurTi injecting his life impulse and the Sabd into 
the initiate is not a new one. in Tantrlsm the dlksa ceremony involves 
the transferring of jnana-sakti (the dîksâgurü* s life force) to the 
Initiate. (147 )
The belief that the Initiate receives a new spiritual consciousness 
during initiation is connected to the belief common among Tantrlkas 
that Initiation Is accompanied by receipt on the part of the devotee 
ot the godly at the cost of the unclean. (148) There is also the 
possibility that Sant Mat Initiation carries the same connotations as 
Mma samskara. This Puranlc term refers to the soul's purification as 
a result ot the removal of the inner layers oi ignorance at the time 
of initiation. (149)
Another idea present In Baba Sawan Singh's definition of Initiation Is
o
one which regards initiation as a new birth ot the disciple. U50>
Atharv^— Vjpd? (XI, 5, 3) , the upanayana ritual involves a three
day ceremony In which the slsya Is said to be given a new birth. The
Sataph? pr^t^p^n^ (XI, 5,4) calls the Initiated slsya , the "twice born" 
« »
(djlva). The underlying factor ot all these practices is that 
initiation brings with it the death of profane existence and the 
dawning ot a new spiritual reality. (151)
are also told something about the gurmantra or initiation mantra. 
This mantra is Imported to the disciple by the Satguuru at the time of 
initiation. It la done In a manner known only to those present. The 
guraantra of the Punjab branch is a sequence of five charged holy 
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NaaeB. These Naroee are to be itenorized, repeated mentally and ae a 
rule never spoken aloud. The live Nanee used by the Punjab branch are 
supposed to be the names ot the ruling deities ot the five cosmic 
regions, between the astral and pure spiritual regions.The Agra 
branch, however. Insists that the correct gurmantra le “Radhasvaml". 
although Shiv Day^ al Singh spoke explicitly of "the Sumirán of the 
five Names'*. (152) However, irrespective of which names are used all 
parties agree that the gurraantra of Radhasoaml Mat Is unique (153)
The gurmantra Is also seen as being charged with the spiritual power 
ot the Satguru. It Is this power that is said to open up new vistas of 
Inner vision in the Initiate. This belief probably has its origin In 
the Vedas. The Vedas state that the gurmantra is that, instrument 
which enables t..t> slsya to experience the divine presence of the 
supreme Being via the Initiating guru. (154) In the Tahtrlc text Siva
c
samhlta (111.11) it Is stated that It Is the gurmantra which provides
the Initiate with the true breath ot life. (155) Bab'S Sawan Singh's
explains that the gurmantra Is charged In that it is:
the Initiatory teaching Imparted by the 
• Master to enable a disciple to reach his 
original Home in the highest spiritual 
reglcxis. (156)
< •
Extolling the Importance of the guraantra Babà Sawan Singh maintains 
)dth the same conviction as Gurú Arjan that Its benefits are 
indescrlbabte. (15 7) It Is also the gurmantra that enables the
Initiate to finally experience ultimate liberation from all wordly 
attachments. (156) It Is during initiation that the Initiate Is 
Introduced to the practice of Slmran.
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The definition of Slmran that one finda in the Guraat Siddhant reads
as follows:
Slmran is a Sanskrit word derived from 
the root "Snar". It has several meanings:
To protect, to make a mental picture of one's 
deity in the heart, and to contemplate on 
this form, to remember a certain person or 
thing to such an extent as to think about It 
with every breath, to make it a part and 
parcel of one's life and ultimately to 
awaken into and to live in it. (159)
There is a possibility that this reference to "Smar" is actually a 
reference to the Sanskrit term smarana, meaning memorization. Sraarana 
is often linked to the Kith practice of Nam sumlrana or Nam slmrana, 
(160) both meaning "to remember the Name”. Both these terms are 
associated with the popular Vai^nava belief in the maglcpl effect of 
voicing the divine Name.
In the Sant tradition Kablr and Gurí» Nihak repeatedly mention the 
practice of repeating the divine Name. For KabTr, n5m sumlraij 
represents the internalization of the eternal permanence of God via
t
the repetition of His Name. (161) Guru Ninak sees Nam simran as "the 
meditation on the nature of God, on His qualities and His attributes 
as revealed in the Word". (162> This meditation forms the core of 
Guru NSnak'8 spiritual discipline. The Name reveals the absoluteness 
of God. Repeating the divine Name then means recognizing the 
eternality of God. The practice of Nam slmrap, as Gurú Nának sees it 
draws the devotee closer to God. B8ba Sawan Singh's understanding of 
the tern encompasses what has just been said about Kabir and Guru
r
Minak* 8 understanding of the tern. He sees Sinran as the "ladder which
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takes us to the higher regions where we nay have communion with the 
Lord". ‘163)
In the Radh*asoami tradition Slmran refers specifically to the Internal 
or Silent repetition of the gurmantra. it carries the same meaning as 
the Tantrlc term ajapajapa ilbi) Although Baba Sawan Singh 
acknowledges that the oral repetition of the holy Names <165) does 
bring some benefit he is quick to point out that it is the Internal 
practice of Slraran that is more meaningful. He writes that:
The real Slmran as taught by the Saints, 
is the most important part of Jap Yog 
(the Yoga of Repetition or Remembrance). 
And if It Is done with the attention of 
the soul or with the tongue of the soul 
then the heart of that individual becomes 
attuned to the Lord. (166)
Internal Slnran is Important because he points out that:
the soul gives energy and life to 
the body, the mind and the senses, and 
by doing Slmran with the soul, the mind 
concentrates. (167)
Slmran. we are tol’d can be done in any comfortable posture. It should 
be done with unwavering concentration and loving devotion. (168> It 
can be done any time though the preferred time dusk or dawn when the
f
mind is said to be at peace and the spiritual vibrations the 
strongest. (169) (,)uoting a number of sources, Bâbâ Sawan Singh 
explains:
Night-time is particularly suited 
for Slmran because of quiet and solitude. 
At this time the soul currents are not 
scattered. Dawn and dusk are times of
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union (night with day and day with night), 
and these times have a special spiritual 
and magnetic power latent In them (170)
The main aim of practising Slaran is to keeping the fleeting mind 
under control. focusing it on God. This is the most important
precondition tor meaningful and succeessful meditation:
The Simran oi the objects ot the world 
should be replaced by the Simran of (5od 
and the thoughts ot the world by Contemplation 
ot the Master, who Is. Cod Incarnate. (1717
This emphasis on one-pointed attention Is repeatedly found In the
works of the Sants (172) and earlier on In SabdapDrvsyoga. In 
/
Sabdapurvayoga smarana Is a medltatlonal exercise In which the mind is 
focused on the unity of the divine Word, and turned av)ay from the 
diversity of thoughts and external sounds. U?3>
o c
Finally, Baba Sawan Singh talks of the benefits that the practice of 
Slraran brings with it. He praises Simran as being the "spiritual food
Of the soul**. (174) He views it as an unfailing remedy for all Ills, 
best described In his own words:
Simran banishes fear of death and frees 
one from the cycle of births and deaths.
It removes obstacles and difficulties, 
and pleasure and pain. Duality is shed, 
the dross and filth of the mind wears off, 
and the ref ulgence of God* s Name becomes 
Bwnlfest. The devotee is ever at the feet 
of the Master. He gains glory In the Court 
ol the Lord and, crossing the ocean of 
phenomena, he attains everlasting salvation. (175)
Mother aspect ot the discipline of Surat ^abd Yoga Is the practice of
%ân. It Is stated in the Gurmat Siddhlnt that:
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Dhyan le a Sanskrit word derived from the 
root "Dhaye" which menas to contemplate 
some form, to remember it, to repeat it, to 
think about It, and to collect the soul currents 
at their headquarters. Ohyan connotes both seeing 
and thinking. To fix the .attention at any one 
point is called Dhyan. U76>
This definition is a composite one. In all likelihood Babà bawan Singh 
is trying to construct a dellnilion which takes into account three 
main components of yoglc contemplation techniques The techniques 
referred to here are dhàrani or dhyana (meditation), pratyahSra 
(withdrawal of the senses) and ekigrata (one-pointed attention).
In the Pat^n.^all—Sutra the definition ot dharana Is given as follows:
«
In Oharana the flow of similar 
■Denial modifications on* the same object 
is com Ined to the desired place. When 
(It) appears as an unbroken flow, 
then It Is called Dhayana. (177)
c
This Image of one-pointed contemplation also constitutes an important 
part of Ramanuja's understanding ot dhyana. In his commentary to the 
^dànta Sutr^ it Is stated that;
4
'Meditation (dhayana) Is the steady 
remembrance, i. e. the continuity ot 
steady remembrance,uninterrupted like 
the flow of oil In agreenment with the 
• spiritual passage that declares steady 
remembrance to be the means of release: 
on the attainment of remembrance all ties 
are loosened. Such remembrance is the same 
character (form) of seeing (intuition). <178)
Dhiranà Is also associated with pratj^hara. This Is a discipline that 
involves the withdrawal ol the senses from objects of the outer world.
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It l6 alned at mastering the sense organs. < 179 )The Yfigâ— SStÜlflL of  
Patanjall states that pratyah¥ra Is:
the withdrawal (ot the senses) as It 
were the Imitation of the mind by the 
senses by means of communing with their 
objects. (180)
Ohirana Is also seen in conjunction with ekagratî. This exercise aims 
at stimulating a continuous 1Ixed concentration and censorship of all 
distractions that dominate sense consciousness. This exercise is 
useful in controlling the two generators of mental sense activity 
(indriya) of the subsconsclous (samska'ra). (181) The Mahabharata 
speaks of ekâgratâ as being a concentration Involving three distinct 
mental acts. These are disengagement of the mind from sense objects, 
reflecting and deliberating on the object chosen for meditation. (182)
Another point worth noting that In the Gurmat Slddhant Dhy^n Is linked 
to the Sikh idea of "knowing and listening to the Shabd". (183) The 
notion of DhySn being both seeing and knowing Is indicative of the 
manner in which Bâbâ Sawan Singh sees contemplation as seeing vdth the 
"eyes” and hearing with the "ears” of the soul. He explains that:
The soul has two faculties. One is 
"Surat" , which means the hearing 
faculty, and the other is "Nlrat”, 
which means the seeing faculty. So 
long as the seeing faculty is not 
developed, mere listening to the Shabd 
does not bestow the fullest possible 
benefit. By fixing the attention 
within, one Is able to behold many 
spiritual regions. So long as the 
seeing faculty does not develop, 
the hearing faculty of the soul 
does not ascend to higher planes.
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By developing the seeing po%^r of 
the soul we achieve Dhyan. (184)
Babà Sawan Singh sees DhySn as one of the key pillars of the yoga
sidhana. He attaches great Importance to contemplation which he
conceives as the opening up of the Inner recesses of the self to the
presence of God as manifested in the Satguru. Here again the theme of
the divinity of the Satguru re-emerges. At every possible opportunity
/the reader Is reminded that the the Satgurti Is Sabd incarnate. The 
following passage Indicates this;
The highest form of Contemplation Is that of 
God or connecting our consciousness with 
Shabd, which Is God-in-Act Ion, and 
listening to It Is Contemplation of the 
person In whom God Is manifest. The 
contemplation of God Is impossible, 
for we have not seen Him. Therefore, 
we should first contemplate on the 
form of the Master, because we can 
see Him and by contemplating upon 
Him, we are enabled to contact“
Nam. (185)
The Idea that Ohyan is loving contemplation on the radiant form of 
the SatgurTI Is Indicative of how It Is weighted not only as a 
nedltatlonal technique but also as an Instrument of devotion. We are 
not very far here from Ramanuja who usee the terms bhakti (devotion), 
dhyana (meditation) and vedana (worship) as synonymns. (186)
However, such a comparison is to be approached with caution for It Is 
not without Its pitfalls. We would do well to pay attention to what 
Hlnlan Smart has to say. He points out that there Is a subtle
difference between dhyana and bhakti. Dhyana, he states Involves a
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purification of conscloueness, a kind of higher emptlnees. Bhaktl on
the other hand, **feed6 the apprehension of the nunlnous*'. He argues
that devotion relies on contemplation tor meditations but meditation
can be self -sufficient. tl67) For Baba Sawan Slngh^ however, there
can be no devotion without meditation and vice versa Both are
/
integral to the practice of Surat Sabd Yoga.
Finally we are told that Dhyan helps purify the soul, carries It to 
the higher Inner planes, ultimately leading It to union In God:
Contemplation of the Masters Is wondrously 
rewarding. Those who think of the Master’s 
form gain honour and glory both here and 
beyond. All the desires are fulfilled. By 
merging In the Master, they attain God- 
realization. (188)
/Another medltatlonal practice of Surat Sabd Yoga Is the praotlce of 
Bhajan which Is considered to be the most dlfflcul't of the 
disciplines. The word. In B'aba Sawan Singh's usage, refers to an 
inverted focusing of attention and listening to the celestial sounds 
that emanate from the regions above the physical..Slmran and Dhyan are 
said to lay the * foundations for Bhajan, and initiates who are 
unsuccesstul at Bhajan are often advised to concentrate first on 
either Slmran or Dhyah or both.(18S) Bhajan Is defined In the
following manner:
Bhajan simply means listening to the 
Sound Current, which Is also termed 
by the Saints as Shabd Yog. This Is 
done by the soul^ or by Its attention.
It is through Surat or Soul that the Divine 
Melody is heard. U90)
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The idea of a hearing 1 acuity ot the soul is a difficult one to
grasp- It Bight be better understood if explained in the following
manner. The soul cor soul-current) has the capacity of attaching 
/
itself on to Sabd during successful meditation. This awareness of the 
/presence of Sabd is what is probably meant by the soul ''hearing'* the 
celestial sound current which reverberates throughout the universe.
Bhajan as it is carried out by initiates of the Radhasoaml faith is 
by no means unique to this tradition. The practice does have 
historical antecedents. In the MaitrT Upanisad there is mention ot a 
practice which seems similar to Bhajan though it does not carry the 
same name. Part of the passage in question reads:
By closing the ears with the thumbs 
they hear the sound of the space 
within the heart. There is the * 
sevenfold comparison of It, like 
rivers, a bell, a brass vessel, .a wheel, 
the croaking of frogs, rain, as when one 
speaks in a still place, having passed 
beyond this variously characterised 
tsound), they disappear (become 
merged) in the supreme, the non- 
sound, the unmanlfest Brahman. (191)
In the Lava-Yoga-Samhita Tantra (11.21) a similar practice is 
mentioned;
One ought to close the ears, the eyes, the 
smelling organ and the Bouth. In the shelter 
pure Sushumna then all the sounds be heard. (192)
••te are unable to find any explanation for the use ot the term Bhajan 
In the Gurmat Siddhpnt. Loosely speaking, it is used in conjunction 
*^th the Valsnavlte, Maharashtrian and Sikh practice of the singing of
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devotional hymns. (193) Perhaps Baba Sawan Singh wants to stress the 
sound element in this form of meditation. He therefore, relates It to 
bhajans which produce sounds when sung.
It Is through the practice of Bhajan, we ate told, that the soul's 
/
link with Saod is established:
The Shabd Dhun permeates all beings 
and by listening to it one becomes 
a Saint. God's Name then dwells in 
the heart and one is attuned to Him 
It is through the aid of Dhun that 
the Soul merges in the Lord. (194^
Bhajan is also said to facilitate the effective and complete control 
of the mind. This in turn assures the Initiate of his transcending the 
cycle of transmigration before experiencing mystical union;
When the mind listens to the Shabd 
Dhun, it is completely enraptured 
by the bliss that Dhun confers. One 
v<^ o has joined his consciousness 
with Dhun goes beyond the reach of 
Kal, the negative Power, and this 
ends the cycle of birth and rebirth. (195)
Strictly speaking Bhajan is the epitome of Surat Sabd Yoga. It is the 
very essence of the spiritual discipline leading to final salvation:
Listening to and merging in the Sound 
of Nam or Shabd is the only means of 
attaining Godhood, and this Sound is 
constantly reverberating within the 
forehead. It can only be heard only 
through the company of Saints and by 
following their instructions. (197)
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Sundry
This chapter outlined the main features of Surat S^ abd Yoga as 
presented In the Gurmat Siddhant. We began by explaining how Baba 
Sawan Singh postulated the link between universal suffering and 
metaphysical Ignorance. The Influences of Patarijall and Advalta 
Vedanta were noted. Next we confirmed what Baba Sawan Singh saw as 
true reality. He defined true reality as that which Is uncovered 
when the soul Is freed from the bondage of the mlnd.^  It Is the 
attachment ot the soul to the mind that Is the cause ot ignorance and 
In this context we learned about the fall of man In Radh*asoaml terms. 
We learned also how the tall ot man was used to explain how the soul 
cane to be bound to the mind and the material world.
In summarizing the main features of Baba Sawan Singh's concept of- 
mlnd we tocused on the simplistic manner In which categories • from 
Sa^hyan psychology were used. The nlnd-soul relationship involved 
the Sant bellet that spiritual liberation was only possible if the 
6oul was freed from the clutches of the mind.
We then examined the question of suffering and karsta and enquired how 
the relationship between the two was perceived. We looked at Baba 
Sawan Singh's understanding of karma and the role of free will and 
hoted that the influence of the Bhagavad Gita was apparent.
Ih defining salvation as non-attachment Bab's Sawan Singh .talked of 
f^**elng oneself from the attachments of the temporal world. We also
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saw how salvation was linked to his ideas about the purpose of human 
life. Here we noted evidence of the Influence oi the Tantrlc way of 
thinking being Injected In the Gurmat Stddhant
The next section dealt with the philosophy oi inner religion, the
✓ /  
foundation of Surat Sabd Yoga. We explained how Surat Sabd Yoga was
perceived as an Inner spiritual state as opposed to an external form
of worship. Our analysis centred on the concepts of antl-rltuallsn,
turning Inward and dying to the self.
We explained why this torro ot yoga was called the yoga of the
celestial sound current by determining the etymology oi the terms
Surat and Nlrat. We examined the view regarding the uniqueness of 
/
Surat Sabd Yoga n^^ d we evaluated how and why it was perceived to be 
different from all other forms of yoga.
t
In analyzing Nam Initiation we centred our attention on Tantrlc 
belief which as voiced by Baba Sawan Singh states that Initiation
c
involves the Injecting ot the life force of the Satguru Into the
Initiate. The Vedlc Idea of Initiation as being a process of
purificatory second birth was also studied Finally we noted the 
«
manner in which the role of the gurmantra was conceived in the Gurmat 
Slddhant
Slaran was defined as the remembrance and repetition of the divine 
names. We asked what this actually meant and what the functions of
e
this practice were. We then proceeded to seek an understanding of the
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ter» Dhyan, conceived of as contemplation of the inner radiant form of 
the Satguru.
We also noted the similarities between Dhyan and the yoglc practices
of pratyahFra and ek§grata. Finally we looked at the technique of
Bhajan. Having speculated on the use of the word we illustrated how it
was understood to be a form of hearing meditation. We also emphasized
/
its role as the central pillar of Surat Sabd Yoga meditation and 
demonstrated how it was portrayed as a crucial vehicle for linking the 
soul to the Inner cosmic sounds.
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NOTES
1. Baba Sawan Singh does not develop his own universality of 
suffering thesis. Neither does he address the problem directly. 
However, a familiarity with his works in general will confirm that he 
does accept the Buddhist and (according to some) Upanisadic belief 
that all existence is suffering. For a brief review of the Upanisadic 
view of universal suffering see G. Feurstein, -The Meaning of 
Suffering in Yoga-, in G. Feurstein and J. Miller (eds.>, A 
Regppral&ftl. of Yq k q. Essays in Indian Philosophy (London.1971). p. 88.
2. Gurmat Siddhant Vol IV p. xxxviii. See also Vol. Ill p. 61.
3. From what Baba Sawan Singh says about ignorance one is able to see 
certain general lines of congruence with PataTiJali's concept of 
Ignorance in his klesa theory. Patanjali's klesa theory is explained 
in Feurstein, -The Meaning of Suffering in Yoga-, pp, 90-94.
4. Patanjali's theory of nescience is 
Feuerstein, -The Meaning of Suffering in Yoga-,
briefly examined 
pp. 90-94.
in
5. For a brief survey of the avidya concept in Advalta Vedanta see
5. Bhattacharya's entry -Avidya-, in M. Eliade (ed.in chief). The 
Encyclopedia of Religion Voi 2 (New York, 1987), pp. 17-19..
6. For an exposition of SaoAhya's concept of bondage see M. S. Kumar,
"Muktl And Bhakti As Highest Values-, In Journal of the Indian Academy 
of— PJillPSOphy 2 (1963), p. 15. See also Dasgupta, A History of
Indian Philosophy Vol 1 pp. 238, 240 and 261.
7. Ramanuja's view of bondage is examined by F. Vadakethala, -Yoga 
For Liberation; Ramanuja's Approach-, in Journal of Pharma 11 (1977), 
pp. 34 -52.
8. Letter to Dr. and Mrs. Brock dated July 21st. 1923. Quoted from 
SondPSh 22 (1989), p. 33. See also Ratna SSgar pp. 23-25. (For an
English rendition»see Puri and Sethi, Tulsi Sahib. Saint of Hathras. 
p. 35).
9- S. Singh, Sòr Bachan Part II (138) p. 106. A highly stylized 
version of the fall by one of Baba Sav/an Singh's successors appears in 
D. Singh, Spiritual Awakening (New Delhi,1982), pp. 100-113.
10. We see a striking resemblance here to Guru Nahak's idea of 
salvation. Oliver observes that Guru Nànak taught that salvation 
Involves the redirecting of the mind away from its wordly orientation 
so as to make it the abode of God. See P. Oliver, The Nature of
Salyotion in Sikh Religion(M. Phil thesis, University of Leeds,1985),
p. 87.
Gurmat Siddhant Voi.I p, xx.
1^ . Discourses on Sant Met p. 278.
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13. fíiacQUf —  on Sdnt Mot, p- 274.
14. See Dasgupta, History of ’Indian Philosophy Voi I, pp. 25-26.
15. See tor exanple, Ch&ndogva Upan lead VII (3. 1).
16. For a definition of the Vedlc concept of antahkarana see
Stelnaann, Guru-Slfva-Sanbandha.__Pag V?rhftUm&.-Iffi
Tryditionellen und Modernen Hlndulspus. pp. 2^, 100 and 140.
17. For an analysis of Guru NSnak’s concept of mind see McLeod, Qvr.VI 
MMnak and the Sikh Religion pp. 176-161.
18. A definition of the yoglc concept of mind as the "Inner sense" 
appears In M. Ellade, Yoga; Immortality and Freedom XPrlnceton. 1969), 
p. 20. This Idea also finds expression in the writings of the Rajab. 
See Callewaert, The SarVèngl of the DadTlPanthl Raiafe, p- 310.
19. Gurmat Slddhant Voi. Ip. xl.
20. Guru Nanak* 8 view Is expressed In "Xs*a Ast <8.>, Adi Granth. p. 415.
21. See Gurmat Slddhant Voi IV p. Ixxv and Voi I p. xvl.
22. See Gurmat Slddhant Voi I p. 44. Baba Sawan Singh does not adhere
strictly to the list of evil . Impulses found In the Sikh
scriptures. This list consists of kam <Iu8t),^ krodh (anger), lobh 
(greed), moh, (attachment) and hankar <prlde).
23. Bab*a Sawan "felngh sticks to the English word ignorance. However, In 
the HlndF translation of the Gurmat SlddhSnt. the Sankrit term ayldya 
Is used.
24. Patanjall's theory of the five states of consciousness Is
explained In R. S. Mlshra, The Textbook__fii__ifiSa— pgyghplQgy (New
York, 1984), pp. 64-65.
25. Gurmat Slddhant» Voi IV p. 1.
26. Speaking of the fickleness of the mind, Arjuna says:
Fickle Is the mind, Impetous, exceedingly 
strong: how difficult to curb It! As 
difficult as to curb tè wind, I would 
say. (The Blessed Lord) Herein there Is 
no doubt, hard Is the mind to curb and 
fickle, but by untiring effort and by 
transcending passion It can be held.In 
check.
jCQuoted fromR. C. Zaehner. The Bhagavad Gltfl. 
(6.34-5) (Oxford,'Oxford, 1972 1 ,p 424).
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27 Kabir for exanple, calls the mind a "nervous thief". See BHak.
sakhl 96.
28. Discourses on Sant Mat p. 272.
f
29. Discourses on Sant Met p. 279.
I
30. Discourses on Sant Mat p. 274.
31 ■ Discourses on Sant Mat p, 274-275.
32. What Baba Sawan Singh Is saying has often been voiced by the 
earlier Sants. Kabir, for example, has this to say about the mind:
Mind never died, nor did roaya, but the body 
died a million times. Alas, mind's cravings 
and expectations did not die, 0 Kabir.
(Translated os Kabir Granthavall 26:11 by Sethi, 
Kobir The Weaver of God's Name, p. 106).
33. This verse from Shiv Dayal Singh would have most certainly 
inspired Baba Sawan Singh. It reads:
So long as Surat does not catch hold of Dhun, 
the oilnd cannot be subdued.
4 .
Unless the mind Is subdued, salvation of the soul 
is not possible. One will drift In the ocean of 
the world for lives together.
Subdue your mind by the practice of Surat Shabd 
Yoga. Adopt nor other method.
(Maheshwarl, SSr Bachan__PftdhjLftflRai
Part II [Poetry] Bachan 24 Shabd 1 [91-93], p. 66).
•
34. Scott graphically describes how KabFr warns of Yana (the angel of 
death) seizing the manmukh (mind-centred Individual), binding him and 
marching him off to the prison of karma-samsara where he will continue 
to suffer the rounds of birth and death. See Scott, Kabir: Mystic and 
jfay^ rlcR. The Religious Perceptions and Doctrines of a Medieval Indian 
Sfllnt. p. 251.
35. In Sa^hya yoga there Is mention of two classes of mind, the 
individual and the cosmic. In Sant Nat the cosmic mind is said to be 
reflection of Kal Purus (Negative Power), ruler of the causal plane 
and the planes below It.*
36. See Mlshra, Ifat.TffiltJb.PgK Pt YOga PgythQlbgy P- 62.
37. Qurroat Slddhant Voi. I p. 18.
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38. See Gurmat Slddhont Vol. I p. 25.
39. Gurffwt Sl<Jdhflnt Vol I p. 21.
40. In actual fact the verse la Suhl M 1 SuchaJJl <2), Adi Granth p.
763 which reads: •
When Thou art with 0ie, I attain everything: 0 
Lord, art
my Master, my Capital-stock.
When Thou Abides! within me, I am at Peace:
Blessed am
I when Thou Abides! within me.
If such be Thy Will, Thou makes! me king or a 
beggar,
detached from the world.
If such be Thy Will, the Seas will surge In the 
(heart's) Desert, and the Lotus will bloom 
In the Sky (of the Mind).
In Thy Will, do we cross the Sea of Existence, In 
Thy
Will is our Lord sunk in the nld-stream.
In Thy Will, do I find Thee a Colourful Person and 
then
I am Imbued with Thy Praise, 0 treasure of 
Virtue!
In Thy Will, Thou seemest Dreadful to me, and I am 
bound to the cycle of coming and going.
0 Lord, Thou art Unfathomable Unwelghable; saying 
of Thee, I Surrender to 'Yhee.
What shall I ask, pray, what shall I utter, save 
that I Hunger and Thirst for Thee.
Through the Guru's Word 1 Attain unto the Lord, 
and for this alone do I Pray to my God.
41. The other verse is given as Sorth Mah 1,8, 59-0-19. See Gurmat 
Slddhant Vol, I p. 31.
42. Gurroat Slddhant Vol. I p. 27. .
♦3. Qurroat Slddhant VoL Ip. 31.
<
Gurmat Slddhant Vol I p. '31.
See Gurreat Slddhant Vol. I p. 22. Here he speaks of a "fathomless" 
ocean of karmas.
Foi^  an analysis of karma and free will In the Bhagavad Gita see 
S- Arvlnd, "Fate and Free Will In the BhagavadgTta", In Religious 
SlUdlfifi. 15 (1979), pp. 531-537.
♦7. Gurmat SlddhTnt Vol. I p. 33.
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48. The manner in which the four goals of life are conceived of in 
Hindu philosophy is outlined in M. S. Kumar, *"Mukti* And 'Bhakti* As 
Highest Values“, p. 14.
49. Gurmat Si^dhant Voi I p. 6
50. There are several ways in vdiich the term has been used in Indian 
thought. Generally it stands for religious observance, righteousness, 
Justice, sense of duty and social order etc. All these uses relate in 
some way to the root dhri. See B. Kuppuswamy, Pharma and Society. A 
Study in Social Values (New Delhi,1977), pp. 17 and 20.
51. By comparing Babà Sawan Singh's list to the one found in the Yoga 
Sutras we notice that he has omitted a number of yamas (restraints) 
and nlyamas (observances)- Among the restraints left out are astiya 
(non- stealing), dhrtl (steadiness), arjava (straightforwardness). 
The observances that have been omitted are santosa (contentment), 
svBdhyiya (study of and repetition of the scriptures) and pranidhana 
(devotion to God). However, an amended list is provided on page 41 
(Voi. I) of the Gui m^t Siddhant. For an explanation of the role of yama 
and niyama in Astanga yoga see Feuerstein, “The Essence of Yoga“, 
pp. 15-24.
52. _^ Yama and niyama are discussed in Book II 30,32,33, and 35 of 
Pata'njali's Xfl&ft SUferaS-
53. Gurmat Siddhaht Voi. I p. 7. A more accurate translation would be 
“material well-being“.
54. Gurmat Siddhant Voi. I p. 7.
55. Gurmat Siddhant Voi I p. 7.
56. Gurroat Siddhant Voi. I pp. 7-8.
57. Babà Sawan Singh's idea of salvation as deliverance from the 
condition of bondage is similar to the one found in the Vedanta 
SStras I.l ,11.1., and 15 ili. Similar ideas also receive mention in 
the Bhagavad (jlta (11.3) amd MaitrT Upanisad (VI. 25). Brief notes on 
the mentioned passages appear in A.S. Geden's entry “Salvation 
(Indian)“, in Hastings, Encyclopedia, of Religion and Ethics Voi 11 
(Edinburgh,1934), pp. 132-135.
58. Gurmat Siddhant Voi V p. xxxix.
59. ^etasvatara Upani^ad III. 8. Quoted from Radhakrlshnan, The 
Principal Upanisads p. 727.
60. Gurmat SlddhàWt Voi. V p. xllli. See also S. Singh, “The Purpose 
of Life“, in Sat Sandesh 23 (1987), p. 33 for a statement to the same 
effect.
61. Gurmat Siddhaht Vol.V p. 61. In Tantrism It is believed that It Is 
only within the living human body that the liberating experience of
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'/•
Bplritual bll68 can occur. The body le Looked on ae a precious gift, 
not to be squandered for It comes only once. See Das Gupta, Obscure 
pellfflous Cults, pp. 218-219 and Vaudeville, KabTr Vol I p. 126.
62. The verse Asa M 5 Dupadas U) of the Adi Granth p. 379 reads:
Thou hast obtained from thy God a human's body.
Now alone Is the tine to attain thy Lord.
Of no avail .are thy other works;
Join the Society of the Saints and utter nought 
but the Lord* s Nane.
_  _  _  /
63. See for example, Kabir Granthnavail sakhl 116 and Kabir Sabdavall
1:38 and II: 10. (English translations of the last two verses appear In 
Sethi, Kabir The Weaver ot God's Nane. p. 210).
64. See for example, Sabdavall Part I Kundll 13, p 13 and Part I
Sorath 2, p. 87. (The English versions of the passages cited appear in 
Purl and Sethi, Tulsl Sahib. Saint of Hat hr as. pp 32 and 100-101
respectively).
65. Gurmat Slddhant Vol. Ill p. 11.
66. Gurmat Slddhant Vol.Ill p. 14. Similar sentiments are expressed in 
the ^dl Granth. (Suhl M 4 C 1- 31, p. 723).
67. S. Singh, Sar Bachan Part II (121> p. 101 . See also Maheshwari,
Sar Bachan RadhasolnflT Part II (Poetry), Bachan 24 Shabd 1 (14-15), p.
29.
68. Gurmat Slddhant Vol 1 p. 14. The Radhasoaml tradition seems to
have adopted the Upanlsadlc teachings of the Bhagavad Oita (IV. 7)
which declares that the Divine incarnates Himself at crucial times in 
human history.
69. w. D.‘ 0* Flaherty (ed. ), Karna and Rebirth in the Claslcal Indian 
Tradition (New Delhi, 1983), p. 41 for a translation of verse 4,24
(pp 25-26) of the (^ isnu Pur ana.
70. Gurmat Slddhant Vol. I p. xlll.
71. This definition In the Yoga Yainavalkyal (1.44) Is quoted In K. S. 
Toshl, •• On the Meaning of Yoga •*, in Philosophy East and West 15 
(1965), p. 58. A similar concept appears In Sai^hyan philosophy. It 
Is called asam prajnata saroadhl (higher union with Brahman). See
Dlf TgXtfrOOK__of Yoga Psychology, p. 79.
72. See Joshi, **0n the Meaning of Yoga", p. 59.
77. Gurmat Siddhmit Vol. I p xl. A similar view Is^  expressed by Shiv 
Oayal ^ingh. See Maheshwari, SSr Bachan Radhasoami Part II (Poetry) 
Bachan 38 (Bhadon), p. 377.
Gurmat Slddhant Vol. V p. 1. See also Vol IV p. Ixxx.
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79. Maheshwarl, gar Bachan Rgdhasoanl Part ¡I (Poetry) Bachan 26 
Ouestlon 3 (Preface), p. 100. See also Question 3 Parts I-VII, pp. 
100-109 of the same volume.
80. S. Singh , Sar Bachan Part I (38) p. 45.
81. Kablr's contempt for rituals has been analyzed by Scott, KabTr;
Mgv^rUK Hy§Uc-__The Religious Perceptions and Doctrines of a
Mg(jUyal__IndlAD__Saint, pp. 280-287. See also Kablr Granthávalí
100:136. (An English translation of these verses appears in Sethi, 
Kablr The Weaver of God*s Name, p. 291).
82. Guru Nanak*s critique of the practices of the Kanpatha yogis has 
been extensively studied by W. 0. Cole, The Attitude of Guru Nanak and 
Early SlKhlsw to Indian Religious Beliefs and Practices U69-1708 
(Ph. D thesis. University of Leeds, 1979), pp. 112-118.
83 See for example, Rankali M 1 : Ashtapadls (5-6), Adi Granth p.
903.
84. See for example, Maru M 2 (12-14), Adi Granth p. 1043.
85. See for example, Bhalro M 1 (1-8), Adi Granth p. 1127.
86. See for example, Shaloka Sahaskrltl M 1 (1-4), Adi Granth p.
1353
87. See for example, Sorath M 5 (1-4), Adi Granth p. 623.
o
88. Baba Sawan Singh actually uses the phrase "temple of God" (see 
Gurmat Slddhlnt Vol. IV p. xxv), often associated with Guru Nanak . 
Like Gurú Nanak, he sees the body as a field in which the seed of /^am 
is to be sown. In Sorath M 1 (1), Adi Granth p. 595 we read:
Let thy Mind be the Farmer, Ck>od Deeds the 
farming and thy body the farm: And let Effort*
(In the way of God) irrigate thy farm.
* Let the Lord's Name be the seed, and Contentment
the furrowing, and let the fence be of Humility.
And, if thou dost Deeds of Love, thy Seed will 
sprout and fortunate will then be thy Home.
<
Katha Upanlsad II 1. l. reads:
The Self is not to be sought through 
the senses. The Self-caused pierced 
the openings (of the senses) outward; 
therefore one looks outward and not 
within oneself. Some wise man, however, 
seeking the life eternal, with his eyes 
turned inward, saw the self.
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(Quoted from Radhakrishnan, The 
Principal Upenleads. p. 630).
90. Among the Sants there Is general agreement that the human body 
houses the ultimate Truth. Tulsl Sahib , for example calls the human 
body "the palace within , where the saints revel" See Ratna Sagar. p 
151 for example.
91. Gurmat Slddhant Vol.IV p. xxv. See also Vol 111 p. Ö.
92 Gurroat Siddhaht Vol 1 p. 104.
93. S. Singh, "The Elixir", in: Sat Sandesh 20 (1987), p. 27.
94. Another Sant terra used is ulatl-chala (backward gait). The l5adu- 
panthi Rajab speaks of "walking backwards" (Sarv*angl 24-9). In 
Ra'dh'Kso'amT literature there is talk of "the opposite current".
9b. For a brief analysis of the Sant interpretation of '‘going within" 
by the Kabir scholar Vaudeville see "Kablr and Interior Religion",
p. 106.
96. Gurmat Slddhant Vol 1 p. 99.
97. An excellent summary of the practice of pratyahara In* Astanga yoga 
is presented by Stelnmann in his revised dpctocal thesi?. Guru- 
Slfya Sambandha. Das ktelster Schüler-Verhältnis in Traditionellen und 
Modernen Hinduismus, p. *104.
98. Other terms used In the Gurmat Slddhlnt are "Tenth Lane" and"Tenth 
Gate". See Vol I p. xvl. The third eye receives repeated mention by the 
Sants. Kablr uses the term "hidden door" (see Kabir Sabdavali 1:64). 
GurO Nlnak prefers dasam duar (the tenth door) (see Maru Solaha 13
(IJ).
99. See Gurmat Slddhant Vol. 1 p xxxlx. See also p. 110 of the same 
volume and p. Ixxll of Vol IV.
100. Gurmat Siddhant Vol. I pp. xl-xli.
101. Gurmat Siddh^nt Vol. 1 p. xl.
«
102. This idea is popular among the Sants. Tukaram (Abhang Gatha,2669) 
speaks of "experiencing death in this world". Kabir mentions "living 
death", (KabTr Grant ha vai^ s'akhl 11) Guru Nanak calls It "dying to the 
self" (Asa Chhant 2 I3J, Adi Granth p. 431).
103. Gurmat Slddhant Vol. 1 p; 110.
104. Gurmat Siddhaht Vol.- 1 p. 111.
105. Bart'hwal for instance, devotes more than twenty pages to Sabda 
Yoga but has literally nothing to say about Its history. See Barthwal,
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The Nlrgu^a School of Hindi Poetry. An Exposition of ItedHeval Indian 
fywnta Mysticism, pp 131-152.
106. Ellade refers briefly to the yoga of the mystical sounds in the 
Pall canon Digha-nikaya (1.152) and also the MahânirvanHtantra (1.46). 
He also briefly mentions the Hathayogapradlpika (IV [791) and the 
Oheranda San^ita (verse 78ff). See Eliade, Yoga; Immortality and 
Freedom, p. 390.
/
107. Shiv Dayal Singh'teachings on Surat Sabd Yoga appear in
Maheshwar i, Sar Bachan__ i^ adh'BsoSml Part I (Poetry), chapter 29, pp.
381-517 under the heading ’The Practice of Surat Shabd Yoga".
!0S. Gurroat Siddhant Vol. I p. xlv.
109. See for example. Yoga Sutra 111. 1 (1), 111. 2 0), 11. 54 (1) 
and 11.55 (1). Steinmann explains dharana in Guru-^^isya-Sambhanda.
Das Meister-SchMler Verhältnis im Traditionellen sind— Ms.dfernêD
Hinduismus, pp. 104-105 (footnote 50).
110. Useful information of the Kanpatha yogis and their variant of 
Hatha yoga appears in Das Gupta, Obscure Religious Cults, pp. 211-
235.
111. For a study of SahaJ yoga as practised by the Buddhist Sahajiyas 
see Das Gupta, Obscure Religious Cults, pp. 83-94.
112. Suratl-^abda yoga is mentioned in Callewaert, The Sarvangi of 
the Padupanthi Ra.iab pp. 323-325.
113. For an interpretation of the yoga of Guru Nânak see Cole, "Guru 
Nanak and the Gorakhnathis", pp. 189-192.
114. Gurmat Siddhant Vol V p. 52.
115. Gurmat Siddhant Vol V p. 52.
116. Gurmat Siddhant Vol.V p. 52.
117. See Gurmat Siddhaht Vol V p. 52.
118. See Barthwal, The Nirguna School of Hindi Poetry. An Exposition 
aUtedleval Indian Santa Mysticism, pp. 295-295.
119. See V^deville, Kabir Vol. I p. 135. Refer also to J. Dwyder, 
i-hakti in Kabir (Patna, 1981 ), p. 239 for a similar explanation.
120. Gurmat Siddhant Vol, I p. 93.
121- Gurmat Siddhan^ Vol. I p. xxvl.
122. These two disciplines will be discussed later on in this chapter 
In separate sectloris.
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123. r.urmat Slddhint Voi I pp. 92 -93. The superiority of Surat Sabd 
Yoga is proclained by Shiv Dayal Singh in Maheshwari, Sór BflChfln 
PaHhq<snKaiI Part II <Poetry) Bachan 23 Shabd 1 (1-85), pp. 47-56. BBbB 
Sawan Singh uses a siailar line of argument. Shiv ^ayil Singh's 
argument is built around the belief that only Surat Sabd Yoga can 
facilitate spiritual development at the planes beyond the causal.
124. There is no such practice as "Pran Yoga". Pranayama is one 
component of Hatha yoga.
125. r.J. Bubba In his book entitled The Paradox of Instruction (San 
Francisco,1977) Introduces the categories "subtle path of yoga" (i.e. 
higher yoga) and "gross path of yoga" (i.e. lower yoga). See p. 141 .
t
126. Gurmat Siddhant Voi. I pp. xvi - xvii.
127. S. Singh, Sar Bachan Part II (176), p. 120.
128. We have Klrpal Singh, on^ of Babà Sawan Singh's successors, to 
thank for introducing Surat Sabd Yoga as the yoga of the celestial 
sound current. One of his books is entitled Surat Shabd Yoga, Thi? Yoga 
of the Celestial Sound (Berkeley,1975).
129. In Tantrism, Kayà-sadharià is viewed as a means of attaining ICiya- 
siddhi (perfection of the body). For a discussion of the’ role of body 
culture in Tahtrism see Eliade, Yoga; T^Mf^-twlity and Freedflffl, p-
227.
130. Kupdalinl sakti is the cosmic energy conceived as a fejnale snake 
("the coiled One"). It is said to be coiled in the lowest ,^kra where 
It remains in a dormant state.
131. For details of Tantric esoteric physiology see N.N. Bhattacharya.
History of the Tantric Religion;__A__hisWriCftl.— ritUflUstiC— aOii
(New Delhi, 1982), p. 282. Refer also to 
KabTr Voi. I pp. 13^-133. Another» valuable source of 
is ^teinmann, Guru-Sisya Sambandha._Pos Msister-Schuler
BbiiOSOPhiCfll
Vaudeville,
information , , , _________ ____
Verhältnis im Traditionellen und Modernen Hinduisiiua. pp. 104-106
132. Gurmat Siddhant Vol V p. 53. See also Vol I p. xxxv. A similar
view is expressed by Shiv Dayal Singh.in Sar Bachan R?dhasoaml Part
II (PoetryX Bachan 36 (1-16), pp. 394-395.
133. S. Singh, Sar Bachan Part I (34), p. 42 .
134. Gurmat Siddhaht Vol. I p. xxxvi. See also p. xxxv of the same
volume.
135. See Gurmat SiddKant Vol. I pp. xiv-xvli.
136. See Gurmat Siddhiant Vol- I p. xvii. For a study of Guru Nanak's
critique Nath yogF rituals and practices see Cole, "Guru Nanak and
the Gorakhnathis", pp. 188-195.
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137. Guru Nànak* 8 definition of Mam foga is to be found in Maru M 1 
(l-ll> Adi Granth p. 992.
13Ö. See Gurroat Siddhant Voi I pp. 40 and 44.
139. Gurinat Siddhint Voi. I p. 42.
140 See chapter II note 4b of this study.
141. See Gurmat Siddhant Voi. 1 p xxl.
142 See Gurroat Siddhant Voi. I p. xxl
143. See Gurroat Siddhant Voi. I p. xxiv.
144. Gurroat Siddhant Voi- V p. 16.
145. See Gurroat Siddhant Voi- V p. 16.
146. Gurroat Siddhant Voi. V p. 16.
147. See Stelnmann, GurH-Si^ya Sambandha. Das Melster-Schuler 
Iterñftltnis in Traditionellen und Moderara Hinduismus . p. 102. The 
function of initiation in Tantrlsra is outlined in the Kularvana Tantra 
XIV (3-4,91-97). Details of the Tantric initiation ceremony are 
disclosed in J.G. Woodroffe, The Great Liberation (Madras, 1971 >, p. 
286.
148. Bruck explains that etymologically speaking "da* means "to 
give" and "ksl" means "to* destroy". He then interpretes diksa 
(initiation) to mean "to give the godly and destroy karmic residues". 
See M. von Bruck, " Zun Verständnis des Guru ", ln Zeitschrift fur 
Missionen 13 (1967), p. 13.
149. ^^ See Stelnraann, Gvrv~Stfya__ Sambhanda. Das Meister-Schüler
i^ hoUPlS— ln— TradlUoneUgP__und Modernen Hinduismus p. 103 for
further details o n ‘^ tma safeskara. See also Gurmat Siddhant Voi 1 p. 23.
150. See Gurroat SiddhSnt Voi. V p. 16.
151. See Gonda, Ghange and Continuity in Indian Religion , p 316.
152. See Maheshwari, áar Bachan Ràdhàsoàmi Part II (Poetry) Bachan 
26 Answer 4 (156) p. 109.
I
153. See S. Singh Sar Bachan Part 1 (166) p. 127.
154. See J.Gonda, "The Indian Mantra",, in Or lens 16 (1963), p. 255.
155. See Steinmann, Guru-Si^ya Sambhanda. Das Melster-Schuler
Tradìtlpnciien und Modernen Hinduismus, p. 103.e
*56. Gurmat SlddhSnt Voi. V p. 15.
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,57. B5b» S5,w»n Singh quotes üurÓ Arjsn to substantiate his claim. The
verse in question runs as follows;
•
Cursed Is he and ill-spent Is his life,
Who has not obtained the Guru Mantra.
He is like a dog, crow or swine;
Like on ass or snake Is he.
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CHAPTER VI
THE COMCEPT OF BHAKTI IN THE GURMAT SIDPHAMT
Introduction
In the previous chapter we examined Biba Sawan Singh's views on Surat 
/
Sabd Yoga as the practical Instrument for the attainment of spiritual 
liberation. This chapter will look at the correct devotional attitude 
that must accompany that practice If it is to be successful.
Baba Sawan Singh views bhaktl as a specific religious attitude and
sentiment. Its essential features are faith In, love for and
thoughtful surrender and service to God and the Satgpru. Bhaktl Is
defined as an affective participation of the devotee's soul In the
divine nature of God. Baba Sawan Singh holds that God cannot be
realized by knowledge alone. To hls mind It Is the love of God that Is
the essential and most efficacious means of realizing Him.
«
Gurmat Slddhant bhaktl figures prominently as the ultimate 
expression of love. This love Is seen as Inherent In man' and
c
permeating the entire universe. It Is the eternal quality of God and 
Is embedded In the consciousness of the true devotee providing him 
with a variety of spiritual benefits.
The process of bhaktl that governs the God-devotee relationship Is 
**ld to begin with the devotee becoming Increasingly aware of hls
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flnltude vis a vis the Infinitude and majesty of God. As the devotee 
Is gradually drawn Into a more Intimate relationship with God he 
developes an intense longing for Him. While longing for mystical union 
the devotee also suffers the pangs of separation from his Beloved.
Baba ¿awan Singh presents bhakti within the framework of a relational 
view of reality. He seeks to establish that it is oi primary 
importance that the devotee develop a loving relationship with and 
self-surrender to the Satguru
Reference to guruseva In the Gurmat Slddhant indicates a kind of
spiritual service performed In loving devotion to the Satguru. It Is 
seen in conjunction with the concepts of divine grace, selfless 
surrender and detachment. Bhakti on the other hand is seen as man's 
loving response to divine grace upon which his salvation ultimately 
depends. Selfless surrender Is recognized as the act of refuge 
taking, a kind of submission to the divine will. Detachment Is
viewed as a single-minded Identification with God and an Indifference 
to all that is antagonistic to Him.
When we examine the components that constitute Baba Sawan Singh's 
definition of bhakti we find that It Involves appraising what he has 
to say about the etymology of the term bhakti. We recognize what has 
been said about bhakti as God-centredness and the highest path of God- 
f'ealizatlon and we realize that we are Involved here with an 
analysis of what Is termed hlam bhakti.
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Concerning prena bhaktl or the bhaktl of love and what Is eald 
about love being the essence of bhaktl, we note that In the Gurmat 
Slddhant love Is presented as a current of attraction that draws the 
devotee towards God. The view Is expressed that prema bhakti Is a 
path of emotion, accompanied by awe and affection for a loving and 
compassionate God. It Is the path of loving surrender heightened by a 
sense of nearness to God. This condition In Baba Sawan Singh’s eyes , 
brings with It Innumerable benefits to the true devotee. It is in 
this active state of love and devotion that the painful longing for 
God arises. In the Qurroat Slddhant the tern blreh Is used to describe 
this state of painful longing In separation.
The Definition of Bhaktl
«
Baba Sawan Singh's treatment of the etymology of the tern bhaktl is 
the conventional one. He relates bhaktl to Its common Sanskrit verbal 
root bhaj. tl) However, In doing this he focuses exclusively on only 
one meaning of this root, namely service, and chooses to Ignore the 
other connotations nprmally associated with the term. In doing so he 
deprives the reader of a chance to capture the etymological and 
semantic richness of the term bhaktl.
Research has shown that the term bhaktl and its root bhaJ carry with 
It a variety of meanings. These Include " to deal out", "apportion", 
"divide", "share", "allot", "partake in"," resort to", " to serve", "e
honor", "revere", "love" and "adore". (2>
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It has been suggested that the terra bhaktl origin,ally applied to 
offerings alloted or apportioned to the deity. Out of such practices 
more emotional meanings becarae dominant, and ultimately bhaktl 
developed Into a generic terra Indicating a relationship with a deity 
to whom the devotee felt drawn. <3) In its religious usage It 
specifically means choosing God and worshipping, adoring and loving 
Him. Initially it was used in the sense of mechanical participation In 
a sacrificial rite. (♦> In later Hindu devotional literature, however, 
It was very often used to express the personal relationship between 
the devotee and God. <5>
Dhavamony draws to our attention the fact that as a religious terra
bhaktl is not easy to translate. It possesses a variety of doctrinal
• ^
and affective connotations. Of these the most frequent to be found In 
bhaktl literature are "godward love In utter self-surrender", 
"participation in the divine”, and "loving devotion”. (6) Bhaktl is 
also often used for sharing and participation, when used with regard 
to persons and indicates a certain communion of nlnd and heart. In the 
Guraat Siddh'ant Baba Sawan Singh points out that :
To give one's love and attachment to 
the Deity Is called devotion. In other 
words unceasing attention and love coning 
from the heart of a person for a spiritually 
advanced and noble soul Is terned devotion. t/)
Baba Sawan Singh has done here is to focus on love and use It as 
B basis for his understanding of bhaktl. In so doing he relates bhaktl 
tothe path of bhakti yoga tthe discipline of loving devotion). The 
other compounds of the tern bhaktl which usually Include bhaktl namra
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(bent dovm In devotIon, making obeisance), bhaktl mat (devout, loyal 
pious devotion), bhaktl vlslsta (distinguished by devotion), bhaktl 
vada (declaration ot love» and bhaktl bhaj (possessing true devotion) 
(8) are not mentioned In the Gurmat Slddhant.
Clearly Baba Sawan Singh sees bhaktl as a response to God through 
loving devotion involves a certain Intimacy between the devotee and 
God. Although he does not use the terminology of the Karada Sutra (9) 
the tone of Biba Sawan Singh's definition of bhaktl does seem to 
suggest a certain tamlliarlty with the text. It also suggests an 
understanding ot bhaktl as anuraktl or an affection which arises out 
of genuine love ot the adorable One. (10)
I
Baba Sawan Singh wr ites as a strict monotheist.' He' conceives of (3od as
a supreme unique Person. This Is In keeping with the mainstream of
bhaktl religion which proposes a single-minded and undivided love for
the supreme Being. The (jod that the devotee Is to attach himself to
and who comes and dwells In him Is a God who is good, gracious and
merciful. He Is the triend of every being and saves them from misery.
»
He reveals Hlnselt to them by His grace and helps them surmount all 
obstacles, thus delivering eternal peace and salvation. The following 
quotation Indicates this point:
Devotion Is a quality by which the soul 
rises upwards and attains communion with 
(}od. Thus God Is attracted downwards towards 
the devotee and comes and dwells within him. ( 11)
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flere God le conceived as .the One who eminently attracts the devotee 
to 8 loving communion with Him and the devotee In return is seen as 
putting hls earthly life to Its best use by forever transcending this 
world. This experience Is described as Intoxicating:
The task of devotion is Intoxicating It 
attracts the mind and creates a condition ot 
Intoxicating bliss, which cannot be described 
either by pen or tongue. It Is beyond description. 
Its taste Is the prerogative of the soul 
alone. (12)
In the Gurmat Slddhant we have a conception of bhaktl that equates 
devotion with an Int jltive, direct experience of God. Baba Sawan 
Singh is prone to speaking of "dwelling In the heart of God'* <13) 
which Involves a realization of the true nature of God. He views 
bhaktl as the soul contacting Nam by means of concentration and
"renalnlng happy In the enjoyment of Nam". (14)
« *
This idea of bhaktl as experiencing God which recurs In Bab*a Sawan 
Singh's writing appears throughout Hindu literature. In the 
Svetas^ vatara Upanlsad. for example, we read of the individual soul 
bslng in bondage, lidpotent and sorrowful because it does not know Its 
true nature. It is only through bhaktl that the embodied soul Is 
released from Its bonds, becomes Immort'al and attains eternal peace 
8nd happiness. (15) Liberation Is seen as being the end result of 
knowing God. The following passage states this clearly:
Even as a mirror stained by dust shines brightly 
when It has been cleaned, so the embodied one 
when he has seen the (real) nature of the Self 
becomes Integrated, of fulfilled purpose and 
freed from sorrow.
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When by means of the (real) nature of his self 
he sees as by a lanp here the (real) nature of 
Brahman, by knowing (5od who Is unborn, steadfast, 
free from all natures, he Is released from all 
fetters. (16)
In the Bhac^avad Gita bhaktl Is conceived by some commentators to be 
the way to realize the ultimate goal. Liberation Is seen as being best 
realized by meditating on the true nature ot God. It Is through the 
participation In the. divine nature of God that one is able to attain a 
state of union with (k)d. By bhaktl again the liberated soul realizes 
God's true nature, i. e. , the devotee knows God as he Is in Himself.
(17) A close examination ot Baba Sawan Singh's understanding of bhakti 
would confirm that he would not dispute this.
In Ramanujans wt'itings the* terms dhyana, upasana and bhakti are 
depicted as being Interchangeable. There are many Instances that 
Illustrate this identification between meditation and the love of God.
(18) Meditation is viewed as being an immediate vision of (^d 
bestowed upon the devotee whom He loves. The devotee on his part must 
be devoted to (iod, adore Him and lovingly surrender himself to Him. 
Bhaktl here means * part i d  pat ion in God and It Is meditation that 
effects this participation. (19> Babà Sawan Singh adheres to the same
{Principle by repeatedly advocating* that the practice ot Nam 
»edltatlon which is in effect loving devotion to God.
Both Ramanuja and B"aba‘ Sawan Singh agree that direct perception of (iod 
Is meaningless if not accompanied by adoring love and complete self- 
surrender to the workings of the divine will. Both believe that it is
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%God's creativity, onmlpotence and omnipresence that allow tor the 
possibility of a devotional relationship with Him. It Is the tact 
that He Is the creator of the universe that explains why all souls 
spring from Him and why they should return to Him In loving devotion.
In the Gurmat Slddhant this belief Is presented In the form of five 
theological presuppositions, termed principles ot devotion. <2U) The 
most Important of these relate to God's transcendence and
Immanence. (21) Baba Sawan Singh writes:
The first principle underlying devotion 
is that God Is the Creator of all and Is 
omniscient. Human beings,the lower species 
of life, and in fact the entire universe 
are a sign of His existence. (22)
^b? Sawan Singh does not see God's transcendence as excluding any 
relation with the world. ^He repeatedly asserts that God Is not only 
transcendent but also Immanent. (5od Is the creator, sustalner and 
destroyer of the universe; he Is Its beginning, middle and end. (23> 
God Is seen as Immanent In all beings. He dwells In the hearts of men
4
as the essence of all things. He takes upon Himself all forms and yet 
is unaffected by the Imperfections of the phenomenal world.
Baba Sawan Singh also sees bhaktl as being the highest path of 
salvation, an Idea somewhat similar to those who speak of sadhya 
bhaktl (bhaktl as the ultimate end). His reference to this form of 
bhakti occurs In the form of a passage Icxssely quoted from Tulsl Das:
Bhaktl is complete In itself* and Is not 
dependent on any other practice. On the other
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hand knowledge and detachment are dependent 
upon it. (24)
¡n the Bhagavad GÌt*à (25) and the Svetasvatara Upanlsad <26) one 
finds references to sadhya bhaktl as the yoga of Integration. It is 
that final state of perfection In which the devotee' consciously 
experiences the unity of all creation by being grounded In God <2/' 
Similarly for Babà Sawan Singh the true devotee Is one who sees the 
Lord everywhere and In everything. (28)
According to the Gurmat Slddhant love, service, and surrender to God 
constitute salvation. This is In keeping with general Hindu- bellet. 
Hinduism In general seeks to find out the way for the embodied soul to 
return to Its source and ultimate ground either In Identity with or in 
union with God. What for the Hindu constitutes salvation is release 
from the human condition of karma and suffering into a condition of
t
loving surrender and devoted service to God.
As briefly stated above in the quotation from Tulsl Das, Baba Sawan
«
Singh does differentiate between the path of devotion and that of 
knowledge. He repeatedly reminds us that it Is the path of devotion 
that really matters and asserts that:
All observances, except devotion, viz, Karma 
(Actions), Cyan (Knowledge) and Yoga 
(Discipline) are performed with some effect.
In devotion one has to seek only the support -of 
(k)d. So long as one depends on anything other 
than God, the temple of our mind (human body) 
does not become fit for God to enter. (2y>
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s *
Referring to the Bhagavad üîtê he reiterates that bhaktl Is the 
suprenie goal ot life:
In the Gita there is mention of Gyan Marg (the 
path ot knowledge> and of Bhaktl Marg (the 
patli ot devotion) for attaining communion 
with God. But as already mentioned Lord Krishna 
has already given preference to devotion. (30>
Bâbâ Sawan Singh firmly supports the dictum that salvation Is only for 
those who bear the greatest love for God. He also supports the view 
put forward in the Bhagavad Gita concerning liberation as “going to 
the divine Spirit“ In loving submission (31). The jGitl talks
of a penetrating into God's tin this case Krsna's) supreme abode and 
entering Into His substance. (32) It is what Zaehner calls “the felt 
participation of the soul In the total being of God“. (33*> Bâbâ Sawan 
Singh would put it no differently.
The Concept of Prem
The central Ingredient of bhaktl for Babà Sawan Singh is prem or
love. It is love -directed towards a formless God. It Is that vital
response of the devotee in whom has been awakened a longing tor union
«
with the Beloved. There can be no doubt for B!àbà Sawan Singh that 
contemplation arouses In the devotee a love of God of the highest 
kind. It Is a notion based on the belief that pure love is that which 
centres around the eternal and divine core of »/od. It involves the 
(■«cognition that the final expression of love is God-realization,
r
Achieved through a union in love between the devotee and God.
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Responding to the question about the meaning of the term pren, Biba 
Sawan Singh explains:
The meaning oi Prem <Love> Is the 
merging of one's self Into the object 
of love. It has a wonderful attraction, 
or strong pulling power. The word "prem* 
is derived from the Sanskrit **pre", which 
means a thing that pleases the heart and 
attracts *lt. (34)
This definition is in accordance with the general understanding of the
tern prem. The word prem Is a derivative of the Sanskrit root prl (and
not pre as the Qurmat Slddhant suggests). It means "to please","to
gladden", "to enjoy", "to be refreshed" and "to be comforted". Prem Is
generally rendered as love which is often associated with Its
pleasurable aspects. (35) In the Gurmat Slddhaint. however, prem is
used In the spiritual sense of the term. By spiritual love Is meant
love which is stimulated by the spfjrltual affinity that exists between
the devotee and God. Contrary to sensual love it Is not generated by
the desire for corporeal lust. It could be said that spiritual love Is
the devotional expression of a highly evolved soul whereas carnal love
«
is that of a sensuous being.»
The single most important factor for developing spirituality as Babà
«
Sawan Singh sees it, is the cultivation of love for God. This love Is 
difficult to describe . It is a delicate feeling beyond the intellect, 
it is also viewed as the basis of life. It is that cosmic force which
is the key to the mystery of God. Babà Sawan Singh has this to say of
love:
Love is the life-stream of this world and is 
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also the essence of our Lite. It Is the very 
core of purity and slnpllcity. Without it, 
the whole world is empty. It Is the elixir 
which keeps life in full bloom.
Love lor him Is the theological essence of Uod. Love Is the core of 
God's divine personality. It Is the foundation ot God's divine 
attributes, both within Himself and in relation to the world. Because 
love Is God's innermost essence all actions that He performs spring 
from His loving care for His creatures. He fills all created 
Intelligence with His love. The Gurmat Slddhant teaches that where 
there is love, there Is God, and where there Is God there is love. God 
and love are treated as convertibles. The following passage states 
this clearly:
God is Love. God Is also Nan and Shab<^ (^^nd 
Current, Word). In other words. Love Is the 
• >treasure of Nan and it contains the most 
powerful elixir by obtaining which all our 
evil tendencies are destroyed. (37)
Babà Sawan Singh sees love as the essence of God before and after the 
act of creation. Love appears also as the expression of the divine
i
will to create. The entire universe Is seen as being charged with
»
God's love. We find this idea being expressed In the following 
passages:
Prior to the creation of the world God was 
a vast ocean like All-Consclousness. He was 
all love, all bliss and self-sufficient. God 
was everything In HlRiself and was In a state 
of blissful quiescence, and His basic form ' 
was Love. It was not love for any other being, 
because none existed. It was for Himself. It 
was part and parcel of Himself, and He did 
not have to depend on anything else for this.
Such is the Indescribable condition of Love. (38)
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God l6 Love, and love was In the beginning.
The entire creation is the result of love.
We have been sent down in this world through 
love, and the cause of our return will be love. 
(39)
Man has been created in the inage of God, 
and God is Love. Therefore His quality of 
love is predominant in the world. Because 
man possesses the quality of love within 
himself, the entire universe, which also 
contains strong currents of love, is 
constantly attracting man towards it. (40'
gaba Sewan Singh's idea that love is the essence of creation bears a
striking resemblance to the one put forward by the great tenth century
SufT martyr Al-HallaJ. HallSTJ too proclaims that the essence of God is
love. He also speaks of God being in Himself before the act of
creation. Al-HallaJ describes God as being then in a state of absolute
* ••
love. God was seen as revealing Himself to Himself through love alone. 
Then, desiring to behold that love-ln-aloneness,  ^that love without 
otherness and duality as an external object, God is said to- have 
brought the world and all men into existence. (41)
Since man was created in God's image, love then becomes inherent in 
nan and is the basis of human life. Baba Sawan Singh feels very 
strongly about this. To deny love would mean to deny human 
existence. We are repeatedly told in the Gurmat Siddhant that there 
can be no Justification for human existence if there is no love in 
every human heart:
Love is the richest of all treasures. Without 
It there is nothing and with it there is every­
thing. He who doesn* t have love in his heart is 
not entitled to call himself a human being. (42)
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Although love is seen as an innate quality It has to be cultivated. 
Otherwise selfishness takes control ot one's life as Is the case with 
the self -centred individual or nanmukh A manmukh's life Is devoid of 
love. He Is said to be a victim ot his own self-centredness. Baba 
Sawan Singh has only harsh words tor the self-centred Individual whon 
he sees as being Imprisoned "within the cycle of selfishness" and of 
whom he writes:
His life Is v«Aorst than that of a beast, for 
he Is caught In the act of selfishness and Is 
blinded with the arrogance of his own ego. He 
Is a prisoner within the limitations of his own 
self. (43>
Sant Mat is a path of love. Love, for all Sants Is the supreme act of
devotion. In the Gurroat Slddhant we find proclamations to this effect.
«
Pre- 1 bhaktl (loving devotion! Is viewed as-the tjniy-meantngftrit-path- 
to salvation, superseding all other forms of worship. It is love alone 
that is seen as the true response to God* s divine presence:
All austerities, worship, knowledge and 
contemplation are useless without love, 
and a practitioner without love 
remains devoid of any knowledge of 
, God's mysteries. Such a person Is not capable 
of being a true devotee. He may worship for a 
thousand years, but he cannot be a true devotee. 
One who has not tasted the bliss of love cannot 
understand the mysteries of spiritual development 
(44)
Here we are being told that love of God alone helps the devotee attain 
communion with (iod. He v4io loves God Is made pure. The.true devotee is 
thus one whose entire consciousness is centred In God. He Is no longer 
•ttracted by the pleasures of the world. His contemplation on the
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divine nature of God takes the form of love In devotion . Love and 
love alone is what he has to offer as this is his only treasure.
In prema bhaktl love is not associated with reason or with the senses. 
Instead love Is seen as a form of mystical apprehension Babà Sawan 
Singh argues that without the quality of love there can be no true 
knowledge of God. What is being said here is that since love brings 
the devotee nearer to God it makes mystical knowledge oi God much 
easier. In the Gurmat SiddhSnt this idea is presented in the following
manner;
The path of love is not the path of arguments 
and reasoning. One has to be Intensely one- 
pointed on this path. So long as our mind is 
scattered In intellectual qulblings and other 
pursuits, we cannot have true knowledge of 
spirituality. (45)
He further contends that:
In order to tread the Path of Love, one has to 
forget oneself entirely. By losing himself the 
Lover is able to gain Life Eternal <. literally 
hundreds of imperishable lives ). Such a cpndition 
is by no means lassitude of mind, but an awakening 
• of the energies which enable one to merge oneself 
forever in the consciousness of the Lord. (46)
Speaking with the sane conviction as Jalal Al-uTn Ruml .^4^^ Bab5 
Sawan Singh stresses that the single most important factor in 
developing spirituality is the cultivation of love for God. Compared 
with love, reason is but a poor Instrument for understanding the 
»y®l®ries of God. As a principle of unification, love is seen as 
standing higher than reason. Reason differentiates and »separates.
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Love, on the other hand, aeslmilates and binds Bab'S Sawan Singh sees 
love as a cosnlc torce, a kind ot Intuition ot oneness with the spirit 
of the universe. Love does no^ contradict reason, but transcends it.
In the Gurmat Siddhant love concerns sharing, participation and total 
union with God. Entering Into God signifies tor Baba Sawan Singh the 
most intimate relationship with God. Bhakti is both sSdhanî bhaktl 
(the method! and s^dhya bhaktl (the goal). This is implied In the 
following passage;
Devotion is a spontaneous current ot 
attraction which draws one towards the 
beloved. Love is another name for union 
with the Beloved and for enjoying the 
bliss of being one with Him. Love is 
also a state of mind of a person who 
is awakened by deep-pointed or con­
centrat'd Joy in the devotion to the 
Beloved. At this stage the goal of 
devotion is fulfilled. t48)
The picture painted here is not dissimilar to the one found In the
§il?g9va(j Gita. Here the devotee who has entered God is seen as
enjoying timeless eternity by means of love. Such a state of mystical
ecstacy can only be *the result of God's gift ot love to the devotee. 
(49)
in describing the state of God Intoxication, Baba Sawan Singh
eaphaslzes the overwhelming power of love. When extreme affection for
takes hold of the devotee he becomes blind to everything except
iiod- (jod becomes part and parcel of his being and he succumbs to the
iorce Of his love for God. Baba Sawan Singh uses the Sufi phrase
giving sway one's heart" to God to describe this state:
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Love Is the ter» used for giving away 
one's heart on beholding another's 
attractive forms or qualities. Love is 
that which small drops
of the soul into the ocean of God.
Love is also that which diverts the mind . 
from all desires of the world and attaches 
it to the one Beloved, 1. e. , the Lord
We Bee here love being stipulated as the means ot attaining God 
realization. This is so because it is through love that one Is 
purllled. He who loves God has a purified mind that is centred In Him. 
No longer lured by the attractions of the world the true devotee makes 
contemplation the principal means of expressing his love lor Goo
Babi Sawan Singh also refers to the intimate, blissful merging into 
the essence of God as being an experience accompanied . by Intense 
feelings of awe and affection. He cal-s. the former bhae and the 
latter bhav. In the following two passages he outlines the
O  c
relationship between these two emotions:
When one loves a beautiful and divine Being, 
the remembrance of this being always attracts 
him and remain^ present in his inner mind. Such 
love, which is tinged with awe, becomes true 
• affection. t51>
In describing awe Baba Sawan Singh uses a romantic style not unknown
«
in l“clrcles:
One feels a peculiar sensation of love and 
abandon. When the devotee is in front of the 
Master both his heart and soul are attracted 
to him. In that state, under the Influence of 
awe, the eyes get filled with tears, but the 
devotee cannot go beyond the limits of propriety. 
He cannot remain quiet and yet he cannot speak. 
This state defies description. A lover may be in
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the room oi the Beloved but cannot utter a 
syllable. <52)
The relationship between the devotee'and God Is often spoken of as one 
that Is accompanied by a painful longing. The love of God is often a 
love in separation. The devotee Is portrayed as grieving for he often 
feels enstranged from God. This painful longing to be one with God is 
called blreh i53> in the Gurraat Slddhant. Bireh is not a mere instant 
In the development of spiritual love. It is the pathetic element in 
the bhakti love relationship and one which attracts Baba Sawan Singh's 
attention.
The Concept of Bireh
In the Vaisnava tradition love of God is often linked with the agony • *
of separation. The extraordinary prolifIcatlon of vlrah mystical 
literature in all northern Indian languages from the fifteenth to the 
seventeenth centuries points to a particular form of love symbolism. 
This love symbolism emphasizes the distinction between God and the 
finite soul, as well as the unique character of this relationship.
The term vlrah has a long tradition in Indian literature. Literally it 
means separation or absence. In medieval Indian love poetry it was 
•med not only, to denote the state of separation but also that of 
yearning. In Sant literature a purely spiritual connotation is 
attached to the term. It refers to the pangs of separation
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experienced by the bereaved soui who yearns tor mystical union. It la 
otten depicted with a remarkable Intensity ot feeling.
Kablr, tor example, portrays vlrah as a sort of spiritual martydon 
which only the heroic soul can endure. It is at the same time the path 
which leads to the union with God. C a l l a e w e r t  in characterizing 
Kabir's use ot the term In the Kablr Vancnlivali writes;
C>nly through enduring patiently the 
tormenting but purifying '*tlre ot VIrah" 
and ultimately giving up her life in 
that Indistinguishable fire can the soul 
unlte-obtaln union, understood as a total 
merging into her husband Ram. (54)
In the Gurmat SlddhSnt love* s pleasurable aspect is not considered an 
adequate symbol depicting the devotee’s attachment to God. Instead it 
Is the painful aspect; the pangs of separation that is emphasized. 
Baba Sawan Singh's Idea of blreh Is one where the devotee finds 
himself In a state of constant longing for his Beloved. Blreh is that 
feeling of yearning that is so overwhelming that the devotee cannot 
bear to be without God even for a single moment. He explains that:
Blreh Is the name of the active state of 
love. A lover who possesses Blreh does 
not wish to lose sight of the Beloved 
even for a moment. Whenever he Is not 
able to see Him or happens to be 
separated from Him, a feeling ot pain 
stabs his heart and he I eels an inner 
anguish. But the taste of this separation 
Is In no way less sweet than that of being 
with the beloved. (55)
Babà S^wan Singh procéeds to explain that:
This intense longing always surges up 
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il
Ilk® a wav® or current In the heart 
and refreshes the mind with remembrance 
of Him. As a result, the hearts’s agony 
Is assuaged by continuous remembrance 
and contemplation of the Lord. This creates 
a feeling of happiness. It is a stepping- 
stone, over which the seeker has to tread 
to attain communion with the Lord. C56>
He further asserts that there Is no mystical union which Is not preceded 
by pangs ot separation on the part ot the devotee:
In order to meet the Beloved, intense 
l,onging comes first, in the sane manner 
as flowers bud and bloom on a fruit tree 
before it can bear fruit. Similarly, where 
there is no blreh tíntense longing),there 
can be no meeting with the Beloved. In other 
words, this longing is a pre-requlslte 
for meeting the Lord. (57)
. TM» continuous Uo« of emotions! religiosity Is of graduel Intensity. Bibs 
Sausn Singh sees blreh as progressing through various stages when he
says:
The first is the recollection of one's 
Beloved, accompanied by longing and 
contemplation. This condition of re­
collection and contemplation become^
so strong that a devotee's attention 
is completely devoted to the form of his 
Beloved, which remains fixed in his mind's 
eye. The Beloved becomes the suftalner ot 
of his life, and He will not leave him. (58)
Intense longing has a very deep influence 
because of its powerful current of energy. 
Once it Is established no other impressions 
con enter the mind. Such a devotee completely 
forgets his body and his clothes, because he 
is being pulled by the magnet of the re­
membrance of the Lord, and his mind is 
completely absorbed In contemplation of 
the Lord. (59)
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Loosely speaking, the manner In which the Intenaity ot bireh Is described 
the «:..rn>iit SiddhSnt could be seen as being parallel to the manner in 
which Valsnava tradition presaits Rfnllnuja's idea of saran (surrender). 
BSba Sawan Singh sees the first stage of saran as one where the devotee 
denonstrates a favourable disposition towards God. This is then tollowed 
by an intense desire to see God which eventually envelopes the 
consciousness of the seeker. (60)
Bireh cannot be bypassed, dispensed with or substituted by an alternative 
pain free approach to divine union. It is no ordinary physical pain. Being 
caused by God it can only be alleviated by Him. However, it is this very 
pain that heightens the beauty of spiritual communion for the devotee. The 
following passage indicates this quite clearly:
• Longing produces love and veneration tor the 
Beloved. God is Love. Therefore, the devotee 
comes nearer to the Lord in "“proportion to the 
degree of his longing. He also realizes in 
greater degrees the value of his Beloved, so 
much so that the pure and noble form of the 
Beloved Is always fixed in his mind. (61)
i
Babà Sawan Singh has attempted to convey the mood and Intensity of bireh
»
in a rather down-to-earth manner. His. language is rather straight forward 
and mundane. Had he decided to adopt a more poetic approach he would have
t
laost certainly have written 'in the style ot someone like Fuls*! Sahib. In 
the Sabdavali we find a classic example ot a poetic description ot virah 
that all RSdh^soWnl SatgurTTs would most certainly hold dear. The passage 
•■eads as follows:
1 am restless; mad in love, 1 pine tor my beloved. ' 
A stream of tears constantly flows from my eyes, 
Every moment the peln of love throbs in my heert,
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And I have lost awareness ot my very existence. 
My body has been denuded of sentience and 
sensibility.
And I am oblivious to all my surroundings.
1 am impervious to the varied currents,
And ny mind is now dead.
The physician knows not my malady,
Of what avail are his remedies?
My wound Is deep inside the heart.
How shall I describe my pair, to him?
The Master physician alone knows my agony.
And he has the "herb" to cure me of my allent. 
My malady only he knows 
Who suffers from it, O Tulsl;
And he alone feels the pain 
Who goes through Its pangs. i62)
Both TulsI Sahib and B5ba Sawan Singh share the same beliefs about the
pangs ot separation.. They both Indicate that blreh Involves a
wholehearted desire for God. The devotee has to become completely
detached from the world If he is to see God In everything everywhere. But
this total attachment does not come easily and hence the painful piping.
•
So long as there is no union with God there remains the sweet agony ol 
separation.
Authors like Vaudeville draw our attention to the resemblances between the
Sant tern vlrah and the Soft notion of ishq. (63) Both refer to a
tormenting longing on the part of the devotee tor the absent Beloved. The
question as to whether such comparisons can be applied to the Gurmat
«
Siddh'ant must be handled with caution. One must point out the differences 
that exist In Sant and Sufi, love poetry regarding the use of the term 
vlrah/Ishq. The dramatis persona ot the former usually portrays a woman 
lamenting for her departed husband. (64) In Sufi poetry, on the other 
It Is a man In quest ot an unseen, previously unknown Beloved.e
l^plte the dlf ferences, however, the common emphasis on Intense love, as
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connunicated through pain, agony, anxiety and grlei Is recurr«it In the 
writings ot both the Sants and the Suits, in the Sant camp Babà Sawan 
Singh is  no exception. tbbi
ThP Concept o1 Prasad
The Idea of assistance from God In some tangible way for the betterment 
01 human iife Is central to the bhaktl tradition In India. <66> Prasad 
means"grace", "benediction", ‘•benevolence", "graciousness", "tenderness", 
"kindness", "righteousness",' etc. ol <Jod.
In the RadlTasoliml tradition devotion is‘seen as being constantly supported 
by* the grace ol a benevolent God. God is pictured to be a benevolent 
Master who bestows upon his devotees the splendour of spiritual 
liberation. It would be presumptious to claim that Baba Sawan Singh *has a 
theology ot grace. However, It is no exaggeration to say that prasad <6 7) 
constitutes an important element of his concept of bhakti. His attitude 
towards divine grace Is summarized In the following statement:
The gift of devotion Is In the hands of 
God. In other words He Himself makes It 
possible for us to be His devotees. He 
cuts assunder all the t.ies binding His 
devotees to the world and makes them free. <68)
This passage tells us something about the metaphysical assumptions that 
underlie the Idea of prasad In the Gurmat Slddhant. Babà Sawan Singh's 
belief In divine grafce presupposes the existence ot a God who places 
Hlaselt directly In relation with the devotee and guides the whole course
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of hl6 life. He sees üod bestowing his prasad by virtue of the tact that 
He Is by nature compassionate, l.e., full oi infinite love. His nature as 
love causes Him to be drawn to the devotee, whose sutterlng affects Him 
Intensely. Man suffers because of nf&ya. Without God's grace we are told, 
man Is helpless In combating its evil effects. The best and surest way of 
coBbatlng delusion then Is to seek refuge in the infinite mercy of God
In th3 Gurmat Slddh*ant it is assumed that that the sincere devotee finds
spiritual strength and Inspiration In the firm conviction that an all
loving God will not allow His devotee to stray from Him. It Is also
assumed that In order for God's voice to be heard there must be a prior
gift of grace. It Is this gift that enables the devotee to be permeated by 
/
Sabd. If God does not grant this gift there can be no spiritual
enlightenment. Communion with God ist In Babà Sawan Singh's eyes.
Impossible to attain through.human effort alone. (69>
«
Like the Sikh Gurus, Babà Sawan Singh believes that God does not bestow 
His prasad on all. Only those who believe In Him and who meditate on Nam 
are granted this divine gift. God, therefore, does not administer His grace 
Indiscriminately. (>0) Why It Is granted to some and withheld from others 
no one can say. There Is much that must remain hidden from the limited
understanding of man. The exercise of God's grace Is of this nature. The
gift of prasad Is also se^ as crucial In facilitating the proper practice
of gurObhakti.
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Concept Qi GurTlbhoktl
Although Baba Sawan Singh does not dedicate much space In the ¡¿üm al 
Slddhint as Is done In other Radh^ascamí texts t71> to the concept ot 
gurïïbhaktl. it nevertheless occupies an impcr^nt position in his
devotional thought. He starts by proclaiming gurubhakti to be "the highest 
torm 01 worship","the best and highest method ot meeting God" * and 
continues by stating that:
Devotion to material mosques and temples Is 
an external practice. The truth Is: Excepting 
the Saints and Masters, there is no real mosque 
or temple. God Is manifested within the Saints.
They alone are worthy of homage and worship
He then equates devotion to the Satguru with devotion to God. arguing that 
there is no dlfterencè between the two. He proclaims that:
A Master Is .the medium through which individuals 
are connected with God. in other words. Paramal ma 
tGod), Shabd tSound Current or Word, and 
Guru iMasteri are three dllterent forms ot 
the same Lord. If we otter devotion to Shabd 
In the physical form, which Is the Guru, we are 
then Immediately ccxinected with the Lord inside. 
Dévotion to the Guru, Is in feet, true devotion 
to the Lord. c74>»
Here an âgé old Hindu belief Is being repeated. In the jvgtdsvgtgrfl 
Uoanlsad. for exam|Jle, we find bhaktl being related to both God and the
guru. Chapter VI verse 23 reads:
V
These subjects which have been declared shine 
forth to the hlgh-sôuled one who has the highest 
devotion for God and for his spiritual teacher as 
for God. Yea they shine forth to the hlgh-souled 
.one. <75>
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H•The Ifiirmat SlddhSnt also speaks of the relationship between the devotee 
and God as one which is indispensable:
A fish cannot live without water because without 
it, it dies gasping »or water. Siallarly, a 
Gurunukh is sustained by spiritual «ìergy as 
a result of deep diving into the ocean of 
love for the Guru. For him, nearness to the 
Guru is heaven, and to be away tron the Guru 
makes him burn in the fires of hell. G76>
Baba Sawan Singh goes as far as to proclaim that the true devotee is the 
one who has merged with the Satgurij:
Guru and God are two different aititles but 
their Godhood is one. Similarly, the Guru 
and the devotee appear to be two different 
persons but they have one soul,that is their 
souls are one, and when a devotee speaks it 
is not he but the Guru who is speaking. .177)
• ••
From the above passage we are able tp learn something about the manner in 
which gurubhaktl is perceived. Baba Sawan Singh sees the relationship 
between the devotee and God as beginning with the devotee being aware of 
his tinitude as opposed to the infinitude of the Satguru. As the devotee 
comes into more intimate contact with the Satguru he casts off any 
vestige of remoteness that exists between him and the Satguru. The 
devotee then abandons himself totally to the Satguru and the two become 
one.
t
It Is the loving devotion of the devotee for his Satguru that transforms 
their relationship from one of dlffentlated separatedness to one of 
personal union, therefore, it would not be incorrect to state that in Baba 
Sawan Singh's eyes gurubhakti Involves the internalization of the Satguru
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by the devotee. The devotee sees no other option than to strive tor 
oneness with the Satguru and In doing so to experience oneness with God. 
In order to further the centrality of the Satguru In gurubhakti we now 
turn our attention to what Is said In the Ourmat SlddhSnt about satsang
and darsan.
The Slgnlilcance ot Satsang
The early Sants took satsahg to mean a congregation of the faithful and 
placed heavy emphasis on its supreme virtue. In the early Sikh tradition 
for example, we find the term sadh sangat ^congregation of the holy) being 
used to describe the Sikh fellowship. Guru Nának taught that It good 
company encouraged good conduct, the assembly of men and women who had 
experienced the Satguru*s grace would stimulate spiritual development.
o »
<78) In present day orthodox Sikhism satsang means a gathering lor 
corporate worship of those who seek the Guru's blessings. The central 
activity of the satsang is the singing of klrtan <hymns> and listening to 
the reading of the Sikh scriptures which is considered uniquely effective
a
as a means of Invoking the Guru's grace. <.^ 9) Babà Sawan Singh's 
detlnitlon of satsang represents a slight departure from that of his Sikh 
predecessors. It not only refers to the congregation of the faithful but 
Bore so to that of the Satguru. It comes closer to the term satsanga 
Beanlng the "company of realized holy men". (60) He explains that;
The meaning of the word "Sat" is to awake, and 
that of "Sang" is to unite, so Satsang means 
the company »or association with one who is awake 
or is a "realized soul". Sat pervades the Sat-Guru.
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Hl8 company is Satsang. One becomes soul-conclous 
by attending HIa discourses. c8l)
He then goes on to point out that furthermore:
’•Sat” also means life. The company of a living 
person Is Satsang. The Scriptures point out that 
wherever there Is a Master there Is Satsang.
Satsang is dependent upon a Master and It can 
only be had through Him. (82)
There is mention In the Gurmat Slddhant of "outer satsang" and "Inner 
satsang". Whilst the former refers to its congregational aspect, the 
latter Is said to be the occasion where contact Is made with the
Sat guru on the Inner plane. Bott;i however, are seen as being
complementary to one another as the following passage Illustrates:
The two kinds of Satsang, outer and Inner, may be 
* explained thus: One (outer Satsang) Is an effort 
..to kindle a fire, while the other (Inner Satsang)
Is like sitting near a fire and escaping from the 
cold while also accomplishlhg many other tasks.
One who associates with a Sant has his soul 
awakened by the spiritual currents emanating 
from him. Thesecond statednner Satsang) Is 
therefore supremely superior. (83)
«
Like the Valsnavas and his fellow Sants Babà Sawan Singh describes« i
satsang as a kind of "spiritual college" where the devotee "partakes
of the fragrance of the spirituality of the Saints". (84) It Is a
• •
place where the devotee Is cleansed. He speaks here of satsang being a 
kind of spiritual workshop and notes the- following:
It is an extraordinary workshop where the 
mind is so chiselled that all its ugliness 
and dirt are removed, and It Is made worthy 
Qf meeting the Lord. It Is truly a pilgrimage 
where hundreds of our bad karmas are 
washed away and the mind becomes pure. (85)
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It is by keeping the conpany of the SatgurG, we are told, that the 
devotee Is assured of spiritual purification. Babà Singh writes
that:
Satsang, or the company of a Saint, ushers 
light and dispells darkness. But such company 
is difficult to obtain. Satsang is a sacred place 
where flow the waters ct discernment; and bathing 
in them brings all the four salvations. Whoever 
comes to Satsang of a Saint loses the sense of 
caste, creed and color, like the muddy waters 
that become pure and clear by Joining the Ganges 
water. By the company of Saints a crow turns 
into a swan. (86)
In 3 more poetic vein he concludes that:
Just as water of a stream loses its 
identity when it is poured into the 
Ganges; Just as the iron blade of the 
butcher becomes gold when it is touched 
with a philosopher's stone. Just as a 
neem tree.acqulrea perfume when it is 
grown near a sandalwood tree; Just as 
a piece of stone turns into salt when 
it stays in a salt mine, so also does 
one become a Saint, if he remains in 
the company of Saints. (87)
This glorification of the supposed spiritual qualities of satsang is 
something found very often in Sant literature. Satsangs are held by 
all Sants as a powerful means of purification and salvation. We find 
frequences to the spiritual significance of the satsang in the 
writings of Kablr, (88> Namdev, (89) Sur üâs (90) and later, Tulsî 
Sâhlb (91)
f ;
5 i
( '
The Significance of Darsan
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In Hindu philosophy the term dar^ana refers to the six school of 
Hindu philosophy in the sense of points of view representing the 
varied phases of truth viewed fi om different angles of vision. (92). 
This Sanskrit term is usually employed in Sanskrit literature to 
signify insight or spiritual vision. Hindus popularly talk of the 
deity •'giving darsan" and the disciples "taking darsan"
In the Râdhâsoâmî tradition darsan means "sight" of the Satguru. It 
implies sight on a rich multiplicity of symbolic and spiritual levels. 
These levels demonstrate a complex mix of doctrinal and mythic, 
perceptual, visionary, interactionary and experiential dimensions in 
the relationship between the charismatic Satguru and his disciples. 
(93)
At the heart of Hindu worship there lies an exchange and mutuality of
vision. It is not only the worshipper who comes to have a vision of
God in seeing the image of the deity, but the deity sees the
worshipper as well. The divine gaze of the deity is what the
worshipper seeks. The "seeing" which occurs here is not only a passive
»
awareness, but requires an active focussing so that it becomes a kind 
of touching. Thus the receiving of darían connotes a special kind of 
knowing, an insight which can at times unfold into a vision. (94)
The Radhasoami tradition places heavy emphasis on seeing and being 
seen, by the Satguru. Importance is placed on seeing the SatgurU's 
physical form in satsang. Emphasis is also given to the Internal 
visualization of his form in meditation. It is not surprising,
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therefore that when we turn to N^dhasoaml sacred literature, we find a 
rich visual Inagery. This Is especially true of the poetic 
compositions of Shiv Dayal Singh. He gives special emphasis to what
takes place visually between the devotee and his Satguru.
The darsan of the SatgurO is conceived of as daya dr^tl tglance of
compassions. The Idea that drstl, the "seeing" or "glance", of the
• • •
Satguru aids the devotee In achieving deliverance seems to be a 
crucial aspect of the Radhasoaml understanding of what is supposed to 
take place visually between The Satguru and the devotee. In other 
words, by joining glances with the Satguru the devotee It is 
believed, gains access to the benevolent power that apparently emanates 
from the Satguru's eyes. (95>
Dars^ an is linked with a itore explicit theory of vision. Practitioners
/ « _
Of Surat Sabd Yoga believe that there Is a current of sight (drstl-kl-
dhar > that flows outward from the eyes of the Satguru Into the
external world. It Is believed that by mixing his gaze with that of
the Satguru the devotee can absorb this current which Is said to draw
the devotee up Into the higher realms of spiritual experience. We find
references to such a current In the Gurmat Slddhant. The following
two passages Illustrate this:
One finds a strange radiation and attraction 
In his eyes and In his forehead and 
when one gazes at them for even a 
moment. He feels a pull, and his 
attention gathers together and seems to 
ascend to the higher subtle regions from 
then gross regions. His consciousness expands 
and Is elevated. <96>
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Where a Satguru lives , the entire envlro- 
nent la spiritualized by his body, mind, 
Intellect and the mode of his life. His 
very presence greatly Influences the 
people around him. When a Satguru speaks 
or makes a special movement of-the hands 
or confers a gracious look, a special current 
of attention emanates from him and creates a 
powerful influence on the minds of the iudience. 
Such a current of attention helps the soul to 
ascend. (97'
I I
The idea that "looking" carries power is commonplace in Hindu culture. 
It is widely believed that a person who is envious, or is ill- 
disposed can Inflict harm, usually Inadvertent, on persons or objects 
by merely looking at them. According to Radhasoami belief, however, 
the benign gaze of a Sant is the opposite of this so-called eye. lo 
fall under the gaze of the Satguru is to come into contact with the
I
current .emanating frp® Ais Innermost recess. For a devotee to engage 
in eye contact with a Satguru aff»ords the most intimate kind -of 
communication with God. (98)
■f
Blba Sawan Singh perceives the eyes of the Satguru to be the most 
prominent feature of his face. This is in line with the general Hindu 
belief that the eyefe are the agents of divine vision. <99> Therefore, 
to look at them Intently affords the devotee a glimpse of the 
splendour of the light of God shining within the Satguru:
In Satsang and whenever one has an 
opportunity to serve the Master, one 
should, like a small child, gaze at him 
without blinking the eyes. One should 
also fix his attention on the entire 
face of the Master. At such time no 
extraneous thoughts should be allowed 
to enter the mind. By this method of 
Contemplation, we Inbibe within our­
selves the active influence of our 
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Master’s way of llte. This constitutes 
the first step in our progress towards 
spirituality. (100)
Sudhlr Kakar has done research on gaze fixation at Beas Satsang where 
Charan Singh Is the present spiritual head. His documentât ion of the 
Impact of darsan on the devotee Is a revealing one. He writes:
Without any preliminaries the Satguru looks 
intently for a couple of minutes at one 
section Of his small audience, regally turns 
his face and stares unbllnklngly at another 
sectlon-a virtuoso use of look and silence.
The transformation of the disciples’ faces 
as their eyes look into his Is remarkable.
The eyes glaze over as they drink his visage 
visibly, their brows smoothen out, the Jaw 
muscles slacken and a beautiflc expression 
slowly spreads on their faces. (10l>
^yrmat gfd<^h?p^ both gurubhaktl and gurOseva are treated with 
equal welghtage. Fundamental to both concepts Is the Idea of complete 
loving devotion to the Satguru. This devotion takes a variety of 
torms, one ot which is gurubhaktl. We now move on to examine the other 
form of guru devotion known as guru’sev'S.
Ibe Conçeot of Gurûsevâ
fundamental to Baba Sawan Singh's notion of guruseva (service to the
guru; Is the widespread Hindu Idea of the ideal devotee’s sacrifice ot
»Ind, body and wealth (tan, man, dhan) to God or the guru. (102) This
classification of seva has also been adopted by Shiv Dayal Singh from
wbom Babà Sawan Singh borrows heavily. The Gurmat Siddhant defines the
various kinds of gurusev'a as follows:
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Service is ol tour kinds: That which Is 
rendered with the body, with wealth, with 
mind, and with the soul (surat). The 
highest type ot service which anyone can 
render is service to the Lord, or His 
manifestation In the human form, namely 
an Adept or a Master. (103)
Service with the body refers in principle to the idea ol physical 
seva. This Involves the rendering ot physical seva in the Satguru's 
name. The Gurraat Slddhant stresses that true bodily seva Is that which 
Is rendered In the spirit ot loving sacrifice, by God's grace and 
without any thought ot reward or recognition. To drive home the point
r
that physical seva is a spiritual discipline Baba Sawan Singh quotes 
from Guru Arjan:
Whatever service is possible for you to. 
do with your hands for^  the Master, you 
should do it, because It is thé Master 
who gives you the protection of Hls 
Hands and saves us from the fire of 
transaigration. You should work for 
Him, because through Him you will 
know the Lord. (104)
It is Important to note here that at Beas the idea ot bodily seva does 
not correspond to the understanding of the term put forward by some 
segments of the IfadhiBsoam’l community. Baba Sawan Singh's nption of 
physical seva does not, for example Include the Idea of worshipping 
the physical person of the. Satguru, hls leavings or the repository of 
his remains as Is the case at Solml Bâgh. At So~aml BBgh the Satguru's 
body, particularly hls teet and mouth are worshipped as sources of a 
flow ot spiritual current called chaitanyar kl dhar. It Is taught that 
to receive and worship things from the Satguru, especially hls food 
leavings, mouth rinsings or foot washings Is a kind of physical seva.
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The taking ot such things Is viewed as assimilating the true nature of 
the Satguru, and Is said to enhance the devotee's ability to achieve 
salvation.
According to another Interpretation the leavings ot the Satguru are 
but bharl phulza or "outer accretions" on a subilrae divine current 
that originates from the highest cosmic plane. This current is seen as 
"dripping" from the body of the Satguru. It is this divine current 
that the devotee internalizes when he worships and injests the 
Satguru's leavings. tl05> Baba Sawan Singh and the entire Beas line 
categorically reject this belief.
The phrase "service by mind" Indicates an attitude ot mind*that is üod 
centred. It Is taught that the mind has .o be surrendered to God so 
that it can be purified and made receptive to God's grace. Guru Arjan 
is Baba Sawan Singh's reference here. The following represents a 
paraphrase of the teachings of the Guru as it appears In the Gurmat 
S^lddhant:
• You should therefore serve such a person 
who perceives the great devotion and the 
Inner longing of your heart. Such a one 
is no other than a True Master. You should 
make an offering of your mind at the altar 
of your Guru, and worship Him because He 
is the incarnation of that Deathless One. U06)
n
. I
Babà Sawan Singh's defines spiritual service as "service by the soul".
S p ir i tu a l  seva I s  understood  as  a s p i r i t u a l  d i s c ip l in e  in  th e  con tex t 
✓  ^
Of Surat Sabd Yoga. True seva Is seen to be the inward contemplativee
expression ot love, faith and sweet remembrance of God. This can only
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be achieved through Surat Sabd Yoga. The sincere practice of this 
discipline Is seen here as the performance of a spiritual seva In the 
Satguru's name. B«ba Sawan Singh explains that:
Service to the Master consists In surrendering 
oneself at his Lotus Feet and In being devoted 
to Him and the name of the Lord. The Master is 
actually Shabd incarnated In the human form. 
Therefore, service to Him Is to merge oneself 
In Shabd, which the highest service of all. <10/>
The underlying idea behind guruseva Is the total submission of the 
devotee to the Satguru and the wish to serve him In every possible
way. The devotee Is required to give everything Including himself to
\
the Satguru. in surrendering himself to the Satgur*u, the devotee 
"loses*' everything in order to "gain himself*. The rationale behind 
this .Radhasoaml belief Is that everything offered to the SatgurHl 
already belongs to him. In fact the devotee's entire being ibody mind 
and soul; are really the Satguru's and are given to the devotee In 
trust.
Spiritual sev~S Is seen as being fulfilled when the devotee learns to 
die while living. It Is only by being truly detached that the devotee 
can truly serve the Satguru In the spirit of complete self-surrender. 
Being detached the devotee can live In- and with the world but not of 
It. Baba Sawan Singh's Justification for performing guruseva is based 
on this belief. In the Ourmat Siddhant we read that:
Our soul Is not of this world and Its home 
lies beyond. But so long as one Is not able 
to die while living, one does not end the 
cycle of births and rebirth. One can be 
free from this predicament through the 
grace of a Master, by completely surrendering 
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oneeeii to Him and thus banishing the ego 
and becoming a Gurunukh. (108)
The ability to serve the Satguru by performing spiritual seva Is 
viewed as being karmically preordained Baba Sawan Singh believes 
that:
C>nly such a one Is in a position to serve 
the Master who has abundant Grace ol the 
Lord, because this service,Is Imprinted on 
the Individual’s forehead and was preordained 
as the result of his previous life’s actions 
or karmas. (109)
Ouruseva Is accepted as the highest type of service a devotee can 
perform. Baba Sawan Singh calls It ’’the key to the treasure of Nam”, 
(110) ”the Fountain-head of' the knowledge of God”. (Ill) It Is not 
only an Instrument of salvation but a way In which the. devotee can rid 
himself of hls worldly attachments and karmic burdens. What Is being 
suggested here Is that Surat Sabd Yoga Is the highest and nos) 
effective form of gurTlseva. Baba Sawan Singh is In effect equating 
guruseva with Nffm bhaktl This comes to light in the following two 
passages:
The highest service is that of the Guru, 
and It is also the purest. The Guru is 
free from all ties and attachments. He 
is an ocean full of ihe Surging Waves 
of Love. By serving Him we become free 
from ties and attachments to the ephemeral 
world. (112)
If everything Is surrendered to Him in all 
humility we are released from the load of 
karmas and becoming worthy of realizing Him 
within. But so long as the record of karmas 
is not obliterated Internally by destroying 
our ego, we cannot go beyond the three gunas 
(qualities) and consequently cannot become 
actionless. (113)
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Biba Sawan Singh sees gurusev^ as being only possible through selfless 
surrender at the lotus feet of the Satguru. Selfless surrender he 
views as possible only through detachment.
ril'i concept ot Saran
The term saran, often associated with the act of seeking shelter or 
protection (114) is a common noun In Radhasoaml literature. The 
devotee Is regarded as being absolutely helpless on his own, totally 
unable to extricate himself from the clutches of Kal and maya 
Therefore he must seek the protection of the Sat guru!
Baba Sawan Singh attaches great Importance to the question of 
surrendering to and seeking refuge In the SatgurlT. He commits himselfo
unreservedly to the belief that there can be no fruitful devotion
without selfless surrender. In his eyes no amount of gurubhaktl will
do any good without surrender "at the altar of the Satguru". He
exhorts the devotee to "give away his heart" to his Satguru and states
»
the following:
It is essential that- we give our heart to 
our Master, for when one' gives away one's 
heart, one automatically gives one's whole 
body and puts one's entire life In the hands 
of the Master. (115)
Devotion to the Master Is Intense love for 
him. If we love anybody, we serve him. We 
^ e  prepared to sacrifice everything for 
him. Love knows no burden and no compulsion. 
A devotee gives away everything for the soke 
of his Beloved-hls body, wealth, mind and 
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soul, In fact, everything is surrendered 
at the altar of the Master. (116)
Saran is seen in the Gurmat Siddhant as the proper mode of devotion. 
Like RBmSnuja Babà Sawan Singh sees devotion as complete attachment to 
God and/or the SatgurlT. In his adoration and attachment to his Master 
the devotee is pictured as being absolutely disinterested in all 
other objects of the world. In the Vedartha Samgraha Ramanuja uses 
the term paramabhakti to describe this act of loving attachment .The 
devotee is said to place his heart in the heart of God by dediycating 
all his cations to Him. (117) Although Babà Sawan Singh does not 
explicitly use the term, his thoughts on saran certainly reflect the 
spirit of paramabhaktl. The following quotation serves as a useful 
illustration:
This body, mind and life-and even our 
religion, all bind' us to this world.
As soon as they are surrendered at the 
Lotus Feet of the Master, we become 
detached and shall not be born again. (118)
It is recognized that saran is that attitude which Implies 
unquestioning acceptance of and surrender to the will of the Satguru 
which is seen as being no different from the divine will. In other 
words, in taking refug» in the SatgUru the devotee is effectively 
enshrining his faith in Huka^m (God's law) which is the ultimate 
expression of His Bha^ (divine will). Of this Baba Sawan Singh 
says:
■In love there is no law except the Will of 
Belove'd. Whatever the Beloved orders or 
comiands, the lover bows his head in obedience. 
(119)
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Finally we see the various, benefits of self-abnegation for spiritual 
emancipation being spelt out In the Guraat Siddhant. These are listed 
in the usual summary fashion and appear to have been culled from the 
teachings of Bhai Gurdas;
The Gurus have mentioned various benefits 
follow that from taking shelter at the feet ot 
the Master. Pains, worries and calamities 
are removed. Lust, anger, greed and other 
defects disappear. Both the body and the mind 
become pure, and one gains peace. All troubles 
are forgotten and the fear of death is banished. 
The devotee crosses the ocean of wordly existence 
He has constant devotion for the Name. The lotus 
of the heart flowers into final bloom. The 
disciple awakens. The Lord dwells in his mind and 
is seen everywhere. The devotee gets bliss and 
reaches the Supreme Abode. U20>
Two assumptions underlie Babà Sawan Singh's concept of saran. Firstly 
it assumes a certain state of readiness on the devotee! s . part to 
surrender to the Satguru^and God. This is associated with a deep 
conviction that God alone is the saviour and that there is no other 
way of attaining His grace except by self-surrender. Secondly it is 
assumed that there is a readiness on the part of the devotee to submit
4
to the will of the Satguru. This is linked with the belief that God
»
(through the SatgurU) will help the devotee overcome the dangers of 
worldly existence. However, this is seen os being possible only it the
c
devotee yields up his spirit to the Satguru in loving humility. These 
two assumptions say something about the manner in which bhaktl is 
conceived of in the Ourmat Siddhant. It involves the universal 
acceptance of God's/the Satguru*s supreme transcendence but who 
descends into the heart of the devotee and compassionately grants hime
His divine grace.
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The Concept of Charan Kamil
The Idea of sitting or prostrating oneself at charan kanal or the so- 
called perfect (lotus) feet of the guru has its roots in the practices 
of gufTlpadS-seva and gurTipadS-puJa (service to the gurXI, worship of 
the guru). This involves not only the veneration of the feet of the 
guru but also the total bodily and emotional surrender at his feet.
In the 5ar Bachan Radhasoami the ideal devotee is pictured as not only 
loving but also longing for the Satguru’s feet. There is mention of 
the devotee praising and even licking them and drinking the water in 
which they have been washed. (121) This idea of drinking foot 
washings could be seen as being related to an old Sikh ritual claimed 
by some to have been started from the times of Guru Nahak. ITie 
Mirahkari Sikhs for example, claim that it is an old Sikh ritual to 
wash the feet of the sangat and give it to the congregation to drink 
as nectar called charan amrit. (122) In the Gurmat SiddhSnt the term 
charan kaAl (perfect feet), translated as "lotus feet" may somehow 
be seen as being indirectly related to the term charan aiurlt (nectar 
of the feet), the emphasis in both cases being on the feet.
In the RiirnMt Siddhant a significant portion of the references to 
charan kamal are taken from the Sikh scriptures which Babà Sawan Singh 
often paraphrases. He also calls the feet of the SatgurGT charan kamal 
' J (perfect and sovereign feet) which he translates as "the dust of 
I'le )(.>tus feet" (123) and gloiIfl*^s. In ratiessing its» ¿plrltual aiiJ 
“-ote: Ic lignificane»', li»; call;» it "Uie tt ue place of pi Igi image"
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(124) and "the melody of the Lord". U25) He also talks of the feet 
ot the Satguru with Intense veneration and sees In then an Important 
vehicle ot spiritual salvation. The adulatory tone which Babà Sawan 
Singh adopts with regards to the so-called lotus feet ot the Satguru 
is highlighted below:
He breaks our wordly bonds.
And binds us to the lotus feet.
He attunes us to the Shabd. U2b>
0 cross the ocean 
The lotus feet are the ship 
His laws are his own 
He knows them all. U2 7)
0 brother, release Is gained 
by listening to the Name; 
The service of the feet 
of the Master is like 
going on a pilgrimage;
Tou are accepted in His 
court and find an honoured. (126)
We are being told here that by prostrating himself at the feet ot the 
Satguru, the devotee is performing the task of equlplng himself for 
his Journey Into the inner self. The assumption is that it Is only 
through the grace of the Satguru that spiritual growth is made 
possible. The desire for spiritual liberation must, in Baba Sawan
Singh's eyes be preceeded by the ability to accept the SatgurG as the 
sole source of spiritual power. This being the case the devotee Is 
told to symbolically look upon the lotus feet ot the SatgurG as If It 
were "the holiest place of pilgrimage" U29) which Is graphically 
described In the following manner. Here we find Babà Sawan Singh once 
again paraphrasing Bhal“ Gurdas;
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The Genges, Saraewati, and Godawarl, Gaya,
Prayag, Set, Kurukshetra and Mansarovar,
Kashi, Kanshl, Dwarko, Nethura and Ayodhya,
Goretl, Avanika and the «now-bound Kldar Nath, 
Narbada, various forests, sacred spots and 
Kali ash,
The blue Mandrachai, and Mount Sumer,
Sacred spots, wealth, truth, righteousness. 
Compassion and contentment.
Ail ot them together are not equal to the Just ot 
the teet of the Master. '130.'
This symbolic glorification of the majesty of the Satguru*s feet has a 
deeper message which could be Interpreted as follows. There can be no 
freedom from suffering If the devotee cannot find the freedom In his 
heart to bow tc the will ot the Satguru. This Is like saying there Is 
no devotion without gurubhakti and no seva* without gurOseva.
The Concept of Valrag
Valrag (131) Is defined in the Gurmat Slddhant as detachment or
disengagement from worldly attachments.(132) The true devotee Is ( :
who has detached himself from the senses and subdued his passi(xis. He
«
submits his ego to the Satguru and renounces all thoughts of the
world. According to Babà Sawan Singh the true devotional posture is
one where one remains aloof and satisfied within himself. The.true 
devotee Is the one who remains detached by humbling himself and
becoming an Instrument In the hands ot the Satguru, who like God is 
beyond any form of worldly attachment. The following passages furnish 
us with some Idea of what Babà Sawan Singh sees as detachment:
He alone is detached who has risen above 
attachment and is moving towards meeting 
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the Lord by withdrawing completely from 
all wordly attachments. The Sikh Scriptures 
call God a Detached Being, because He was 
never attached to anything and because 
such a being is free from all desire and 
is never a victim of attachments. (133)
The truly detached person knows that one 
day his own body, his house, his palace 
and all his wordly property-all attachments- 
have to be left behind, and nobody knows 
when this will happen. Therefore, he lives 
in this world in name only and gives more 
attention to the purification ot his 
soul, for he does not wish to barter his 
soul for the sake of this world. U34>
Baba Savmn Singh then goes on to add that without detachment there can
be no spiritual progress. A complete and total attachment to Nam is
what the devotee must strive for if there is to be any spiritual
progress. The devotee , he tells us must live in this world but remain
« ^
inaitected by it. Thljs can only be achieved when the devotee is 
absorbed in :^bd and his mind is fully and truly attuned to God. 
<135>
The suggestion here is not that liberation is to be sought by 
renouncing the world as such but by renouncing attachment to it. True 
detachment consists not in inactivity bui disinterested activity. Paba 
Sawan Singh sees self-interested attachment and not activity itsell 
that binds one to suitering. This detachment finds its real purpose we 
sre led to believe, in a single-minded attachment to God and the 
SatguriT. Here we I ind the teachings o1 the Bhagavad Gita being echoed. 
<13b>
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In the Guritat SlddhSnt detachment 1& seen alongside desireless action. 
It 16, in fact, seen as the pre-requisite tor desireless action 
Desireless action is only possible when one is free ol wordly 
attachments. (137) In advocating desireless action Baba Sawan Singh 
Is not saying that all desires are to be abrogated. Indeed one desire 
Is explicitly advocated, namely, the desire for release from the cycle 
ot t ransmlgration. Also||beslreless action does not mean a t o t a l  absence 
01 concern about the results bt one's actions. The devotee Is
naturally to be concerned about the results ol all actions that 
promote spiritual growth.
Detachment, however, can only be successfully achieved through the
✓
practice of Surat Sabd Yoga and gurubhaktl. in the uurmat SlddhSht we 
read that: ’ --
When we do our spiritual practice according 
to the instructions ot the Master and surrender 
ourselves completely to Him; we cheerfully 
undergo our fate karmas and create no new karmas 
to be undergone in a future life. The stored 
karmas are gradually destroyed by the practice of 
, Nan or Shabd. Sometimes the Master helps us in 
bearing the load of our fate karnas so that what 
» might have been a fatal stab becomes a
pinprick, with the result that we undergo our 
karmas without much pain or mental anguish. U3b>
We have here a belief being voiced that is very common in Radhasoami 
circles. It is the belief that the Satguru is able to lighten the 
karmic load ot the initiate. il39> It is believe.d that when the 
initiate offers his loving devotion to his Satguru he is in a sense 
delivering up some of his negative karma which is then taken up by 
(he Satguril. (140) It is also said that those who enter into a
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relationship with a Sotguru and seek his protection are guaraMt^ed 
full salvation within lour lives. The belief is also that his death 
will be relatively painless, and that he will not tail back Into the 
cycle ol transmigration. The Initiate is also told that should he be 
reborn it will be in human form so that spiritual practice .an be 
resumed where It was left oft prior to death
Summary
We commenced by examining Baba Sawan Singh's definition of bhakti and
highlighted his religious understanding of the term. We also saw how
bhaktl was used to denote an Intimate, single-minded devqtion to uod.
We proceeded to explain that in, the Gurmat Slddhant bhakti was
conceived as the highest path of salvation. In conjunction with this
€
belief we examined the idea that bhaktl meant the loving participation 
of the soul of the devotee In the total being of God.
4
In surveying the concept of prem we pointed out that In the Gurmat
»
Slddhant it had specific spiritual connotations. Love . as Bâbâ Sawan 
Singh saw it, v;as God's essence. We also explained that preraa
c
bhaktl was viewed as the most Intimate relationship that the devotee 
could hope to have with God. In describing the state of <iod- 
Intoxlcatlon we emphasized that the overwhelming power of. love was 
accompanied by Intense feelings of awe and affection.
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With the Idea ot blreh we pictured the depth of feeling and Intense 
yearning for Ood portrayed In the Gurmat SlddhSnt. In looking at the 
concept ot prasad we examined the belief that no salvation was 
possible without God's grace and through human effort alone
in studying Baba Sawan Singh's concept ot guriibhaktl we noted that no
attempt was made to differentiate between devotion to God and devotion
to the Satguru. In examining the role of devotion to the Satguru we
/looked at the significance ot satsang and darsan. Having surveyed the 
definition of satsang In the Gurmat Slddhant we highlighted Baba 
Sawdn Singh's belief that It represented a potent means of spiritual 
purification and salvation. We then proceeded to look at the cone ept 
ot darsan and explained Baba Sawan Singh's Idea of gaze> fixation in 
the broader context of the Radhlsdami theory of divine vision.
Finally, we analyzed the concept of guruseva. We saw that Baba .Sawan
Singh preferred to focus his attention on the Idea of spiritual seva
/
as the highest form of seva via the practice of Surat Sabd Yoga. We
linked the general term guruseva to the idea ot saran and valrag and
»
explained what surrender at the lotus feet of the Satguru meant and 
how this was equated with seeking refuge in the divine will of «iod. We 
looked at Bab*a Sawan. Singh* s use of the term vatrag and learnt of Its 
relationship to the Idea ot attachment to God, and also how detachment 
was not to be equated with renunciation. We also saw how detachment or 
valrag was related to deslreiess action which In turn was understood 
to be action in relation to devotion to God.
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NOTES
1 . For a brief explanation of the etymology of the term bhaktl see T. 
Burrow, The Sanskrit Language (London,1955), pp. 77 and 168.
2. A thoroughly researched and well documented study of the semantics 
of bhaktl is M. Dhavamony, Love of God Ajicordlng to ¿alva Slddhanta. 
A Study in the Mysticism and Theology of Salvism. See especially pp 2 
-23. Useful supplementary information is^. available from M. Hare. 
"Notes on Two Sanskrit Terms: 'Bhaktl and Sraddha' " in Indo-Iranian 
Journal (1963), pp. 124-145. See also G.A. Grierson's contribution on 
"Bhakti Marga",in Hastings, Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics Vol 2 
(Edinburgh,1930), p. 539.
3. This is the view of Grierson, in "Bhaktl Marga", p. 539.
4. For a study of the Vedic notion of bhaktl see Dhavumony, Love of
God According to Salva Siddhanta. A Study in the Mysticism and
Theology of Saivism . chapter 1 of Part 2.
5. This, as Zaehner points out is clearly demonstrated in the
MahabhTarata (1.66.76 and 17.3.7). see Zaehner, The Bhagavad Gita p.
181.
6 . See Dhavamony, Love of God According to Salva Slddhanta. A Study 
in the Mysticism and Theology of ^ivism. p. 22.
7. Gurmat Siddhant Vol. II p. 2.
B Our information is based on 
Uictionary ( Oxford,1970), p. 295.
M. Williams, A Sanskrit-English
9. In the Narada Sutra sakhyl /akti means attachment, which is seen 
as taking a variety of forms. There is rupa-a^akti (attachment to the 
beauty of Go ),pujas‘akti (attachment to the worship of God) and 
smaranasakti (attachment to the meaning of God). The term denoting 
"entering into tlie family of God" is vatsatya^akti. Both Sandilya's 
and Nirada's Bhakti Sutras appear in English in The Sacred Books of 
the Jjindus Vol VII (Allahabad,1911) Svapensvares's commentary on the 
Sandilya SiTtra is also included in the translation.
10. In the Narada SOtra there is also talk of a steady ascent to a 
genuine love of God. See R.K. Dwivedi, "The Nature of Bhakti in the 
Narada-Bhakti Sutras" in Journal of the Andhra Hisorical Research 
Society 31 (1965-1966), pp. 146-147.
11. Gurmat Siddhant Vol II p. 2. See also p. 3 of the same volume.
12- G-Urmat Siddhant VoL II p. 5.
13. Gurmat Siddh^nt VoKII p. 10.
Gurmat Siddhant Vol.II p. 26.
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15. See for example, the following passages 1.8, 1.8-10, II 13,
IV. 1 6 , IV. 20, V. 13 and VI. 12.
16. Svetasvatara Upanisad 11 U  -lb. in Radhakrtshnan. Thé Principal 
iJpanlsads. p. 723.
17 See for example following passages: 13. 18, 14.2 and 18.55
/ _
18. For example SrT bhasya <3. 4.2b> reads as tollows:
What we have tc understand by knowledge 
is this connection which has been repeatedly 
explained, viz., a mental energy diflerent 
from mere cognition o1 the sepse of the texts, 
and more specifically denoted by such terras 
as dhyana or upasana. i.e. , meditation, 
which Is of the nature of remerabrance
«Quoted from Dhavaraony, "Hindu Meditation", 
p. 158).
In this passage "remembrance" carries the same meanlr^ as bhaktl 
and also means upasana ^meditation) . Refer also to SrT Bhasya 1. 1 . 1 .
19. It Is, however, in the Vedgrtha Saipgraha (paragraphs • 91-92) that 
the link between bhaktl and meditation Is .expllcltedly_stated._ Here 
read that:
•
When «.the devotee) throws hiniselt with ail « ,that he has at the lotus l eel oi «.he supreme
Person, then he will be able to attain the
supreme Person through his devotion which
takes the form of a direct vision of supreme
clarity. Devotion is a kind of knowledge.
(Quoted from E. T. Lott, "The Conceptual Dimensions
of Bhakt1 in the RimSnuja Tradition", In The
Scottish Journal of Religious Studies 5 <1981),
» p. 99).
20 See Gurmat Siddhant Vol. lip. 13.
21. The other three so-called, prlnciprles are the will of «jod, the 
principle of non-violence and the importance of the Satguru. See 
Qurmat Siddhant Vol. II pp. 13-14. How these so-called principles 
relate to each other we are not told. Their significance can only be 
assumed in so far as they represent the principles of Bhan'a, prem and 
gurTIbhaktl.
22. Vol. ii p. i3.
23. See Gurmat Siddhant Vol. II p. 13.
- 3/5 -
Gurmat Slddhant VoK II p. ll. The exact source from which TulsI 
Das is quoted Is not cited.
25. See for example chapter 6.31 which reads:
Who standing firm on unity participates in 
communes-i n- 1 ove 
belongs to
Me
that
as abiding in all beings, in whatever state he be,
abides in Me.integrated man 
athlete of the spirit
s.
(Quoted from Zaehner, The Bhagavad Gita, p. 235).
26. Chapter II. 14 reads:
Even as a mirror stained by dust shines brightly 
when it has been cleaned, so the embodied one 
when he has seen the (real) nature of the
Self becomes integrated, of fulfilled purpose 
and freed from sorrow.
(Quoted from Radhakrishnan, Tue Principal 
p. 723).
2^ - See Gurmat Siddhant VoL II p. 2.see also Vol IV p. 9 of the same 
volume.
28. See Gurmat Siddhant Vol. II p. 9 .
29. Gurmat Slddh~ant Vol. II p. lO.
«
Vol. II p lO. Here Baba Sawan Singh probably means 
chapter 8 . 8  and 15%4 of the Bhagavad Gita.
31. See Gurmat Siddhant Vol. II .p. 8 .
32. See for Chapter 4.10 for instance, ■
33. R.C. Zaehner, The Catholic Church and World Religions 
(London,1964), p.37
3^ . Gurmat Siddhant Vol. II p. 108.
35. See Dwyer, Bhakti in Kablr p. 198.
38 Guraq^ Siddhant .Vol.II p xvl.
37. Gurmat Siddhant Vol. tt p 1 1 3 .
38. Gurmat SlddlTant Vol II p 107.
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39 Uurmat SlddhBnt Voi. Il p i'*«
40. Gurmat Siddhant Voi. li p 99.
41 Our Interpretation a  Àl-Hàilaj's creation theory Is based on R. 
Nicholson, Studies In Islamic Mysticism ‘Canbridge, 1967), p 80.
42. Gurmat Slddhaht Voi li p 99.
43. Gurmat Slddhant Voi. 11 p 1/4
44. our mat SlddhaTnt Voi. 1 1 pp xlli-xiv
4b. Gurmat Slddhant Voi. Il p xvll.
46. Gurmat SlddhSnt Voi. 11 p 109.
47. Jalal "Al-Din Rumi* s teachings on the nature of love are summarized 
by S. Padmanabhan, **The Poetic Mysticism of Jalal Al-Oln Rumi. An 
Inquiry**, in Muslim World 1 <1981>, pp. 206-208.
46. Gurmat Slddhant Voi. 11 p. xlli.
49. See chapter 15. 19.
50. Gurmat Slddhint Voi II p. 109.
51. Gurmat Slddhant Voi. Ill p. 52.
52. Gurmat Slddhant Voi. Ill, p 49.
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CHAPTER VI1
ETHICS IN THE GURMAT SlUPHAWT
IntroductIon
Biba Sawan Singh's ethical thought rests on the assertion that 
spiritual discipline is inadequate In Itself. It only becomes 
meaningful when the aspirant begins to adhere to the tenets of 
rightful living. Meditation must be accompanied by ethical living. 
For him a life without ethical ideals is a life without purpose, a 
life dictated by impulsive needs and desires. At this level life Is 
base and uncultivated; it is that of the unregenerate man.
•
In the Gurmat Siddhant all norms of personal and social ethics are 
derived from the metaphysical belief that roan Is created in 'jod* s 
Image. They are also based on the conviction that human life provides 
the golden opportunity to be devoted to ‘God. Since God is the supreme 
truth and the entlVe creation is but a manifestation of this truth, 
then, as Baba Sawan Singh sees it, all life should be centred around 
or.devoted to truthful living.
This chapter examines Babà Sawan Singh's ethical thought. It will 
examine the relationship between moral action and uod. realization; 
provide a definition of the unregenerate and God-centred Individual; 
end examine what is said about the seri- centred person in contrast 
lo the concept of the God-centred individual. The character of Baba
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Sawan Singh's code of ethics v«rlll also be analyzed and will be 
followed by a deflnlton oi the term dharna as used in the Ourmat 
Slddhant. BSb% Sawan Singh's catalogue ol personal and social values 
will be looked at Including the concepts of truthfulness, compassion, 
humility, cleanliness, contentment, continence and service.
Ethics and Self-Transformation
Bab's Sawan Singh does not consider ethics to be Independent ot the 
Idea of God. He speaks ot ethics as "the religion of humanity". U) 
He suggests that In order to know God and attain union with Him the 
aspirant must cultivate spiritual virtues and social values. We are 
•led to believe that only moral actions can lead to happiness and that 
liberation is possible only through ethical living.
In order to know the mystery of life It Is stressed In the Gurroat 
Slddhant that the aspirant has to realize his ability to do good . 
Ethical behaviour • is promulgated as the primary principle of a 
spiritually oriented life. The aspirant has to choose and decide 
between what Is virtuous and what Is not. It Is this commitment to 
right action that distinguishes man from the lower forms of life. 2^)
This understanding of ethics Is Important in so far as It shows the 
urgency with which the need for right action Is stressed. This In turn 
Is based on the philosophy that the world Is an abode of 
righteousness. It Is a place In which one should avoid doing evil; It
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18 also a place which affords the opportunity to take positive moral 
action for spiritual upllftment.
For Baba Sawan Singh the means of escaping transmigration Involves the 
living Of an ethical life In accordance with the principles of Sant 
Mat,something which we are reminded of In the Gurmat Slddhant:
Sant Mat gives true guidance, both In 
wordly and spiritual matters, and while 
strengthening the human virtues, turns 
his thought to his Lord and takes him to 
Him. <31
Furthermore, It must be clear to the aspirant that It Is he and he 
alone who determines the quality of hls ethical behaviour. In so 
doing he earns himself the right to be .called a, man. Baba Sawan Singh 
leaves no doubts In our minds that one can truly be called human only 
If one aspires to do good. He writes:
The man In whom the desire to know the 
mystery of Life has awakened, he first 
has to be a otan. A man should possess the 
high virtues of being a human being. Other­
wise he cannot be called a man by simply 
having the form of a man or dressing like a 
roan or behaving like him. There are many 
human robots but there are few who have 
virtues special to a human being. They are 
called the top of creation because of 
human virtues. A man devoid of human virtues 
Is worse than an animal. It was owing to 
these human virtues that he was considered 
higher In rank than anybody else and they 
were asked to worship him. He was therefore 
called Hls representative. He who Is devoid 
of human virtues Is really an animal In human 
form. It Is therefore necessary that he should 
be a a man of principles. This should be hls 
idéal. This Is the working principle. The 
highest duty of man is to Imbibe human 
virtues. (i>
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The desire to effect a qualitative Inprovement In the tone and tenor
of human life appears here to be BSbB Sawan Singh's main concern. No
spiritual progress whatsoever can be achieved so long as the aspirant
Is beguiled by the attractions of the external world. What Is
required is an Inner revolution ot the mind and the heart. While the
aspirant Is still slave to such tendencies as lust, greed, attachment
anger and pride, (.5) salvation remains an Impossibility. A change In
orientation and focus is needed from a predominantly worldly
orientation to a dwelling upon the divine mysteries ot God. The
psycho-spiritual transformation of the aspirant from the state of
being a self-centred Individual or manmukh (b> to that of a God-
centred Individual or gurmukh <7) stands In the centre of the ethics
of the Gurmant Slddhiant-. It is, therefore appropriate to enquire as
•
to what Bâbâ Sawan Singh means by • a self-centred and God-centred
iperson.
The Concept of the Self-Centred Individual
Baba Sawan Singh's perception of the nature ot man is Influenced by 
the belief that man*s<nature Is coloured by his weaknesses. What then 
Is the nature of unregenerate man ? The Gurmat Slddhant oflers no 
clear cut answer. All we are furnished with Is a set ot qualities that 
differentiate the manmukh from the gurmukh. Bâbâ Sawan Singh notes 
that the qualities displayed by the gurmukh are certainly those which 
sre not possessed by thé manmukh (unregenerate nan):
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Man can be called man only it he has 
the quality of humanity In him that Is,
If he treats man as his brother, shares 
his troubles, has compassion In his heart 
and has profound love for the Lord and 
His creation. If Instead, he harbours 
Jealously, cruelty, negelect of duties, 
back biting, enmity, greed, desire, 
hypocrisy. Ill-feelings, Intolerance, 
dogmatism and so forth, how can the 
mirror of the heart be clean ? By 
indulging In these tendencies the 
happiness of human life and its 
sweetness vanish. How can one see 
the Lord In the mirror of his heart 
when it Is soiled with evil tendencies ?
The view being posited here Is that spiritual emancipation is
dependent upon an Inner transformatlon^ from "one who obeys the
dictates ot his mind" (9) to "one who completely surrenders himself
to the Guru". (10) He believes that so long as one remains under the
«
Influence of the mind. Is self-centred and attached to this Illusory 
world there can be no escape from the cycle of birth and retylrth. In 
order to truly understand what Baba Sawan Singh means by manmukh we 
must necessarily look at what he has to say about the workings of the 
mind, self-centredness and the material world.
The Concept ot the Mind
Although Baba Sawan Singh prefers to stick to the English term mind 
ill) In the Ourmat SiddhSnt. he probably has the term man as used In 
Adi Granth In mind, for which It has been argued, there is no 
satisfactory English equivalent. (12) He loosely uses the term mind 
lo Indicate Inner sense as earlier Indicated In this study. (13) Baba
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Sawan Singh would probably view the mind as that faculty which
thinks, decides and feels and Is the source of all human good and
evil.
He views the mind not as an intrinsically sinful entity. It Is 
however, something which is given to avaricious attraction, false 
desires and wordly inclination. It Is thought that the mind ot the 
manmukh does not focus Its attention upon the deeper realities of 
life. As a consequence the manmukh is deluded about the nature ot the 
world and God. In the Qurmat Slddhant the deluded manmukh Is seen as 
constantly hiding from the truth:
The mind of an untruthful man is 
never calm .and Is always planning 
and scheming lest t ¡e reality become 
known. Without truth ther§ can be no 
remembrance of the Lord and there can 
be no devotion without‘awe. If there is 
a veil between the iron and the touchstone, 
how can the iron turn into gold. By not 
describing the fact as it is, the veil 
between us and the truth becomes thick 
and it becomes impossible to realise 
the truth. Tl>e heart of an untruthful 
person experiences it in a particular 
•manner. The mind wants to represent it 
in another way. He hides the truth and 
describes it differently. He Indulges 
in sin secretly and deliberately turns 
his back pn the Lord*. (14)
It is being suggested here that salvation Is impossible so long as the 
nlnd remains in the condition of untruth. This does not mean that the 
■Ind Is to be annihilated. What is being said is that it must be 
restrained by curbing its erratic tendencies. The manmukh Is warned 
not to remain enslaved by uncontrolled passions but to realize that
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the mind la the potential dwelling place of God. H  the mind harbours 
the truth, It also harbours God. This we are told in the following
passage:
There Is no austerity like the truth, 
and no sin like the untruth. He who has 
truth In his mind, the Lord Himself dwells 
in him. U5i
Babà Sawan Singh is quite specific about the means which must be 
employed In order that the mind be brought under control. He reminds 
the aspirant to devote himself wholeheartedly to the teachings of Sant 
Mat. C16) He also views the mind as being capable of demonstrating 
tremendous psychological and spiritual strength If Its energies are 
directed towards the contemplation of the divine Name. (17) In the 
Gurmat Slddhant we are repeatedly told that it is essential to seek 
God in everything we do. In this way the mind will be steeped in God's 
greatness. (18)
The Concept of Self-Centredness
For the manmukh the dominant Impulse Is that o1 selt-centredness.
«
(19) Baba Sawan Singh speaks of self-centredness In terms of the ego 
and pride (20) which he sees as controlling the mind of the manmukh 
and so determining his pattern of life. The results are disastrous. 
Instead of being led to release and salvation the manmukh fInds that 
his self-centredness causes God to be alienated from him. This we aree
told in the following passage:
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Egoism and pride Is not liked by the 
Lord. He showers His grace on those 
whose mind Is full of humility and 
meekness. Water does not gather at 
the top of hills but flows down and 
accumulates there. He who bends drinks 
water but he who holds his head high 
remains thirsty. (21 >
Everything a nanmukh does seemi to be carried out in the context of 
his self-centred condition. Even that which one terms right or good Is 
performed only If It accords with his self-centredness. The manroukh*s 
loyalty Is to himself alone, to the wayward impulses of his own mind. 
He Is not attuned to the voice of God. The manmukh Is said, therefore, 
to have ignored truth and chosen taisehood instead. The fate of such a 
being must surely be certain death. (22> This Is because living 
according, to the dictates ot the ego means being totally attached to 
. the material world, which, in the final analysis,, is nothing but a 
delusion. The failure of the manmukh to recognize the unity of all life 
and the pre-eminence ot God is what leads to all the personal, social 
and political problems that bedevil human existence.
The Concept of Illusion
When discussing the self-centred manroukh who Is absorbed In wordly 
attractions Baba Sawan Singh uses the term ihaya, not In the classical 
Vedantlst sense as explained earlier on in the study. (23) Unlike the 
Vedantlst, he does not deny the reality ot the phenomenal world. The 
"material world (24) Is Indeed liaya but not because It Is unreal. It 
considered an illusion only In the sense that the mannukh believes
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It to be the only and ultimate reality, which it is not. Bab's Sawan 
Singh's notion ot maya rests on the conviction that the world is 
Impermanent. The roanmukh, however, accepts the irvaterlal world as being 
ultimately real and is thus guilty of self-deception. Since this world 
is subject to dissolution, attachment to it, cannot, therefore, mean 
attachment to the ultimate truth. It is this attachment to the 
temporal world that prevents the manmukh from realizing the true 
nature of the world and the ultimate reality ot God.
Worldly attachment is also considered to be a form of illusion in that 
it Is viewed as evidence of a misinterpretation of the nature and 
purpose of. creation. The creation of the universe is seen by Bab's 
Sawan. Singh to be both a revelation ot God and at the same time a 
sort ot trap. But what matters here is how the nannukh responds to the 
material world. It he were to perceive the material world as a
revelation of God he would have understood the purpose of creation and 
the mystery of life accurately. If, on the other hand, he regards the 
world as an arena for the satisfaction of his desires, he Is on the 
road to ruin. According to Baba Sawan Singh the roanmukh makes the 
wrong response.
In the context of Babà Sawan Singh* s ethics the world cannot and must 
not be viewed as a total illusion for the following reason. The 
shaping of an ethical life is a struggle in the real world. To deny 
Its existence would mean to deny the need for such a struggle, 
something the Gurmat Siddhant rejects. Baba Sawan Singh shares with 
I'OrQ Nànak the belief that this world is a place In which one should
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take the opportunity to take positive norai action. Like GurD Nanak he 
sees the world as an abode of positive action. The world is the place 
where the fruits of right action or wrong doing are reaped. Guru Nanak 
speaks of the world as dharmsal or the abode of righteousness. <26)
The Concept ot the God-Centred Individual
Babà Sawan Singh calls the gurnukh ’a devotee of the Lord" and says 
that :
Such a devotee completely surrenders 
himself to the Guru and becomes one 
with hin In exactly the same manner 
as water merges Into water. <27)
The gurmukh Is seen here very much In Sikh terms. He Is the person who
o
feels an Inner need to discern the nature of the divine order. He Is 
one who obeys the will of God voiced through the Satguru.
Although the term gurmukh Is a term Babà Sawan Singh borrows from the
»
Sikh scriptures he does not yse It with the same rigor or detail as 
some Sikh Gurus have done. In the Bhaktaratnavali, for Instance, Guru 
Gobind Singh reports Gurú Arjan as explaining that there Is a 
hierarchy of three levels of gurmukh. There Is firstly the gurmukh 
who does good to those who do good unto him and returns evil for evil. 
Next comes the gurmukhtar who turns his back on evil deeds and his 
face towards the SatguriT One step higher is the gurmukhtam, the true 
devotee and the ultimate embodiment of all that Is virtuous. (.28)
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Baba Sawan Singh appears to use the tern gurnukh in s sense In which 
Guru Arjan would speak of the gurmukhtam.
Baba Sawan Singh's use of the tern gurmukh is also evident in the way 
In which he chooses to present the term. While the Gurraat Slddhánt 
speaks simply ot the gurmukh, the Adi Granth. on the other hand refers 
to an evolving gurnukh. In the Adi Oranth mention Is made ot a number 
of stages that one has to go through before becoming a gurraukh.
Babà Sawan Singh makes no reference to such stages in the Gurmat 
Slddhánt.
In conclusion the individual who follows the dictates ot his mind and
is grounded in self-centredness is one who is psychologically maimed
*
and out of tune with spiritual reality. The only option open to the 
mannukh is to Initiate a transformation within himself and to strive 
to become a gurmukh. This calls for an adherence to moral behaviour 
or to a code of ethics.
Bab? Sawan Singh's Code of. Ethics
Ethical codes are a pronlnent feature of Hindu literature. (30) Baba 
Sawan Singh, however, bases his ethical thought on the religious 
tenets of the Adi Or ant h and the Sikh code ot ethics. In the first 
stanza ot the Japjl we find Guru Nanak exhorting the aspirant tor the 
good life to live in accordance %/lth the truth via remembrance of the 
<llvlne Name. This is designed to bring him into harmony with God.
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However, nedltation is pieanlnglese if it is not acconpanied by a 
pure, moral life. For Guru Nanak a life of positive virtue is an 
Integral part of the individual's pilgrlnage towards salvation. BBbl 
Sawan Singh shares this conviction and proclaims that:
One v*io is truthful and contented and 
speaks the truth is dear to the Lord. 
He never suffers separation from Him. 
Truth has nothing to fear.It is not 
affected by curses nor can Kal harm 
It. When a true devotee meets the 
Truth (Lord), he merges in it. (31)
Like Guru Nának Babà Sawan Singh sees that every man Is plagued by the 
evils of Kalj expressed in the form of lust, greed, anger attachment 
and pride. These five evils persistently haunt the aspirant for the 
good life. Only it he places hie trust in God and the Sat guru can he 
hope to overcome them and conquer his weaknesses and bad karma.
Babà Sawan Singh's code of ethics can be defined as a doctrine of 
values found not only in the Adi Granth but also In the various Sikh 
ethical codes. These Include the RahitnaraSs. (32) the Sikh Maryàidà. 133) 
^he lanam Bakhfa. (34) Other secondary texts include Guru Pratap 
— Pr^nth edited by Bhàì Santokh Singh, the Gurubilas edited by 
Bhal Sukhe Singh and the Gurusobha edited by Kavl Senapat, a court 
bard of Guru Goblnd Singh. (35)
Though it is safe to assume that Baba Sawan Singh does take into 
eccount the various Sikh ethical codes, he does so only where these do 
not appear to be in conflict with the teachings of the "Âdl Granth. 
This explains why he ignores orthodox Sikh injunctions dealing with
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devotional practice and religious cerenonles, teaturee that are 
related to later Institutionalized Sikhism and are not mentioned in 
Adii— Qranth- As tar as the Sikh Behat Maryada is concerned, Baba 
Sawan Singh would feel comfortable with Part III of Section 1 and 
:?ettlorl; II of this code which deals exclusively with the role of 
social service or sev^.
Baba Sawan Singh would argue that the orthodox Sikh code of conduct 
Is based fundamentally on the Adi Granth . Being primarily Interested 
In extracting from the Adi Granth ethical teachings that are 
intertwined with metaphysical and religious declarations, he would 
argue that Injunctions concerning rituals do not feature In the Adi 
Gr^nth. In this matter he would agree with McLeod about the 
relationship of the religious tenets of the Adi Granth to the* present 
day Sikh codes ot ethics. l4cLeod writes:
As In all aspects of Sikh religion the 
obvious source is the Guru Granth Sahib, 
the sacred scripture compiled by the fifth 
Guru In 1603-1604. The Guru Granth Sahib 
communicates little Impression of the out- 
• ward features so characteristic of the 
modern Sikh and one will look In vain for 
mandatory Instructions concerning uncut 
hair, turbans and daggers. It does, how­
ever provide the essential«foundation of 
Sikh ethics. 136>
By claiming that Baba Sawan Singh bases his code of ethics almost 
exclusively on the teachings of the Adi Granth. we are saying that as 
far as the philosophical basis of his ethical thought Is concerned he 
t>elleve8 that God Is the ultimate value. To attain of this ultimate 
value, v4ilch Is blissful and all satisfying. It le necessary for him
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/ ^
to base his life on an ethical code. In the Guraat ¿iddhant 
this takes the form ot a catalogue of personal and social values. 
These are truthfulness, compassion, humility, cleanliness, 
contentment, continence and service. A careful examination of this 
list will how reveal how close Babà Sawan Singh comes to duplicating 
the list of values often associated with what is called the Sikh value 
system. (37) Before examining the catalogue drawn up by Bab'a Sawan 
Singh we will first examine the manner in which the principle of 
dharma is presented in the Ourmat SiddhSnt. .
The Concept of Pharma
It is through the concept ,of dharma which is basic to the structure 
of Hindu ethics that Baba Sawan Singh expounds his ideas on ethical 
behaviour. The term dharma is used in the different schools and 
religious traditions of Indian thought. (36> Generally, however, it 
would not be« Inaccurate to propose that dharma implies either a 
principle or a set*of rules or codified scheme of conduct. (39)
Baba Sawan« Singh begins his discourse bn dharma by disclosing what is 
a well-known fact about the etymological root of the tern. He 
explains:
The word "Dhorna** is from the root "Dharl** 
which means to adopt or to sustain. The 
principle which sustains the entire universe 
and keeps it in equilibrium is Oharma. (40)
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He l8 correct In so far as dhr <and not dharl) In Its widest sense 
refers to that which sustains and holds together the universe. 
However, what he does net explain is that dharma as the cosmic 
principie Is a function of the root rta. Creel, for example explains 
that:
The Indo-European concept rta, which expressed 
a view of an embracing cosmic order, both moral 
and physical, contributed significantly to the 
connotation of dharaia, with the understanding 
of rta virtually absorbed into the meaning of 
dharma. (41)
In Its broadest sense also Babà Sawan Singh sees dharma as 
representing the ethical laws of the universe which regulate moral 
life in the same way as the laws of nature govern the physical world. 
The world is moral because it is a divine creation. It is a world of 
divine and spiritual immanence with the fullest reality of moralo
values being the divine omnipresence of
God.
In reminding us of the meaning of dharma as the cosmic principle B5ba
a
Sawan Singh is in actual fact echoing a definition asoclated with the 
Sàraàyana. In the R&màyana <2. 14. 7, 2. 21. 41 > dharraa functions as the 
cosmic order which is the essence' of all things. Dharma is seen here 
as sustaining the world and as the goal of human life. Dharraa is the 
ideal of the world. What is true is dharma and what is dharma is 
irue. In the Onrmut. Siddhant we find Baba Sawan Singh thinking about 
dharma along the same lines. He chooses to coll truth "the first foot 
of Dharma** (42) and "constituent of Dharma" (43) respectively.
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Bàba Saw^n Singh conceives dharma as Indicating the ontological
I
foundation of TOrallty. This ontological dimension ot dharna is 
evident from Its Sanskrit root dhr which denotes as we have seen that 
which sustains the universe. It indicates the cosmic order which 
imposes upon the dharmàtma (44> a universal norm or principle. He is 
therelore saying that morality is woven Into the very structure ot 
reality. Dharma is taken to mean that which establishes a proper code 
of morality in the universe. He also argues that the cosmic dimension 
of dharma provides a certain sense of ethical objectivity. It is 
indicative of the Independent status of the concept of moral goodness. 
Morality is not understood in purely Individualistic terms. On the 
contrary, it is seen in the Ourmat Siddhant as also having a wider 
universal meaning. The fact that dharma is conceived of as ‘ the 
universal principle underlying morality means that dharma is eternal. 
It is what unifies and sustains humanity. It expresses the essential 
nature of the universe and whoever does not adhere to It must be 
considered out ot tune with the essence of the universe.
Apart from seeing hharma as a cosmic principle Bòba Sawan Singh also 
sees it as relating to deeds required to Integrate or establish a 
proper order within roan himself and <sóciety. He speaks of dharma in 
terms ot duties and sees the fulfillment of moral duties as being an 
Integral part of dharma. By the fulfillment of moral duties is meant
the adopting of such behaviour which is deemed to be morally good. 
Babà Sawan Singh sees man in God's image. He believes that man's 
f'tghest duty is to realize moral perfection by living an ethical life
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\h
according to the principles oi dhartna which might be called dharmlc 
behaviour. U5>
By dharmlc behaviour is meant living according to such values that 
provide moral guidance which, ii^ turn, provides the basis upon which 
spirituality Is achieved. in the words ot one scholar, dharmlc 
behaviour means living according to "a principle ot reference to which 
the quality of life can be valuated**. (46; Baba Sawan Singh then
sees dharma very much In terms of ethical behaviour. He calls dharma:
\
the practical Science of good conduct 
concerned with an enquiry Into the 
nature of good or moral value and the 
chief modes of Its realisation In 
.practical life. (47;
* 4
However, his Idea of ethical oriented behaviour or moral duty is not
c
one which should be associated with the traditional Vedlc conception 
ot dharma. The Vedlc Idea of dharma applies to behavioural Injunctions 
bound by clan and caste duties. In other words duty In the (/vrtMt 
Slddhânt is not defined In the context ot the varnasramadharma 
doctrine. It Is necessary to view Bdba Sawan Singh's ideas about right 
conduct more in terms of sâdhâranadharma.
Hindu dharma Is tridimensional. Social duties are classified as 
âsrama-dharma, varna-dharma and sadh'hrana-dharraa. Asrama-dharma
4
involves the performance of duties according to the traditional 
classical Hindu classification of the four modes of life. (4Ô) Varna- 
dharma relates to duties relative to one's station In life. (49>
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Sadharana-dharna refers to duties comon to all men irrespective of • «
class or staton in life. (50) The p/rama scheme provides the 
framework within which an individual may express the total needs of 
his personality. These needs are incorporated into the doctrine of 
purusffrthasor the four ends of life.
The theory of the four purusarthas perceives the human personality as
a complex organism. It recognizes an empirical side to life,
repesented by the three purusarthas relating to natural desires and«
social alms. Man Is conceived as having a natural craving for sex and 
feeling the need for power and the realization of common good. It also 
recognizes a spiritual side to life marked by otherwordly needs. (51)
I
It is these spiritual ,needs that are central to Baba Sawan Singh's 
thinking about ethics. His central concern is to formulate a code of 
behavior that will ensure that the path to splritubl liberation Is 
well paved. In the following sections we turn our attention to what is 
said In the Gurmat Siddhant about the principles of moral behaviour. 
We shall examine Baba Sawan Singh's code of conduct pertaining to 
self-purification tfnd social welfare.
Ibg Principle of Truthfulness
Baba Sawan Singh begins his discourse on the principle of satya vachan 
(52) by informing his readers about what truth means and explains:
Satya means truth - a thlng whlch Is 
eternai and not perishable. The sane 
meaningt bave been asslgned to it in
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the Vedas "that which Is not dstroyed 
in the three divisions of tine". By the 
Gurus, "Sat" or "Satya" has been used for 
a Being which existed before the beginning 
of the universe, at Its beginning, and will 
exist forever. It has been used for Sat 
Purush (eternal being). Truth Is His 
quality. God Is truth. (53 >
He then proceeds to explain that:
To have a truthful life is the goal 
of human life. Truth Is everywhere. It 
should be separated from untruth and 
experienced Inside. The heart wherein 
It dwells also takes Its form. God 
truth. (54)
Baba Sawan Singh commences then with the proposition that truth Is In 
Itself beginningless and endless. It Is also the beginning and end of all 
virtues. Truth is, perfect and to be truthful Is to strive of perfection. 
The love of truth Is taken here to mean love for perfection. This In turn 
Implies love of God since He alone Is perfect. Since God Is truth and 
truth Is God, truthfulness, we are made to understand, must be the 
paramount virtue that the aspirant should strive to attain. Truthfulness
4
Is only attainable by living a moral life, sanctified by meditation.
a
Truthful living , therefore, means responding to the inner voice of God by
obeying the commandments of the Satguru.
«
According to the Gurmat SlddhSnt dharma Is truth since it is the 
expression of God's moral order on earth. Hence truth Is a basic virtue and 
so Is truthful living. In other words there Is no dharma that does not 
embody truth or truthfulness and there Is no truth In which there is no
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order or law. If dharna i s the goal of hunan life, then truth must be that 
which sustains the world. <55) ^
For Baba Sawan Singh truthfulness means the correspondence of word, 
thought and deed. Satya implies two things in the Ourmat Siddh^nt. Firstly 
It Implies that the object as ascertained by valid proof is correctly 
conveyed. It also means that one's own ideas are faithfully conveyed with 
no intention of deceiving. This, however, is not a virtue adhered to by an 
untruthful person. In the following passage we are provided with an 
Insight into what Babà Sawan Singh perceives as falsehood:
The opposite of truth is untruth. Not to 
relate what one has seen or heard or done 
is called falsehood. A false person is a 
hypocrite. He looks with his eyes down and 
has no'light In his face. He is always planning 
and scheming. He Is always afraid that his 
falsehood nay be detected. In order to hide 
(xie lie he has recourse to hundreds of them.
He looses his peace of mind in scheming all 
the while. Doubts and suspicion become his 
second nature. He accordingly trusts no one.
His relationship with others is based on 
selfishness. He Is not confided In by 
anyone owing to his conduct, nor does 
he confide In anyone. Deceit, fraud, hypocricy 
.and cunning become staple food of his life. (56)
^  the Gurmat Slddhant the manmukh is also viewed as the one who', because 
Of his untruthfulness, turns his back on God. By being untruthful and **a 
devotee of the mind" he is full of nothing but deceit. For such a person 
there is little hope, as we learn from the following statement:
Without truth there can be no remembrance of 
the Lord and there can be no devotion without 
awe. If there Is a veil between the Iron and 
the touchstone, how can the iron turn Into 
gold. By not describing the fact as It is, 
the veil between us and the truth becomes 
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thick and it beconee Inpoeslble to realise 
the truth. The heart of an untruthful person 
experiences It In a particular way. He hides 
the truth and describes it differently. He 
Indulges In sin and deliberately turns his 
back on the Lord. (57)
The Principle of Compassion
t
, /
Bab's Sawan Singh's definition of daya or conpassion Is a straightforward 
one and Is presented in the following manner:
Conpassion means mercy, grace,sympathy and 
kindness. When one sees the suffering of a 
person, one's heart bleeds and he Is really 
sorry for his suffering, then one Is said- 
to have compassion. A compassionate person 
cannot bear the sight of the sufferings of 
another and shares his nlsery Involutarlly. 
He tries to alleviate his sufferings by all 
means and does not feel at ease till this 
Is done. (58 >
The thinking behind this statement could be open to the following 
interpretation. As compassion Is the light of God, the true devotee 
realizes the true ilature of (Jod by showing mercy and sympathy to the 
suffering. It Is only a compassionate heart that can house true love for 
the Lord. Compassion Is seen as that quality of selflessness expressed 
through love and kindness, both qualities being Intergral to a life of God- 
centredness. In the final analysis It Is by loving one's fellow beings that 
one is able to Ignite God's love within one's own Inner being. In the 
Gurmat giddhant this sentla^t Is expressed In the following passage:
The soul that takes on the hue of the Lord 
awakes In the inner soul and has compassion 
for all beings and treats all compassionately. 
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It has a friendly feeling tor all and loves 
them. (59 >
In the Gurnet SlddhEnt we are told that It is the ccHspasslonate person 
who generates love, forgiveness and goodwill. It Is the gurmukh who truly 
denonstrates this expression of God's love for all creation and lives up to 
the name of dharnatna. This is spelt out in the following passages. It is 
to be noted that in the second passage Baba Sawan Singh uses the tern 
dharna to mean duty.The first passage reads as follows:
The compassionate person has an aura of 
bliss about him. He has a shining forehead, 
kind and merciful eyes and a sympathetic 
look. He gives his heart to the depressed 
and suffering persons. His sweet words act 
like healing showers on thirsty and parched 
hearts. He can be called a man In the real* 
sense of the t«rm. (60)
Only a compassionate man can be Dharmatma 
(hlgh-souled one>. Patience and fcxrglveness 
are bom of compassion. When there Is no 
compassion, there Is no Dharma or forgiveness. 
Compassion and Dharma (duty) are strongly 
Interconnected. As Long as there Is compassion, 
godly virtues like dharma, truth,contentment, 
forgiveness and patience remain. (61)
The compassionate man, we are told Is the one who:
sees the Lord as pervading all, (:ontrols 
the senses, listens to the melody of Nam, 
practices contentment and has compassion 
for all living beings. (62)
This, In actual tact Is a paraphrase of a passage from the Adi Granth 
which In the Gurmat Slddhant Is translated as follows:
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When on the day of Ekadaahi one sees the Lord 
in every direction,
When he controls the senses and listens to Lord's 
Nane,
When he is content in his nlnd and showers 
conpasslon
on all living beings,
Then, in this way his vows áre fulfilled. t63)
A more accurate version of this passage would read:
On the day of Ekadasi, realise thou that thy 
Lord is so near,
And discipline thy desire and hearken to the 
Lord's Nane,
And be Content in thy mind and be Compassionate 
to all life.
Thus will thy fast fruition and be complete.
Hold thy wandering mind and fix it on a single 
point.
And if thou Contemplatest the Lord's Name, thy 
body and mind will become Pure.
The Lord pervades all beings:
So Sing thou the Lord's Praise, for this alone 
is thy eternal Dharma. (64)
And what of the manmukh, arrogant and without compassion ? BAba Sawan
Singh has only harsh words for him. He is considered a failure, remains
engulfed in self-centredness and does not even merit being called a man,
«
as is pointed out in the following passage:
Persons without compassion have human forms 
but do not deserve to be called men, as they 
are ruled by animal passions. Obstinancy, 
selfishness, cruelty, and Injustice are a 
part of their nature and they are a cause of 
unrest in the world. Their pastimes and 
enjoyments become the cause of misery to the 
living things. (65)
Conpasslon, the Gurmat Slddhant tells us, expresses itself through 
forgiveness and tfieretore it is the solemn duty of the aspirant to forgive 
since God is forgiveness and accordingly we in the world must live by
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forgiving. It Is a human duty to forgive. The message here Is quite clear. 
It Is not being said that God l,e first something else and then has 
forgiveness and Is forgiving but that He Is forgiveness lor forgiveness 
Is His very nature. Therefore he who remains In forgiveness remains In 
Gfod. We are also told that it Is our duty to love and forgive because to 
do so means to be truly human. Forgiveness Is that which springs from 
the the human heart and Is the expression of commitment to all who are 
kind and loving but also to those who are full of Imperfections and are 
^lllble. Without this commitment to forgiveness there can be no 
compassion. In the Ourmat SlddhSnt we find the following definition of 
k|araa or forgiveness:
Kshama or forgiveness means to forgive the 
the faults of others, and to have no thought 
of It In the mind thereafter. Persons without 
forgiveness fight each other and exterminate 
themselves. ^66)
Baba Sawan Singh's understanding of the term here appears to be that of 
the Adi Granth. He appears to be Interpreting Ramkaii M 1 Dhada (49> on 
page 937 which reads:
Without Forgiveness, myriads have been wasted 
away.
Yea one can keep not' their count, nor know their 
countless number.
He, who Knows his Spouse, his Bonds are lobsed: he 
Is free thereafter.
And, becoming Pure through the Word, he Is Blest 
spontaneously with Forgiveness and Truth. (67)
^  h^e Gurmat Slddhant forgiveness Is seen as moral In its orientation, 
human in its Import and spiritual In Its core. It Is spiritual because it 
Partakes of the experience of the unity of life on the one hand, and, of
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the fallibility of all finite beings on the other.The very fallibility of a 
human being on account of his Imperfections should be sufficient to bring 
the aspirant to the realization of how real forgiveness Is. Who then is a 
forgiving person and what qualities does he display ? To this question 
Baba Sawan Singh replies:
A person of forgiving nature Is calm, humble, 
patient and forbearing. Even among great 
difficulties, he does not give up forgiveness 
and is always cheerful. There are two powers 
In the world. One Is Justice and the other Is 
forgiveness born out of mercy. (68)
It Is in the act of forgiving that true devotion is achieved. To Baba Sawan 
Singh's mind forgiveness Is sacred for It is an expression of the desire to 
love, which in turn Is what God Is. Without forgiveness he believes, there 
can be no love. Without love "the' fire of desires and egoism” (69) 
"remain (s) (sic) unextlngulshed”. (70)
Ihg. Principle of Non-In fury
a
Another precept closely related to compassion Is that of non-lnJury. Baba 
Sawan Singh takes ahinsa to mean abstinence from Injury and not simply 
non-killing. (71) This understanding of ahlmsa can be Inferred from what 
ts said in the passage quoted below which reads:
In order to tread the path of spirituality It 
Is necessary to abstain from Injuring the 
feelings of others and to Imbibe the virtue 
of sympathy with others and to hearten them. 
Injury to the feelings of others produces 
darkness In the heart, while sympathizing 
with others and keeping them satisfied 
fills the heart with light. (72)
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Etynologlcally speaking Baba Sawan Singh's concept ol ahlmsa is based 
on the Idea ot non-lnJury found In Hindu literature. In the Sandilya 
Upanlsad U. 1. ) ahl^a means not causing suffering to any living being 
at any time either by mental, vocal or bodily activities. His Idea of 
non-injury corresponds also to Vyas’S* s comment in the Yoga Sutra 
<2.30> concerning tha absence ot suppression towards ail living beings 
in all respects tor all times. ^73) In the Ourmat Siddhant ahimsa
m
implies positive goodwill and amity with all creatures. The goodwill
and amity is to be cultivated without any exception as to particular
forms ot life. It is also to be practised without any restrictions to
any specific occasion or particular method. Ahlmsa also means here the
subjugation and control of feelings of hate aversion and intimidation.
In Baba Sawan Singh's view the principle of ahlmsa should be extended• •
to cover non-injury In word, thought and deed. This is illustrated by 
the following statement in which Babà Sawan Singh otitllnes the three 
different forms of Injury:
Mind, speech and body are the means ot doing 
both evil and good. A nan becomes the doer 
of evil and good through them. To think 111 
* of others Is a sin of the mind. Jealousy, 
hatred and enmity are eivlls of the mind.
Harsh words, criticism of others, speaking 111 
of them and abusing them are sins of speech.
Wrong actions are sins of the body. Not to 
hurt the feelli gs of others by thought, words 
and action Is good principle. This can only 
happen when we have love for the Lord who 
pervades all. A seeker after spirituality 
never hurts the feelings of others as he 
believes that all are His creation. (74>
reference to the three forms of Injury Is one that recurs 
‘sequently in Jain and Buddhist texts. In the Jain text Nlvamasara
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(4.62) mention le made of three forme of danda Ccontroi). These are 
vacana (control of speech and the mind), and vapus (control of the 
body). The Pall Buddhist Dhamipapada (1 231-233). speaks of vocal and 
mental non-lnJury. It urges the giving up of evil conduct i n speech 
and the adoption of good vocal conduct. Babà Sawan Singh appears to be 
reinforcing what has been said in these texts.
In the Gurmat Slddh*^nt we also find Baba Sawan Singh stating that 
hlrasa amounts to a form of self-lnJury, for not to refrain from 
causing Injury to others Is seen as betraying God. He who causes pain 
to others betrays God for pain and suffering is felt in the human 
heart which Is God's abode. There can, acordlng to him be no mistake 
about this:
The heart is the true mosque of God. It 
Is the temple* of the Lord. Everyone's 
heart Is the Lord's tabernacle. He who 
causes pain to hearts strikes and breaks 
the temple. He who causes pain to others 
not only desecrates and ruins the temples 
of others, but demolishes the temple of 
his own heart also. (75)
Baba Sawan Singh proceeds to argue that by not adhering to the precept 
Of non-injury one not only causes pain to others and oneself but one
c
also becomes an outcast In the eyes of God. All devotion Is rendered 
worthless so long as the will to cause pain to others still prevails. 
‘The message here Is that love for God's creation must first be 
astabllshed In the human heart before there can be any showering of 
divine grace:
God le never pleased with one who Injures 
the feelings of others; even though he 
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■My perform, thousands of rituals, austerities, 
worships or penance or he nay observe thousands 
of fasts and say prayers thousands of times in 
each fast, and nay remember Him for thousands 
of nights - all these are not acceptable to 
the Lord if he injures the feelings of anyone. 
f76)
This statement clearly indicates the importance placed on ahinsa in 
the Gurmat SiddhSnt. In the Hindu tradition we also find ahlmsa being 
placed high up in the hierarchy of virtues. The Kurma Purina (2.29.31) 
for example, speaks of hinsä as the supreme sin and destroyer of self- 
knowledge (atna-Jnana naslka) . Ahlnsi. on the other hand, is held In 
high esteem in this text (2.11.15) and is called paradharma or the 
supreme virtue. (77)
One of the practical expressions of the principle of non-injury Is the 
adherence to a vegetarian diet. In Rädhäsoäml terminology this means 
scrupulously avoiding all animal products Including eggs. This 
preference for a lacto-vegetarian life style Is based on the 
conviction that spiritual growth Is not possible so long as animal 
life is taken for the purpose of nourishment. The argument here isa
that the taking of animal -life Increases one's karmic burden and 
contradicts the principle of reverence for all life. (76)
the Our mat Slddhlnt Blba Sawan Singh does not develop any views 
about vegetarianism. However, the very fact that the Intake of pure, 
aatvlk foods as opposed to rajasik (energizing) o^ tamaslk 
^stupefying) foods Is stipulated suggests the advocation of a
r
vegetarian diet. (79) The classification of foods adopted by Babà
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Sawan Singh In the (toaftt SldddhSnt Is that ot the Samkhya guna 
scheme as found in the ioga b^tra. («0)
It is generally recognized that the sanctity attached to all forms of 
llte and the duty ot abstaining iron any form of Injury or hurt to 
living beings is one ot the essential tenets ot Hinduism tand not of 
Buddhism as claimed by some scholars). tdi; In the Manuamrtl there is 
already condemnation of meat eating. Manu calls meat eaters the worst 
type of sinner. <.62> He argues that the procuring of meat not only 
involves killing but the creating of bad karma. t83J
Among the Sants some of the most vocal advocates of vegetarianism
Include GurG RavidSs (84> and Dadu. t85» GurU NSnak, it is argued by
«
sbme,^  not only rejected the eating of neat but attached great 
importance to the question of vegetarianism. t86> Many Sikhs will not 
eat any form of meat, rejecting fish as well as eggs. Others refrain 
only from meat. Nevertheless for the Sikh of today, vegetarianism is a 
matter of personal conscience. For the followers of the RadhasoamT 
♦ alth it is one of the preconditions tor initiation and is essential 
to the Radhasd^mT way of life.
Ibe Principle of Humility
The central issue surrounding what is said in the Gtirwut SfrtrihSnt 
®bout humility (87) pertains to the problem of pride. Baba Sawan 
Singh elaborates at length on the folly of pride. Pride, he argues
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results from wordly attachment. Pride Is deceiving, and to be attached 
to something that deceives means to be attached to raya. This Is what 
Is said about pride In the Gurmat Slddhant;
The world Is worshipping woman and wealth 
Their power Is Increasing. The rich and the 
poor are equally affected. Their Influence 
affects all walks of life. It Is extremely 
difficult to give them up but still we come 
across persons who have done so. It is, how­
ever, far more difficult to give up pride and 
vainglory, partisanship and envy. Those, who 
do so, are very few. To give up Maya Is difficult 
but It Is to no purpose if Inner pride Is not 
surrendered. Pride has brought about the tall 
of many great ascetics and destroyed them. If 
one gives up pride and sets fire to the 
considerations of vainglory, he then unites 
with the Name. tdd)
I
The distaste for wordly attachment and pride displayed here reminds us « ^
not only of Guru Arjan (89) but also of the Buddhist doctrine of 
anlcca or impermanence. Baba Sawan Singh reminds us that the world is 
but a fleeting fancy, and life on earth a temporary sojourn. In the 
Ourmat Slddhant It is stated that:
Man Is like a guest for the night v^o has 
, to leave In the morning. Being here for a 
night It Is useless to build schemes for 
ages. Houses, temples and wealth change 
like the shade of a tree. The world Is like 
a saral (resting place) visited by persons 
' who constantly give place to others. Body, 
son, wife, family etc. which he considers 
eternal, ate with him for a few days only 
and would then have to be given up. None 
of these would accompany him. It Is therefore 
useless and In vain to be proud of them.
These are like a dream. (90)
We are repeatedly reminded of the pitfalls of egoism and pride. We are 
*^rned that without humility we cannot win God's favour. We are
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nothing for all beings belong to God. (91> This view Is sunned up as 
follows;
In order to be deserving of Lord's grace 
v«»e have to empty the heart of vainglory 
for, unless the vessel Is empty, It can 
contain nothing. Because of humility Kal 
and Maya cannot affect us. (92) .
When we give up pride and bow at His door, 
our souls become pure and we are saved from 
being burnt by the fire of passions. When 
we become servants of His servants, we 
find a place at His door. (93>
The path of finding the Lord consists in 
being humble and meek because we cannot 
deserve His grace and carry out the wishes 
of the Undescrlbable unless we give up pride 
and vainglory and meet some God-lntoxlcated 
saint and become his servant. * (94)
The overriding message of these passages Is that no man can hope to
reach <5od If his own heart Is lull of pride and egoism. The aspirant
must be truly humble and acutely aware of his shortcomings. This lies
In the knowledge that God alone is the source of all actions. He alone
«
is the giver of all gifts. It is only by His grace that are we able toa
enjoy the fruits of this life and the world.
c
What then Is the divine response to humility on the part ot the true 
devotee The answer In the Gurinat Slddhiant Is simple and clear. It Is 
h^e gift of God's divine grace and boundless love. This Is what B^ba 
Sawan Singh has to say:
The'Lord Is always present with those who 
pray In humility and with meekness. They 
play in the ocean of the Lord like fishes 
in water. The Lord Is Immanent In land and 
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sea. It there Is hunlllty In heart, the Lord 
neets us openly. (95)
The grace of the Lord and Master cannot be 
had forcibly. He only nelts on hearing hunble 
prayer. If you are meek and pray to him in 
hunt 1ity, he may turn his face towards you 
and you may obtain His Grace. t96)
Here what Is being said is that as long as one identifies with the 
ego-self no spirituality can be cultivated within. It is only after 
one surrenders oneself to God and the Satguru* is there hope of 
receiving the gift of divine grace. True humility coupled with love
is. the ultimate antidote to selfishness and pride. In order to be In 
the presence of God one has to consider oneself inconsequential and 
become God's loving servant. (,97>
The Principle of Cleanliness
The aspiring gurmukh has not only to be truthful, compassionate and 
humble but also faces the task of cleansing himself of impurities.
s
Baba Sawan Singh commences by explaining that souch (99> means purity 
or cleanliness. Cleanliness is both internal and external. Although he 
stresses that both forms are essential, (.99) -he 'does not emphasize 
the external forms of purification. (100) He states that outer self- 
purification is no substitute for inner self-purification, which is 
*d)at really matters;
Purification cannot be achieved by external 
bathing alone. It can only be had by bathing 
in the internal pool of nectar (Amritsar, 
Mansarovar or Tribeni). This can be possible 
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only by searching within one's own body. By 
reaching the pool of nectar the three covers 
of the soul (gross, subtle and ethereal) 
and the bondage of the gunas (qualities), 
mind, naya and the five elements are removed 
and the soul becomes pure. (101)
What Is being said here Is that only meditation on the divine Name can 
cleanse the soul of all impurities, thus making it the receptacle of 
God's love. This In turn Is achieved only after the physical plane has 
been transcended and entry to the astral plane has been achieved. In 
an attempt to drive home this point he writes that:
Gurus describe the clean body as one In which 
the true Name of the Lord Is dwelling.
True cleanliness Is achieved by Inner practice 
of Shabd. That heart Is pure In which there Is 
devotion for the deathless Lord and Master. (102)
__ Slddhgnt advocates tempering self-purification with.
X
devotion. Purity without devotion Is said to be nothing but an empty
import for spiritual progress. Only when purity and 
meditation complement each other does one become free from worldly 
attachments. It Is also proposed here that the source of all purity 
is God and therefore living a pure live Implies that cleanliness is 
godliness.
Coupled with the idea of cleanliness or purity is that of simplicity. 
A seeker after God leads a simple lifestyle and Is simple In word, 
thought and deed. The man of simplicity spends a minimum amount of 
time eating and drinking. (103) He eats to live and not live to eat. 
t^Oi) He avoids eating excessively for this Interferes td.th meditation 
(105) For Babà Sawan Singh simplicity manifests Itself also in
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humility. The true devotee cannot but be humble in hie response to the 
divine presence whltrh Is everywhere.
The Principle ot Contentment
X
In the Gurmet Slddhant santosh (106) is defined as "satisfaction, 
agreement, being contented with what one has and being satisfied with 
it". (107) Bab^ a Sawan Singh could be seen here as reflecting upon the 
attitude of complete trust. By trust he means complete trust in the 
goodness of (iod and His concern tor our welfare. This does not mean 
that one should remain entirely unconcerned about what happens or that
one should remain necessarily satisfied with things as they are. It is
— ^  . __
imperative that, one should always fight adversity and constantly 
strive to make life better than it is, not only for oneself but also 
for one's fellow men. This view Is presented in the following manner 
In the Gurinat^  Slddhaht;
It would, however, be a mistake to 
Infer from all this that contentment 
means Idleness or slackness. To seem 
contented and to grieve In secret and 
to feel jealous is to show oneself in 
different colors and to deceive the public.
A contented person on getting nothing even 
after making efforts does not blame the Master 
or the Lord. He tries seriously to accomplish 
the task. (108)
Contentment should be taken here to mean the acceptance of those 
conditions which are beyond our powers to change. It also Implies that 
'^lie man is entitled to the good things In life, he should realise
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repeatedly emphasizes the necessity of uprooting attachment to 
pleasure and antipathy to pain and controlling desires, all of which 
has Its roots in the Upanlsads. U l U  The fact that SSbh Sawan Singh 
uses the past tense "was" In the passage above seems to Indicate 
that he might have had a previous source in mind, which very well may 
have been the Bhagavad Gita or the Upanisads.
Baba Sawan Singh sees fortitude as a kind of moral stamina. Fortitude 
usually carries with it associations of courage, wisdom and patience./ 
man ot tortltude combats all odds with patience and commits himself to 
the belief that the truth will eventually triumph. Believing this he 
does not allow himself to be caught off balance nor does he fall prey 
to worldly and sensuous temptations. In the Gurmat SIddhant the link 
between between fortitude and continence Is established In that the 
latter is seen as an expression of the former. As a spiritually 
Important activity continence is viewed as a discipline which enables 
the aspirant slowly and steadily to conquer his sense desires. It Is 
a discipline which regulates personal behaviour patterns.
a
^he Ourmat Si ddhant the discussion about continence centres 
primarily on the practice of sexual continence. In Radhasolail parlance 
sexual continence applies to thought and action. This means that 
sexual continence involves not merely the sexual organ but all organs 
ot the body. This Is expressed In the Gurmat Slddhlnt in no uncertain 
terms:
Continence does not mean that one should 
merely control his lust and sensual passions. 
It means to withdraw oneself from all sense 
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desires, if we listen to sensual talk with 
our ears and see things with our eyes that 
stlnulate passions andd yet avoid the sexual 
urge, It would be like putting one's hand In 
fire and hoping that .It will not be burnt. One 
should therefore withdraw one's attention and 
thought fron all things which stimulate passion 
In order to achieve success In one's celibacy.
The aim o1 continence is to try search God because 
It Is a powerful medlurp for the goal of His 
realisation. tll2)
In the Râdhâsoâiiî” tradition sexual continence does not mean celibacy 
but chastity which is to be practised by the householder. The 
rationale behind the non-advocatlon of celibacy is that celibacy would 
present the procréâtional function of sex. t-113) It is also believed 
that the family is the unit In which the individual should develop his 
character by adhering to moral Inductions In his daily married life. 
(lU) ’ " '
The belief that spirituality is not Incompatible with married life 
should be seen against the broader background of Sikhism. U15) A 
fundamental tenet of the Sikh faith Is that progression towards
4
spiritual enllghtment can only take place when the Individual Is
»
living a normal social life. The most appropriate form of life Is felt 
to be one which combines the pressures of earning a living U16> with
c
the social responsibilities of the family and society, it Is a 
recurring theme In the Adi Granth that any approach to spirituality 
vdilch encourages a withdrawal from the world Is- to be avoided. On the 
contrary, an Involvement In everyday life conforming to certain 
sthical standards Is- seen as the basis of leading a God-centred life. 
U17)
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We also find Baba Sawan Singh justifying chastity by furnishing the 
well-known yoglc argument that semen Is a precious commodity to be 
used sparingly and not wasted unecessarlly. The argument here Is that 
the "vital fluid" Is, in essence the source of life and convertible 
Into spiritual energy. Relying heavily on Guru Nanak's Pran Sangll 
(118) he makes the following claim:
A man of good character, values his vital 
fluid more than his life. He always carefully 
preserves It, because It Is the cause of 
physical, mental and soul's development. (119)
The Importance of chastity Is extolled In the Gurmat Slddhaht. It Is 
called "the most beautiful flower of all human virtues". The following
Iè
passage speaks for itself. Referring to the vlrues of leading a chaste 
life Babà Sawan Singh proclaims:
It makes an angel of a man. Its beauty lies 
in its own purity. It has the quality of 
keeping the soul and the body free from any 
blemish and defect. It needs very great 
restraint because chastity may be destroyed 
by even thinking an evil thought. Fruits 
» remain fresh on the trees, but once they are 
plucked their freshness Is destroyed, (^e 
may preserve them for some time by placing 
them In a jar of honey. Similarly, chastity 
of a man or woman, once broken con be protected 
only by devotion of a very high order. (120)
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The Principle of Service
The term sevff literally means service but in Gurú NSnak* s usage it 
has a much wider devotional connotation. When we speak of selfless 
service in a Sikh way we take the term to mean both social service 
and devotion to God. (121) Baba Sawan Singh sees social service tl22>
much In the same terms as It Is seen In Sikhism. He believes, like his
«
Sikh brothers that love has little value until it Is practised. The 
true devotee cannot rightly remain Inactive but must engage himself In 
the affairs of his comiRjnlty and society at large. He must take every 
opportunity to serve his fellow men and to do this he must be free of 
attachment, greed and pride. Baba Sawan Singh's concept of social 
service. If it Is to be correctly understood, roust be seen together 
with the principles of social equality and universal brotherhood, two 
fundaftental prlclples In Sikhism.
The concept of social equality can be exanlned In the light of the 
following points. First the rejection of the caste system. Baba Sawan 
Singh agrees with Sikh teachings that complete equality among all men 
Is the fundamental moral principle required to regulate social 
relations. The Idea of caste is rejected In Sikhism because It gives 
rise to false feelings of superiority and pride. It is also refected 
on the grounds that there Is no fundanentai difference between men; 
all are God's creation. It Is also argued In Sikhism that the laws of 
nature do not discriminate on the basis of caste. The attainment of 
human Ideals Is said to be possible for all irrespective of caste
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distinctions. Finally it Is declared that caste status has no bearing 
on one's karma.
Bab3 Sawan Singh would also agree with the Sikh principle of universal 
brotherhood. According to this principle states that everyone emanates 
from the same divine source and they will return to this divine 
source. The whole of humanity Is bound by a fraternal relationship. 
The fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of nan Is one of the main 
themes in Sikhism. The following lines attributed to Guru Goblnd Singh 
could have very well been uttered by Baba Sawan Singh himself:
God Is in the Hindu temple as well as 
in the mosque. God is addressed in 
both the Hindu and the Muslim prayer. 
The Quran and the Purana praise the 
same-God. They are all of one form 
and one God has made them all. (123)
the Gurmat Slddhant the Sikh concept of dan or charity is brought 
to our attention as part of the seva discussion. tl24) The principle 
ot charity Is explained by B3iba Sawan Singh as follows:
To share one's hard-earned Income with 
the helpless and the sick and to spend 
It on the poor, the downtrodden and 
orphans is called charity. <125>
emphasis here Is on the sharing ot one's honestly earned Income 
'^ th the less fortunate. (126> The Idea that one has to earn what one 
shares is In keeping with the teachings ot GurTJ Nanak. So much 
saphasls has been put on the principle of kirt kern's (earning one's 
living honestly) that It has become an integral part ot Sikh ethics 
and has been absorbed Into the teachings of the Gurmat Siddhgnt. The
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philosophy behind this precept ot sharing what one earns Is that 
charity contributes to the development ot compassion and an awareness 
of social responsibility.
When speaking about sharing and charity baba Sawan Singh mentions the 
Sikh system ot tithe collection known as the daswand system. (Ik! 7) 
Under this system every Sikh Is required to put aside one tenth ot his 
Income tor charity. The practice seems to have taken root during the 
time ot t/uru Goblnd Singh. Masands or daswand collectors were 
appointed to collect the tithes. The daswand system was later 
disbanded because of misappropriation of funds by some masahds. In 
certain RadhSsd^ml circles a loose system of donation collections
faithful are usuaHy expected to give what they can
afford, though the sum ot one. tenth of one's Income Is also sometimes 
referred to.
Ourmat Slddhaht the Idea of sharing and charity is linked to 
the argument t^ iat in actual fact It is not the Individual who gives 
but God, who is tbe ultimate dispenser of the highest gift ot all, 
divine grace. This is how Baba Sawan Singh puts it:
«
The Lord Is bountiful. He Is the giver of 
all blessings. Whatever He Is giving. Is for 
all. Whatever we have others also have a 
right to It. We should share and enjoy. We 
all belong to the Lord. U28) •
Is being suggested here Is that God Is the giver of all blessings 
that all humans belong to God. Therefore giving to others is no 
<*lfferent from giving what we have already received from God l.e., His
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love and bleeslnge. In performing acts of charity, which are acts of 
selfless love, the Individual Is actually sharing God's love with 
all. It can be said therefore that for Babà Sawan Singh sharing means 
extending God's caring love to all human beings.
Summary
We have explained Bâbâ Sawan Singh's thinking about the principles of 
moral action. We began by explaining how he saw the commitment to 
right action as linked to the idea of God. Before analyzing the
concept of nanmukh, we discussed his Idea of the ethics of self- 
transformation. We defined the concept- of the unregenerate Individual 
from the standpoint of mind, self-centredness and Illusion and In 
this discussion we attempted to highlight how these attitudes 
distracted the manraukh from a life of God-cent redness. We then
discussed the central theme of Baba Sawan Singh's concept of mannukh 
namely the desdre on the part of the devotee for God-centredness
We explained that the Sikh value system provided the ideational 
backdrop for Baba Sawan Singh's Singh'S code of ethics. In discussing 
the concept of dharma we saw how it was perceived as having the dual 
function of a cosmic principle and a code of ethical conduct. We 
elaborated on Baba Sawan Singh's catalogue of personal and social
virtues explaining how truthfulness was presented as an equivalent of 
truthful living. In analyzing the principle of compassion we 
discovered that in the Gurroat Slddhlht it was linked to the notion of
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forgiveness and loving kindness. After suimarlzlng the principal 
constituents of the precept of non-injury, we explained how It was 
linked with Injunctions regarding vegetarianism and what this meant 
to BAbS Sawan Singh. We examined the concept of humility, focussing 
on how It was seen as contributing to a withdrawal from wordly 
attachment and self-deception. We examined the principle ot
cleanliness, concentrating on the belief that Inner self-purlflcatIon 
meant the development of Nim consciousness. We viewed Baba Sawan 
Singh's Idea of contentment as peaceful disposition andanalyzed his 
Idea ot sexual continence. We saw how sexual continence was equated 
with chastity and explained why this was preferred to celibacy. 
Finally we explained that Ba*ba~ Sawan Singh's idea of social service 
was basically that of Sikhism and then discussed the importance 
attached to the Idea of charity.
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NOTES
1. Babà Sawan Singh Is not alone In relating moral action to the Idea 
of God. In the Vedas a similar correlation Is recognized. For a 
discussion of this relationship in the Vedas see M. Satchidananda, 
"Ethics And Values: A Hindu View", in The Adyar Library Bulletin 
(Golden Jubilee Volume), .(1986), p. 320.
2. See Gurmat Slddhant Voi. Ill pp. 176- 178.
3. Gurmat Siddhànt Voi III p. 182.
4. Gurmat Siddhànt Voi III p. 178.*
5. See Gurmat Siddhànt Voi III p. 189. BSbà Sawan Singh repeatedly
uses the phrase "the five evils". What he has In mind are the Sikh
concepts of kam, lobh. moh, krodh and ahankar. For an analysis of 
these human tendencies see A. Singh, Ethics of the Sikhs 
(Patiala,1970), pp. 55-74.
6. The Sanskrit term raanmukh has its roots in mànà and refers to the 
self-willed autocentric personality.
7. The term gurmukh is derived from gur”u mukha which literally means 
"one who faces the guru". It' denotes thè God-centred allocentrlc 
personality.
8. Gurmat Siddhànt Voi .III p..
9. See Gurmat Siddhànt Voi III p. 274.
10. See Gurmat Siddhànt Voi.Ill p. 267.
11. BàbS Sawan Singh prefers Jo stick to the English term. He does not 
use the Sanskrit, Hi‘ndi or Punjabi equivalent in the Gurmat Siddhànt.
12. This point is* argued by W. H. McLeod, The Life and Doctrine of 
Guru Nànak (Ph.D thesis. University of London,1965), pp. 89-90.
13. See chapter V note 18 of this study.
14. Gurmat Siddhànt Voi.Ill p. 206.
15. Gurmat Siddhànt Voi. Ill p. 206.
16. See Gurmat SiddhSnt Voi. Ill pp. 249-254.
17. See Gurmat Siddhànt Voi. H I  p. 249.
18. See Gurmat Siddhànt Voi. Ill p. 254.
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I :
19. Though he does not say it Blbi Sawan Singh has here the Punjabi 
concept of haumal in mind. For an explanation of. the term haumal, 
which McLeod translates as self-interest, see The Life and Doctrine of 
Guru NSnak. p. 94.
20. McLeod calls ego and pride "loose popular connotations" of the 
term haumal. See The Life and Doctrine of Guru Nanak.. p. 94.
21. Gurmat Slddhant Vol TTT p. 164.
22. See Gurmat Slddhant Vcl.III pp. 202-208.
23. The concept of miaya has been discussed in Chapter III of this 
study.
24. In Radhasoami parlance the material world refers to the physical 
plane called plnc^ . See Gurmat SlddhSnt Vol III p, 278.
25. See Gurmat SlddhSnt Vol. Ill p. 274.
26. Guru NSnak's idea of dharmsal appears In the Japji. The passage In 
question reads:
Nights Days, Seasons,
Air, Water, Fire, the Nether Regions:‘
In their midst is 4he Earth set, . _ __________
As Dharma's, the Law's set,
Habltated by*^dlfferent peoples, beings, species.
Of various kinds, forms, qualities:
Are judged on what their Actions be.
By Him, the True One, Whose Court Is True,
There sparkle the ones Approved, appointed.
And they, by His Grace, are Anointed.
There, 0 there, 'tls known who's true who's false: 
'Tls he fc^ o's there that knows.
 ^ (Japji 34 Adi Granth p. 7)
27. Gurmat Slddhant Vol III p. 134.
28. For notes on the Bhaktar"btnaval 1 see A. Singh, Ethics of the 
Sikhs, p. 190.
29. For an explanation of these stages In the Adi Granth see A. 
Sethi, "Aspects of Nam Slmran", In O'Connell Israel and others, Sikh 
BgUglpn ^Pd History In the Twentieth Century, p. 46.
30. See for example Talttlrlya Aranyaka (10.62-1), Bhagavad GTtI
BllWVfld PvrSna (U. 17^  21>, Kurma Puraqa (2.27.8),
--- AL^hOSOS.trO (1.3), Ya.l naval kya Smrtl (3.136) and
Qbaladarsana Upanisad (i.6).
31. Gurnat Slddhant Vni ttt p. 205.
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32. ^  The is based on a dialogue between Guru Goblnd Singh,
BhSl Nand L"®! and BhaT Oesa Singh. It Is usually spoken of In 
conjunction with the Tanakhahnaiia of Bh*al Nand Lai. For Information on
the Ratiltnifftt see McLeod, Textual Sources tor the Study of Sikhism. 
pp. 74-79.
33. The ^Ikh MarySdl or Sikh code of coi^uct is a systematization of 
the RatlUnaniffg of Bhal Dayá Singh, BhSf Nand Lai and Chaupa Singh, 
prominent figures In the period after the formation of the J<hllsi In 
the ^Ijhteenth century. A popular. English translation of the Sikh 
Maryada Is K. Kaur and I. Singh, Rehat MarvSda; a guide to the Sikh
— UJtfi. tplace and date not given>. For another translation of 
the code published by. the Shlromani Gurdwara Comraltfee see W. 0. Cole
and P. S. Sambhl, The SlKhgt Their Beliefs and Religious Practices (New 
Delhi, 1978>, 79-86^
gaKhlg represent haglographical accounts of the life of 
Guru Nanak. Brief information on the lanam sakhls is provided by 
McLeod, Textual Sources for the Study of Sikhism, pp. 8-9.
35. For notes on these secondary texts see A. Singh, Ethics of the 
Sikhs, pp. 6-17.
36. W. H. McLeod, ’’Ethical Standards In World Religions - The Sikhs",
In The Sikh Courier 7 (1Q7»S> p. • 7. ___ ____________
37. A schematic diagram of the Sikh value system appears In S. Singh,
EhllpgQphKfll PQundatlOng of the Slkh Value Svst^m (New Delhi,1982), 
p. 75.
38. Miller Informs us that the term dharma Is a highly complex one 
with forty two primary definitions and hundreds of secondary and 
cognate uses. See D. Miller, ”Sources of Hindu Ethical Studies", In 
Iflurnal of Raliglous Ethlgg. Fail U98D, p. 189. There are a number 
of etymological and historical studies of the uo« of the term. These 
include M. Dhavamony,’’Hindu MoralltyMn Studla Mlsslonalla 27 (1978), 
see pp. 219-255 afid B. S. Gauchwal, "The Metaphysical Foundations of 
Hindu Ethics and Religion", In Philosophy East and W^st 16 (1966), pp.
159. For a more general treatment of dharma see Kuppuswamy, 
and Sociatyt— A study in social Values see chapter 12, pp. lb-
39. This view is held by S. Das, ’’The Concept of Dharma. A 
Methodological Tool In Contemporary Hindu Ethics’’, in Rell«rion «nd 
Society XXVI (1979), p. 59.
0^. Gurmat Siddhant v/ni. ttt p. 179.
♦ 1. A. B. Creel, Pharma in Hindu Ethics (Columbia, 19/7), p. j.
2^. GCirmat Siddhant Vol. Ill p. 180.
«3. Gurmat Siddhant Vol. Ill p. 280.
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44. Babà Sawan Singh defines dharrfStna ae *• dutiful pereon" and **high 
souled one” respectively. See Gurroat Siddhant Voi III pp. 187 and
188.
45. This phrase is from I. K. Watson, " Krom Karma to Moksha”, in 
Journal of Pharma 2 (1977), p. 12.
46. B. S. Gauchwal, ”The Sphere and Significance of Ethics, Morality 
and Religion In Hindu Tradition”, in Philosophy East and West 13 
(1964), p. 339.
47. This definition stems fron S. S. Kumar, "Indian Philosophy and
Social Ethics”, in Jjavmal— ßi— LäS_Indian Academy of Philosophy 6
(1967), p. 63.
48. These are the state of brahmacarya (brahmanlc studentship), 
grahastha(householder), vanapreshta (anchorite) and sannyasln 
(renouncer). For details see Dhavamony, "Hindu Morality”, pp. 238-
49. For a listing of duties according to the Varnasramadharma see S. 
K. Maltrl, The Ethics of the Hindus (Culrnttn tQPS»*, pp. u - 15.
50. For a list of such duties see Dhayamony, "Hindu Morality", p. 243.
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CHAPTER n i l
THE "UNITY OF RELIGIOHS» THESIS IN TIC GURMAT SIDDHAIfr
Introduction
Essentlalisn (1) 1& an attitude towards religious pluralism native to
the Neo-Hlndu (2) mentality. It also has been seriously debated by
prominent scholars In the West. t3) Among the roost prominent
representatives of the Neo-Hlndu position are Radhakrlshnan, Swaml
/ -
Vlvekananda and Sri Auroblndo. Well-known names In Western schorlarly 
circles Include Frltjhof Schuon, Huston Smith and Seyyed Hosseln Nasr.
«
RadhekrIshnah views religious tradition as a relative expression of a 
primordial form which Is subject to mystical experience'’and Intuitive 
apprehension. It Is considered to be a finite form of the essence of 
religion which Is transcendental. (♦>
Swaml Vlvekanando Relieves that In all religions the ultimate goal Is 
the unity of all religions since the ultimate end of all religions is 
the one basic truth, l.e. the divinity of man. C5>
Z' -
Sri Auroblndo contends that the Inner essence of all religions apart 
from Its outward mechanisms of creed, cult and ceremony and symbol Is 
the search for God. (6)
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Schoun* 6 hypothesis Is that the great religions are all, at their 
experiential roots, in contact with the same ultlaiate divine reality. 
He goes on to add that their dltlerent experiences of that reality, 
interacting over the centuries with the different thought forms of 
different cultures, have led to increasing differentiation and 
contrasting elaborations. (7)
Smith in postulating a prlmordialist tradition sees historical 
religions as a kind of fragenented prism, the unity behind which is 
only perceivable if spatio-temporality is transcended. id>
Nasr argues that the principal expression of all religions is "that 
principal Reality which is Sacred and the source of all the is 
sacred". i9> He believes that it Is not possible to logically or
epistemologically understand the unity of religions since and logic
and epistemology are tools of what he terms "desacralized knowledge".
ilO)
«
tssentlallsts try to overcome the diversity of religions by viewing 
then as driving forces in the life of man that share a coninon
esoteric core. The proponents of this school argue that there is an 
absolute reality the route of access to which is a combination of
faith and insight which probe beyond the profusion of religions'
. • rexoteric forms. Here all religious symbols are perceived as
of the divine essence and each Is considered truthful In the measure
it reflects the UltliMte.
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n6âba Sawan Singh views all religions as one in that they all propagate 
the ultimate truth of the existence of God and confirni man's ultimate 
spiritual quest to be God realization. He sees the affirmation of this 
truth as a conscious realization of transcendental reality which is 
universal. In the Gurmat Siddhant universal consciousness Is 
encompassing a whole spiritual universe about higher and lower 
existential planes with hlerachles of being which inhabit them headed 
by God, to which correspond the mystical states experienced by the 
mystic on his path to divine communion. <11)
This chapter presents a studied commentory of Baba Sawan Singh's
prlnordlallst position. It examines the following key propositions
presented In the Gurmat Slddhftnt; (1> that all religions possess ^
#
■ an ’exoteric and an esoteric dimension, (li; that all religions 
are one in that they possess a mystical core. aii> that this 
mystical core is man's mystical quest for communion with God and 
finally <.lv> that this mystical experience is ineffable, self-proving 
and transcendental.
Ihg "Two Religions" Proposition
In what appears to be an attempt to differentiate the accidental from 
the essential, Baba Sawan Singh proposes that religion has two 
dimensions. He uses the terms social religion and spiritual religion 
to describe these dimensions. Commenting on the functions of social 
religion he explains that:
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The purpose ot social religion Is to support 
sone class in society. Reforms of social 
relations, preservation of ancient customs, 
celebration of festivals and engaging In singing 
and praying Is the way of social religion. U2>
What emerges here is not so a such explanation of the functions 
of Institutionalized religion but more an expression of the use of
religion by some parties to further their own interests, ^ba Sawan 
Singh appears here to be echoing the well-known Sant disapproval of
Brahmlnlcal dominance of Hindu religious ceremony. csentially,
however, the message is that orthodox religion is primarily concerned 
with ceremonialism rather than the Inner search for God. This
statement points to another proposition namely that religion in its 
exoteric form is man-made. Baba Sawan Singh sees man as the starting 
point of religion. He sees religion as. having a human ground 
originating in man's response to God. This is Illustrated in the 
following passage:
Man existed first and all religions and religious 
books came after him. Various religions have come 
and gone, but man has existed since before any of 
them were established. Religion is for man not man 
, for religion. All scriptures are the outcome of 
the thinking of man; but the real secret Is Inside 
of man. U  3 >
Baba Sawan Singh Is not making any profound statement about the 
history of religion or man's relationship to It. What one could read 
into this statement Is the view that religious belief does not 
necessarily express the true inner spirit of religion which, in Baba 
Sawan Singh's eyes is essentially spiritual. What is more Important 
here is not diversity but the oneness of purpose in religion. In the
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Gurnat Slddhant this means that unitary experience of God within. The 
feeling expressed here Is that there Is a distinction to be made 
between what Is popularly conceived of as religious practice and what 
actually Is true religion In the spiritual sense of the term. For ^b*a 
Sawan Singh religion must be that solemn expression of the very 
existence of God. This formula Is a simple one yet It possesses 
Important spiritual connotations. It tells us In no uncertain terms 
that religion Is Inner devotion rather superficial outward worship.
In another passage we see Baba Sawan Singh explaining that the 
appearance of different beliefs arose because of man-made divisions 
within the different religions. These divisions moved man away from 
the realization that there is only one ultimate truth, 1. e. the 
existence of God and His abiding presence In man. He writes:
c
The Lord created only human beings but they 
later became Sikhs, Muslims, Christians,
Buddhists and so forth. There were no Sikhs 
five hundred years ago, no Muslims thirteen 
hundred years ago and no Christians two thousand 
years ago. Three thousand years ago no 
Buddhists were to be found. Many races existed 
, before the Aryans founded Hinduism. Men are men- 
whether of East or of the West- and all are one.
No one belongs to a higher caste, as there Is 
Atma fsoulf In each of them, and that Is a 
particle of the Lord. U4f
The philosophy here Is that man-made religions divide w^ iilst humanity 
unites, it is clear that B?ba .Sawan Singh regrets the fact that 
organized religion by virtue of its emphasis on outer differences 
divides, when in actual fact all mankind Is united in that all are 
God's creation. He sees religion as that posture by which nan creates
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the presence of God iron within rather *-han presenting Images of the 
Divine iron without. This In his view has led to society placing nore 
emphasis on religious identity rather than the very being of God's 
existence. This he fears has caused the Inner significance of 
religion to become eclipsed by Its outer form, causing religion to be 
relieved of Its'metaphyslcal content. He also appears to be suggesting 
that Inner religion exists Independent of organized religion. Baba 
Sawan Singh Is uncompromising when expressing his displeasure with 
religious parochialism which he perceives as having nothing to do 
with spiritually meaningful religious endeavour. This Is evident when 
he says that:
All enlightened and pure souls, regardless 
of religion, teach that the differenced 
between the various faiths are due to 
religious vanity and spiritual egotism, 
which are brought about by narrow - mindedness, 
scepticism and falseonotlons of their followers. 
These differences are the result of misapprehen­
sions which conceal the scorpion of selfishness, 
vanity, intolerance, that stings a man, gives 
him Intense pain and makes him uneasy and 
restless. (15)
^he Our mat Slddh*ant there Is a certain weariness of what could be 
termed the denial of the metaphysical essence of relglon. Babà Sawan 
Singh's antl-rltualist sentiments are reflected In his aveTsion for 
the non-essentials of orthodox religion. He views religious practices 
of a ritualistIc, ‘ f ormallstic nature with a certain distaste. He sees 
social religion degrading the true meaning of religion by reducing 
religion to nothing more than a meaningless ritual, BSba Sawan Singh 
does not mince his words. His message is a straight forward one . All
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forms of ritual worship are a denial of the philosophy and spirit of 
Inner worship. God is to be worshipped from within and not from 
without. Organized religion he sees as being primarily concerned with 
what is "out there" and not with what "Is In here". The message Is 
simply that the kingdom of God lies within. Man has Ignored this 
message because he" has misunderstood the esoteric message of the 
sacred texts. In the Gurmat Slddhant we read that :
Saints tell us that the Kingdom of God Is 
within us, and we find words to this effect 
in all scriptures. But owing to the lack of 
realized souls, Dharma tRellgloni has become 
entangled in outer rituals. They tall to teach 
man how to go Inside and find the Kingdom within 
Himself. 06)
Babà Sawan Singh Is concerned about that approach to religion that 
falls to recognize that outer forms open up beyond themselves. He 
warns us of the danger of the significance of Inner devotion being 
eclipsed by the superficial practices of religious comnunltles. 07) 
His comments on the futility of religious dogma and rigid conventions 
are no different from those voiced by many of the leading figures of 
the medieval Sant r^ ovement. 08)
He notes that for ordinary believers at any given time, the exoteric 
Is what religion Is all about. Religion for such a person concerns 
doctrines, symbols, aesthetic forms, organizational structures, myths 
and rituals - 1. e. that which gives religion Its particular historical 
Identity. In the Gurmat Slddhaht Biba Sawan Singh explains that:
To the common man the rituals are more 
Important than the Lord, emd one who 
believes In some by-gone Mahatma or has 
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faith In hl8 rallglous books is considered 
to be a religious nan. This narrovr-nlndedness 
is like a parasite which feeds on religion 
and sucks Its blood to such an extent that 
the real Spirit leaves it and only the 
skeleton renalns. Within the fort of 
sectarianism the frenzy of religion 
takes a complete hold like a rabid 
elephant. This sectarianism becomes 
the keeper and the ursurper of religion, 
and the external rites replace true 
religion. U9)
Bibs Sawan Singh makes no secret of the fact that he views exoteric 
forms of religious practice as having no inner meaning. He, like many 
of his fellow Sants believe that any obssesslve preoccupation with 
religious rituals and ceremonies ignore the reality that religion has 
a mystical core. True religion is essentially contemplative and so 
it must remain if an experience of God is to be attained. There can be 
no religious experience without meditation. Conventional religious 
devotlonallsm is frotf the point of view of Sant Mat, self-deceit. Babà 
Sawan Singh would argue that religion as we know it deceives man into 
believing that he is actually worshipping God when the fact of the 
matter is that religion binds him to a conditioned response to the 
sacred without pnovldlng him with the tool (i.e. the Satguru) 
necessary to transcend this form of conditioning in order to **be with 
God". «
Babà Sawan Singh's commitment to the spiritual dimension of religion 
is total. In his thinking there is virtually no room at . all for 
religious sectarian beliefs. The following passage states this 
clearly:
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Therefore religion, which was founded' for 
the progress of the hunan soul, becones 
Its prison. Those who believe in sectarianism, 
do not consider other religions, creeds or sects 
besides their own of any worth at all. People 
show respect to their o«m bygone Mahatmas 
iGreat Souls) and religious books, and have 
hatred for others. They bcKome proud of 
their religion and are mentally enslaved 
and Intolerant. Man creates bondage for 
himself and like a frog In the well, cannot 
think of anything beyond It. (20)
The rites and customs which were established 
by the founders of the various religions to 
show love for the Lord, detachment from 
the world and spiritual Independence have 
In the hands of secretarlanlsm, become 
chains and fetters. (21)
He is quick to stress that the place of worship need not necessarily 
be the true seat of worship. This Is in line with the óant precept 
that worship Is a matter of the heart. This in turn Is linked to the 
Sufi maxim that God resides In the human heart. The Tanlrlc notion of 
the body as the temple of God Is upper most in Baba Sawan Singh' s' mind 
when he writes:
Sitting In these religious places we have to 
, go Inside our body, which Is the real temple, 
mosque, gurdwara or church.The manner of worship 
is related to the feelings of the heart and 
not dependent upon any outside place or 
mode of worship. (22)
It would seem obvious that Baba Sawan Singh finds that the purely 
exoteric viewpoint Is not sufficient for understanding the force and 
persistence of religion. He concludes that If we are to understand in 
what way religion Is true, we cannot remain on the exoteric level. We 
nust move to the esoteric level, the Inner spirit of the outer form.
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Every religion, he believes has this dimension, usually found 
expressed by mystics of the various traditions.
It truth is universal, as truth must be, then GTaba Sawan Singh would 
argue that whatever is true in one religion is going to be expressed 
in some in some way in every religion. The exoteric is seen as 
embodying a symbolism ot universal meaning, to which the esoteric, 
transcending the limitations imposed upon the exoteric, points. 
Pursuing the esoteric dimension, we see the whole which puts the parts 
in proper perspective. Although Baba Sawan Singh does not explicitly 
say so, he most certainly would subscribe to the following view. 
Different religions, developing certain aspects of the overall truth 
and with a particular emphasis, may be placed in a complementary 
relationship. But religious eclecticism is not really desirable 
because it is not really necessary. For Bab^ Sawan Singh each 
religion, when seen in its fullness, implicitly, if not explicitly, 
contains the whole.
One may be led to believe that Baba Sawan Singh is guilty of devaluing 
the exoteric form of religion in that he could be seen to be promoting 
a kind of spiritual elitism. This assumption Is inaccurate. Baba 
Sawan Singh would agree that while the esoteric dimension may be 
recognized by only a few, it is in principle accessible to any 
believer who genuinely seeks It. But, in fact most believers are 
content with the exoteric level. In the Gurmat Siddhant the message 
implied seems to be that when the exoteric is no longer sufficient, 
the esoteric is available.
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The distinction between the exoteric and the esoteric dimensions of 
religion is one of the key elements in Bab's Sawan Singh's essentialist 
outlook. He defines the exoteric as the outward dimension ot a 
religion governing the wiiole life of a traditional culture whereas the 
esoteric, is to satisfy the inner needs of those who seek God here and 
now. It could be said that for Baba Sawan Singh religion is like a 
circle. Most believers live on the periphery but the esoteric is an 
always available radius to the centre. Although he argues tor the 
penetration of the outer core of ai| religious system, he does not
reduce it to any thing less that what it Is - a context bound 
configuration rendered Impotent by superficialities.
Baba Sawan Singh's subordination of the social dimension of religion 
is understandable given his status as a mystic.^  Some may choose to 
argue that ttils dimension is nanlfestedly of some importance. Religion 
does not exist in a vacuum. Surely, it could argued, it would be
informative to see the Impact of culture on the outer form of religion 
as it relates to the esoteric. Some may criticize Babà Sawan Singh. 
They may say that, had he really aspired to a comprehensive view, he 
should have accounted for the social and historical dimensions in 
their own terns. But Babà Sawan Singh appears to have surrendered this 
area by default to those not sensitive to the esoteric dimension who
®ay be Inclined to gauge religion differently then he does. To such
critics Babà Sawan Singh would reply in the following fashion. He does 
not deny that religions exist In their own environments. At the same 
time he has no desire to delve deeper into these environments since
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It is these environments, which In his view make religion what it is
not.
¡n the Gurmat Slddhant religion is defined as that which binds
the sacred. Baba Sawan Singh's definition of the term is exclusively
esoteric. He writes that:
The path of communion with God is called 
Dhartna tReliglon>. It is called Religion 
in English. "Religion** comes from the Latin 
word "rellgare** which raeans"to bind" or 
"to unite'*. The real purpose is hidden in 
the root of the word. Religion means re­
uniting with God. (23)
He then proceeds to emphasize the need for recognizing that one* s 
central concern should be for the spiritual evolution of man. Baba
Sawan Singh is not so much concerned with the regulation of affairs in
«- •
the world but in entering into a state of higher consciousnes. In the  ^
Ouraat Siddhant we read the following:
Man i 8 a social being, but the real greatness 
of scKlety also rests on spiritual progress.
Just at the realization of the soul leads to 
happiness and without the soul the body is of 
no use, similarly spiritual progress raises 
the status of society. But, if there is no 
spiritual progress, the result is that 
narrow-mindedness, intolerance and selfishness 
prevail, and these lead to mutual wrangHngs, 
enmity and disputes among the various sects. (24>
The spiritual dimension of religion is of primary concern to Baba 
Sawan Singh for one reason alone. It is the sphere in which spiritual 
liberation is achieved. Religion is equated here with the leading of a 
God-centred life. For him there can be no religion without
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spirituality for to* be genuinely religious is to be spiritual. 
Religion is and must be the religion of the spirit. Consequently the 
final aim of true religion must be to experience God. There can be no 
doubt about this as we see below. The reader is reminded that;
The real purpose of leading a spiritual life 
is that one should lift the veil of naya 
and matter, and the recognize himself as soul, 
which is superconscious and is a particle of the 
ocean of superconsciousness so that* he may blend 
into that ocean and take on its color and 
qualities, or in other words, the spiritual drop 
blends into the ocean of the Lord. (2b)
Babà S^wan Singh speaks of inner religion with the conviction of his
fellow Sants and stresses the religion of the spirit as opposed to
that of the mind and body. (26) There is no doubt in his mind that
true worship amounts to practising “the religion of the soul" which in
✓
actual fact Is taken to mean Surat Sabd Yoga. It is only by practising 
this discipline, we are told, that true knowledge of the divine self- 
expression can be attained. In what appears to be a reference to the 
principle of dying while living Babà Sawan Singh writes:
We can find the Lord only after going inside. 
We will therefore have to look inside, where 
the treasure of happiness lies. The Lord 
pervades the whole universe in the form of 
Nam and Shabd. We’ cannot hear unless we 
withdraw frem the outer noise and enter the 
inner silence. We can go inside and we can 
walk without feet, sre can work without 
without hands, we can hear without ears 
and we see without eyes. (27)
In asserting tha statue of Sant Mat as Inner religion Babà Sawan Singh
0
*>Bkes the claim that It represents the esoteric core of all religions:
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The teachings oi Surat Shabd Yoga originally 
forned the basis of every religion but this 
base is disappearing and only formal rituals 
are now practised. The teachings of the Saints 
are not confined within the bounds of any book 
or creed, for they are the science of the 
soul. (26>
The claim that Sant Mat represents the esoteric core of all religions
l6 a problematic one. One could argue that the question of the true
core of all religions cannot be validly discussed by any
representative of one particular tradition. In the case of the Gurmat
Siddhant the ultimate validity of Baba Sawan Singh's chosen criteria
Is viewed as inherent in his own tradition and is therefore assumed
and not argued for. This however, poses no problem for the mystic.
What the scholar considers to be "assumed* is "realized" by the
mystic. We are dealing here with different levels of apprehension. The
•
scholar operates on the level of reasoned knowledge while a mystic' 
like Baba Sawan Singh talks of experienced inner knowledge. For him it 
Is not a matter of knowing that something is the case but experiencing 
the reality involved. It is not that intellectual propositions are 
necessarily wrong but Just that such dualistic understahdlng is not 
the required experience. One may, however, choose to argue that the 
claim that experience is self-confirming Just isn't enough. If the 
experience has a powerful effect upon a person, this 'does not exempt 
the experience from the possibility of error. Besides experience does 
not necessarily place one in a privileged position compared to others. 
To this criticism Baba Sawan Singh would in all likelihood reply that 
mystics with inner vision do not err since an experience of the
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ultimate truth cannot be an error. He would also claim that only those 
who have had mystical experiences know of their special value.
Bib'S Sawan Singh repeatedly stresses that the aims of Sant Mat are 
entirely spiritual. Spiritual emancipation and Sant Mat are considered 
synonymous. In the Gurep^ t Slddhint this Is clearly expressed in the 
following passage:
But the purpose of Sant Mat is wholly spiritual.
It shows us how to Investiate what the soul is, 
what Its relationship with the Lord is and how 
to be reunited with Him. Thus one can release 
himself from all bondage In this very life and 
can experience him merge Into Him. (29)
In emphasizing the spiritual nature of Sant Mat, Biaba Sawan Singh 
‘tends to equate -it- "With' Stirat Sabd-Yo|^. This is not -eonfueing
but also rather misleading. It confuses the philosophy with ‘the
o »
method. Sant Mat is the mystic philosophy of the Sants of which Surat 
/
Sabd Yoga is a part. 1. e Its medltatlonal discipline. Surat Sabd Yoga 
Is therefore not Sant Mat per se as claimed below:
 ^ Sant Mat is another name for Surat Shabd Yoga.
It Is the inner experience of connecting the 
soul with the Lord. We call it Sant Mat or 
Teaching of the Saints. These teachings relate 
to the real principles of spirituality. (30)
There Is no evidence In the Ourmat Slddhgnt to suggest that Baba Sawan 
Singh claims that Sant Mat possesses a superior eplstemlc statue over 
«nd against other religions. He does not seek to establish that Sant 
^t Is a mystical system superior to others. We do not encounter any 
statements that point to him proclaiming that the mystical experience
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of Sant Mat Is a phenomenologically distinct form of experience, 
superior to other forms of mystical experiences.
Unlike Swaml Vlvekananda for example, (31) Baba Sawan Singh does not
advocate the elevation of one mystical path over all other paths. He
does not engage In any proseletizlng activity by proclaiming that Sant
Mat Is the one true faith. Neither does he suggest that the religious
experiences of other religions are Incomplete or delusive. Although he
✓
does claim that Surat Sabd Yoga Is a higher form of yoga he does
not go so tar as to proclaim that It has a monopoly on truth. He does
take Into consideration the possibility of different perceptions of
truth of the different religious traditions. He does however, say that 
on the esoteric level these truths are the same. (33) Baba Sawan
Singh does not presuppose that the highest truth Is the truth as he 
sees It. Had he done so he would have been guilty of Indulging In
inadmissable philosophizing because each religion has its own claims 
about the truth. Each religion sets forth Its own truth proposals and 
lor Baba. Sawan Singh to have claimed that Sant Mat Is the proposal
would have amounted to him promoting a form of spiritual elitism.
Baba Sawan Singh agrees that some room must be left for the other
truths that have been experienced and accepted as a performance of 
truth in the diffeent religious settings. He does not Ignore other
encounters with mystical reality. It could be said of him that he
eccepts the fact that all approaches in religion are but relative to 
the absTolute truth. The only conviction that he sees as being common 
to all traditions Is that there Is an absolute truth. Like Oandhl and
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Radhakr1shnan Baba Sawan Singh advocates respect and reverence of all 
fai ths.  He advocates receptiveness to the truths and Ideals of other 
f a i t h s  so as to ensure the avoidance of dogmatism and intolerance. He 
writes that:
We should deeply study all religions and 
find out the common fundamental principles 
so that enstrangeraent amongst various religions 
may be removed. We have respect for all the past 
religions, the same ideals and methods lie at 
their foundations. We have respect for all 
the Mahatmas (great souls) who have reached the 
Supreme Region or who will do so in the future, 
and tor the description of their experiences. (34)
Ihe ’Mystical Core** Proposition
One of the propositions put forward in the Gurmat Slddhant is thato
all religions are one, their superficial differences not withstanding, 
since they are all one in essence. He views all religions as one in 
that they are all means to an end- furnishing man with insights into 
the nature of ultimate reality. Babà Sawan Singh sets the essence as 
the core of all religions by assuming that all religions have the same 
nystical core. He does not however, go as far as to claim that the 
experience of this mystical core (i. e. mystical union.* is' 
q'Jalltatively the same tor all religions. He would, not disclaim that 
there are as many types ot introvertlve thelstic mystical experiences 
there are religions and frameworks used to Interpret them. What he 
does say however, is that the all religions have as their mystical 
Core an experience of God.
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Rellgi‘5^ s may appear diverse, In their nore slgnlt leant Inner cor.e 
they share basic affIrnatlons about the nature ot their ultimate goal. 
This assertion, (35) seen as problematic by some, (36) is mentioned 
repeatedly in the Ourmat Siddhiant. In one ot his statements Baba 5awan 
Singh states the following:
The different religious books were written at 
different times, and the modes of worship and 
rituals given in them are those that were 
prevalent at those times. The object was to 
create love for the Lord and to meet Him tace 
to face. Just as there may be many archers 
but their target is one, similarly the object 
of all worship is the same. (37)
Baba Sawan Singh clearly supports the essentialist notion oi relglon 
as a self-subsisting essence or transcendental entity underlying all 
historical manJlf-efftations. His view ^s that there is_^sically one 
religion and the differences that »exist between them are ones of
o
appearance. He sees all religions'as having a common goal and a common 
ground in the divine spirit. He writes:
Whether mosques or temples, they are 
getting light from the same Candle.
The wonder Is,why is there hostility 
* between them. The main object of 
those visiting a mosque, a temple, 
a gurdwara or a church is the coimunlon 
with the Lord. Inspite of the differences 
dn the shape of the stones the color of 
the fire obtained by rubbing them together 
is the same. (38)
The sacred books of the Hindus are in-Sanskrit, 
those of the Muslims in Arabic or Persian, the 
Gurbanl of Sikhs in Punjabi Hindi and so forth. 
The Bible and other scriptures are in English 
and Latin. Sacred books were written in different 
languages so far as the Lord is concerned they 
are all means of experiencing love for God and 
we learn about Reality through them. (39)
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Biàbi SawBn- Singh concedes that each historical religion is a distinct 
for» of religion apprehended in a different way. He Is saying that 
divine revelation Is given through the different world religions and 
Is revealed to man in accordance with his ability to perecelve this 
revelation. The statement above could also be seen as generating the 
following understanding. All religions are equal in that -they are 
equally valid In the sense that each views his religion a valid. This 
is the Neo-Hindu position. This position states that different 
religions are valid for different peoples. (40)
It could also be argued that Baba Sawan Singh advocates a unl'ty of
religions that does not deny religious feeling its specific form and
content but asserts that unity exists in diversity. In the words of
Nasr it could be said of Babà Sawan Singh that he:
#
o t
while asserting categorically the tact that 
all paths lead to the same summit seeks to 
penetrate into the meaning of the symbols, 
images and doctrines which constitute a 
particular religious universe but does not 
try to reduce then to anything other than 
what they are* within that distinct universe 
of meaning. (41)
Babà Sawan Singh does not contest the existence of historical 
•"fillglous traditions but clal*m& that truth unites at a level beyond 
the spatlo-temporality of historical contexts. He argues that since 
truthis universal, so are religions and their histories, but since 
history cannot transcend itself it remains an empirical fact unlike 
truth which can do so. Truth, it Is being said is one but histories 
®re many.
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The "roystlcal core ot religions" thesis like the one iornulated in the 
Siddhant has often been considered problematic by historicists. 
Smith tor instance, argues that it is a methodologically misplaced 
priority to seek the unity in religion in its essence rather than in 
Its history. To do so would mean abondoning the specific contextual 
nature of religious life and Ignoring historical Interconnectedness. 
(42) Smith argues that the idea of transcendental essence distracts 
one from a global awareness of religious consciousness in that it 
separates and absolutizes theological truth from historical facts, 
something he views as "unwarranted bifurcation". (43) Smith also 
contends that the idea of essence is distasteful in that it falls to 
perceive religion as a historical on going process.
In other words, the metaphysical core of religion, whatever that might
be, cannot and should not b^ seen to be isolatable from its
empirical periphery (i. e. tradition). Transcendental excluviclsm, of
the kind Babà Sawan Singh advocates would, in Smith* s view, move one
away from an understanding of the evolving structure of religion as a
«
historical fact and as such is innacurate. By postulalng a common 
transcendental common denominator, Baitüa Sawan Singh, it would be 
argued, denies one the right to develop meaningful historical criteria
t
which all religious traditions must be Judged.
'■^at historicists like Smith assert is that the history of religion is 
<ilrectly relevant to the development of a cross-cultural philosophy of 
a^llglon. This, however, is not to be achieved in an easy, monolithic 
abstracting reassuring way through the esence of religion. They argue
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I  :
that attempts to by pass metaphysical and theological differences 
among the religious traditions by treating the core of religion as the 
same cross-culturally is both Initially and ultimately false to the 
data. They feel that there Is no easy way around the problem of 
differences. The divergences among the religious traditions are not 
accidental or incidental. Theological, philosophical, behavioral and 
institutional differences are intrinsic components in the task facing 
a cross-cultural philosophy of religion. Mystical experience^
hlstorlcists claim does not transcend these differences. In the Gurmat 
Siddhant the suggestion is that since all religions share the same 
esoteric core it Is conceivable that mystical experience is cross- 
culturally identifiable. In other words Baba Sawan Singh believes that 
there is such a thing as pure unmedlated mystical consciousness 
isplated from social, philosophical and theological contexts.
«
Contextuallsts like Katz (44> and those in his camp f45> have often 
argued that all essentiallst theories of religion are problematic in 
that they foster unacceptable reductions by forcing:
multifarious and extremely variegated forms 
of mystical experience into improper interpre­
tative categories which lose sight of the 
fundamentally Important differences. (4b>
The objections that pluralists like Katz would probably direct at Baba
Sawan Singh can be summarized as follows. The essentiallst approach to
nystical experience takes descriptions of mystical experience out ot
its contexts thus depriving It of its grounds for comparability. In so
doing mystical experience Is emptied of Its meaning* for It Is In Its
religious context that mystical experience gains the fullness of
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neanlng. The essentlallst notion of the unity of religions is 
therefore unacceptable. It rules out the possibility of cross-cultural 
differences which are to be seen as context bound since different 
religions sees different things in mystical experience. Nowhere in the
Gurnat_Siddhant is the contrary asserted. However, the point to be
noted is that BSbS Sawan Singh* is concerned about the transcendental 
essence of religion. Unlike Katz he is not concerned about contexts. 
He is talking about that which transcends existing differences. The 
existence of these empirical differences is not denied by Babà Sawan 
Singh.
Katz also argues that the conceptual background of a subject enters 
into the very constitution of the subject's experience. He claims tbut 
does hot substantiate with argument's) that even In mystical experience
• 4
there seems to be epistemological activity (47) and concludes that 
there can be no pure unmediated mystical experience. (48) For him all 
experiences are processed through, organized by and made available to 
us in extremely complex epistemological ways (which he does not 
elaborate or comnent upon). The notion of a cross-culturally 
unaedlated core of religious experience Is to him empty and self­
contradictory. We are told that we are contextual beings because of 
the sort of beings we are. (49)
Katz 8 critique Is based primarily on the argument that mystical 
**'«perlences that generate descriptions of them are different In 
**l/ferent religious traditions. He feels that mystics of different 
traditions Interpret their experience In different ways. (50) This Is
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not disputed. However, nystlcs prefer to believe that there Is one 
nystlcai experience that Is cross-cglturally Ident 11 table. For Bab'a 
Sawan Singh this Is th^ experience of mystical communion with God. 
This experience can be cross-^.culturally identified. He believes that 
while being experienced this experience cannot be culturally pegged 
since this experience de-structures our ’ normal conceptual framework 
that structures sensory stimuli. Katz rejects this claim as empty. 
What Kat^ tends to forget Is that such claims have to be understood In 
the context of the prlnordlallst ontological structure of being. It 
allows for mystics In their Intuitive moments to Invoke a kind of 
knowing that rises above sensation, Images and concepts.
In arguing for a recognition of differences Katz also ia n r^c f^ fact 
that there is one difference that Is crucial. t i\4  dlffei^nce
between occasions on .which differences are important, and other%
occasions and contexts In which similarities -..i» attention.
. ’^''fityttfing obviously both resembles and differs from every other 
being : resembles in that both ; and differ or there would be not be
4
two things but one.^  This being so, when should one emphasize one pole, 
when the other? Claims for similarities and differences spin their 
wheels until they get down to ways and.degrees In which things differ 
or are alike These variables shift with the problem one is working 
on. Katz overlooks this problem and in so doing by passes most of the 
Interesting and Important issues associated with it.
claim oj perennial philosophy Is not that of mundane empiricism. 
0^ discuss a metaphysical truth such as religion's essential unity
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does not require one to have a mental experience. Pure Intel lection 
must be distinguished from rational argumentation. Ratio is not 
Intellectus and has nothing to do with states of pure consciousness. 
Intuition brings one more or less into contact with a reality of a 
higher ontological order. Contextuallsts like Katz - xV<.» ...
metaphysics, their arguments are ohenomenologlcaT throughout. Mystics 
like Baba Sawan Singh have no need for phenomenological deliberations.
Returning to the question of historical context It must be said that 
essentiallsm of the kind advocated by BâFâ Sawan Singh Is too easily 
dismissed as antl-hlstorlcism. C»n reading the Gurmat Slddhant one does 
not get the impression that unity is argued for at the cost of 
diversity. On the contrary, Baba Sawan Singh believes that the very 
existence of diverse religious traditions makes the very idea of an 
essence plausible. He does also make some attempt to work with the 
idea of a historical perspective. He does presuppose a distinction 
between, on the one hand, man's encounters in the various forms of 
religious experience and on the other, the theological theories that 
■Mn has developed Jto conceptualize the meanings of these encounters. 
His reterence to the various religions and sacred scriptures is proof 
enough of this.
A further point is that Baba Sawan Singh agrees that religious 
experience and religious expression co-exlst side by side. He does not 
*^ eny that the different experiences of mystical reality interacting 
over the centuries with different though forms of different cultures 
Has led to increasing differentiation and contrasting elaborations. He
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is not blltid to the multiplicity of religious expressions resulting 
from the different religious experiences. He is not blind to the 
cultural history of religion. In shorty Batrn Sawan Singh is not an 
anti-hlstoricist. It is just that he chooses to exercise his right 
as a mystic to judge religion in a landscape which no historlcist has 
probably ever treaded.
Another argument critical of the prlroordlalist notion of a mystical 
core centres on the problem of typologies. Contextuallsts are prone to 
pointing out that essentialists often ignore the possibility of 
subdividing mystical experience into different types. Associated with 
this view is also the critique that the essentiallst does not pay 
sufficient attention to the various stages of attainment by which 
mystics subdivide their experiences. It co\ild be said of Babà Sawan 
Singh that, he defines that experience which only points to the final 
stage of spiritual relization. It could be argued that a consideration 
of the states leading up to the final stage within a particular 
tradition may yield a wider variety of experiencres than expected.
the Ourmat Slddhant Babà Sawan Singh does not discuss typologies.
Neither does he attempt to identify the phenomenological
«
characteristics of mystical experience. He is also not concerned with 
questions pertaining to the epistemological statue of the mystical 
experience. Having said this, it is worth noting that there is a large 
of literature dealing with detailed and amply documented analyses 
end classifications of the , phenomenological types of mystical 
experience. (51 > However, what exists in the form of academic
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Investigations le of no Interest to Babà Sawan Singh. Also one tends 
sometimes to forget that typologies are far too often based on 
deliberations which propose Improper categories. (52> There also Is 
the question of the usefulness of such constructlon$ as typologies.
(53)
The "Mystical Communion** Proposition
The next key proposition that we find in the Gurmat Slddhant In 
relation to the “mystical core“ thesis is the Idea of communion with 
God (54). BenSa Sawan Singh presupposes that God reveals himself in 
every religion and that the the essence of every religion Is to be 
found in the mystical experience of divine conunuMdn. This would be 
like arguing thatoall mystical ways of life are ultimately the same 
because the same ultimate reality is involved. This claim is 
problematic In that It is based on the assumption with regard to the 
nature of the ultimate. Also there is no reason outside the normative 
position to consider what Is being postulated.
To say that the goal of all religions is communion with God Is to say«
h^at all religious doctrines have a common core. This Is a disturbing 
proposition . It Is one matter to use general terms for classes of 
concepts (for example, mystical communion) but It Is another matter to 
®®y that any general term conveys tne total Interpretation of a 
•Peclfic religious or mystical tradition. There Is no abstract
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mysticism but only concret® mystics and tradltloi^r It has sometimes
r-
been argued. (55>
Babà Sawan Singh's definition of religion Is based primarily and 
exclusively on one criterion that Is mystical coranunlon with God. In 
doing so he sets it as the essence at the core oi religion and assumes 
that all religions have the sane spiritual core. He does not search 
for each religion's understanding of mystical communion. Instead he 
sets the essence as a standard truth by a priori reflection. This 
means that when he postulates mystical coanunlon as being the core of 
religion he does not rely on any empirical tested hypothesis but 
applies an Intuitive sense of plausibility buttressed by faith. He 
could therefore be criticized for depriving each tradition of its 
uniqueness and authenticity. It could be said that Baba Sawan ^ihgh Is 
not sensitive to both the points of divergence and the slalLarlties 
between religious traditions and different categories of mysticism. 
To only see similarities, ignoring the differences and claiming that 
all religions are the same Is, to qoute Green,-like retreating into a
4
hazy cosmic Oneness and rejecting or ignoring the material world of 
diversity". (56) Furthermore, acknowledging the hlstorico-cultural 
plurality of religion. It has been argyed, is not only necessary but 
also desìi able. .kadhakrishnan for example, argues that this 
•“acognltion contributes:
inalienably to the richness of specifically 
human experiences; it provides an opportunity 
for displaying the multi faceted convergence 
of the different strands of religion. (57>
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BBbà Sawan Singh "unity of religions" thesis Is an attempt at the 
resoluttlon of the problem of religious pluralism by appealing to 
nystlcal experience. He maintains that religions are only incompatible 
from a relative and not from an absolute perspective. He Justifies 
this by saying that one may dispute theologies but not the existence 
of God. His theistlc conviction dictates that the possibility of the 
non-existence of God be logically precluded. Like Si I Auroblndo t58) 
Baba Sawan Singh sees the existence of God as being the imperative 
Justification of religion. The following statement Illustrates this:
True religion is that experience which 
leads to firm faith in the existence 
of God, and to the attainment of supreme 
bliss. The universe should appear as His 
mani. f estât ion and we should feel the ifrge 
to serve Him. (59)
When Baba Sawan Singh says that every religion's core is the communion
o  c
with God he is effectively saying that the fact that God Is 
experlencable points to His existence. Like Radhakrishnan (60) it is 
said In the Gurmat Siddhant that to say that God exists means to 
confirm the attainability of the spiritual experience of God. It Is 
the possibility of this experience that constitutes the most 
conclusive proof of the reality of (jrod. ()od Is viewed as given and is 
the factual content of- mystical experience.
line of reasoning Is fairly straight forward. What Is more 
problematic is the claim made In the Gurmat Siddhant that all 
^«llevers worship the same God. Babà Sawan Singh teaches that:
One should not get entangled in ignorance. 
We are to worship the same God. Our Guru 
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Dev Is the same. All are Images ot the Lord 
and the same light is working in them. (61>
The message here Is that every religion has as Its core a communion 
which constitutes a cosmic principle in the same one God. Baba Sawan 
Singh appears to be reducing the religious quest to the one defined in 
Sant Mat. Having in nis scheme no place for non-thelsra he sees all 
religions as being thelstlc. He then proceeds to claim ihat all 
thelstlc religions have the same God as their object of worship.
This claim is not without its problems. It does not take into account 
that each religion has Its own manner of speaking about the ultimate 
truth. Buddhism for example, must speak in a way that sets aside the 
language of God as finally meaningful. Faith in God for the 
Christian, in turn requires certain kinds of speech and experiences 
within the Seraftic family of faiths. Baba Sawan Singh it would appear, 
falls to recognize that each religion has its own categories which 
link it to an experience of the Divine. Each religion sets forth a 
theological proposal and for Babà Sawan Singh to claim that is 
proposal is the saate for all religions at the transcendental level is 
to engage in inadmissable generalizing. To this. Baba Sawan Singh's 
reply in all probability would be the following. This knowledge of 
"the same God" is the product of an inner experience which is self- 
confirming at the level of the transcenental and is the same tor all 
religions. It does not require rationalizing.
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»Transendentai Experience” Proposition.
We now BK>ve to the final proposition in the context of Bât53 Sawan 
Singh's "unity of religions" thesis. He claims that the mystical 
experience of divine communion fundamental to all religions is 
Ineffable, self-val idat ing and trans -subjective.
One of the statements that sve find in the Gurmat Siddhant Implies 
that the experience of mystical communion has a set of characteristics 
common to that experience in all ages, cultures and religious 
traditions. One' such characteristics refers to ineffability.
Sawan Singh proclaims the following:
Spirituality is the knowledge of the 
and inner regions, and the science of 
experiencing and realising the Lord and 
merging into Him, which is in reality 
extraordinary and boyond description. (62>
This statement conveys something about the relationship between verbal 
expression and mystical experience. It suggests that mystical 
experience is incommunicable in words. It could also mean that anya
understanding of the experience can be communicated but not the 
experience Itself. i6d> In this sense the experience is
incommunicable. (64> What is being claimed here is that the spiritual 
realm is one that cannot be totally comprehended by analysis which 
defines it solely in terms oi material energy or social forces. <65) 
discussion of the mystical is said to Involve a mode of awareness 
foreign to experiencing it. A mystical experience like mystical 
communion is not one sense experience among others but its content is
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wholly other. This argument could be linked to the use of language. It 
could be argued that language has arisen within and as an integral 
part ot a non-mystical point ot view oriented around sense experience. 
Only by removing that by which language may operate can one realize 
the mystical. 166> This is what iTabS Sawan Singh also means by
"Inet 1 able".
Critics are quick to point out that since the experience of the 
mystical is ineffable its inetfability does mystical experience a 
disservice in that it cancels out language. . This then makes the 
making ol any intelligible statement about the mystical impossible. 
Katz < tor example, has been known to argue that if what mystics say 
about their experiences is ineffable, nothing can be said‘about it in 
words, and so the mystic does not mean what he says. This being the 
case he cannot establish any view about mystical experience. (67>
Sadly Katz is confusing ineffability with unintelligibility. Instead 
of talcing ineffability to mean empty of cognitive meaning it should 
■ean beyond langu^e and mind patterns. Unfortunately Katz is so 
with problems relating to the! use of **our** language in 
comaunicating about mystical experiences y that he betrays a certain 
oaivity regarding the properties of mystical experience.
Inettabllity in the mystical context , far from saying nothing makes a 
®®Jor claim. The claim in question is that mystics can under 
exceptional conditions "see" things that transcend language as we 
•understand it. Every mode of consciousness, mystical consciousness,
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has an Irreduclblllty about it. We cannot hope satisl actoriiy
explain mystical experience by anything other than mystical criteria, 
Just as we cannot explain aesthetic appreciation in scientific terms. 
We must learn to understand and appreciate mysticism in ternis of its 
own language.
It can also be said of Bâbâ Sawan Singh that his notion of
/
ineffability is based on the theological belief that God is Himself 
indescribable or incomprehenslble.lt follows from this that the 
excperlence of the Divine must also be incommunicable. C68> It is 
argued that since God has no attributes which can be described in 
human language there can be no cognizable content to the mystical 
experience of God.
In the Gurmat Slddhant we also find statements regarding the seit- 
valldating status of mystical experience. t69> In one of' his 
statements Bèffa Sawan Singh teaches that the truth of the existence of 
Ood as reflected In Sant Mat is "truth above and beyond proof" and 
notes that:
The teachings of the Saints are self-proving.
No outside evidence. Is required to prove them..
The sun Is self-refulgent, and there Is no 
necessity to prove It by comparing It with 
a candle. 170)
Critics are quick to question such assertions on the following 
grounds. They contend that mystical experience does not discount the 
possibility of error concerning the sat us and nature of the mystical.
talk of the possibility of Immediate awareness causing an
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overemphasis being placed upon the importance of experience. .Oie
could also argue that even if no other experience coul*4 shake the
sense of importance attached to mystical experience, It does not
necessarily lollow that this certainty can be transferred to
interpretative systems. A mystic would dismiss such arguments as
"irrelevant" to the absolute truth ot the experience of God. Baba
^ »
Sawan Singh would probably insist that it is only the intellectual 
mind that is caught up In this "proof trap".
Another possible objection is that mystical experience alone is no 
evidence for the superiority of one position since alternative 
interpretations are possible. Mystical experience is not a unique 
source ot establishing doctrines. This does not, however, reduce
mystical experience to speculative metaphysics independent of 
experience. Knowledge claims are Justified by clusters of factors fromo
both experience and conception. An experience may be decisive for 
convincing one of a doctrinal truth, but this says little about the 
special status of the experience. (711
Furthermore, even it those v^o have had mystical experience have the 
psychological motivation to endorse a mystical position it does not 
tollow that the experience is conclusive proof of a position. 
Therefore one could draw the conclusion that mystical experience does 
not place some people in a privileged epistemological position in 
this regard. (72; Such an argument however, rests on a specific 
understanding of the term "epistemological". The mystic does not 
operate on the level of the epistemilogy of the philosophy of
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religion, which rs constructed on a mental experience. The claim BêTbâ 
Sawan Singh would make in his defence would probably be that what the 
mystic truly "knows" through experience can only be "talked about" by 
the philosopher of religion. The mystic is quite content to allow the 
philosopher of religion to engage in his "mind games".
Contextual1st6 have also been known to contest the claim that 
mystical experiences are self-proving. Katz for instance says that he 
falls to find any verlllable evidence to support the assertion that 
mystical experience translates into religious truths. He explains his 
views as follows. Mystical experience cannot generate any veridical 
proposition. As a consequence mystical experience is not and 
logically cannot be the ground for any final asertlon about the nature 
ot truth in any religious belief. Since he dbes not see mystical 
experience as being translatable into evidence fpr a given religious 
proposition he proclaims it Irrelevant in establislng the truth or 
falsity ot religious belief. t73> In arguing that mystical experience 
is no proof of evidence of religious truth Katz Implies that mystics
4
Should be required to state logically sound propositions and 
philosophically defend their claims. This absurd proposition falls to 
take into account the manner in which mystics operate.
As far as BSba Sawan Singh is concerned he can see no reason for being 
perturbed by such mundane observations. The mystic does not need to 
Justify what he experiences mystically. To attempt to provide a 
justification would mean imposing f^ he standards ot one mode of 
discourse ti. e. scientific, rationalistic) unto another (.1. e.
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r e l i g i o u s ,  m y s t i c a l ^ .  The  t a c t s  o f  m y s t i c a l  e x p e r i e n c e  s u g g e s t  t o  us
t h a t  i t  i s  p o s s i b l e  t o  r i s e  a b o v e  o u r  l i m i t e d  e g o - c e n t r e d ,  f r a g m e n t e d
c o n s c i o u s n e s s  t o  s e e  t h e  w h o l e  and n o t  o n l y  a f a c e t  o f  t h e  w h o le .  T h i s
i n v o l v e s  t r a n s c e n d i n g  t h e  s u b j e c t - o b j e c t  d u a l i t y  s i n c e  m y s t i c a l
e x p e r i e n c e  c a n n o t  p r o p e r l y  b e  c a l l e d  e i t h e r  o r  o b j e c t i v e .  Baba Sawan
S i n g h  s e e s  m y s t i c a l  e x p e r i e n c e  d e l i v e r i n g  s u p r a r n e n t a l  t r u t h s ,  t h e
v a l i d i t y  o l  w h i c h  c a n n o t  be  j u d g e d  by  l o g i c a l  a n a l y s i s .  I n t e l l e c t u a l
c o n c e p t s  h e  n i g h t  a r g u e ,  must I n s t e a d  b e  t e s t e d  by i n n e r  v i s i o n .
M a s o n  i s  u s e l u l  on t h e  l e v e l  o f  t h e  m ind t o  s h a r p e n  o n e ’ s  e x p r e s s i o n
and a f t i r m a t l o n  ol  t r u t h ,  b u t  r e a s o n  must b e  I l l u m i n a t e d  t r o m  a b o v e .
Reason i s  n o t  i n  e r r o r ,  b ut  i t  I s  l i m i t e d  I n  I g n o r a n c e .  S i n c e  Bab*a
Sawan S i n g h  s e e s  h i g h e r  l e v e l s  o f  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  a b o v e  t h e  mind he
ai f i r m s  t h e  p r i o r i t y  o f  k n o w i n g  on h i g h e r  l e v e l s , -  S i n c e  l o g i c a l  r e a s o n
♦ »
by d e f i n i t i o n  i s  f o u n d ,  on l o w e r  l e s s  e n l i g h t e n e d  l e v e l s .  I n t u i t i v e  
k n o w le d g e ,  t h e  means o f  h i g h e r  k n o w i n g  i s  t o  b e  p r e f f e r e d .
I t  w o u ld  s e e m  f i t t i n g  h e r e  t o  c o n f i r m  B a b a  Sawan S i n g h ' s  v i e w s  on t h e
s e l f - v a l I d a t I n g  q u a l i t y  o f  m y s t i c a l  e x p e r i e n c e  by r e f e r r i n g  t o  what 
/ —
S r i  A u r o b i n d o  h a s  t o  s a y  a b o u t  t h e  u n i q u e  s t a t u s  o f  m y s t i c a l  r e a l i t y .  
I t  i s  S r i  A u r o b i n d o ' s  v i e w  t h a t :
R e l i g i o n  i s  t h e  s e e k i n g  a f t e r  t h e  s p i r i t u a l ,  
t h e  s u p r a r a t i o n a l  an d  t h e r e f o r e  I n  t h i s  s p h e r e  
t h e  i n t e l l e c t u a l  r e a s o n  may w e l l  b e  an i n e f f i c i e n t  
h e l p  and f i n d  I t s e l f ,  n o t  o n l y  a t  t h e  e nd  b ut  
f r o m  t h e  b e g i n n i n g ,  o u t  o f  I t s  p r o v i n c e  and 
co n d e m n ed  t o  t r e a d  e i t h e r  d i f f i d e n t l y  o r  e l s e  
w i t h  a  p r e s u m p t l o u s n e s s  i n  t h e  r e a l m  o f  a power 
and l i g h t  h i g h e r  t h a n  I t s  own.
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Finally^ we examine the claim that mystical experience is
•
transconceptual. He delines the essence of religion in experiential 
terms. He emphasizes that the essential knowledge thât one attains is 
Intuitive rather than intellectual. Baba Sawan Singh believes that man 
is able to participate in the process of consciousness development at 
suprarational levels. He contends that in order to claim that mystical 
experience reveals the true reality one is not obliged to 
Intellectuallze about It. The following passages express this
sentiment:
Spiritual life is not a topic for reading 
and writing. It is something to be realised 
by personal experience. Personal realization 
of the Lord is something far superior to 
Dharma, books, laws, etc. This Is the reality 
behind all remembrance, austerity, worship, 
reading, singing and playing music, but It 
is also separate from them. (75>
We cannot see the Lord with physical eyes.
We can only experience (realize) Him by 
going inside and crossing the astral and 
causal planes. We can realize Him by devotion 
and love and not by thinking. In order to 
accomplish this we should reach the regions 
of pure consciousness above ourselves.
.Spiritual life is the name given to a 
life of communion with Ood and not merely 
thinking about Him. (76)
Babà Sawan Singh's claim that mystical experience is transco^eptual 
could be construed as lending support to the claim that mystical 
testimony Is unanimous In essence. Since truth must always be In 
egreeroent with Itself, mystical truth wherever it Is found must be in 
essential agreement with Itself. Specific traditional contexts in 
which mystical experience occurs can therefore be Ignored. Common
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factors In the universal mystical experience can be abstracted and 
generalized without respect to content. Extracted from its contexts, 
mystical experience transcends linguistic, cultural, philosophical and 
theological differences. In the Ourmat Slddhant the experience, of 
divine communion is presented as being a sort of transcendental 
universal vision.
Summary
This chapter examined Blaha Sawan Singh's views on the essential .nature 
of religion. It highlighted the key propositions which most clearly 
reflected the contents of the "unity of religions" thesis In the 
Ourmat Slddhant.
*
We commenced by pointing out that Baba Sawan Singh distinguished
between the exoteric and esoteric dimensions of religion, which he
called social and spiritual respectively. We highlighted the belief
«
that institutionalized religion and its diverse forms was contrary to 
the inner spirit of religion which was seen to be esse- ntially 
unitary. The feeling conveyed here pointed to the need to distinguish 
between inner religious experience and outer rellglouu expression. In 
the context of this discusclon we saw Bab'a Sawan Singh that the 
nuter place of worship need not necessarily be the true seat of 
genuine inner devotion.
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After having noted how the term religion was esoterically defined we 
examined what was said in the Gurmat SlddhSht about Sant Mat being the 
spiritual dimension of religion and the esoteric core ot all 
religions. We pointed out that such a claim was problematic and 
questioned the validity ot such an assertion. We also highlighted the 
tact that although Baba Sawan Singh tended to place Sant Mat on a 
pedestal he did not propose it to be "the religion of religions'*.
In discussing the "mystical core" proposition we studied the
contention that all religions have the same mystical core. We
questioned Bab*a Sawan Singh's notion of religion as a self-subsisting
essence with a common goal and ground in God. We then concluded that in
__Slddhant no contradiction was seen to exist between
• #
religious tradition and religious truth. The latter was seen as 
uniting the former on the transcendentalo level.
In reviewing contextuallst criticisms ot the "mystical core"
proposition we demonstrated that Baba Sawan Singh was not engaged in
promoting transcendental exclusivism. What emerged out of the
discussion was that both essdntiaiists and contextuailsts view the
status ot religious tradition and history differently. We pointed out
«
that phenomenological criticisms of the "mystical core" thesis were 
inadequate for understanding the transcendental. Central to this 
»rgument was the view that mystics have an entirely different 
perspective of the role of religious experience and knowledge from 
that of the contextuallst.
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Our study of the propost ion concerning mystical communion focussed on 
the disturbing assumption made that God reveals Himself In every 
religion. We criticized Baba Sawan Singh's thelstlc bias. We pointed 
out that he did not search for each religion's understanding ol 
ultimate reality, but chose instead to define it from the viewpoint of 
Sant Mat.
We next looked at the statements made pertaining to the experience of
divine commun
transcendental.
l ^ n being ineffable, self-validating and
We first studied the Implications of Baba Sawan Singh's understanding 
of the term ineffable. This was followed by a dismissal of the 
contextuallst Interpretation of the term. It was argued here that such 
interpretations revealed a lack of understanding of the relationship 
between mystical experience and the use of language.
In defending Baba Sawan Singh's statements regarding the self- 
validating nature» of the mystical experience we argued that 
epistemological and phenomenological criticisms were of little use and 
ineffective. We maintained that It was- meaningless an^ futile to try 
to Judge mystical reality with the tools ot logical analysis.
Finally^we examined the manner In which Baba Sawan Singh presented his 
beliefs about the transcendental quality ot the experience of mystical 
communion. We stressed that a purely experiential view of mystical
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NQT£S
1. Eeeentlalisn is synonymous with primordiallsm. The- essentlallst 
view of religion is the direct antithesis of the view presented by the 
contextual1st. The terms essentialist and primordial 1st are used 
Interchangeably in this study. The same applies to the terms 
contextualist and historicist. .
2. k critical examination of the various formulations of the Neo- 
.Hindu position and the various understandings these formulate is the 
subject of an article by A. Sharma entitled "All religions are equal? 
one? true? same?: A critical examination of some formulations of the 
neo-Hindu position*', in Philosophy East and West 29 U979>, pp. 59-72. 
The formulations examined are, "All religions are equal", "All 
religions are one", "All religions are true", and "All religions are 
the same". Sharma improves considerably on an earlier study by Zaehner 
who does not distinguish perceptibly between the various formulations 
of the Neo-Hindu position and the different understandings the 
formulations cited above might generate. See R.C. Zaehner, The Concise 
Encyclopedia of Living Faiths (London, 1971).
3. The shared affirmations of some of the most vocal representatives 
of the essentialist position in the West, namely Fritjhof Schuon, 
Huston Smith and Seyyed Hosseln Nasr, have been critically summarized 
by J.R. Robinson in an untitled review article in Re1iglous Studlee 
Beview 10 (1984), pp. 348-353.
4. Radhakrishnan presents his essentlalist views in Eastern Religions 
and Western Thought (London, 1940) and The Hindu View of Life 
(London, 1988). Critical appraisals of his views on 
religion appear in J, Llpner, "Radhakrishnan on 
Religions", in Scottish Journal of Religious Studies 
123-137 and G. Richards, "The One and the Many:
Radhakrishnan's Concept of Religion" 
studies 10 (1989), pp. 138-150.
the nature of 
Religion and 
10 (1989), pp. 
an Analysis of 
in Scottish Journal of Religious
5. SwamT Vlvekananda outlines his views on religion in The Complete 
forks of Swami Vlvekananda Vol I and II (Calcutta, 19/0 and 1971). 
These views have been briely discussed by J. Prentice, A Study of the 
^llosophy of Swaml VlvekYnanda (M. Lift thesis University of 
Stirling, 1987), see pp. 250-280.
6- See Sri Auroblndo* s Collected Works Voi XXVI 
for an analysis of his negation of the so-called 
*“ellglon see R. N. Minor, "SrT Aurobindo* s Integral View of Other 
Religions", in Religious Studies 15 (1979), pp. 365-3/7.
(Pondicherry, 19/2). 
"non-essentials" of
7. See F. Schuon, The Transcendent Unity of Religion (New York, 1978) 
Logic and Transcendence (New York, 1975). Schuon's works have been 
reviewed by Robinson in the already mentioned article. See pp. 348- 
349.
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6. Huston Smith's perennial philosophy Is presented in Forgotten
Truths.__The Primordial Tradition cNew York 1976> and Beyond the Post
Modern Mind (New York 19B2). This philosophy has been critically 
examined In C. A. Raschke, "Religious Pluralism and Truth. From 
Theology to Hermeneutical Dialogy", in Journal ot the American Academy 
9f Peil&lPP 50 (1982), pp. 35-41.
9. S. H. Nasr, Knowledge and the Sacred. The G1 If ford Lectures 
(Edinburgh, 1981), p 1.
10. Nasr developes his views on ths weaknesses of phenomenological 
approaches to the study of religion In Knowledge and the Sacred. The
gr(|_Lectures. See chapters 2-4. Nasr* s notion of "desacrallzed
knowledge" is criticized by M. S. Raschld, "Philosophla Perennls 
Universale Imperlura" in Religion 15 (1983), pp. 155-171.
11. The phraseology is based on the one used by K. Werner, "The 
Concept of the Transcendent. Questions of Method in the History of 
Religions", in Religion 15 (1983), p. 312.
12. Gurmat Siddhant Vol V p. 1.
13- Gurmat Siddhant Vol IV p. Ixxxil.
14. Gurmat Siddhant Vol V p. xl.
15. Qurroat Siddhant Vol. V p. xvll.
15' Gurmat Siddhant VoL.V pp. xacxvii-xxxvlli.
17. Such views have also been attributed to Radhakrlshnan and ^ri 
Auroblndo. See L^pner, "Radhakrishnan on Religion and Religions", p. 
127 and Minor, "Sri Auroblndo's Integral View of Other Religions", p. 
366.
18. Guru Nanak* s criticism of Nath ySgi preoccupation with rituals 
would serve as a good illustration. The points raised by GurT» Nanak 
have already been highlighted in chapter V ot this study.
Gunugt— Siddhdnt Vol. V p. xlii. See also p. xxxvll of the same 
volume for a statement to the same effect.
I
20- Gurmat Siddhant Vol. V p. xlili.
21- Gurroat Siddhant Vol.V p. xllli.
22. Gurmat Siddhant Vol V p. xlx.
2^ ‘ Gurmat Siddhant Vol V p. xxxvl.
24. Gurmat Siddh^nt Vni v p. i.
25. Gurmat Siddhant Voi.v p xlvl.
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26. See Uurmat Slddhant Vol.V pp. xix and xx.
27' — Slddhant Vol. V pp. xlvlll-xlix. Baba Sawan Singh appears
to be paraphrazlng Iron the second halt of a passage in the 
Oranth. Var Ma jh Shloka M2 U ) p. 139 reads:
Ml
To see without eyes, to hear without ears,
To .walk without feet, to do without hands.
To speak without the tongue. Live thou thus, 
thus being Dead (to thyself)
And Realise thou the Lord's Will, and thus 
Unite with thy Lord.
28. Gurmat Slddhant Vol V p. Iv.
29. Gurmat Siddhant Vol V p. 1. See also Vol. IV p. liv.
30. Gurmat Slddhant Vol* V p. xxxlx.
31. Swaml Vivekananda acknowledges that each religion takes Its own
path to the realization of the goal ot mystical union. He does, 
howevei , place Advaita VedAnta above other paths as superior. See 
Richards, " The One and the Many: an Analysis of Radhakrishnan's Concept 
of Religion , p. 144. A similar point is made by Prentice^ A Study of 
Lhe Philosophy Of Swaml Vivekananda. p. 264.
*
32. BabS Sawan Singh however, does not claim that Surat Sabd Yoga can 
bring about spiritual growth like no other path can. All that is said 
is that Surat Sabd Yoga is a more efficient méditâtional discipline.
33. See for example Gurmat Siddhant Vol V p. xxvl. The claim that the 
truths of all religions are the same is problematic. All religions 
have their own notions of what truth Is.
34. Gurmat Siddhant Vol V p. ix.
35. ffâba Sawan Singh does not show how as distinctly from merely 
asserting that all religions are united at the level of the absolute. 
However, most arguments that have been levelled against the practice 
of making unqualified assertions are ot no Importance to the mystic. 
He sees arguments as "unmystical activity".
36. Jones for instance, argues that to assert that all religions say 
the same thing cannot be deduced from mystics' claims. See R. H. Jones, 
"Experience and Conceptualization in Mystical Knowledge", in Zygon itt 
U983), p. 153. Unfortunatly Jones also indulges in mere assertions.
All he does Is make assertions about some assertions that mystics 
sake.
37. Gurmat Siddhant Vol IV p. xxll.
Gurraat Siddhant Vol. £v p. xxvili. See also p. xxxiii ot the same 
Volume.
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Gunnat Slddhant Vol.IV p. xxvli.
Radhokrlshnan In presenting this position writes:
Everyman should follow his own religion.
A Christian should follow Christianity, 
a Mohammadan should follow Mohaomadanlsm 
and so forth. For the Hindus the path, 
the path of the Aryan sages Is best.
As a mother. In nursing her sick children, 
gives rice and curry to one, and sago and 
arrowroot to another and bread and butter 
to a third, so the Lord has laid out different 
paths for different people suitable to their 
nature.
(Quoted from H. Smith, The Religions 
of ManC New York, 19651, pp. 86-87).
S. H. Nasr, Knowledge and the Sacred. The Gifford Lectures, p.
42. See W. C. Smith, Towards a World Theology ( London, 1981), pp. 3-44 
where he argues for a theology of religious histories.
43. W. C. Smith Towards a World Theology, p. 18.
44. We have chosen Katz as the leading proponent of the contextualist
school because his writings make perhaps the greatest show of
announcing their philosophical sophistication . They In fact contain a 
fuller presentation of the contextualist view than some other
defences. His main contribution is the essay **Language, Epistemllogy 
and Mysticism”, in S. Katz, (ed. ), Mysticism and Philosophical
Analysis (London, 1978), pp. 22-75.
«
45. One of the strongest defences of the Katzlan position Is J. V.
Apezynskl, ”Mysticism and Epistemology”, In Religion 14 (1985), pp.
193-205.
46. Katz, "Language, Epistemology and Mysticism”, p. 25.
47. "Epistemological activity” could be taken to mean Interpretation. 
Curiously enough Katz does not devise any definitional scheme or 
typology of Interpretation, something Smart attempts. See N. Smart, 
"Interpretation and Religious Experience”, In Religious Studies 1 
U965), pp. 75-87.
46. For an alternative view see W. Stace, Mysticism and Philosophy 
L^ondon, 1960), p 74.
♦
49. This view appears to be based on T. Kuhn* s. Structure of
ic----Revolution (Chicago, 1976) and P. Feyerabend* s,
Explanation, Reduction and Empiricism”, in H. Felgl and G. Maxwell,
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(eds.), Scientific Explanation. Space and Time (Minnesota,1962), pp. 
28-87. Both argue that if the meaning of a term or experience is 
determined by the theoretical context in which it is employed no terms 
figuring in different contexts can share their meaning. Katz has been 
critized for operationalizing this contextual theory of meaning in an 
unqualified manner. Petrovich convincingly argues that Katz fails to 
distinguish between changes that leave meaning unaltered and those 
that do. Katz is also taken to task for not establishing criteria 
for determining which concepts and doctrines enter in-to the meaning of 
an experience and which do not. This highly complex debate appears in 
A.N. Petrovich Jr.,'' Mysticism and the Philosophy of Science", in 
Journal of Religion 65 (1985), pp. 63-83.
50. What Katz does not tell us is that different religidi^S 
preclude shared religious experiences.
need not
51. Such studies 
earlier include, 
(London,1978) and F.
apart from the 
R.C. Zaehner,
ones by Katz and Stace mentioned 
Mysticism Sacred and Profane
Staal, Exploring Mysticism (Middlesex,1975).
The contributions of most of these scholars has been summarized by D. 
Green, "Unity in Diversity", in Scottish Journal of Religious Studies 
1 (1982), pp. 46-58. See also P.G. Moore, "Recent Studies in
Mysticism: A Critical Survey", in Religion 3 (1973), pp. 146-156.
52. This is one of the criticisms of typologies discussed by H. 
Smith, "Is there a Perennial Philosophy?", in Journal of the ..merican 
Academy of Religion LV (1987), p. 557.
53. For a discussion
principles of typologies and the iimi 
Milligan,"The Diverse Types of Mysticism", 
(1988), pp. 66-67.
pertainTng to the presuppositions and operative 
; l tations Involved see S.
_ _ _ _ _  _ e- a ^ 1  a ^ ^in The i;Uf 45
54. In the Gurmat Siddhant the terms union and communion are loosely 
used interchangeably. BBba Sawan Singh uses union to mean merging in 
God. Communiuon refers to partaking of the divine essence of God. To 
avoid any confu&ion we shall stick to the term communion when 
referring to the Gurmat Siddhant. Strictly speaking, Bîbï Sawan Singh 
is usually speaking about communion even when, the term union is used.
55. See Jones,"Experience, Conceptualization and Mystical Knowledge", 
p. 154.
56. D Green, A _Study of Mysticism and Its Forms of Expression (Ph.D 
thesis. University of Stirling,1984), p. 580. Green is, however, quick 
to point out that concentrating on differences only and Ignoring 
points of contact is equally unhealthy for it ties one to the 
phenomenal world of duality.
57. Quoted from. Llpner,"Radhakrishnan on Religion and Religions", p.
58- See Collected Works Vol XVII pp. 54-55.
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59. Gurinot SlUdhant Vol.V p. 1.
60. See Eastern Relli^lon and Western Thought, p. ¿¿
61. Gurmat Slddhant Voi.V p. xviii.
62. Gurmat SlddhSnt Vol V p. xlvli.
63. For details oi such an argument see k. H. Jones, **A philosophical 
analysis ol mystical utterances”, In Philosophy East and West 29 
<1979), p. 256.
64. A good illustration would be telling another person ot an episode 
ot Intense tear. There will be understanding on the part of the 
listener, but the fear and its qualities of feeling will not have been 
transmitted to that person,
65. Davies points out that this problem Is not peculiar to mystical
experiences alone. She quotes being In love as an example ot an 
Incommunicable experience. But this Is an ackward example. Being in 
love is an emotional experience* of the empirical self and does not
possess any mystical qualities. Th opposite is true for "being in love 
with God”. See C. F. Davies, The Evidential Force of Religious
Experience (Oxford, 1989), p. 16.
66. See 'ones, **A philosophical analysis of mystical utterances”, p. 
257 for thd formulation of such an argument.
67. Katz, "Language, Epistemology and Mysticism”, p. 40.
66. This inference does not, of course proceed on the absurd 
principle that experience must somehow have the characteristics of its 
contents. As Appelby cynically maintains , an encounter with a long­
haired dog does not Itself have to be fury and canine. See F. C. 
Appelby, "Mysticism and Ineftability”, in International Journal of 
PflUosoPhv of Religion H  (1980), pp. 145-146.
69. Such claims have also been made by Radhakr Ishnan. He 
differentiates between aparokea (self-validating intuitional
experience) as opposed to pratyaksa (knowledge presented to the 
senses).
Gurmat Siddhant Vol.V p. xcvil.
158-15^^^^ point is made by Staal, Exploring Mysticism, pp. 88-89 and
2^. Jones, "Experience and Conceptualization in Mystical Experience", 
P- 163 shares the same view.
.73. See Katz, "Language, Epistemology and Mysticism, p. 22.
Qflllected Works Vol XV p. 127.
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GENERAL COWCLUSIOII
It could be said that it Is within the Sant tradition that Uie 
RadhAscami movemenL operates. It is Sant mystic philosophy that 
provides the RadhAso'anl talth with much ol its doctrinal content. 
Baba Sawan Singh is a representative ol a school of thought, perceived 
by many to be a twentieth century manifestation of the medieval Sant 
tradition. It is therefore not Incorrect to say that the teachings 
contained In the Gurmat Siddhant fall under the category Sant Mat.
Although orthodox Hinduism amd orthodox Islam were the two dominant
I
streams in medieval Indian history, it would certainly* be incorrect to
maintain that they were the only ones. There were several others and
of these a number were of particular importance. There was first the
tradition of i/aisnava bhaktl which had spread to Northern India from
the south. The medieval bhakti movement came into being as a reaction 
/
to Sankara's V/edantism ~ a theory found by many to be too complicated 
and philosophical.* The common man found bhakti devotionalism more 
sympathetic as the - heavy emphasis on devotion to a personal deity 
appealed to him. Then there was the tradition of Tantrlc yoga 
practiced in Northern India during this period by the numerous 
adherents of the Nath sect of yogis. Thirdly, we find the Muslim Sufi's 
numerically far fewer than the adherents of orthodox Islam but 
axerclslng a considerable Influence on the religious thought
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prevailing at the time, evident In the deepening Interaction between 
Hindu mystic traditions and Sutlsm.
Within each oi these religious groupings there was a recognisable 
continuity but none ot them could be viewed as completely Isolated. 
All were to some extent int luenced by one or more ot the others and 
underwent corresponding modll icatIons. In one significant case this 
reciprocal exchange Issued not simply In the modification of an 
existing tradition but in the emergence of a recognizable synthesis, a 
new pattern which in various respects strongly resembled other 
existing patterns but in its wholeness corresponded to none of them. 
This was the Sant movement of Northern India. It Is the belief system 
of the Sants that Babà Sawan Singh presents and Interpretes In the 
Gurmat Slddhant.
o
This study presented an exposition of the teachings of Babà Sawan 
Singh In the Gurmat Slddhant. It explained, Interpreted, analyzed and 
commented on the contents oi the Gurmat Siddhant. otherwise known as 
The Philosophy of .the Masters. The main themes studied were the
concept of God, cosmogony and cosmology, the concepts of Satguru,
/
Surat Sabd foga, bhakti, ethics and the •’unity of religions" thesis.
It is In the light ot the total range ot Guru Nànak and Sikh thought 
that Babà Sawan Singh's theological statements are to be understood. 
His ideas about the nature oi God appear to have been based on the 
Sikh scriptures. His Ideas concerning the nature of God, his 
affirmation of the unity of God are characterized by the same emphasis
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given to a monotheistic creator-God as that found In the theology of 
Guru NSnak. The emphasis on the attributive qualities of God emerges 
In the names which Bab& Sawan Singh uses to describe this God. These 
names point In all cases to the mysterlousness of God. It Is accepted 
in the Gurreat Slddhant that God is beyond all human categories, far 
transcending all powers of human expression. It could be said that 
Babà Sawan Singh's characteristic expression of God Is one that he 
shares not only with Guru Nàhak but with most nlrguna Sants.
God Is the supreme Lord of the universe, beyond human comprehension 
yet not beyond the reach of communication with man. God's greatness, 
it Is proposed, lies in His being experlencable as part of man's Inner
t
being. This belief concerning the Immanence of God In the human heart 
is of primary significance for it points to the possibility of 
communication existing between man and God. The Idea that the 
indwelling God should speak to man represents a belief Inherited from 
the Sants. There have been earlier Sants who have arrived at similar 
conclusions concerning the medium of divine communication. It Is, 
however, to Guru Hanak that 6ab*a Sawan Singh turns to when he answers 
the question of how God communicates with man. In the Gurmat Slddhant 
the concepts related to divine self-expression, are ^abd, Nam, Hukam• I
and Bhana. Both Guru Nanak and Blba* Sawan Singh see Sabd and Nam as 
bearing a basic Identity. They are in reality two different aspects 
ot- a single embracing concept. Both ore used to expound the nature, 
content and method of divine communication, ^ b a  Sawan Singh does not 
stop at stating that Sabd and Nam are the divine Names. He echoes
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Guru N&nak when he Includes Hukam and Bhanâ In the sun total of God's 
divine qualities.
Sawan Singh's Interpretation of RâdhT^ soârnî cosmogony and 
cosmology Is based prédominently on Kablr-panthT texts and the S€r
— Radhasoaml. The terminology he uses Is that oi the Miths, 
K ab T r - p a n t hT s  and S I n v  Dayal Singh. What little appears In the Gurmat 
Slddhant on cosmogony and cosmology Is essentially an interpretation 
and a commenary of what has been written In the i?ar Bachan RâdhâsoâmT.
It could be said that the cosmology of the Gurmat Slddhant presents a 
highly distinctive world-view. Bâbâ Sawan Singh's assertions about 
the nature of the universe are meant to be appreciated within a very 
distinctive context, outside of which it has little meaning. There are* 
two particularly notlcable features" of the Beas version of the ‘ 
Ridhasoaml cosmic scheme.
The first Involves the imagery underlying it whicti is not mechanical 
but somewhat hydraoilic. God is no distant, detached creator. The 
cosmos originated In, and is sustained by a cosmic. current emanating 
•rom the supreme Being. By this current, the creator c^ivlded l roro 
Himself, flowed ever downwards, halting and forming cosmic zones at 
each of the levels of the universe.
second Involves the Beas version of the cosmic nap. At Beas the 
lopnost region of the Agra scheme, namely Râdhâsoâml Otrân Is not 
viewed as having any special status as the highest cosmic region.
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According to the Beas view, Kâdhâsoânî Dhân le merely another name for 
Anaml Lok, which 1& one of the tour pure spiritual cosmic realms. The 
playing down of. the name "Radhasoaml'* at Beas Is indicative of the 
prevailing belief there that the name has no special significance. At 
Beas It is argued that Shiv Dayal Singh did not view the single name 
"Râdhasoâral" as being special. Instead it is claimed that he talked 
of the five Names, seen at Beas as being keys of access to the five 
regions above the physical plane. This view is strongly contested at 
Agra.
Baba Sawan Singh's mystic philosophy revolves around the philosophy of 
spiritual salvation which emphasizes the central role of the Satguru. 
The relationship between the Satguru and the disciple is the beginning
»
and. the end of all RâdhâsoSmi teachings. Salvation is seen as being 
possible only by entering into such a relationship, and salvation 
achieved through such a relationship is. In theory, the sole aim of 
the disciple. All else, is subordinate to this fundamental goal. As 
the sole available source of spiritual power and object of personal 
devotion the Satguru is the seat of a great religious mystery.
The traditional Tântric emphasis on the indlspensabiilty ot the 
Satguru culminates in the gurGvSda doctrine. This doctrine which 
presents the Satguru as the embodiment ot divine power and the sole 
ogent of splritulal salvation is reflected In aioiost everything Bâbâ^  
Sawan Singh has to say about the Satguru.
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In the (¿ujrmat— S^ gl^ h^ ynt the Satguru Is undoubtedly the centre of the 
whole. He Is conceived of not only as the only source of revelation 
but aslo as the essential means of solvation. He Is portrayed with a 
fervor of rellglousity and Is deemed to be the human embodiment of the 
supreme Being. The very existence of the Satguru. Is in Babli Sawan 
Singh s view a rare and infinitely blessed opportunity. He believes 
that is is only through the Satguru that a spiritually meaningful 
relationship with God can be formed.
Qy^ »»at ¿ jddhant the Satguru enjoys the status of a Godman. He 
Is Often featured as the human pole of God, and as part of the divine 
pain of things is beyond question. There is a tendency to think of the 
Satguru as the inner voice, that mystical movement of God in the inner 
depths of the human soul. The Satguru is the mouthpiece of God. He is. 
the refulgent light of the InflfUte higher seif. There is repealed 
talk of God-lnto-Expression as the holy Word of Life. In short, we are 
presented with the idea of the "perfect man", that "gem of humanity", 
the greatest and highest of mankind. The SatgurG is the.divine force
that comes into the. world to share God’s light, love and His secret of 
sectrets.
At the very heart of Surat skbd Yoga, which is basicsally a Sant 
arlant of Nath Tantric yoga, lies the question of identity. In the 
¿urm^t— are told that the beings of this world suffer from 
case of mistaken Identity, tor we are not the persons we think 
ourselves to be. According to Radhasoaml teachings, the true self of 
»•he person, which is the soul, lies completely under a layer of
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mind and body. Innumerable births ago the soul became separated from
•
its lolty source and descended to begin a career of transmigration in 
the material world. This is our predicament. The object of Surat ^abd 
Yoga Is to foster an awareness in us of our true situation and to
provide the means for us to recover our true identities by 
transcending body consciousness and escaping from the clutches ot the 
mind.
Instrumental to an understanding of Surat Sabd Yoga is the recognition
ol the fact that unlike Nath yoga and other related traditions, Surat 
/
Sabd Yoga does not advocate breath control or physical postures as
part of its practice. Rather It Is concerned with transcending the 
corporeal frame and its limitations altogether via the activation and 
cultivation of .the sensory current or soul force. We are evidently 
dealing here with a form ol yoga which defines religion as an
exclusively Inner experience dominated by the idea of spiritual 
ascent.
In the psychology of Surat Sabd Yoga the further down one's
consciousness descends the deeper the state ol unconsciousness. The 
further up It ascends the higher the awareness or superconsciousness.
pattern Is quite clear. Clarity increases steadily the more one 
ascends. The spectrum of consciousness has a definite hierarchical 
structure specific to RadKasoami esoteric cosmology, with the higher 
orders subsuming and transcending their lower counterparts.
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The idea of the soul's ascent is fully embedded in the imagery of flow 
so fundamental to RadhBso'aoil esoteric cosmology. Normally trhe 
embodied soul is seen as flowing downward into the temporal world. But 
this flowing and wasting can be reversed and pulled upward to the 
third eye. Here the soul can merge with the celestial sound current 
that flows downward from God. Having attached itself unto this sensory 
current, the soul begins to ascend. It is this idea of the soul 
merging with Sabd that gives Surat Sabd foga its name and makes it 
the unique yoglc discipline that it is.
The essential features of bhaktl in the Gurraat Slddhant are best 
understood in the broader context of Baba" Sawan Singh* s understanding 
of devotional mysticism. This can best be achieved by analyzing the 
relationship between bhakti and God-realization.
Bab'S Sawan Singh's understanding of bhaktl as a process of God-centred 
devotional contemplation governs what he perceives to be the
relationship between spiritual knowledge and devotion. He equates 
bhakti with the Intuitive, direct experience of the supreme Being. The 
dwelling of God in the heart involves a certain realization of His 
true nature. This involves continuously meditating on the very 
essence of God's being, constantly recollecting His divine character 
In the spirit of loving contemplation. Baba Sawan Singh agrees with 
Ramanuja that bhaktl must Involve the direct perception of the Divine. 
Both argue that such an unmedlated apprehension would be meaningless 
if not accompanied by loving devotion and complete self-abondonroent. 
It is argued that it is God that allows the devotee to enter Into a
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loving relationship with Him. God is here the original cause and it 
Is from His function as supreme consciousness that all souls spring 
forth and are eternally linked with Him.
Devotion is also viewed as a spiritual form. Nam yoga Is viewed as a 
crucial factor in the spiritual development of the devotee. It is 
through the yogic discipline that the devotee has to master the
r
lower self enroute to spiritual Illumination. Like Guru Nanak, Baba 
Sawan Singh stresses the role of the Satguru who is the ultimate 
quality of love, Inherent in man and permeating the entire universe. 
It Is the Satguru"who is the transmitter ot the joy of love and who is 
the constant reminder that love is the eternal quality ot the 
Absolute.
It" is through attachment and selfless surrender to the will of the
Satguru that the devotee is linked to God. Devotion is a state in
/
which the devotee listens to the Sabd, is filled with fear ot God , 
meditates on Him and feels His presence everywhere. The final state 
of attachment is when the devotee hears the ^abd within, detaches 
himself completely from the cosmic illusion and achieves divine 
communion and is absorbed in the ocean of divine bliss.
In the Gurmat Siddhant bhaktl represents a certain relational view of 
reality. Baba Sawan Singh seeks to establish that it is imperative 
that the devotee finds himself in a serving and subservient 
relationship to God vie the SatgurTI. Bhaktl therefore denotes a 
relationship of inseparability between the devotee and the Satguru.
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Here we find a central theme of Sant mysticism, namely that of' the 
unidimensionality of God and the SatgurCT being reemphasized. The
Satguru is the embodiment of Nam through which God reveals His true
nature.
Baba Sawan Singh also sees bhakti as the basis for human action. In 
general his views on the matter correspond to those found in the 
Bhagavad Gita. In the Bhagavad Gita bhakti is considered to be the 
determining perspective, more fundamental to existence than either 
knowledge or action. Babà Sawan Singh also promulgates the view that 
it is desireless action which promotes true devotion.
True devotion which must be the hallmark of the relationship between 
God and the devotee is understood in the context of the devotee 
becoming aware of the infinitude and majesty of the Satguru.» The 
devotee must learn to love the Satguru and take refuge at his feet. It 
is the Satguru who is the universal shelter and the revelation of God 
in the heart of the devotee. It is this loving adoration for the 
Satguru that transforms the relationship between devotee and Satguru 
from one of differentiated separation to one of personal union. It is 
at this point that diversity melts into, the absolute of the Universal.
The belief in man's essential unity with God is the keystone of the
mystic philosophy of the Qjjcjnat__Siddhant. If man feels himself
sundered or alienated from God, such a feeling is illusory. In order 
for man to perceive his true nature there must be a constant striving 
his part to re-unite himself with God. In the Gurmat Siddhant
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ethical living le seen ae part of the spiritual quest. Positive self- 
transformation figures prominently as a key ingredient ot rightful 
living. Self-transformation is defined as a conscious movement In the 
direction of a God-centred life.
It is through the concept of dharma which is basic to the fundamental 
structure of Hindu ethics that Batfa Sawan Singh expounds his system of 
ethical behaviour. He conceives of dharma as being the indicative of 
the on^tologicai foundation ot morality. This ontological dimension of 
dharma is expressed by the Sanskrit root dhr which denotes that which 
sustains the universe. It indicates the cosmic order which imposes 
upon the duty bound individual a set of universal norms or principles. 
The moral thrust of the concept of dharma can be viewed as being 
suggestive of the fact that for Baba Sawan Singh morality is woven 
into the very structure of reality.
Bab'a Sawan Singh's code of aioral behaviour is modelled primarily on 
the ethical implications of Guru Nanak's theology. It also does 
contain some elements that appear in the Sikh Rahit Marvada. It has 
been suggested that his Idea of ethical living does carry with It some 
important philosophical Implications. In truthfulness for example, he 
sees the'leading of a life in the light of God's essence, for God is 
truth. There can be no moral order so long as the truth Is not upheld. 
It Is held that In the existence of the moral order lies- the very
r
esence of truth. The logical extension of this Is that there can be no 
meaningful living without the precept of 'truthfulness. Compassion Is 
interpreted in the light of the belief that It is that which God
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wishes to be realized since It is one of His divine qualities. 
Compassion here means love, forgiveness and goodwill. This in turn 
presupposes the ability to overcome .the need to Injure In word, 
thought and deed. It Is also argued that where there Is pride there 
can be no humility, without which true submission to the divine will 
Is renderd impossible. There Is also the need for inner purification. 
The spiritual significance of cleanliness Is based on the dictum that 
cleanliness is next to godliness. Contentment and continent feature as 
two vli}tues which are centred on the Idea of self-control. Without an 
attitude of constancy and deslrelessness there can be no sensible 
social life. Finally it can also be said of Baba Sawan Singh that the 
principles of the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man find 
their practical every day expression In the practice of social 
service.
c
From our discussion of the "unity of religions'* thesis in the Gurmat 
blddhant It emerged that there exists a "dialogue of tension" between 
the essentlalist and the contextual1st. We saw It being argued 
that if there was *one mystical reality to which the experience of all 
religious traditions refer, It had to be accepted as a tenet of faith 
for no firm philosophical conclusions could be made about it. The
question here Is that can such misgivings provide us with any useful 
insights? Does the phenomenologist approach to mystical reality 
bring us any closer to understanding what Baba Sawan Singh has said 
about the core of religion«'
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There are many ways ol answering this question, depending on where 
one's sentiments ile. We choose to reflect on BTaba Sawan Singh's 
essentlailsm in a manner sympathetic to the primordial1st position. 
Out central prenlsse Is that Bòba Sawan Singh’s statements regarding 
the transcendental unity of religions are based on mystical
experience. Mystical experience involves seeing things in a manner 
which is to, a large extent free from interpretation ot our usual 
concepts, categories and distinctions by which we order and interpret 
the universe. We agree with Babà Sawan Singh that the contextuallst 
cannot really understand the true nature of the esoteric oneness of 
religion because he operates with different categories of reality, 
different types of Intelligibility which are not suitable instruments 
for apprehending the mystical.
Baba Sawan Singh Is a mystic. His experience ot the fundamental unity 
Of religious truth is consciously realized. not Intellectually 
reasoned. A closer examination of mystical experience suggests to us 
that the universe is full, of other realms of being determined by other 
laws. There exist òther laws from which the phenomenologist is blinded 
for he Is unwilling to question and put in abeyance the basic 
premises, first principles and dogmas with which he operates. The 
basis of contextuallst thinking is materialistic. Scientific 
naterlaiism cannot accomodate the other realms of being In our 
universe unless it steps out of the world of logical an^
phenomenological analysis.
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The contextualiet has become submerged by his own creations - a result 
of the fascination he nurtures for scientific phenomena and the 
erronous conclusions he draws as from them. He falls to realize that 
the mystical Is situated on quite a different plane which he cannot or 
will not see. The contextuallst argues phenomenologically In order to 
Justify his attachment to the world and appearance and to his ego and 
his consequent flight from the presence of the Absolute.
The contextualist' s criticisms levelled at Baba Sawan Singh's Idea of 
religious unity tend to explain mystical experience by means of 
standards of rationality exterior or alien to the mystical 
consciousness of a mystic like the author of the Gurmat Slddhant. Baba 
Sawan‘Singh argues and we agree, that to experience something gives us 
a deeper and more convincing, more lasting knowledge of It than mere 
rational comprehension can. Where experience is used as a basis for 
metaphysical inferences, it is obvious that such Inferences cannot be 
proved within a philosophical framework different to that of the 
mystic In question. Mystical experience does not depend for its 
meaning on any external criteria. It finds expression through its own 
fully coherent symbolic language. Any attempt to translate the 
vocabulary of the mystic into another "language" or mode of thought 
and thus to attempt to refute or justify mystics* claims will be 
futile. It will Inevitably mean chat we hove to risk losing some of 
the essential significance or depth of the experience portrayed In Its 
own language.
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The type of approach which looks at mystics' claims from the outside 
and attempts to analyze them by n^ans of logic, sees them as something 
uncertain from which rational argument is unable to derive any "proof 
for the existence ot metaphysical realities. The mystic, on the other 
hand, knows the presence ot a particular mystical reality as an 
immediately apprehended certainty. In the Gurmat Slddh^nt it has been 
repeatedly affirmed that Illumination is the key to knowing, that the 
true experience ol reality is Intuitive, not the use ot logical 
thought. Reason , it is stated Is outside its province when used as a’ 
means tor knowing in spiritual matters. Intellectual concepts must 
continually be tested by vision. Reason Is useful on the mental level 
but reason must be accompanied by inner vision. Otherwise It Is little 
more than Ignorance.. What is required here Is a kind of knowledge of 
the Essence achieved through contemplative realization of the nature 
of Truth.
From Baba Sawan Singh we learn that It there is to be interaction 
between man and the transcendent, then there must be a path for man 
that he can toiloH In order to approach the transcendent. Scholarly 
disciplines usually do not provide for such a venture. Research into 
the claims ot mystics should be accompanied by a willingness on the 
part 01 the researcher to experience the mystical path first hand. 
This will enable him to experience first hand Insights into mystical 
realms. It can be safely assumed that scholars that adopt this 
proposition probably represent an Insignificant lot.
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:-♦•V.
The Radhasolnil movenent proclaims Itself to be a manifestation of Sant 
Mat. The teachings found In the Ourmat SlddhSnt represent a repetition 
of those proclaimed by the medieval Sants. It honors their memories. 
The major contours of philosophy and style that unite the major Sant 
figures are distilled and presented In a simplistic form by Bàba Sawan 
Singh. In our study of the Gurmat Slddhant it was shown that Bab'S 
Sawan Singh’s primary concern is to illustrate and explain the
t
teachings of the Sants in a particular format. There is no evidence
to suggest that Babà Sawan Singh departs fundamentally from the Sant
sources quoted. All the Gurmat Slddhant sets out to do is to is to
present a loose collection of Sant tenet's that have been explained and
commented upon by Baba Sawan Singh. The eaiphaels throughout is on
their esoteric content. There can be no doubt that the Gurmat Slddhànt
«
«
is cast within • the pattern of Sant beliefs. The essential 
characteristics of^ Sant philosophy have been replicated. These have 
developed out of a combination of a variety of concepts and beliefs 
that stretch across two main rellglo-phllosophlcal boundaries, namely 
Valsnava bhaktl and Nath Tahtrlsm.
The Sants worshipped a monotheistic God. His manifestation was through 
ifis Immanence in His creation. In particular He manifested Himselfc
through His Indwelling In the human heart. It was there that ilod 
revealed Himself. Man’s proper response to this revelation was a 
loving devotion expressed through contemplation on the divine Name. 
There are many elements In Babà Sawan Singh's thought that have 
affinity used by Sants like Gurli Nahak. In GurU NSnak’s teachings we 
lind an emphasis upon the unity of God, the divine attributes, the
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divine selt'expression, a doctrine of the divine will and an emphasis 
upon suffering Involved In separation from the Beloved.
In Sant thought the inward way to uod was open to all who were willing 
to tread the Inspiring yet diftlculf spiritual path. Great importance 
wae attached to the Satguru who achieved divine status and was often 
conceived of as the inner voice of God. There was the belief that the 
sole meaningful movement in the direction of spiritual emancipation 
was unthinkable without the guidance of a living spiritual preceptor. 
As in Tantrisin it was the Satguru who held the key to the inner 
mysteries of mystical reality and it was he who represented the zenith 
of spiritual purity and perfection. Baba Sawan Singh's ideas regarding 
the Satguru reflect these convictions.
• *.
Traces of Nath Influence only assumed a significant role during the 
time of Kabir. The basis of Kablr* s beliefs was Nath Tantric yoga. 
There is much evidence of Hatha yog® thought structures and 
terminology in the works of this Sant. Nath Influences also emerge 
later in the terminology used by GurTi Nanak. This is reflected mainly 
In his uncompromising rejection of ail exterior forms of worship and 
an emphasis on the inner path to mystical communion. When one looks at 
the manner in which Bat>% Sawan Singh looks upon Surat i/abd Yoga as 
the inner science of the soul, it becomes apparent where this idea was 
borrowed from.
Por the Sants, as for their Vaisnava counterparts, the necessary 
•religious response was love. In several respects, however, the Sants
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did not adhere to eone of the tenets of traditional bhaktl. Some of 
these differences were of a fundamental nature. They did not otter 
their love to any Incarnation. It was Instead directed to to the 
supreme Ood Himself. Their expression of this love was through an 
exclusively inwa^^d meditation and devotion. Their path of love was one 
accompanied by pangs of anguish brought upon by an incessant longing 
for God. It was very different from the easy path of traditional 
bhaktl.
The Philosophy ot the Masters draws heavily on the Adi Granth and the 
teachings of the Sikh Gurus, especially Guru Nânak. This is 
understandable, If not predictable when one notes that BBba Sawan 
Singh grew up In a prédominently Sikh environment and has retained 
Sikh customs. His philosophical orientation Is dictated by his, 
relationship to the Adi Granth wfilch he perceives as a storehouse* of 
spiritual truths reflecting the mystic philosophy of Sant Mat. 
Although one of the principal figures of the RâdhâsSoml tradition, 
Saba Sawan Singh does not see any justification In the c,lalm that the 
teachings of Shiv Dayal Singh are unique and therefore separate from 
those ot his Sant predecessors. For him there, can be no doubt that 
Shiv Dayal Singh Is a modern day Sant. ' In true Beas spirit Babà Sawan 
Singh has been known to propose that the Sar Bachan RâdhiâsdBmi is 
Just one more addition to the common body ot Sant writings or Sant 
banl. Blba" Sawan Singh does not see Râdh'âsdaml Mat and Sant Mat as two 
separate entities. In his view they are synonymous with one another.
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This study has endeavoured to throw some light on the doctrines of
•
one of the principal Satgurus of the Puîijâb wing of the Râdhâsôamî 
movement. It studied In detail one of the major statements about 
Sant Mat by the second Satguru of the Beas branch of the Râdhâsoânîs. 
it highlighted and commented upon the principal tenets of B^bâ Sawan 
Singh's mystic philosophy. It detailed the manner in which the
esoteric interpretation of Sant teachings emerged in the Gurmat 
Si dd hint. This is, to our knowledge, the first time that the
teachings of Baba Sawan Singh have been examined In a scholarly
fashion.
There Is, however, still a lot more to be done. Research into the
entire philosophical foundation of the Radhasoami faith Is' still sadly
lacking. Apart from a few soclo-anthropological and historical
surveys, of the Agra wing of the movement, » scholarly Interest In the
RadhSsoami form of Sant Mat remains woefully limited. Its historical
and doctrinal links with the medieval Sant movement have yet to be
seriously studied In greater depth than previously done before.
«
Pressing quest ions regarding the neo-Sant Identity of the Râdhàsoâml
faith require to be defined and refined. The question of what can be
Bald about the Radh'a'soaml' s claim to have revived the Sant tradition«
still remains to be attended to.. This study, we hope, has contributed 
to Radh'âsoâml scholarship In a manner that will make answering the 
above question a little easier.
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GLOSSARY
This glossary embraces most of the foreign terms used In the study. Those 
terms that do not appear here would have been explained either In the text
or notes.
abhafig: Short lyric composed In the Marathi language, similar 
to the North Indian pad.
acaryat Teacher of the Vedas. Spiritual guide who performs 
initiation.
Adi Grant h; *The first book”, 1. e. , the Sikh holy scripture 
compiled by Guru Arjan. The Adi Granth consists 
of Guru Arjan’s own compositions as well as those 
of the proceeding Sikh Gurus. It also contains 
compositions and selected hymns of some bhagats 
or Sants. The Adi Qranth is also called the Guru 
Granth Sahib.
Adlgurïï; The primal guru, the supreme gur*u. For the medieval 
Sants, Jnanesvar is sometimes looked upon at the 
AdigurG. In the Rfidhisoffml movement, it Is RAmanand.
Advalta: A philosophical term for undifferentiated oneness 
of being. One of the philosophies of the Vedantlc 
system of thought, (Advalta Vedanta).
Agam P u ru s: The unapproachable or Inaccessible One. In 
.Radhasoaml cosmological thought the term refers 
to the ruling deity of Agam Lok, the second highest 
spiritual realm, or the seventh cosmic zone above 
the physical world.
Agra doctrine: The incarnatlonallst school of thought within the 
Radhiasoaml movement. The founder of the Agra line, Ral 
Sallg Ram propounded the theory that each succeeding 
Satguru was the Incarnated presence of his predecessor.
ahamkSra: A Sai^hyan term meaning ego sense, principle of 
Individuality and egoistic limitations. The In­
dividual sense of ’I-ness'*.
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a h i  m c a : •’Non-violence", by body, speech and mind and 
the general attitude of welfare for all things 
living. It Is one of the yamas (observances) 
of the discipline of yoga.
ajapSjapa: The Tantric practice of the silent, internal 
repitltion of the divine Name o^r gurmantra. 
The Sants talk of the "unuttered prayer".
Akal ; Timeless, beyond birth and death. One of the 
attributes of God mentioned in the Sikh scriptures.
Akal Purus: In Radhasoaml terminology, Akal Purus is the 
ruling deity of the spritual region called 
Alak Lok, Sat Lok or Sach Khand.
Akeh: "Beyond description". A term used in the Sikh 
scriptures to describe the Lord.
Alakh: Indescribable.
Alakh Purus: The indescribable Lord of what is known in the 
RadhasoamT tradition as Alakh Lok, the invisible 
or indescribable realm of the spirit.
Alakh Niranjan; The RadhBsoaml name for the ruling deity of the 
first spiritual realm above the causal plane.
amrit: 
(amr ta)
Adjective meaning immortal or imperishable.* In 
Sikh scriptures it refers namely to the nectar 
immortality, i.e. the divine self-expression. 
In Radhasoami literature the term is used to 
describe the presence, ^teachings and blessings 
of the Satguru.
ainrit vela: In Radhasoami parlance the term refers to the 
ambroisal hour, i.e. most suited for meditation.
The times given usually refer to the early hours 
of dawn and dusk.
ariahata S%bda: 
(Anhad Sabd)
The mystical sound or "unstruck melody" which 
is heard at the climax of the Hatha yoga process. 
The Sants speak of the unstruck ^abd. It refers to 
the Word that emanates continuously from the
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supreme Being, permeates the entire universe and is 
present in everyone.
Anami: Nameless
Anaral Purus: The Nameless, the Absolute. A Radhasoaml term 
denoting the highest deity, ruler of the highest 
cosmic region, Anami Lok.
And: The causal plane. Also knovm in Radhasoaml circles 
as Sahasdal Kartwal (literally, the thousand petalled 
lotus). This region Is called so because from it 
is said to emanate the radiance of one thousand 
unlmagineably beautiful lights.
andaj: A name for all life forms that come from eggs, like 
birds and serpents. It is a name often used In Radha- 
soaml literature.
Angaminkarroa:
0 ^
A term that appears in the writings of Sankara. It 
refers to karmic residues resulting from acts during 
one’s lifetime. Its other name Is Sanclyamakarma. In 
the Gurmat Siddhant the terra used i’s Kriyaman-karma.
anlcca: The Buddhist doctrine of temporal Impermanence of 
the world.
Apabhramsa: The collective name for the middle Indo-Aryan 
dialects which evolved from the various forms 
of prakfit (common dialects) between the sixth 
and tenth centuries.
artha: Wealth, value, possession and power, i. e. , the 
objects of worldly activity. One of the purusarthas 
or human goals.
asana: In. Raja yoga the term signifies any comfortable 
posture for meditation. In Hathg yos® refers 
specific, often compllcate<i yoglc exercises.
asrama: Ih the Hindu tradition, a retreat for the cultivation 
of spiritual life. Also refers to one of the four 
traditional stages of life.
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Astinga yoga: The so-called eight iii^ bed yoga. Also called yoga of 
the eight parts the chelf being pranAyama ^breathing 
exercises and asana (yogic postures).
Atman: A term in the Upanl^ads for the Self or inner essence 
of the universe. In RadhasoamI literature there is 
the supreme Spirit, the “over-soul" of all.
avatar: Earthly "descent", incarnation of a deliy, usually 
Vlsnu. Traditionally there are ten such avataras: 
matsya Uhe fish), kurma (.the tortoise), varaha 
(the boar), narasimha (the man-lion), vanana (the 
dwarf), Parasurama (Ramfi with the axe), Rfima, 
Krsna, Buddha and Kalkl at the end of time.
avldya: Ignorance, absence of true and liberating knowledge. 
Avldya is often identified with miâyâ, the cause of 
illusion and delusion.
Baba: Literally it means father. It is an honorific 
title applied to holy n»en like saints , faqlrs 
etc..
bachan: The word for discourse, discussion, instruction, 
order or command. The collected discourses of 
Shiv Dayal Singh, the founder of the KadhasoamI 
tradition appear as Sar Bachan RadhasoamI 
(Principal Discourses of Radhasoiml)
4 « . <»banl (vani): A term means speech. It is also used to refer to the 
^utterances of the Sikh Gurus and bhagats 
recorded in the Adi Granth. In RadhasoSroT literature 
BSnl is identified with the ^ audible H i e  stream (1. e. 
divine self-expression) or Sabd.
Banknal: Literally, crooked tunnel. In RadhasoamI 
cosmological thought it refers to the path 
through which the soul passes when ascending 
from the astral to the causal plane.
Basant panchml; The name given to the celebration that takes place on 
the fifth day of the waxing halt ot the lunar moon of 
mSgh ( January-February).
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Béas perspective; The non-incarnatlonal1st Neo-Sant view advocated 
by the Beae line of the RadhfisoSnl novenent 
founded by Jainal Singh and later propagated by 
Baba Sawan Singh. The raaln belief involved Is 
that each Sa.t-guru Is a separate Individual in 
his own right.
bhagat; An exponent of bhaktl, especially one with 
a particular reputation for peity and spiritual 
wisdom. It Is often used Interchangeably with the 
tern Sant.
bhajan: A sacred chant or devotional song. In Surat Sabd Yoga 
the word refers to "sound meditation" or the practice 
ot listening to the Inner cosmic sounds believed to 
emanate from the higher cosmic universes.
bhakt1: The philosophy and practice of loving devotion and 
total surrender to God.
bhakt1 marg: The path of. love and devotion. One of the three 
classical Hindu paths^ the others being karma marg' (the 
path of action) and Jnana marg. (the path of knowledge.).
bhakt1 yoga: The yoga of loving devotion of God. In Radhasoaml Mat 
there Is a special emphasis on the love for the 
Satguru.
bhânâ: The Sikh term for the divine will
Bhanwar Gupha: The literal _meaning of this Nath term is rotating cave. 
In Radhlsoaml cosmology It Is the name of the causal 
plane.
Emotional state, devotional attitude.
brahmacarya:
A Punjabi term meaning the pain of separation 
and .Intense longing of one who has been separated 
from his beloved (l.e. God) The concept Is derived 
from the Sanskrit vlraha and Is related to the Suff 
concept of Tshq.
Celibacy. The first of the four as1*aaa8, the other 
three being grhastha (householder stage, v^naprashta 
(hermit stage) and sannySsa (wandering monk stage).
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Brahm; God, the Buprene spirit. In Radhasoami term­
inology Brahm is the ruler of the causal 
plane and is Identified with Kal Purus.
Brahma: The creator God. he is p^rt of the Hindu 
trinity with Vlsnu and Siva. From the 
viewpoint o1 Radhasoaml Mot Brahma Is the 
creator of the physical world.
Brahmand: Literally, the egg of Brahma. In Radhasoaml 
cosmological terms, It Is another name for 
the causal plane, the cosmic realm over which 
Brahm (not Brahma) has jurisdiction. Some­
times the term is used collectively to denote 
both the astral and causal planes.
brahm gyani: One who possesses divine wisdom.
cakra: Literally It means disc or wheel. In Hatha 
yoga theory, cakras are "lotuses'* spaced 
along the spinal chord which release psychic 
energy as they are pierced by the ascending 
kundallnl.
charan amrit: 
(amrta)
In Sikhism It is the baptism with water in which 
the Guru's toe has been dipped.
charan kamal: In the Gurmat^Slddhant It means the perfect lotus feet 
of the Satguru.
citta; Sai^hyan tern meaning the mind as the organ 
of thought.
Didu-panthT: Followers ot the.teaehlngs of the medieval Sant by name* 
of Dadu.
darsan: Literally the term means "to see" (an auspicious 
sight). In the Hindu religious context It refers 
to the sight ol a deity, saint or august personage. 
In Mdhasoaml circles there Is talk of receiving 
darsan ("drinking the glances") of a SatgurU by 
gaze fixation. The term Is also used for the 
six systems of BrShmanlcal philosophy.
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Daswan Dwár: 
(dasara duar) 
(dasaraa dvara)
The name possesses the literally meaning of tenth 
door. In Hatha yoga theory It Is the mystical 
orifice that gives access to transcendental 
consciousness. In Rffdhlsolml Mat It is the 
name for the buffer zone between the causal 
plane and Bhanwar Guphi.
daswand: The Sikh system of tithe collection begun by 
Guru Amar Das. The Sikh was expected to donate 
one-tenth of his income to the service of the 
Panth. Tlr collection no longer exists In its 
o’-iglnal form and is now In the form of a 
voluntary contribution.
daya: Mercy or grace. In Radhasoaml literature the term 
mehr is also used.
dayá drsti Generally speaking drsti means view or vision, 
hence opinion or poin of view. It is a Radhasoami 
term for the **glance of compassion" of the Satguru.
Dayal: Merciful, the merciful One, the true God. The term 
appears In RSidhasoanT cosmology as the ruler of 
the spiritual planes.*
Dayal D e ^ It means region of the Merciful in Radhasoami 
parlance. It Is used to denote the pure spiritual 
region known also as Sat De^.
dhar: In Radhasoaml use it means the cosmic current 
emanating from the supreme Being.
dharana: This is the yogic term for mental fixation on 
the object of contemplation during meditation,
dfiMCSM • Th« cosmic order, right duty, religious law 
or social and religious observances. It is 
one of the four goals of life tpuru^rtha). 
the other three being artha (wealth), kSma 
(lust) a'md moksa (liberation).
dharmsal: In eairly Sikh usage it meant the abode of 
righteousness or a room or buldlng used for 
devotional purposes, i.e. gurdwari. It is 
probably derived from dharamsala or dharmasala
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li
meaning a place of worship for pilgrims or 
travellers. In the Ourmat Slddhant It refers 
to the world In which good acts are to be per- 
f orraed
Dharam Ral: The Lord of death. It Is the name used In 
Radh^ i^soami writings ttor the God of the dead 
who Is the divine arbiter of the fate of each 
Individual. He Is also called Yama.
Dhun; The celestial sound melody emanating from 
the supreme Being. It is called the heavenly 
music ^ n Radhasoaml literature. It Is synonymous 
with Sabd. In the Gurroat Slddhant the term is also 
used to denote the discipline of sound meditation.
dhundukhart A Râdhâsoâmi term for the state of pre-creatlonal 
darkness.
Dhunlatmak Nam: In RadhasoamT parlance, the Inexpressible primal 
sound which cannot be spoken or written nor heard 
with the^ physical ears. It Is another name for 
Nam or Sabd.
Dhyan: The term Is derived from dhySna (attention or . 
concentration) as In the Pat an1all Yoga Sutras. 
In Surat Sabd Yoga It Is the disclplne ofseelng 
the radiant form of the Satguru within”.
derâ: Encampment or dwelling place of a Sikh Sant, 
peri Babà Jalmal Singh was the founding centre 
of the Beas branch of the Ridhasòàml movement.
Strictly speaking It means country. In KadhasoanTl 
Mat it Is used to refer to a cosmic'zone, of 
creation.
dlksa; Initiation. In Tantrlsm It is the rite In which 
the Initiating guru "injects** his spiritual force 
Into the initiate*s consciousness, thus preparing 
him for a life of spiritual renewal.
Dlksaguru: The Initiating guru.
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doha: Couplet.
drst1: Sight, glance or seeing.
ekagratà: The yoglc discipline ol one-pointed concentration 
during meditation.
Ekankar:
(Ek Onkar>
A name in the Sikh scripture denoting the one, 
supreme, all-inclusive God. The same word is used 
in the Ourmat Slddhint to express the unity ot God. 
The word Cinkar by it self, in Radhasoami cosmology 
means the Lord ot the causal plane.
gaddT nlshin: Literally the term means one who sits on the gaddi 
(seat ot spiritual authority). The terra reters to 
a spiritual center with a line of Satgurus. Most ot 
the principal gaddi nishTns of the Radh&soaini 
movement can be traced back to the movement's 
founder Shiv Dayal Singh.
gauna purusartha: The term refers to the sum total ot 
traditional Hindu goals ot life.
the
gunas; In the system of Sai^hya it is the name ot the. 
three qualities or tundamental constituents ot 
prakrtl (natter). The creation ot the world is 
seen here as the result of the Interplay ot the 
three gunas. These are sattva (harmony), rajas 
(activity) and tamas (Inertia, darkness.). In 
Radhasoami doctrine yie three gunas are personified 
by Brahm, Vlsnu and Siva respectively.
Ourbanf: The Gurus* utterances, or the contents of the 
Sikh scriptures^ The term is also used esoterlcally 
to mean MSTm or Sabd.
Ourmat Literally , the view ot the GurTjs. This term is 
commonly used in English for Sikhism. RadhS'seanfl 
Satgurus use it in a broader manner to mean t.he 
teachings of the Sants.
¿iUJiatSlddhint: The title ot the five volUlmed work attributed to 
B&ba Sawan Singh. It Is the principal statement 
of the Beas line of Radhasoffmr Mat.
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gurmantra: The mantra of a particular significance bestowed 
by a gurú on his discipline during initiation. It 
means the mantra of the guru or initiatory mantra.
gurmukh; Li-terally it means one whose face is turned 
towards the gurU, the God-centred devotee.
In Radh&soamI circles it refers to the one 
who has ascended to the upper reaches of the 
causal plane <Par Brahm).
guru: Spiritual perceptor or master. In Sant terminology 
in refers more specifically to the Divine manifested 
in human form. This definition is the one accepted 
in RS^dhasoSml doctrine.
guru ka sabd; The Gurus' word, especially that whi.ch is recorded 
in the hymns of the GurOs contained in the Adi 
Oranth. •
GurOavatSr: In the Beas school of RâdhSsoâml Mat the term is 
used specifically for the living Satguru as opposed 
to a past Satgurij or Purâtangurü.
gurûbhaktift
GuriJdev:
Loving devotion to the Satguru (or God as guru)
In Sikh theology the term refers to guru-God. 
In the Gurmat SiddhiSot it is the radiant form 
of the inner Satguru said to appear to some 
during meditation.
gurûsevâ: Service to the guru. The term has similar 
connotations with the term gurupada seva.
gurupades: The term denoting the teaching of the guru.
guruvada:I» The Tantric doctrine of the guru as spiritual perceptor.
himsâ: Injury by body, mind or deed. The antithesis of 
ahimsa.
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Hatha yoga: An elaborate system oi yoga based on the Hatha- 
vogapradTplka. Its main object Is the develop­
ment of physical well-being.
hukam:
(hukml
In Sikh theology, the divine command or will 
governing the universe. In RadpisoSiBl doctrine 
It is associated with Nam or Sabd.
Ida: A yoglc term for the ascending tract of the 
autonomic nervous system.
Indriya: An organ or instrument of sense comprising the 
the skin, tongue, nose, eyes, ears, hands, 
generative organs and anus.
Ishq: The Sufi term tor longing for God, resulting from 
an ardent love for Him.
Ian am sakhl~ These are hagiographlcal accounts ot the lile 
of the Sikh Gurus, especially Gurú Nának.
Jap: Devout repetition orally or silently ot a mantra, 
sacred words or scriptures.
Japji: A fundamental Sikh prayer at the beginning of 
Adi Granth. It was composed by Guru Nanak 
and is recited dally by devout Sikhs
JeraJ: Creation of life from the placenta. Life born of 
the womb.
Jlte Je marna: Its literal meaning Is to die when alive. This Punjabi 
phrase Is used in the Ourmat Slddhant to mean dying to 
the world by transcending body consciousness.
Jlva: Living being. The.term refers specifically to the 
soul In its individuality, as distinct from 7tman, 
the universal soul. There are as many Jlvas as 
Individual beings.
Jlvanmuktl: The attainment of release from transmigration 
%ihile still in the human body.
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jîvanmukta; The highest category of realized person who 
has reached the goal In this life and thus 
In the human body.
Jnina: Knowledge, Intuition, wisdom. The term is used 
to refer to the highest Intuitive 
understanding, the realization of atman. 
is the outcome of meditation or revelation.
TJ nana
Kablr panth; Followers of the path of Kabir. These are 
members of the community of those observing 
a distinctive pattern of religious beliefs and 
practices as taught and practised by Kabir.
Kal Purus: In Radhasoaml Mat it is the name given to the 
power which controls the physical, astral and 
causal planes. Kal Purus is also called Brahm.
iTaliyuga: The fourth cycle of time, also known as the Dark 
or Iron Age. It is the age in which we live now.
kâm: Th¿ creative power of desire or lust 
of the'purusarthas.
It is one
karma: The destiny or fate of an individual generated in 
accordance with the deeds performed in his present 
and past existences. It is the term for deed or 
action.
k^yâ sadhana; The term means the culture of the body. It is a 
concept referring to physical exercises of yoga.
i^ Sls'a: The Sikh order or brotherhood Instituted by Guru 
Goblnd Singh in 1699.
Region or realm.
klrtan:
The Sikh moral principle of earning one’s living 
by honest means. It figures prominently in the 
Rahit Maryada (Sikh code of ethics).
Group singing of devotional songs in praise 
of God. In Sur^ Sabd Yoga it means listening 
internally to Sabd.
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klesa: Pain, affliction arising froa netaptiysteal 
ignorance of the true nature of reality.
krodh: The Punjabi term for anger. It is one of the ''five 
evils’* in Sikh ethics. The other four are lobh (greed>, 
noh (attachment), and hankar (pride).
Krsna: Avatar of Visnu and one of the most Important 
deities in the Hindu pantheon.
K riy âm an k arm a: A term used in the Gurmat Siddhant for actions 
performed in the present life.
ksama: The virtue of patience, forbearance, mercy and 
compassion.
k u n d a l i n l ; The so-called serpent power of the central 
nervous system (susunria) which lies latent 
in the lumbar-spinal region of a human.being.
When the kundalini is awakened it activates the 
cakras thus*initiating progressive enlightenment.
langar: The community kitchen and dining h'’all attached to 
gurdwaras where free meals are served.
1 1 1 a :
lobh:
A Puranlc concept of divine play viewed as God's 
sport in creating the world.
The Punjabi term for greed.
lok:
doka)
A cosmic division of the universe.
Mahâ Sunn (a); Its literal meaning is great vacuum. In Radhasoaml 
cosmology it refers to the region of intense darkness 
situated above the causal plane (Sunna) and below the 
supracausal plane (Bhanwar Gupha).
nanas: Mind in the widest sense, heart, intellect. The term 
also used for the inner organ os the seat of thinking, 
understanding, feeling , imagination and will.
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nannukh:
nanir a:
Literally, facing the mind. It refers to the one 
who obeys the dictates of the rolnd instead of that 
of the guru.
A sacred formula, a verse phrase, word or syllable 
of particular religious import.
nantrajapa: The practice of repeating or remembering a particular 
mantra.
nansarovar; The pool of nectar. The holy pool of a gurdwara.
nasand: Territorial deputies appointed by the b’lkh Ourüs to 
supervise congregations and collect tithes.
mat: Doctrine, creed, way or teachings.
nauj: Whim, delight, pleasure and wave. In the Radhasoaml 
tradition, the supreme Being's (RSdhasohmi) 
desireless will or pleasure.
naya: The Vedantlc term for cosmic illusion, it is also used 
to denote the corruptIbTe and corrupting world.
nehr: In R^dhlsoami parlance it means grace, love, kindness 
and mercy of the Satguru.
noksa; Liberation, absolute freedom, release from the cycle 
of birth and rebirth.
Mul mantra: 
(Miilmantar;
fhe basic credal statement with which the Adi Uranth 
begins.
nunl: An ascetic who practices silence or mauna.
nada: Sound, the original vibration in the emanation of 
the world.
NamdhSrl: A sect within the Sikh religion. It started with 
Babà Salak Singh (1799-1861) and developed under 
the leadership of Babà Ram Singh.
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• .vii. .•W.-
Nim 8Imran: Remembering the divine Name. It involves the 
discipline that ranges from a simple of an 
appropriate word to the devout singing of 
hymne and sophisticated meditation. In 
Radhasoaml Mat It refers to the constant 
silent repit It ion of the gurmantra.
nama-rupa: Name and form. It is the phenomenal world wtilch 
constitutes the cycle of birth and rebirth.
Nanak- panthî: The way or community of (iuru Nanak. The term 
Is also used to denote the followers of 
Guru Nanak.
Nath: A yogic sect of considerable influence during 
the time of Guru Nanak. Its origins are not 
wJ>olly clear. It development owes much to 
Saivism and the Sahajayana school of Tantrlc 
Buddhism. Nath also means master and th^ term 
Xdinath or original Master is used for Siva.
netl neti: A phrase meaning '•not this» not this** tna itl, na Iti). 
It represents the denial of any characterization 
of the atman in the Upantsads.
nij: The term Is used to denote one, true or 
proper.
Nij Aiish: 
(Ans)
In the Radhasoami tradition it refers to one 
who shares the same essence as the Lord.
Nlrankair: Literally, without form, a formless and absolute 
power. It is the designation of the formless 
One, Akal Purus.
N lr a n ja n : It Is the name given in the Radhasoami tradition 
to the ruler or Lord of the astral plane.
Nlrahkarl: A nineteenth century reform movement founded by 
Dayal Das who died In 1855. Their Guru Is called 
Gurdev Singh. The movement Is based in Chandlgargh.
nlrat: The "attentive" faculty of the soul as used in 
Rldhasoaml literature. The terra has been borrowed
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fron» Math literature.
n l r b h a l : A word lor fearlessness. It is one of the Sikh 
attributes for God.
nirguna: Without qualities or attributes.
nirguna bhakti;
rnlyana;
Devotion to a formless loving God.
Observances performed continually by all 
serious aspirants of yoga.
Short lyric, hymn.
The five divine Names constituting the gurraantra 
of the Beas school of the RâdhâsoâmT tradition.
pench Sabd: The five Sabds that are believed tp emanate from 
the five cosmic regions above the causal. These are 
named as RBdh3soaml Lok, AnBml Lok, Agam Lok, Alakh 
Lok and Sat Lok iSach Khap^>. The term appears fre­
quently in the Gurmat Slddhant.
panth: The word means path or way and refers to the 
community of believers of a certain Sant.
Par Brahm: In RadhasoBrol esoteric cosmology it is the name 
»for the upper reaches of the causal plane or 
Brahmand.
param; The word means supreme. It Is often used as a 
prefix to describe the Satguru in the Radhasoaroi 
tradition. The honorific title Is Param Sant Satgurli 
(Supreme Master Saint).
paratatma: In the Radhasoaml tradition it is a term used to 
describe the supreme soul, l.e. , a highly evolved 
person.
param purusartha: The highest goal In life, l.e., spiritual
liberation or moksa.• •
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paran Sant: Supreme Sant. In Radhasoami It refers to the Satguru 
who has achieved the highest level of God con­
sciousness.
parampara: Spiritual succession or lineage.
Find; In the RadhasoWi tradition It Is the name of the 
lowest of the three main levels of creation, l.e. 
the material universe.
pinda: The descending tract of the altonomlc nervous system 
in yoga.
A Samkhyan term for primary matter.
Cosmic destructtlon or disintegration which occurs 
periodically.
prana: The .vital breath or life force. Thera are five kinds 
of breath: prana, apana, vyana, samana and udana.
pranayama: The yoglc exercise of controlled rhythmical breathing.
prasid: Divine grace, benevolence, blessing. In Radhasoami 
parlance it refers to objects or substances 
by contact with, or use by a Satguru.
Prarabdhkarma: fCarmic residues determined at birth and which work 
themselves out in the present life.
pratyâhâra:
premCai:
The yogic practice of withdrawing concentration from 
objects of sense.
Love.
prema bhaktl: The bhaktl of loving devotion.
puja: The Vedlc term for worship or adoration.
pur usa: In SanAhya the tern designates the supreme creative 
power undef1led and unlimited by contact with prakrti
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or natter. In the Uoanlsads it denotes the Inner nan 
or the spiritual person’in nan. In Radhascanl Mat 
In Is the nane for the supreme Being (Sat Purus).
Râdhâsoàmi: In Radhasoinl literature it Is the appelât Ion of the 
supreme Lord. It Is also the appellation used for Shiv 
Dayal Singh.
Radliaeoaml Dham; Literally, Abode of Radhasoaiai. It is the name 
of the highest cosnlc region and the unltlnate 
home of the soul.
Radhasoami Mat: The tern mans the path of RSdhâsoâmï based 
primarily on the techings of Shiv Dayal Singh.
r a j a s : The creative or active attribute of nature. . It 
is one of the three gunas of the Samkhya system. 
Its characteric is strength, activity and dis­
persal of being.
r'&g (a): Musical mode.
Rahlt Maryadâ; The code of discipline of ^he Sikh lUjalsa. It (Rehat) Is 
also the title of a specific text on the subject.
Seer, sage, It is used in particular when referring 
to the poet-sages to whom the Vedas was said to have 
revealed.
rta:
Sabd:
(sabda)
The term means the cosmic and sacred order, the 
ultimate, and harmonic structure of reality.
Sound, the divine word .In Radhasoamr theology it 
refers to the divine self-expression manifested as a 
sound cut rent.
Sabdguru: This Is the RadhasoamI term for jthe Satguru, considered 
to be the living embodiment of Sabd.
r
Sab dapû rvayoga:  
Sach Khançl:
The yoga of the word.
The first purely spiritual plane In Radhasoamr 
cosmology. Its other name is Sat Das'.
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sâdhu: Holy man, renunclant, one vdio has attained spiritual 
excellence. In Ridhlsoâmî Mat the term has specific 
connotations. It refers to one who has transcended the 
astral plane and has achieved the causal plane.
saguna: It means possessing qualities or attributes. The saguna 
aspect of the deity manifests Itself as an avatar.
sadhana; The term for spltirual exercise or discipline, it is 
used in relation to yoga.
sakhi; Couplet, bï*ief verse.
s a k t a  s u r  at ; The term carries the meaning companion spirit. In 
Radhasoami circles the term is sometimes used lor 
those Satgurus considered to be companion spirits 
of Shiv OaySl Singh.
samavarna: The Hindu doctrine of caste.
samidh: The resting place for the ashes of a holy 
person. It is used in the RadhasoamT tradition 
for the repository of the remains of a departed 
Sat guru.
sampradSya:
Samkhya:
Tradition, school of rellgous thought.
One of the six traditional schools of Hindu philosophy. 
»It is also the foundation of the yoga system.
samsara: The phenomenal world of suffering. It is the cycle of 
temporal existence.
samskara: Karmic residues. These are the psychic impressions 
left by previous lives that influence to some extent 
a person's individual existence.
Sancltkarm a; Karmic residues produced by acts performed in 
previous lives, but which remain dormant in 
the previous life.
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sañgat: This is the terra for assembly, religious congregation 
or holy fellowship.
sannyasl: It is used to refer to a renounciant, wandering monk.
Sant; The term denotes spiritual person, saint .holy 
man and one who has realized the truth. It is 
also generally used to denote a member ot a 
devotional tradition which flourished in medieval 
North India. In Radhasoami Mat, a Sant is one who 
has reached the spiritual realm ot Sach Khand.
Sant Mat: The way or doctrine of the Sants. It is also 
dubbed the science of the soul by many In the 
Râdh'asoâmT tradition. Sometimes the RSdhSsdSmi 
faith is equated with Sant Mat by proponents 
of the Beas school.
Sant parampara: 
Sant Sat guru:
A spiritual lineage of Sants.
In Radhlsoaml parlance it is the designation 
reserved for all Satgurus who are believed to 
have •'descended” from Sach Khand.
santosa; The virtue associated with continence, patience 
(santokh) and contentment.
saran; A bhaktl term meaning total surrender to God in 
loving devotion.
Sat Lok; A synonym for Sach Khand, the first purely spiritual 
region.
Sat Purus: The Lord of Sot Lok or Sach Khand.
SatgurO: The true gurú. In kádhasoomf Mat it is the title of the 
guru who has transcended to Sach Khand.
Sat Nam; The True Name. It is also on appellation of Sot Purus.
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sat t va: One of the three gunas. Its characterlstIce are purity 
and goodness. It Is one of the three fundamental 
qualltlee in the Sankhya system.
satsang: The fellowship of true believers, (literally, 
association of then truthful). It is also the 
name of spiritual center of the Radhasoaml faith
satsang ghar:
• »satsangi:
Meditation hall.
One who has been initiated by a Sat guru and lives 
according to the rules of the Radhasoaml faith.
satya vacan (a>: 
SetaJ:
The Sikh principle of truthfulness.
Life forms born of moisture (reptiles).
seva; Service. An act of selfless service usually carried out 
in the name of Godm or the guru. It is an imporatant 
pillar of the Sikh faith.
siddha: Eighty four exalted personages believed by the the 
followers of Gorakhnath to have attained immortality 
through the practice of Hatha yoga. It is also 
the name for antl-Brahmlnical Tamil poets from the 
sixth century onwards.
Sikh; A learner or disciple. The term is applied to the 
^Isclple of Guru Nanak and his successors. The 
Rehat Maryada speaks of the Sikh as one who believes 
God, the ten Gurus, the Adi Granth and the Gurus' other 
writings and in the j^l^lsa initiation ceremony.
slmran:
(sumlrai))
(simaran)
(sroarana)
The word Is often translated as remembrance of God.
In Radhasoaml circles it is the discipline of the 
silent repetition of the gurmantra. As such it carries 
the same meaning as Nam simran.
One of the jaost important deities of the Hindu 
pantheon. Siva is the destroyer of the universe.
sloka: Couplet or stanza.
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sm rt i : It bears the meaning, remembrance or memory. It 
Is the name of those scriptures coming after the
s r u t i .
/
s r u t l : That which Is heard. It denotes the whole body 
of the Veda which was transmitted orally.
surat <1> : The "hearing" faculty of the soul In Radhasoaml 
Mat. It Is also used to mean the consciousness 
of the soul.
Surat Sabd Yoga: The yoglc disc11pine of Radhasoaml Mat. It 
is a méditât tonal discipline that seeks to 
connect the practitioner to the celestial 
sound and light.
swaml ; Spiritual perceptor. It is also a Radhasoaml 
term for the Lord of the highest cosmic region, 
RádhásoáBÜ Dham.
Swateh Sant: A born Sant. In the Gurmat Siddhant Swoteh 
Sants are those Satgurus who are preordained 
to become SatgurTis and as such do not necessarily 
require a Satguru themselves. Guru NShak ds the 
cited example.
tamas; One of the three gunas denoting the forces of 
darkness. This term figures prominently in the 
Samkhya system.
Tantra: Texts enunciating the forms of Saktl worship.
It is also the basis of a certain form of yoga.
Tantrlka: A practitioner of any one of the schools of Tentra 
yoga.
.tatt va: Literally, that-ness. It Is a philosophical principle 
referring to the true nature of reality.
Sacred place, Hindu place of pilgrimage.
The so-called third eye located between and behind 
the outer eyes. In Radh^sdamT Mat It is the seat
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a p p e n d i x  II
THE HIERAP^HY OF COSWIC REALMS; BEAS VERSION
Tñihittimi dhàm or ••timi 
agam lok 
alakh lok
sat lok ■ ■■
■ tubdiviikM» of- \al lok
hhanvoT gupki 
sunn or dasi'io Htw 
t^rikuli
fukfham ¡agal
SIX crnirrs 
of pittd
THE HIERARCHY OF CuSKIC REALMS: AGRA VERSION
ndhistimt dhim 
(abode of ridhisoiml) 
ogam lok (inaccessible world) 
aUkk lok (invisible world) 
ctMfiii M  (nameleu world)
Ml lok (world of Ml) 
oKuumr gupkt (whirling cave).
'dayil desk or 
Ml desk
duoiH doir (the tenth door; also called ««a)^
trik^ «____
Maar aai umoot (the tliousand-petalled lotus)
••tfAaa tok (the %vorld of Vishnu)>s
M um  lok (the world of Brahma)|—sometimes called ond 
skim lok (the world of Shiva) i
-ibrokmM
üsri til (third eye)----------------
koutk ekohm (throat center) 
amlokksumn (solar plexus or 'heart') 
nibki ekokro (navel center) 
indri konml (genital center) 
gads ckokro (rectal center)-----------
- pind
Source: Babb, Redemptive Encounters. Three Modern StvUs in tfee_H_lMu
Tradition, po 39 and 47.
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